1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

1.1. Relevance of Computer Modeling of Metal Ion-Containing Systems {#sec1.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### 1.1.1. Importance of Metal Ions {#sec1.1.1}

Metals and metal ions are ubiquitous in nature and account for tremendous chemical diversity. In the periodic table, from element 1 (H) to element 109 (Mt), there are 84 metals, 7 metalloids, and only 18 nonmetals. The sum of the abundances of Al, Fe, Ca, Na, K, Mg, and Ti in the earth's crust is ∼25%. Metals are well-known substances in our daily lives, composing objects from coins to bridges, but the metal objects we touch are metal crystals or alloys. With low electronegativities, metals are easily ionized and highly reactive, allowing them to participate in many unique reactions or catalytic processes. Metals and their ions are distributed widely and play extremely important roles in chemistry, geochemistry, biochemistry, material sciences, etc. Approximately one-third of the structures in the Protein Databank (PDB) contain metal ions.^[@ref1]^ In biology, Na^+^, K^+^, Mg^2+^, and Ca^2+^ help maintain the osmotic pressure of blood;^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^ they activate/deactivate some enzymes;^[@ref6]−[@ref11]^ while redox pairs such as Fe^2+^/Fe^3+^ and Cu^+^/Cu^2+^ are essential to metabolic electron transfer processes,^[@ref12]−[@ref15]^ just to name a few of the myriad of biological functions of metal ions. Metals are widely used materials in our daily lives; for example, coins are made of Cu, Ag, Au, Al, Ni, and Fe, etc. Moreover, industrial catalysis is no less reliant on metal chemistry: more than 80% of currently used large-scale chemical processes rely on solid catalysts, typically based on the chemistry of transition metals (TMs).^[@ref16]^

### 1.1.2. Significant Role of Contemporary Computer Modeling {#sec1.1.2}

Contemporary computational chemistry is playing an ever-growing role in chemical research, driven by the improved hardware and lithography, which was facilitated by advances in semiconductor materials containing metals and metalloids. As Moore's law describes, the computational power of central processing units (CPUs) doubles every 18 months.^[@ref17]^ The dramatic increase in computational power makes previously unattainable computations feasible, allowing for the ever-expanding role of computation in science. For example, in the 1940s and 1950s, with very limited computational power available, it was hard to simulate systems beyond the hydrogen atom,^[@ref18]^ while it is now possible to deal with systems containing hundreds of atoms using ab initio quantum mechanics (QM) methods and systems containing millions of atoms through the use of classical mechanics. The development and application of new hardware modalities also remarkably increased computational power. For example, application of graphic processing units (GPUs) in computational chemistry speeds up calculations by at least an order of magnitude over traditional CPUs.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ Development of the Anton supercomputer makes possible routine millisecond MD simulations of small proteins.^[@ref21]^

Computational methods offer atomic/molecular and electronic-level insights, which are hard or impossible to obtain experimentally, thereby providing a complementary tool to experiment. Computational approaches can help us to better interpret chemical phenomena and also provide prospective insights and new hypotheses for experimentalists. Novel molecules can be rapidly designed and characterized for desired properties prior to the initiation of expensive synthetic efforts. Computation is playing an increasing role in structure-based drug design and discovery^[@ref22]−[@ref27]^ as well as in the materials design field.^[@ref28]−[@ref33]^ Structure-based drug design computational tools have facilitated in the discovery of novel compounds for diseases including HIV,^[@ref22],[@ref23],[@ref25]^ cancer,^[@ref26]^ and hypertension.^[@ref27]^ It has also facilitated in the design of novel materials for applications in solar cells,^[@ref28]^ solid catalysts,^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ semiconductors, and superconductors.^[@ref31]−[@ref33]^

1.2. Challenge of Modeling Metal Ion-Containing Species {#sec1.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

### 1.2.1. High Angular Momenta Atomic Orbitals {#sec1.2.1}

Unlike the s and p block elements, TMs have d or f orbitals as their outermost orbitals, which can also participate in chemical bonding. As compared to s and p orbitals, d and f orbitals have more electrons and more complicated shapes (due to their higher angular momenta), which result in more complicated chemical bonding characteristics.

### 1.2.2. Multiple Oxidation States {#sec1.2.2}

Furthermore, there are multiple possible oxidation states for a given TM. For example, Mn has oxidation states ranging from −3 to +7 (with +2, +4, and +7 being the most prevalent), while Fe has oxidation states ranging from −4 to +6 (with +2, +3, and +6 being the most prevalent). Ru and Os have an oxidation state of 8 in RuO~4~ and OsO~4~.^[@ref34]^ In 2014, Wang et al. characterized the \[IrO~4~\]^+^ ion experimentally, in which Ir has a +9 formal charge.^[@ref35]^ Recently, Yu and Truhlar predicted that \[PtO~4~\]^2+^ could kinetically exist based on theoretical calculations, in which Pt has a +10 oxidation state.^[@ref36]^ Furthermore, the higher oxidation states result in highly charged systems that can have pronounced long-range effects, which need to be accurately accounted for in simulations.

### 1.2.3. Electronic State Degeneracy {#sec1.2.3}

Another significant challenge for modeling TM containing systems is their complicated electronic structures, wherein various spin states can be present with relatively close energies. On one hand, it is generally hard to predict the ground state of a TM ion and to accurately calculate the relative energies between the different states. On the other hand, different spin states may exist at the same time or are essentially degenerate, further complicating the electronic structure. It is impossible to model this static correlation effect based on single-reference methods using a single Slater determinant. Different methods including density functional theory and multireference methods will likely be required to model these systems accurately. Beyond the state degeneracy issue, electronic effects including the Jahn--Teller effect and the trans effect exist, making it even more challenging to accurately model TM-containing molecules at the classical level of theory.

### 1.2.4. Complicated Chemical Bonding and Multiple Coordination Numbers {#sec1.2.4}

On the basis of the above, TM-containing species have more complicated chemical bonding patterns than their organic counterparts, causing much of their ability to have flexible and dynamic coordination environments. Chemical bonds are often characterized on a continuum from covalent to ionic: at one extreme, bonds are based on electrons shared between two atoms, while at the other electrons are exclusively held by one atom or the other, and the association is electrostatic in nature. The main group nonmetal elements usually have consistent bonding patterns due to the nature of their covalent bonds. For example, hydrogen and halogen atoms usually just form one bond with other atoms, while oxygen atoms usually have one double bond or two single bonds with other atoms. Two carbon atoms can form a triple bond at the most, which can be understood as one σ bond and two π bonds between the atom pair. While chemical bonding in organic species has its nuances, many general-purpose chemical models have been designed for organic species and biopolymers that are broadly descriptive of their behavior. However, metal ions present much more challenging modeling problems due to their larger coordination numbers (CNs), relatively labile chemical bonding, and diversity of electronic states.

For the main group metal elements, their chemical bonding has more ionic character, which causes them to have both higher and more flexible CNs than the main group nonmetal elements. For example, Ca^2+^ encompasses CNs ranging from 5 to 10 in aqueous solution.^[@ref37]^ Moreover, more complicated bonding patterns can appear between TMs and their coordinating ligands. Whereas main-group compounds tend to have strictly covalent or ionic bonding, transition metals form bonds to their ligands nearer the middle of the bonding "spectrum". These "coordinate bonds" are typically more flexible and easier to break than a covalent bond, facilitating the use of TMs in catalysts. The coordinate bond shares some characteristics with covalent and electrostatic bonds; depending on the atoms involved, some coordinate bonds are more covalent and some are more ionic. For example, TMs can form both σ and π bonds with coordinate atoms. In contrast, the coordinate bonds in Werner-type compounds are more ionic in nature. Overall, these characteristics give TMs more flexible coordination environments than the nonmetal main group compounds. First, as compared to main group nonmetal elements, higher order bonds can be formed between TMs. For example, Cotton et al. found that there is a quadruple bond between two Re atoms in K~2~\[Re~2~Cl~8~\]~2~·H~2~O.^[@ref38]^ This bond involves a d~*x*^2^~--p~*z*~ hybrid (as a σ bond), two d~*xz*~--d~*yz*~ bonding pairs (as two π bonds), and one d~*xy*~--d~*xy*~ bonding pair (as another σ bond) in the quadruple bond. Recent computations of Gagliardi and Roos have shown that U~2~ has a quintuple bond (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which has all known covalent bond types (electron-pair bond, one-electron bond, and ferromagnetically coupled electrons) in it.^[@ref39]^ Nguyen et al. have crystallized a Cr complex with two Cr^+^ ions (with a 3d^5^ configuration) with a 5-fold bond, with a bond distance of only ∼1.84 Å (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref40]^ Second, more diversified bond types existed between TMs and ligands. For instance, "yl-ene-yne" type compounds of W and Cr have been characterized, in which there are single, double, and triple bonds formed between the central metal ion and the surrounding coordinating atoms (see [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref41]−[@ref43]^ Moreover, TMs can also have flexible CN values: For example, Cu can have a CN of 5 and 6 in aqueous solution where both configurations have similar energies;^[@ref44]^ zinc ions play structural and catalytic roles with CNs ranging from 4 to 6 in biological systems.^[@ref45]^

![Active molecular orbitals forming the chemical bond between two uranium atoms. The orbital label is given below each orbital, together with the number of electrons occupying this orbital or pair of orbitals in the case of degeneracy. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref39]). Copyright 2005 Nature Publishing Group.](cr-2016-00440p_0001){#fig1}

![Thermal ellipsoid (30%) drawing of Ar′CrCrAr′ (Ar′ means C~6~H~3~-2,6(C~6~H~3~-2,6-Pr^i^~2~)~2~, where Pr^i^ means isopropyl). Hydrogen atoms are not shown. Selected bond distances and angles (deg) are as follows: Cr(1)--Cr(1A), 1.8351(4) Å; Cr(1)--C(1), 2.131(1) Å; Cr(1)--C(7A), 2.2943(9) Å; Cr(1)--C(8A), 2.479(1) Å; Cr(1)--Cr(12A), 2.414(1) Å; C(1)--C(2), 1.421(1) Å; C(1)--C(6), 1.423(2) Å; C(7)--C(8), 1.421(1) Å; C(7)--C(12), 1.424(1) Å; Cr(1A)--Cr(1)--C(1), 108.78(3)°; Cr(1A)--Cr(1)--C(7A), 94.13(3)°; C(1)--Cr(1)--C(7A), 163.00(4)°; Cr(1)--C(1)--C(2), 114.34(7)°; Cr(1)--C(1)--C(6), 131.74(7)°; and C(2)--C(1)--C(6), 113.91(9)°. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref40]). Copyright 2005 The American Association for the Advancement of Science.](cr-2016-00440p_0002){#fig2}

![Structures of Schrock and Clark's "yl-ene-yne" complex of refs ([@ref41], [@ref42]), Wilkinson's nitride-imido complex (half of the dimer is shown and the chloride bridges to one lithium of a chemically equivalent manganese center) of ref ([@ref46]), and the NCr(NPh) (NPr^i^~2~)~2~ anion of ref ([@ref43]). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref43]). Copyright 2016 PCCP Owner Societies.](cr-2016-00440p_0003){#fig3}

The higher CN values dramatically increase the number of possible compounds that can be generated around a metal center. Flexible bonding makes it hard to simulate diverse chemical bonds with one modeling strategy. Moreover, the number of electronic states available to some metal ions coupled with more flexible bonds results in many configurations having very similar energies that in turn require highly accurate and expensive computational methods to differentiate the subtle differences. In typical force fields for metal ions, parameters are designed for a specific CN found for the metal ion in an environment. Because an individual metal ion can form many complexes with different CNs, which may or may not be close in energy, and may change from one environment to another, it is hard to simulate these systems accurately. Hence, generating a general force field for metal ions becomes more of a challenge. On the basis of the previous discussion, we hope we have lain bare why it is such a challenge to model metal-containing compounds.

1.3. Impact of the Dearth of Experimental Data {#sec1.3}
----------------------------------------------

### 1.3.1. Experimental Challenges {#sec1.3.1}

Unfortunately, there are limited experimental data about TM species, which slows the development of accurate theoretical methods to model TM-containing compounds. For example, both the number and the accuracy of experimentally derived heats of formation (HOFs) for TM-containing molecules are modest when compared to what is available for organic compounds. In the work of Jiang et al., they benchmarked the correlation consistent composite approach for transition metals (ccCA-TM) composite method against one of the biggest data sets of experimental HOFs of TM species.^[@ref47]^ 193 out of 225 entries in the data set were used during the benchmark calculations. As compared to the number of possible TM-containing molecules that could exist, this number represents a rather paltry validation set. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} showed the mean absolute deviations (MADs) of the ccCA-TM method toward subsets of the experimental data combined with different upper limits of uncertainties. We can see that there are very few (only 32) experimental data points that have accuracies within what is termed "chemical accuracy" (which is ±1.0 kcal/mol). Meanwhile, they found that the MAD of the ccCA-TM method increases along with the upper error limit of the experimental data set they used (see [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), further demonstrating the challenge of using experimental data with higher uncertainties. These results indicate that to impel theoretical methods forward, extensive and highly reliable experimental data will be essential. Because it is challenging to obtain thermodynamic experimental data for TM species to chemical accuracy, the ability for computational methods to advance will be hindered as well.

![MADs of the ccCA-TM composite method with respect to experimental heats of formation. Unit is kcal/mol along the *Y* axis. The value in brackets represents the number of data points in the subset. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref47]). Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0004){#fig4}

Another challenging issue is the way in which accurate hydration free energies (HFEs) are obtained for ions. Chemists determine the HFE of a single ion based on experimentally determined HFE values of salts coupled with theoretical assumptions. In particular, the HFE of the proton is usually used as a reference by which the rest of the HFEs are scaled. However, this value has been assigned a range of values covering more than 10 kcal/mol. Meanwhile, there are also other issues that should be considered, including the difference between intrinsic and absolute HFE values, if one wants to accurately model HFE values. Because molecular dynamics (MD) simulations usually employ periodic boundary conditions (PBCs), which do not have an interface, the intrinsic HFE, other than real HFE values, are usually obtained. Related discussions can be found in the work of Grossfield et al.^[@ref48]^ and in the work of Lamoureux and Roux.^[@ref49]^ Another issue is that ion parametrization is performed under infinite dilution, while in high concentration solutions, ion pair interactions are important.

### 1.3.2. Inconsistencies between Experimental and Computational Data {#sec1.3.2}

Another aspect that restricts the development of TM modeling is inconsistencies between the available experimental and computational data. For example, X-ray diffraction (XRD) data are always based on the crystal phase.^[@ref50]^ These crystals are packaged with numerous adjacent unit cells. In QM or molecular mechanics (MM) modeling efforts, the calculation is usually performed in the gas phase without inclusion of crystal packing effects. Moreover, XRD refinement determines the center of the electronic cloud but not the nuclear position, which can be influenced by lone pairs and highly electron-attracting/-donating groups.^[@ref51]^ In contrast, theoretical methods normally use the position of the atomic nuclei. Meanwhile, using experimental data directly may introduce inaccuracies due to different interpretations of the data. For example, the van der Waals (VDW) radii used in X-ray studies are based on the distance of nearby atoms, which are influenced by the crystal packing, while the theoretical chemist treats the VDW radii sum as the energy minimum of two isolated particles.^[@ref51]^ Under these circumstances, assessment of theoretical results based on experimental data may be biased. Moreover, experimental thermochemical data are more often given as free energy values. However, theoretical computation of free energy changes requires extensive sampling, which is still challenging, especially for macromolecular systems.^[@ref50]^ Therefore, direct comparison between the theoretical and computational data becomes more difficult.

1.4. Scope of This Review {#sec1.4}
-------------------------

This Review covers the theoretical and computational work on metal ion modeling reported in the past several decades, with a focus on metal ion modeling employing classical force fields. Because quantum calculations are usually used for parametrization and to benchmark metal ion force fields, we briefly review extant QM modeling strategies with respect to metal-containing systems in [section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2){ref-type="other"}. Next, we review the widely used nonbonded and bonded approaches to classical modeling of metal ions in [sections [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"} and [4](#sec4){ref-type="other"}, respectively. We then summarize the cationic dummy atom and combined models in [section [5](#sec5){ref-type="other"}](#sec5){ref-type="other"}. These two models are presented separately from the bonded and nonbonded models because they form a distinct set of "semibonded" models. Subsequently, we review several widely used polarizable models in [section [6](#sec6){ref-type="other"}](#sec6){ref-type="other"}, while in [section [7](#sec7){ref-type="other"}](#sec7){ref-type="other"} we review classical models based on the angular overlap model (AOM) and valence bond (VB) theory. Finally, we summarize our conclusions and perspectives on the prospects of this research field in [section [8](#sec8){ref-type="other"}](#sec8){ref-type="other"}. While we strive to give a balanced review of the field, we realize that due to the limits of our knowledge omissions might occur, for which we make our apologies. Note that the dates listed in the main text represent the year of publication in the original article, which may differ from the year when the article appeared in press. For example, the original paper describing the 12-6-4 LJ-type nonbonded model for divalent metal ions was published online in October of 2013, while it appeared in print in 2014 in the *Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation*. Hence, we refer to the work as being reported in 2014.

1.5. Previous Reviews {#sec1.5}
---------------------

A broad range of reviews regarding the computational modeling of metal ions have been published in the past several decades. Below, we summarize some extant reviews for the sake of the readers who want to trace back through the relevant literature.

### 1.5.1. Quantum Mechanics Methods {#sec1.5.1}

There are a number of reviews concerning TM chemistry that have been published in *Chemical Reviews*. Holm and Solomon coedited a series of reviews largely focused on experimental studies of bioinorganic enzymes.^[@ref12]−[@ref15],[@ref45],[@ref52]−[@ref71]^ Davidson edited a series of reviews on QM modeling of TM-containing systems in 2000,^[@ref72]−[@ref85]^ which summarized the development of ab initio and DFT methods to date. In total, 13 articles on various topics of QM TM modeling were included.^[@ref73]−[@ref85]^ Holm and Solomon edited another series of reviews on biomimetic inorganic chemistry,^[@ref86]−[@ref112]^ of which there were couple of reviews on theoretical topics. Noodleman et al. reviewed QM studies of enzyme reaction mechanisms,^[@ref104]^ and Solomon et al. reviewed the electronic structure of models of clusters found in blue copper proteins from both experimental and theoretical points of view.^[@ref108]^ As a sequel to their successful series of reviews in 1996,^[@ref52]^ Holm and Solomon edited another series of articles on bioinorganic enzymology.^[@ref113]−[@ref123]^ In the series of reviews about theoretical calculations on large systems edited by Gordon and Slipchenko in 2015,^[@ref124]^ Blomberg et al. reviewed QM studies of the mechanisms of a series of metalloenzymes.^[@ref114]^ Fernando et al. reviewed QM calculations on metal-containing systems including metal, metal oxide, and metal chalcogenide clusters,^[@ref125]^ which focuses on the structure and physical properties of metal-containing clusters, but did not cover the studies of bulk or surface properties in periodic systems. Finally, Odoh et al. recently reviewed QM studies of metal--organic frameworks (MOFs).^[@ref126]^

Besides the aforementioned collections of relevant review articles, several other germane reviews have been published in the last several decades. Rode et al. summarized their QM simulation work on ion solvation in 2004.^[@ref127]^ They used QM MD simulations, which include "quantum effects" and, consequently, provide detailed insights into the ion solvation process. Deeth reviewed the application of DFT methods to the modeling of the active sites and mechanisms of metalloenzyme systems in 2004.^[@ref128]^ In his review, he discussed factors for designing suitable models and described overall strategies for calculations on these model systems. In 2005, Shaik et al. reviewed the available theoretical work on cytochrome P450 enzymes.^[@ref129]^ In 2006, Noodleman and Han reviewed DFT methods applied to spin-polarized and spin-coupled systems and DFT applications to different states of redox-active and electron transfer metalloproteins,^[@ref130]^ while Neese reviewed the application of DFT and time-dependent DFT methods to bioinorganic chemistry.^[@ref131]^ Hallberg reviewed the DMRG method and its applications to various areas including physics and chemistry also in 2006.^[@ref132]^ In 2009, Cramer and Truhlar reviewed the DFT method and its application to TM chemistry.^[@ref133]^ Multiple topics were covered including the effect of DFT functional choice, available software and validation tests, combined with representative applications to different TM-containing systems. Aullón and Alvarez reviewed the relationship of atomic charge and formal charge in TM compounds based on DFT studies on four-coordinated TM complexes.^[@ref134]^ In 2010, Shaik et al. reviewed QM/MM studies on P450 enzymes.^[@ref135]^ In 2011, Hofer et al. reviewed studies relating to the hydration of highly charged ions.^[@ref136]^ In this Review, they concluded that the combination of accurate QM simulation with experimental research would be necessary to obtain highly reliable insights into the solvation of these ions. In 2012, Sameera and Maseras gave an overview of DFT and DFT/MM studies of TM catalysis,^[@ref137]^ while in 2014, Tsipis reviewed DFT modeling of coordination chemistry.^[@ref138]^ In the latter, several general suggestions were provided regarding how to choose a DFT functional suitable for the problem at hand.

### 1.5.2. Unpolarized Force Fields {#sec1.5.2}

There are a few reviews on classical modeling of inorganic complexes published several decades ago. For example, Brubaker and Johnson reviewed MM modeling in coordination chemistry in 1984.^[@ref139]^ Hancock and Martell reviewed MM modeling strategies for application to ligand design for metal ion complexation in 1989.^[@ref140]^ Comba reviewed MM-based studies on metal ion selectivity in 1999.^[@ref141]^ Limitations and the reasons for the failure of some of the modeling efforts were discussed along with their possible solutions. Norrby and Brandt reviewed parametrization strategies for deriving MM parameters for coordination complexes in 2001.^[@ref142]^ Topics on model setup, target choice, parameter refinement, and force field validation were covered in the review. Banci reviewed MD simulation work on metalloproteins,^[@ref143]^ and Comba and Remenyi reviewed MM-based modeling of inorganic compounds both in 2003.^[@ref144]^ For the later, studies on blue copper proteins were used as a case study, while the pros and cons of QM, QM/MM, and MM models were discussed in detail. Jungwirth and Tobias have reviewed classical modeling of ions (for both unpolarized and polarizable force field models) at the air/water interface.^[@ref145]^ Comba, Hambely, and Bodo coauthored a book entitled "Molecular Modeling of Inorganic Compounds" in 2009.^[@ref146]^ Zimmer reviewed classical MM-based simulations of bioinorganic systems and highlighted work on methyl coenzyme-M reductase and urease as example cases.^[@ref147]^ Sousa et al. discussed the difficulties of modeling metalloenzymes using MD simulation and gave an overview of the typical modeling strategies used to solve this problem in 2010.^[@ref148]^ A modeling study of a zinc-containing metalloenzyme-farnesyltransferase using the bonded approach was used to illustrate this modeling strategy. In 2011, Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov reviewed the "molecular dynamics in electronic continuum" method (a charge scaling technique) they developed.^[@ref149]^ In 2012, Dommert et al. reviewed unpolarized, polarizable, and CG force fields for ionic liquids with a focus on the imidazolium-based ionic liquids.^[@ref150]^ In 2012, Riniker et al. reviewed coarse-grained (CG) models for simulating biomolecules, in which they generalized the "coarse-graining" concept and discussed the basic principles involved in developing CG models based on fine-grained models.^[@ref151]^ Marrink and Tieleman reviewed the popular MARTINI force field in 2013.^[@ref152]^ In 2015, Nechay et al. reviewed their work on metalloprotein modeling using the QM/discrete molecular dynamics (DMD) approach.^[@ref153]^ Li et al. reviewed simulation work on metal ion coupled protein folding.^[@ref154]^ Finally, in 2016, Heinz and Ramezani-Dakhel reviewed molecular simulation work on inorganic--bioorganic interfaces.^[@ref155]^ Kmiecik et al. reviewed CG models for proteins and summarized a range of related applications.^[@ref156]^ Cho and Goddard reviewed studies of metalloproteins from the theoretical and experimental points of view in their book.^[@ref157]^

### 1.5.3. Polarizable Force Fields {#sec1.5.3}

Because there are very few extant review articles specific to the modeling of metal ions using polarizable force fields, we decided to highlight a number of reviews on polarizable force fields that have appeared regardless of their overall relevance to metal ion-containing systems. In this way, interested readers can gain entry into this rapidly developing field.

In the collection of *Chemical Reviews* articles edited by Holm and Solomon in 1996,^[@ref52]^ one article by Stephens et al. focused on theoretical calculations of the redox potentials of Fe--S proteins using the protein dipole Langevin dipoles model.^[@ref13]^ Halgren and Damm summarized work on polarizable force fields up to ∼2001.^[@ref158]^ In 2002, Rick and Stuart reviewed the strategies of incorporating polarizability into classical modeling while focusing on the use of polarizable force fields in MD and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.^[@ref159]^ Ponder and Case reviewed the available protein force fields (both unpolarized and polarizable) in 2003.^[@ref160]^ Mackerell gives a short review on polarizable force fields as part of his review of empirical force fields in 2004.^[@ref161]^ Friesner has also reviewed the development of polarizable force fields in 2005.^[@ref162]^ Patel and Brooks summarized their work on the development and application of the CHARMM fluctuating charge (FQ) model in 2006.^[@ref163]^ Gresh et al. gave an overview of the formulation and applications of the sum of interactions between fragments computed ab initio (SIBFA) method in 2007.^[@ref164]^ Warshel et al. critiqued the development of macroscopic polarizable force fields and emphasized the importance of polarization effects in application studies in their review in 2007.^[@ref165]^ Cieplak et al. sketched out the development and application of polarizable force fields for macromolecular simulations in 2009.^[@ref166]^ They reviewed unpolarized force fields, followed by intermolecular interactions studied by QM methods, and then polarizable force fields. Loopes et al. summarized the theories, extended Lagrangian integrators, and application studies of polarizable force fields in 2009.^[@ref167]^ Russo and van Duin described the reactive force field (ReaxFF) method and showed an application to a zinc--oxide nanowire in 2011.^[@ref168]^ Gong outlined modeling work of ion-containing systems using the atom-bond electronegativity equalization method (ABEEM) FQ model in 2012.^[@ref169]^ Lamoureux and Orabi, in 2012, reviewed the cation−π interaction modeling with an emphasis on applications to proteins and the Drude oscillator (DO) model they developed.^[@ref170]^ Shin et al. surveyed the use of ReaxFF for simulating complex bonding and chemistry in 2012, with an emphasis on the application of ReaxFF and the charge optimized many-body models.^[@ref171]^ An overview of the development and application of reactive potentials was given by Liang et al. in 2013, with an emphasis on the comparison of ReaxFF and the charge-optimized-many-body (COMB) force fields with variable-charge schemes.^[@ref172]^ In 2015, Shi et al. gave a conspectus on the recent progress of different polarizable force fields,^[@ref173]^ and in the same year Vanommeslaeghe and Mackerell examined recent developments of the CHARMM unpolarized force field and discussed the CHARMM DO force field, with an emphasis on its parametrization scheme.^[@ref174]^ Recently, Lemkul et al. have reviewed the DO model with emphasis on the application of the Drude-2013 model to biological molecules.^[@ref175]^ Senftle et al. reviewed the ReaxFF model, in which its development, applications, and future directions were discussed.^[@ref176]^

### 1.5.4. Other Models {#sec1.5.4}

Landis and co-workers reviewed their SHAPES method in 1995,^[@ref177]^ and Deeth and co-workers have written several reviews and book chapters regarding their ligand field MM (LFMM) method.^[@ref178]−[@ref182]^

2. Modeling Transition Metal-Containing Species Using Quantum Mechanics {#sec2}
=======================================================================

2.1. Challenges {#sec2.1}
---------------

This Review concentrates on force field modeling for metal ions; however, due to the broad adoption of QM methods to derive force field parameters and in QM/MM simulations, we provide a brief review on metal ion modeling using QM methods. A number of more extensive reviews on QM modeling of TM-containing systems are available in the literature for the interested reader.^[@ref183]−[@ref185]^

QM and QM/MM methods offer detailed insights into intermediates and transition states in catalysis, where these states are hard to understand using experimental tools.^[@ref137]^ However, it is still challenging to accurately model TM-containing systems using QM calculations. In particular, modeling the multireference characteristic of many TM species using single reference methods is not handled correctly because they do not address static correlation.

Besides modeling molecules, it is hard to simulate the metal atoms from the middle TM series. Here, we treat the Ni atom as an example. The atomic excitation energies of Ni for 3d^9^4s^1^--3d^8^s^2^ (^3^D--^3^F) and 3d^9^4s^1^--3d^10^ (^3^D--^1^S) excitations calculated by several different QM approaches are shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, together with experimental values. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} shows that the HF method gives significant errors predicting these properties, while multireference methods need to be employed to obtain accurate results.

###### ^3^D--^3^F and ^3^D--^1^S Excitation Energies of Ni Based on Several Different QM Methods and from Experiment[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

               HF^[@ref188]^   HF+rel^[@ref188]^   SDCI+rel^[@ref188]^   SDCI+rel with Davidson correction^[@ref188]^   MRCI+rel^[@ref188]^   MRCI+rel with Davidson correction^[@ref188]^   exp.^[@ref189]^
  ------------ --------------- ------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -----------------
  ^3^D--^3^F   --1.277         --1.637             --0.340               --0.325                                        --0.086               --0.195                                        0.03
  ^3^D--^1^S   4.199           4.404               2.484                 2.261                                          1.879                 1.843                                          1.74

Units in eV. Herein, +rel means with relativistic correction, the HF and HF+rel calculations used an uncontracted (20s15p10d6f) basis set, while the rest of the calculations used a (7s6p4d3f2g) basis set; the experimental results were obtained after averaging over the *J*-components.

Martin and Hay have studied the excitation energies of low-lying states and ionization potentials (IPs) of TMs.^[@ref186]^ Relativistic effects were taken into consideration based on the scheme of Cowan and Griffin.^[@ref187]^ They found that the relativistic effect stabilized the "s-electron-rich" configurations, while correlation effects favored the "d-electron-rich" configurations. In their work, it was shown that the numerical HF method without relativistic correction predicted excitation energies for the ^3^D--^3^F and ^3^D--^1^S transitions of −1.27 and 4.20 eV, respectively, while the relativistic HF method predicted the two values as −1.63 and 4.41 eV, respectively. Bauschlicher et al. systematically investigated different methods for predicting these excitation energies.^[@ref188]^ They found a single reference SDCI approach offered improvement, but the differences when compared to experiment were still considerable (see [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Finally, they showed that the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) method coupled with large atomic natural orbital (ANO) basis sets could further reduce the errors (see [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}).

Because the DFT method considers the electron density--energy relationship directly, it incorporates static correlation effectively when modeling TM containing systems.^[@ref133]^ However, there are a large number of functionals available, and the computational accuracy varies widely among them and is property dependent. Hence, the answer to the question of which functional should be used really depends on the system and property one wants to investigate. In general, correlation functionals, which do not attain the homogeneous gas electron limit, are not suggested for pure metal systems,^[@ref190],[@ref191]^ while for mixed systems, such as organometallics, this is not a significant limitation.^[@ref84]^

2.2. Ab Initio Methods {#sec2.2}
----------------------

The Hartree--Fock (HF) method is a self-consistent field (SCF) method that was first proposed by Hartree^[@ref192],[@ref193]^ and later developed by Fock,^[@ref194]^ Slater,^[@ref195],[@ref196]^ etc., resulting in the HF method widely used nowadays. It uses several approximations to solve the Schrödinger equation efficiently for complex systems, including the Born--Oppenheimer, nonrelativistic, linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO), Slater determinant, and mean field approximations. However, because it neglects the correlation energy and is a single reference method, it is generally not used for modeling TM-containing systems. Even with these issues, HF methods can be used for force constant derivation with some success.^[@ref197]^ The MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) methods include some portion of the correlation energy and are contemporary post-HF work horses. Among them, CCSD(T) with complete basis set (CBS) extrapolation is treated as the "gold standard" for predicting the properties of small organic molecules.^[@ref198]^ It can achieve chemical accuracy (±1 kcal/mol) for atomization energies and reaction enthalpies for small molecules.^[@ref199]^ However, due to its single reference character, CCSD(T) does not afford an accurate representation of "static correlation". Multiple reference wave function-based methods offer better descriptions but with greatly increased computational cost.^[@ref200]^

TM-containing systems are more likely to have strong multireference properties due to the near degeneracy of d orbitals. A well-known multireference TM system is Cr~2~, its multireference character making it challenging to simulate using methods employing a single Slater determinant.^[@ref201]^ However, we note that multireference is not only a characteristic that is relevant to TMs. For example, the C~2~ molecule, which has several low-lying excited electronic states, also has strong multireference character. Abrams and Sherrill have explored the limitations of single-reference methods in modeling the multireference C~2~ system.^[@ref202]^

Jiang et al. studied the multireference character of 3d TM-containing systems and have discussed the criteria for determining this characteristic.^[@ref203]^ Subsequently, Wang et al. performed related studies for 4d TM-containing species and listed criteria for determining the multireference characteristics of these systems.^[@ref204]^

Weaver et al. have investigated the accuracy of the CCSD and CCSD(T) methods for calculating the HOFs of zinc-containing systems.^[@ref205]^ The basis sets 6-31G\*\* and TZVP, along with two hybrid basis sets LANL2DZ-6-31G\*\* (same as LACVP\*\*) and LANL2DZ-TZVP, were employed. The 6-31G\*\* basis set showed the best performance in general. The CCSD(T)/6-31G\*\* level of theory showed the best performance for predicting the HOFs of nonalkyl zinc species, while none of the investigated theory combinations could reproduce the HOFs of alkyl zinc compounds accurately. Moreover, it was shown that the CCSD/6-31G\*\* level of theory could best reproduce experimental geometries. However, the coupled cluster (CC) methods did not systematically outperform DFT functionals. For the ZnH and ZnF~2~ systems, there are many DFT functionals that gave better predictions with the 6-31G\*\* basis set. In a related work by Weaver and Merz, they investigated the CC method for calculating the HOFs of copper-containing systems.^[@ref206]^ The results indicated that there is no correlation between calculating the HOFs accurately and predicting bond lengths precisely. The CCSD(T)/6-31G\*\* level of theory incorrectly predicts the ground state of the CuO compound as a quartet, with an elongated bond length (∼0.29 Å longer than experiment), and afforded an overestimate of the HOF value (∼29 kcal/mol higher when compared to experiment).

In the recent work of Xu et al., they calculated the bond energies of 20 diatomic molecules containing 3d TM elements using four CC-based methods (CCSD, CCSD(T), CCSDT, CCSDT(2)~Q~) and 42 DFT functionals, and compared them to the most reliable experimental data.^[@ref207]^ They found that the CC methods only offered similar accuracy with, but not necessarily better than, the DFT methods, suggesting that CC methods do not form a benchmark theory for DFT methods. They also found that both CC and DFT methods perform better for single reference systems than for multiple reference systems. Moreover, it was found that CCSD(T) calculations usually underestimate the bond energies, while DFT broken-symmetry calculations usually overestimate these values. Overall, using CCSD(T) results as benchmark values for DFT and other methods should be treated with caution for TM methods.^[@ref207]^

Given the limited accuracy of direct prediction based on post-HF methods, the scaled approach is an alternative and offers improved results. For example, Hyla-Kryspin and Grimme have investigated the dissociation enthalpy changes of a number of TM complexes using the MP2, MP3, spin component scaled-MP2 (SCS-MP2), SCS-MP3 methods, and the BP86 density functional, and compared them to experimental data.^[@ref208]^ The mean average error (MAE) values of the MP2, MP3, SCS-MP2, SCS-MP3, and BP86 methods are 21.0, 22.3, 11.6, 4.1, and 3.4 kcal/mol, respectively. This indicates the SCS method can correct the erratic behavior of MP2 and MP3 methods, and that DFT showed improved performance in the modeling of these systems.^[@ref208]^

Carlson et al. have studied a di-iron complex Fe--Fe--Cl and some analogues with weaker metal--metal bonds (Co--Co, Co--Mn, Co--Fe, and Fe--Mn) using multireference wave function-based methods and DFT functionals.^[@ref209]^ They found that a larger active space is necessary to correctly describe the Fe−Fe−Cl system. Full consideration of the 4d orbitals in the active space is needed to correctly describe the electronic delocalization and bonding between the two irons in the Fe--Fe--Cl complex, while truncation of the 4d orbital set causes the inaccurate modeling of some 3d orbitals, and incorrectly predicts the ground spin state. However, for the Co--Co--Cl system, which has more localized metal centers, a full or truncated inclusion of 4d orbitals in the active space affords the same result. They also found that some DFT functionals predict the correct ground spin state, chemical bond, and structural properties of the complexes investigated, while hybrid functionals strongly localized the 3d orbitals and failed to predict the correct spin state ordering, especially for the di-iron complex.

2.3. Composite Methods {#sec2.3}
----------------------

The so-called QM composite methods attempt to mimic the accuracy of more expensive high-level QM calculations by using a combination of several procedures with lower computational expense and accuracy.^[@ref210]^ Pople, Curtiss, and co-workers have developed the Gaussian-1 (G1), Gaussian-2 (G2), and Gaussian-3 (G3) approaches and pioneered this field.^[@ref211]−[@ref214]^ These approaches were intended to create a "black box" to accurately predict energetic properties including HOFs, IPs, electron affinities (EAs), and proton affinities within ±2 kcal/mol of experimental data.^[@ref210]^

Subsequent to these methods, Curtiss et al. developed the Gaussian-4 (G4) method.^[@ref215]^ Mayhall et al. have calculated the enthalpies of formation of 20 3d TM-containing molecules using several composite approaches and DFT functionals.^[@ref216]^ It was shown that the four composite approaches G4(MP2, rel), G4(rel), G3(CCSD, rel), and G3(CCSD, MP2, rel) have MADs of 2.84, 4.75, 5.81, and 4.85, respectively (here, "rel" represents including corrections for scalar relativistic effects). They proposed that the failure of the G4(rel) method is due to the poor convergence of the MP4 calculations. The B3LYP, PBE, and PW91 functionals showed remarkably different performance: the B3LYP functional yielded a MAD of 4.64 kcal/mol, while the later two functionals showed MADs of more than 20 kcal/mol.

Wilson and co-workers are active in composite approach development for TM systems, and herein we briefly introduce their work. Wilson and co-workers developed the correlation consistent composite approach (ccCA) in 2006.^[@ref210]^ It is a MP2-based composite method without any parameters. It was shown that the method could accurately predict the energetic properties of main group species (with MAD \< 1 kcal/mol)^[@ref217]^ and s-block systems (with a bigger deviation but still good accuracy).^[@ref218],[@ref219]^ In 2007, they used the ccCA approach to study the HOFs of 17 3d TM species.^[@ref220]^ They noted that the amount and accuracy of experimental thermochemistry data were limited, and it is challenging to achieve "chemical accuracy" for both experimental and theoretical thermochemistry.^[@ref220]^ Hence, in light of this, an average deviation of ±3 kal/mol could be considered as "chemical accuracy" for TM thermochemistry. The ccCA method showed a MAD of 3.4 kcal/mol for a training set of 8 TM-containing molecules, similar to the DK-CCSD(T) approach (a CCSD(T)-based composite approach), which yielded a MAD of 3.1 kcal/mol for the same set. However, the agreement between the theoretical values and experimental data is more system dependent, when compared to that of the main group molecules.

DeYonker et al. have used the ccCA method to calculate the HOFs of 147 main group molecules and 52 3d TM complexes in 2009.^[@ref221]^ They obtained a MAD for the former set of 0.89 kcal/mol, while the MAD and mean square deviation (MSD) for the later set was 2.85 and 3.77 kcal/mol, respectively.^[@ref221]^ It was shown that the DFT results are more system dependent with some of them giving erratic predictions for some cases, while the ccCA method was less system dependent and more consistent. They also pointed out that some of the experimental data need to be revisited based on the ccCA calculations.

Subsequently, Jiang et al. calculated the enthalpies of formation of 225 3d TM species using the ccCA-TM approach and compared them to experimental results.^[@ref47]^ It was shown that the deviation from experiment decreases only when consideration is made for the uncertainty in the experimental data. The MADs for subsets of TM-containing systems, which have uncertainty upper limits of ±5, ±4, ±3, ±2, and ±1 kcal/mol, were 3.91, 3.74, 3.42, 2.90, and 2.37 kcal/mol, respectively (see [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, they proposed that the large error from theory is due to less reliable experimental data for TM-containing species relative to organic species.^[@ref47]^ They also carried out calculations using the B3LYP and M06 functionals for comparison; the MAD of B3LYP for the subsets with different upper limits in uncertainty (±1 to ±5 kcal/mol) are in the range of 12.9--14.1 kcal/mol, while for the M06 method the corresponding values are in the range of 10.5--11 kcal/mol. These results showed that the accuracy of the ccCA-TM composite method outperforms DFT methods.

Laury et al. have carried out calculations of thermochemical properties of 25 molecules containing 4p elements (Ga--Kr) and 30 molecules containing 4d TMs, using the relativistic pseudopotential ccCA (rp-ccCA) method.^[@ref222]^ The rp-ccCA approach needs less time than the ccCA method because a pseudopotential was also employed. The average uncertainty of the experimental HOFs for the 4d TMs is 3.43 kcal/mol. The values obtained from the rp-ccCA method had MADs of 0.89 and 2.89 kcal/mol for molecules containing 4p elements and 4d TMs, respectively. Overall, these results show the ability of the ccCA approach.

2.4. Semiempirical Methods {#sec2.4}
--------------------------

TMs have significantly more electrons than the first- and second-row elements in the periodic table, resulting in a significant increase in computational cost. While it is challenging to perform ab initio calculations of TM containing systems, semiempirical (SE) methods are efficient and attractive alternatives. SE methods use a minimal basis set to save computational time. Generally the time complexity of SE methods is *O*(*N*^2^) or *O*(*N*^3^), where *N* is the number of basis set functions.^[@ref223]^ Hence, SE methods are ∼1000 times faster than the DFT method,^[@ref223]^ allowing for the treatment of larger systems using modern computational resources.

### 2.4.1. Neglect of Differential Overlap-Based Methods {#sec2.4.1}

Pople and co-workers pioneered the development of SE methods and proposed the complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO),^[@ref224],[@ref225]^ intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO),^[@ref226]^ and neglect of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO) methods in the 1960s.^[@ref227]^ These methods use strategies, as their names indicate, to neglect all or some of the differential overlap calculations in the HF method to save on computational time.

Zerner and co-workers pioneered SE method development for TMs: they parametrized the INDO scheme (so-called ZINDO method) not only for the main group elements, but also for the 3d and 4d TMs, and even lanthanides and actinides, from the 1970s to the 1990s.^[@ref228]−[@ref236]^ It uses a linear combination of two Slater functions to represent the atomic orbitals of the main group elements (K to I) and TMs. It sets the one-center Coulomb integrals on one atom as identical and evaluates them as the difference between the IP and EA of the atom (also known as absolute hardness). Exchange integrals are represented using Slater--Condon parameters. Reference spectra were used to fit some parameters in the scheme. These parameters concentrated more on reproducing spectroscopic and electron-transfer properties.^[@ref237]^ Filatov et al. have proposed and parametrized the CNDO-S^2^ procedure for molecules containing H, C, N, O, and Ni atoms in 1987.^[@ref238]^ Nieke and Reinhold parametrized the NDDO method for 3d TMs in 1984.^[@ref239]^ Subsequently, Filatov et al. developed the NDDO/MC (NDDO for metal compounds) method and parametrized it for H, C, N, O, Co, and Ni atoms in 1992.^[@ref240]^

Jug and co-workers developed the SINDO1 method, which is consistent with the symmetrically orthogonalized INDO (SINDO) method that considers the orthogonality of atomic orbital basis sets in calculating related core-Hamiltonian elements.^[@ref241]−[@ref243]^ The frozen-core strategy was used, and only the electrons of the valence-shell are represented explicitly in the SINDO1 method.^[@ref241]−[@ref243]^ Jug and co-workers extended and parametrized the SINDO1 method to 3d TM elements in 1992.^[@ref244]^ 90 bond lengths, 14 angle values, HOFs of 78 molecules, and IPs of 32 molecules from experiment were used as the reference set for parametrization. The obtained results showed that the SINDO1 method could predict the geometry with considerable accuracy and reproduce the HOFs and IPs semiquantitatively. Later, they developed the modified SINDO (MSINDO) method^[@ref245]−[@ref247]^ and also parametrized it for 3d TMs. HOFs, IPs, geometries, and dipole moments of more than 200 molecules were treated as the reference set for parametrization.^[@ref248]^ Comparison with the SINDO1 method was carried out, and in general the MSINDO method showed substantial improvement over its predecessor. The transferability of these parameters was shown in calculating the binding energies of monohydrates of singly charged 3d TM ions from Ti^+^ to Cu^+^.

### 2.4.2. Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap-Based Methods {#sec2.4.2}

Dewar and co-workers played a significant role in the development of SE methods. They developed the modified intermediate neglect differential overlap (MINDO),^[@ref249]^ MINDO/2,^[@ref250]^ and MINDO/3^[@ref251]^ methods based on the INDO approximation in 1969, 1970, and 1975, respectively. To improve the overall accuracy of their methods, Dewar and Thiel developed the modified neglect of diatomic overlap (MNDO) method based on the NDDO approximation in 1977.^[@ref252]^ Dewar and co-workers parametrized the MNDO method for Sn and Hg in 1984 and 1985, respectively.^[@ref253],[@ref254]^ Dewar and Merz parametrized MNDO for Zn in 1986.^[@ref255]^ Thiel and Voityuk extended the MNDO scheme to d orbitals (so-called MNDO/d method) and demonstrated improved results.^[@ref256],[@ref257]^ In 1996, they parametrized the MNDO/d approach for the second-row elements (except Ar) and group IIB elements (Zn, Cd, and Hg).^[@ref258]^ Extensive tests were carried out, and it was again shown that the MNDO/d method outperformed other MNDO-type methods lacking d-orbitals.^[@ref258]^

#### 2.4.2.1. AM1 Model {#sec2.4.2.1}

Dewar and co-workers developed the Austin Model 1 (AM1) method in 1985 to better model hydrogen-bonded systems.^[@ref259]^ Dewar and Merz extended this method for Zn in 1988, which showed better performance than the MNDO method for this same metal.^[@ref260]^ Voityuk and Rösch added d-orbitals to the AM1 method (so-called AM1/d method), parametrized it for Mo, and demonstrated this method's ability to predict the geometries and HOFs of a series of Mo complexes.^[@ref261]^ Imhof et al. parametrized the AM1/d method for Mg in metalloenzymes and demonstrated considerable improvement over the AM1 and MNDO/d methods.^[@ref262]^ Finally, Clark and co-workers developed the AM1\* model for a series of elements including the 3d TMs (except Sc) as well as Al, Zr, Pd, Ag, and Au.^[@ref263]−[@ref269]^

#### 2.4.2.2. PM*x* Models {#sec2.4.2.2}

Stewart described the parametric method 3 (PM3) method in 1989^[@ref270],[@ref271]^ and extended it to 28 elements including metals such as Be, Mg, Zn, etc., in 1991.^[@ref272]^ Ignatov et al. extended the PM3 method to a s,p,d basis set and carried out test calculations on organometallic complexes of Cr in 1996.^[@ref273]^ Børve et al. applied the PM3(tm) method to several catalysts containing Ti, Zr, or Cr in 1997.^[@ref274]^ Cundari and Deng parametrized the PM3 method for TMs against experimental structures in 1999.^[@ref275]^ Their model showed the ability to predict the geometries of TM complexes, especially for TMs in the left-hand side of the periodic table.^[@ref275]^ Stewart have extended the PM3 method creating PM6 in 2007 that covered 70 elements and showed excellent overall performance in predicting HOFs.^[@ref276]^ PM7 appeared in 2013, and it showed improved performance over PM6.^[@ref277]^ Seitz and Alzakhem used the AM1/SPARKLE, PM3/SPARKLE, and PM6/SPARKLE methods to study more than 650 Ln complexes, which have water coordinating the metal ion in 2010.^[@ref278]^

### 2.4.3. Embedded Atom, Finnis--Sinclair, Sutton--Chen, and Tight-Binding Models {#sec2.4.3}

There are three different packing patterns for metals: the body-centered cubic (BCC), face-centered cubic (FCC), and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structures. Metals in these three packing structures have CNs of 8, 12, and 12, respectively. The packing factors of these three packing modes are 0.68, 0.74, and 0.74, respectively. Different metals may have different packing structures. For instance, metals such as Li, Na, K, V, Cr, Ba, etc., have BCC structures, metals including Al, Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pt, Pb, etc., have FCC structures, and Be, Mg, Zn, Cd, etc., have HCP structures.

A number of SE models have been developed for metals and their alloys, including the embedded atom model (EAM),^[@ref279]^ Finnis--Sinclair (FS) model,^[@ref280]^ Sutton--Chen (SC) model,^[@ref281]^ and tight-binding (TB) model.^[@ref282]^ These models are many-body potentials and are related to the electronic density. Generally, it is more challenging to model BCC metals than FCC and HCP examples. It is also not an easy task to calculate the relative stabilities of the former over the latter two. Below we briefly review several representative approaches.

#### 2.4.3.1. Embedded Atom Model {#sec2.4.3.1}

Daw and Baskes developed the EAM method based on DFT in 1983.^[@ref279]^ They have applied it to the hydrogen doped Ni system, and their results showed that fracture stress in metallic Ni could be reduced by hydrogen. Subsequently, they described the formalism of the EAM method.^[@ref283]^ The total potential is shown in [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. ρ~h,*i*~ is the host density, which is approximated by a sum of atomic densities (see [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). ϕ~*ij*~ is a short-range pairwise repulsive potential (see [eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This potential is represented by the electrostatic interaction of the effective charges of two interacting atoms. Different properties (such as the lattice, elastic constant, etc.) can be derived from the total energy. They parametrized the potential for Ni and Pd metals and applied it to study related impurity, surface, and defect properties.

Foiles et al. have further developed the EAM model for several FCC metals (Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, and Pt) and their alloys.^[@ref284]^ The potentials were fitted to several experimental properties. It was shown that the model reproduces various properties including several issues related to impurities and surface properties.

#### 2.4.3.2. Finnis--Sinclair Model {#sec2.4.3.2}

Finnis and Sinclair developed an empirical *N*-body model (the FS model) for TMs in 1984.^[@ref280]^ The components of the potential function are shown below:Here, the repulsion term is an additive two-body term, representing core--core interactions, while the attractive term is an *N*-body term that represents the band energy. It mimics TB results by choosing *f*(ρ~*i*~) as , where ρ~*i*~ is the site electronic charge density via summation over the neighboring atoms *j* into a potential ϕ, and where ϕ(*r*~*ij*~) can be considered as the sum of squares of hopping integrals.^[@ref280]^ Both terms in [eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} were short-ranged with specified distance cutoffs. The parameters are fitted to lattice constants, cohesive energies, and elastic moduli for 7 BCC TMs. In the original parametrization, they used a parabolic equation for ϕ(*r*~*ij*~) (a different formulation was used for Cr and Fe) and a quartic polynomial equation for *U*~rep~. It was shown that the model could reproduce different experimental properties and also results based on the TB theory, while offering improvement over the simple pairwise potential.

#### 2.4.3.3. Sutton--Chen Model {#sec2.4.3.3}

Sutton and Chen developed the SC potential on the basis of the Finnis--Sinclair potential in 1990.^[@ref281]^ They discussed that the description of the VDW potential is as important as modeling the short-range interactions. The function has the form:

The attractive term is represented by an *N*-body potential; it can be extended to a pairwise potential when an additional atom approaches the surface at long-range, even as the magnitude of the pairwise potential is influenced by other neighboring atoms. By assigning *m* = 6, one has a *r*^--6^ representation for the attraction energy at long-range. However, it was shown that the potential always favors the FCC and HCP structures over the BCC one. It was also shown that the SC model could be extended to a pairwise LJ *m*--*n* model under a reference density (see [eq [10](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

The only parameters that need to be determined in the equation are ε, σ, *m*, and *n*. Sutton and Chen have derived analytical expressions for different experimental properties on the basis of the potential. On the basis of this, they parametrized the potential for 10 FCC metals to reproduce different experimental properties. For these metals, *m* was determined to be in the range of 7--14, while *n* was determined to be in the range of 6--8. They also discussed that there are different physical origins for the short-range *N*-body unsaturated covalent bond and the VDW interaction, even if they are merged into one term in the equation for mathematical convenience.

#### 2.4.3.4. Tight-Binding Model {#sec2.4.3.4}

Cleri and Rosato developed the TB model with second moment approximation (TB-SMA) for FCC and HCP TMs.^[@ref282]^ Meanwhile, examples of potential derivations for a few TM alloys were also presented in their work. The potential consists of a band energy term and a repulsive term (see [eqs [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[13](#eq13){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The band energy term is a many-body term, while the repulsion term is a pairwise term based on the Born--Mayer equation. In the band energy term ([eq [12](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq12){ref-type="disp-formula"}), ξ represents the effective overlap/hopping integral, which is similar to the format of the FS model that uses the formulation to mimic the results of the TB model. Only *A*, ξ, *p*, *q*, and *r*~0~ are the parameters that need to be determined in the model. They were fitted to reproduce different experimental properties. The model effectively simulates the thermal behavior of TMs. It was shown that through the use of a large cutoff, the model could represent experimental data even at temperatures close to the melting point of the metal, which is usually beyond the capability of a short-range model. However, the potential did not successfully model BCC metals. Other limitations were discussed in the concluding remarks in their work.^[@ref282]^

### 2.4.4. Self-Consistent Charge Density Functional Tight-Binding Model {#sec2.4.4}

Elstner, Cui, and co-workers have performed extensive work developing the self-consistent charge DFTB (SCC-DFTB) method. Siefert et al. proposed the density functional tight-binding (DFTB) method in 1986.^[@ref285]^ Elstner et al. followed with the SCC-DFTB method and applied it to organic, biomolecular, and material systems containing light main group elements in 1998.^[@ref286]^ The SCC-DFTB method is based on a second-order expansion of the charge density (see [eqs [14](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[17](#eq17){ref-type="disp-formula"}). It uses Mulliken partial charges to represent the charge densities. "Band-structure" energy and a short-range repulsive term, along with a Columbic interaction between the charge fluctuations, were included in this approach. Akin to HF-based SE methods, SCC-DFTB uses a minimal basis set, which limits its accuracy to some extent. One important difference between the SCC-DFTB and SE methods is the former has *O*(*N*^2^) parameters (here *N* is the element numbers), while the latter only uses *O*(*N*).

Elstner et al. extended the SCC-DFTB method to Zn in 2003,^[@ref287]^ where they used a new functional form for the *E*^rep^ term (see [eq [18](#eq18){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq18){ref-type="disp-formula"}). They parametrized it on the basis of B3LYP calculations and tested the parametrization on a series of biologically relevant zinc complexes via calculations on the geometries, relative binding energies, ligand deprotonation energies, and reaction barriers. The results considerably outperformed the PM3 method in many aspects, and good agreement with B3LYP/6-311+G\*\* or MP2/6-311+G\*\* calculations was obtained.

In an examination of the SCC-DFTB and NDDO-based methods, Sattelmeyer et al. showed that the former approach outperformed the latter in some areas when modeling molecules containing C, H, N, and O.^[@ref288]^ They observed that the SCC-DFTB method gives better conformational and intermolecular interaction energies but gives less accurate HOFs of ions and radicals. However, none of these methods accurately modeled hydrogen bonds with strengths less than 7 kcal/mol. Moreover, SCC-DFTB was shown to have considerable errors when dealing with S--O and N--O bonds.^[@ref288]^

In 2007, Zheng et al. parametrized the spin-polarized SCC-DFTB method for Sc, Ti, Fe, Co, and Ni atoms.^[@ref289]^ They carried out the parametrization based on the B3LYP functional with mixed basis sets (SDD plus 6-31G\*) and tested the parameters on a series of TM species. The computed results indicated that the parameters accurately modeled structural properties but only qualitatively reproduced energetic properties (such as bond energies and relative energies between different spin states) when compared to the reference B3LYP/SDD+6-31G\* level of theory. A parametrization of the Cu ion was reported in 2012 by Bruschi et al. using the spin-polarized SCC-DFTB method.^[@ref290]^ The results indicated that the SCC-DFTB method was able to reproduce the energetic sequence of the three most stable Cu(HGGG) (Py) (see [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) isomers in comparison to the BP86/TZVP level of theory.

![Complex \[Cu(AcHG~1~G~2~G~3~NH~2~)(Py)(W)\] used as a precursor of all of the five- and four-coordinated forms considered in the study of Bruschi et al.^[@ref290]^ (A) Schematic representation of the complex; (B) molecular geometry of the complex alone; and (C) the complex inserted into a sphere of 84 water molecules. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref290]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0005){#fig5}

Gaus et al. further improved the basic SCC-DFTB approach through the introduction of SCC-DFTB3 (see [eq [19](#eq19){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq19){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where the *E*^*H*0^, *E*^γ^, *E*^Γ^, and *E*^rep^ terms are defined in [eqs [15](#eq15){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq15){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [16](#eq16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [20](#eq20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [18](#eq18){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively) in 2011, and they parametrized the model for H, C, N, O, and P (this work was termed as the SCC-DFTB3/MIO parametrization).^[@ref291]^ An improved description of the Coulombic interaction and a third-order expansion of the DFT energy were used in the SCC-DFTB3 scheme. Afterward, Gaus et al. performed the SCC-DFTB3/3OB parametrization for C, H, N, and O elements with refitting against a different database.^[@ref292]^ The new parametrization showed improved hydrogen-bonded energetics and better geometries for noncovalent interactions, as well as the elimination of overbinding errors.^[@ref292]^ Overall it reaches the accuracy of the DFT/DZP level of theory with a reduced computational cost. Nonetheless, several deficiencies remain. As a method based on DFT, the self-interaction error also exists in SCC-DFTB3. Because of limits from the use of a minimal basis set, the SCC-DFTB3 method fails where the DFT/DZP level of theory fails and will have issues if the system needs d orbitals to accurately represent its electronic structure. Moreover, it was shown that the SCC-DFTB3 method does not accurately predict atomization energies for ionic systems: cations tended to be underestimated and anions were overestimated. However, it is much more affordable being ∼250 times faster than PBE or B3LYP with a small basis set.

Kubillus et al. have extended the SCC-DFTB3 method to Na, K, Ca, F, Cl, and Br.^[@ref293]^ High-level QM calculations were used to generate reference data, and excellent performance was obtained from this parametrization. However, some deficiencies were noted including deviations in ionic bond lengths between alkali ions and anionic oxygen/sulfur atoms and an inability to model solid systems effectively. One example is shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, where their results show that DFTB3 suffers weaknesses when modeling Ca^2+^ interacting with alkyne (cation−π interaction), H~2~S-containing systems, and lone pairs (especially oxygen lone pairs). The authors discussed that this arises due to the minimal basis set representation in DFTB and the spherical charge representation of the charge transfer (CT) between atoms in the SCC-DFTB3 model.

![Accuracy of bond distances (upper panel) and bond angles (lower panel) in complexes of calcium with various organic functional groups reproduced by the DFTB3 parametrization from Kubillus et al.^[@ref293]^ The deviations observed with PBE/def2-SVP calculations are shown for comparison. The reference data were obtained with DFT optimizations at the level B3LYP/def2-TZVPP using Turbomole 6.4. Errors expressed as MADs in pm. The test systems contained in each category mentioned here are detailed further in the Supporting Information of ref ([@ref293]). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref293]). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0006){#fig6}

The SCC-DFTB3 method has been parametrized for Mg and Zn by Lu et al.^[@ref294]^ Tests calculations in gas or condensed phases were carried out to compare with high-level QM calculations. It was shown the SCC-DFTB3 method reproduced structural properties (see [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but was less satisfactory for energies. DFTB3/MM benchmark calculations were carried out in condensed phase and enzyme systems containing Zn^2+^ or Mg^2+^ ion with encouraging results. However, it was shown that the SCC-DFTB3 scheme had difficulty describing the interaction between the Mg^2+^/Zn^2+^ ion and highly charged or highly polarizable ligands.^[@ref294]^

![MADs of the bond distances of Mg^2+^ and Zn^2+^ test sets in ref ([@ref294]) using the PM6, DFTB3/MIO, DFTB3/3OB, MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) methods where B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ is used as reference. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref294]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0007){#fig7}

More recently, Gaus et al. parametrized the spin-polarized SCC-DFTB3 for Cu.^[@ref295]^ Orbital angular momentum-dependent Hubbard *U* parameters (which equal twice the chemical hardness) and their charge derivatives were introduced to allow 3d and 4s orbitals to have different responses to charge density redistribution. The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory was used to calculate the reference data. SCC-DFTB3 showed better performance than PM6 in predicting structural and energetic properties. However, it still gave less accurate results for charged ligands relative to neutral ones, which again may be due to the use of a minimal basis set.

Christensen et al. have incorporated the chemical-potential equilibration (CPE) model into the DFTB3 approach, along with an empirical dispersion correction that has two-body and three-body terms in 2015.^[@ref296]^ The parameters for H, C, N, O, and S were determined for the new method (DFTB3/CPE-D3). CCSD(T) calculated interaction energies and DFT calculated dipole moments were used as targets for the fitting. The DFTB3/CPE-D3 approach showed good improvement in the description of charged species, while retaining its accuracy for describing neutral complexes, when compared to the DFTB3-D3 model. Generally, the DFTB3/CPE-D3 model showed better performance than the PM6-D3H4 method and the PBE-D3 method with a small basis set.

In 2012, Lukose et al. employed the SCC-DFTB method to study Zn, Cu, and Al-containing MOFs,^[@ref297]^ in which they developed the Cu and Al parameters for the dispersion corrected SCC-DFTB method independently. The final results showed that the SCC-DFTB method reproduced both the structural properties and the absorption energies, when compared to benchmark DFT calculations. For example, the XRD patterns from experiment and DFT as well as DFTB optimized structures of the Cu-BTC MOF system are shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, which illustrates the good agreement between DFTB, DFT, and experiment. Because of the speed advantage, they proposed that it is possible to use the SCC-DFTB method to simulate MOF systems, which have unit cells of up to 10^4^ atoms.

![Simulated XRD patterns of the Cu-BTC MOF with the experimental unit cell parameters and optimized at the DFTB and DFT levels of theory. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref297]). Copyright 2011 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0008){#fig8}

2.5. Density Functional Theory Methods {#sec2.5}
--------------------------------------

The Thomas--Fermi model is considered to be the vanguard of modern DFT theory.^[@ref298],[@ref299]^ The modern DFT method was formalized in the theorems of Hohenberg--Kohn^[@ref300]^ and then cast into the Kohn--Sham framework^[@ref301]^ in the 1960s. It represents the energy of molecules through the use of functionals of the electron density. There are various levels or rungs of DFT functionals: local density approximation (LDA), local spin density approximation (LSDA), generalized gradient approximation (GGA), nonseparable gradient approximation (NGA), Meta-GGA, meta-NGA, Hybrid GGA, Hybrid meta-GGA, and double hybrid methods, etc. Perdew and Schmidt systematically introduced different levels of approximations for the exchange-correlation energy based on their well-known "Jacob's Ladder of DFT" concept (see [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref302]^ DFT has been shown to have good accuracy and has a speed advantage over the high-level post-HF methods and composite approaches, and is generally considered as the modern "work-horse" QM approach. For example, the total citation count for B3LYP^[@ref303]^ and PBE,^[@ref304]^ two widely used functionals, is over 130 000 (ca. 2016, from Google Scholar).

![Jacob's ladder of density functional approximations. Any resemblance to the Tower of Babel is purely coincidental. Also shown are angels in the spherical approximation, ascending and descending. Users are free to choose the rungs appropriate to their accuracy requirements and computational resources. However, at present (ca. 2001), their safety can be guaranteed only on the two lowest rungs. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref302]). Copyright 2001 American Institute of Physics Publishing LLC.](cr-2016-00440p_0009){#fig9}

Because force fields derived on the basis of QM calculations usually make use of information derived from the Hessian matrix, which can be relatively expensive to compute, DFT has found a home in force field parametrization of TM-containing systems as it affords good accuracy at an affordable computational cost. Another advantage of DFT in modeling TM species is the incorporation of "static correlation", giving DFT an improved ability to model multireference systems over its single referenced brethren based on the HF framework.^[@ref133]^ However, hybrid DFT functionals still have some single reference characteristics due to, in part, the use of exact exchange from HF calculation. Because of its nature, DFT computational errors are more randomly distributed than that observed in HF or post-HF methods.^[@ref305]^ Moreover, DFT is usually not sensitive to the basis set used and converges quickly to the basis set limit.^[@ref131]^

Overall, DFT is widely used to model TM-containing systems, but improved performance is not necessarily guaranteed if more sophisticated functionals are employed.^[@ref306]^ Generally, the middle series TMs are hardest to model.^[@ref307]^ If a DFT functional models one property well, this does not automatically mean that it will also perform similarly well on other properties.^[@ref307]^ The accuracy of different functionals has also been shown to be system dependent for TM-containing species, and, overall, it is hard to identify one DFT functional that is accurate for a wide range of TM-containing systems.^[@ref308],[@ref309]^ In some work, it was found that nonhybrid DFT functionals offered more accurate results than hybrid ones,^[@ref310],[@ref311]^ while other work arrived at the opposite conclusion,^[@ref312]−[@ref316]^ or no remarkable differences were found between the hybrid and nonhybrid functionals.^[@ref306]^ Even though inclusion of a modest amount of HF exchange can improve results,^[@ref309],[@ref313],[@ref315],[@ref317]^ too much HF exchange is generally not recommended.^[@ref313],[@ref318]^ For pure metals, the functionals that achieve the uniform gas limit work better than others.^[@ref190],[@ref191]^ According to several publications, the TPSS functional yielded the best results for modeling TM-containing systems.^[@ref190],[@ref200],[@ref312],[@ref319]−[@ref321]^

There are very few DFT functionals specifically designed with TM-containing systems in mind. For example, the M06 functional developed by Zhao and Truhlar had TM properties included in its training set.^[@ref322]^ A recent double-hybrid DFT functional mPWPW91DH was designed to predict the electron response properties of TM-containing molecules.^[@ref323]^ Recently, Yu et al. developed the gradient approximation for molecules (GAM) functional based on the NGA with reference database containing TM relevant energetic properties.^[@ref324]^

Several benchmark studies regarding the performance of different DFT functionals in reproducing excitation energies, bond dissociation energies (BDEs), molecular geometries, HOFs, etc., of TM-containing systems have been reported. These results illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of various DFT functionals and offer insight into optimal methodological choices for particular problems containing TMs. In this active field, Truhlar and co-workers have performed an extensive series of benchmarks on DFT calculations on TM-containing systems.^[@ref306],[@ref307],[@ref309],[@ref311],[@ref319],[@ref325]^ Wilson and co-workers have also performed a series of benchmarks on DFT functionals for TM species.^[@ref313],[@ref314],[@ref317],[@ref326]^ Below, we briefly explore several examples.

### 2.5.1. Atomic Properties of Transition Metals {#sec2.5.1}

Using 60 different DFT functionals, Luo et al. in 2012 explored their ability to calculate the excitation energies of 4d TM atoms and their monovalent cations, as well as the IPs of the atoms.^[@ref306]^ Analyses of fractional subshell occupancies and spin contamination were carried out, from which they sorted out the biases between s and d orbitals, and biases between low-spin and high-spin states. A general DFT functional should have little or no bias, rather than giving a satisfactory result simply due to error cancellation. The nonhybrid functionals have a tendency to overstabilize the 4d over the 5s orbitals, while HF exchange tends to decrease this bias. Local DFT functionals prefer low-spin states, while those with HF exchange tend to prefer the high-spin states. It was shown that there is no correlation between the general performance of a method and the amount of HF exchange included in the DFT functional. It was also observed that GGA and hybrid-GGA functionals outperform meta-GGA and hybrid meta-GGA methods, implying room for improvement of the meta-GGA and hybrid meta-GGA functionals.

Luo et al. have calculated excitation energies and IPs of 3d TM atoms covering 75 different DFT functionals in 2014.^[@ref309]^ They note that studies on molecular systems enjoy some error cancellation effects that are not present in studies on atomic systems. It was again observed that no DFT functional performed well across a broad range of TMs. They discussed the notion that some amount of HF exchange is important for a balanced representation of the s and d orbitals, to accurately predict excitation energies and IPs.

### 2.5.2. Systems of Pure Metal or Those Containing Metal--Metal Bonds {#sec2.5.2}

Schultz et al. explored a series of TM dimers using 42 different DFT functionals in 2005.^[@ref311]^ Overall, they observed that nonhybrid methods gave much better predictions than did hybrid functionals. For example, the PES and bond length of Cr~2~ are shown in [Figures [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. It was noted that inclusion of some HF exchange improved the accuracy for compounds containing "organic" and main group elements, but this was shown not to be the case for TM-containing systems. It was shown that even for the subset that does not have multireference character, similar trends were not found relative to modeling studies of organic molecules and TM dimers with respect to the accuracy of the different DFT functionals.

![Potential energy curve for Cr~2~ computed with the mPW exchange functional and the KCIS correlation function using the following percentages of HF exchange: *X* = 0 (×), 1 (+), 2 (◇), 3 (□), 4 (△), 5 (○), 6 (\*), 7 (−), and 8 (●), and experiment (solid line). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref311]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0010){#fig10}

![Optimized bond lengths for the LSDA (△), GGA (×), hybrid GGA (□), meta GGA (◇), and hybrid meta GGA (○) with TZQ basis level and the experimental bond length (line) for Cr~2~. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref311]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0011){#fig11}

Zhao et al. examined 23 DFT functionals with two effective core basis sets (LANL2DZ and SDD) for modeling neutral and ionic Ag~*n*~ (*n* ≤ 4) clusters.^[@ref190]^ They found that, in general, functionals that achieve the homogeneous electron gas limit (e.g., PW91, PBE, P86, B95, TPSS, VSXC) outperformed the other functionals (e.g., the LYP and B97 series). For example, significant differences in the computed quantities for the Ag~3~ and Ag~4~ clusters were observed between the two groups. Therefore, care should be taken in choosing the appropriate functional for related studies. It was shown that the PBE1PBE (also known as the PBE0) functional predicted both the geometry and the energetic properties with good accuracy.

Paier et al. examined the ability of the B3LYP functional to predict the properties of solids (e.g., lattice parameters, bulk moduli, atomization energies, and reaction energies) in 2007.^[@ref191]^ It was shown that the B3LYP functional gives comparable results for lattice constants as does the PBE functional but with different characteristics. B3LYP gave better predictions for systems with large energy gaps and strong electron localization, but showed reduced accuracy for metals (via an overestimation of the lattice constants due to an underestimation of the formation energies), when compared to the PBE functional. Moreover, the B3LYP functional predicts much poorer atomization energies than PBE0 and HSE03 (both hybrid functionals), which were developed to accurately model the uniform electron gas. They discussed that this was because of B3LYP's weakness in attaining the uniform electron gas limit, reducing its ability to describe "free-electron-like" systems such as metals and semiconductors with small energy gaps. Lastly, it was shown the B3PW91 functional, which achieves the uniform electron gas limit, also offered obvious improvement in the reproduction of atomization energies over the B3LYP functional.

Gorelsky observed that the hybrid DFT functionals predict both the geometry and the energy poorly for the \[V(C~5~H~5~)~2~\]Pn complex (with a V^2+^--V^2+^ bond and Pn represents pentalene; [Figure [12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} shows the complicated electronic structures of two V^2+^ ions), while GGA functionals gave better results.^[@ref310]^ The hybrid functionals were not recommended to study 3d TM complexes with weak or intermediate metal--metal bonds.

![Multiple electronic configurations that originate from the electronic interaction of two V^II^ ions. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref310]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0012){#fig12}

To explore the bulk properties of 3d, 4d, 5d TM clusters, Janthon et al. used a number of different DFT functionals.^[@ref325]^ The mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) for various DFT functionals regarding their ability to predict interatomic distances, cohesive energies, and bulk moduli are summarized in [Figure [13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. Hybrid functionals showed the best performance for calculating the interatomic distances, but poorly predict the cohesive energies and only show moderate performance in predicting the bulk moduli. It was proposed that this is due to the static correlation errors caused by inclusion of HF exchange.

![MAPEs for the interatomic distances, δ; cohesive energies, *E*~coh~; and bulk moduli, *B*~0~, of 27 transition metals with respect to experimental values extrapolated to 0 K and adjusted to remove zero-point vibrational contributions. MAPEs of δ has been multiplied by a factor of 10 for a better presentation. Data for LDA xc functionals, PBE, PW91, PBEsol, and RPBE are adapted from Janthon et al.^[@ref327]^ Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref325]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0013){#fig13}

### 2.5.3. Geometries of Transition Metal-Containing Species {#sec2.5.3}

Bühl and Kabrede have explored the ability of multiple DFT functionals to predict the geometries of 32 3d TM complexes.^[@ref312]^ They found that hybrid functionals modestly outperform the corresponding nonhybrid variants, while TPSS, a meta-GGA functional together with its hybrid variant, showed the best results.

Waller et al. have evaluated the performance of 15 DFT functionals in their ability to model the geometries of 19 4d TM complexes.^[@ref328]^ They found that the GGA functionals all have bigger deviations than the corresponding hybrid ones. It was also shown that the overall deviation from experimental values did not decrease after adding zero-point vibrational corrections, which were calculated at the BP86/SDD level of theory, to the equilibrium bond lengths.

### 2.5.4. Energetic Properties of Transition Metal-Containing Species {#sec2.5.4}

Zhao and Truhlar assessed seven DFT functionals for their ability to predict reaction energies of 3d TM containing systems in 2006.^[@ref319]^ They found that M05 gave the best performance, B97-2 performed the best in predicting the binding energies, and TPSS works best for three TM dimers (Sc~2~, Ni~2~, and V~2~), which have significant multireference characteristics.

Furche and Perdew explored the performance of several different DFT functionals for their ability to predict a series of properties (structures, dipole moments, bond energies, harmonic frequencies) of 3d TM-containing molecules in 2006.^[@ref320]^ It was shown that BP86 (a GGA functional) and TPSS (a meta-GGA functional) yielded the best performance. They also proposed that the self-interaction error in one-electron and three-electron bonds appears to be the dominant error in the prediction of TM reaction energies when employing semilocal functionals.

Kasper et al. examined different properties of diatomic molecules of 3d TMs with H, N, C, O, S, F, Cl, and Br atoms employing five different DFT functionals in 2007.^[@ref308]^ They found there is no universal functional and that the performance of different DFT functionals is system dependent. It was observed that hybrid DFT functionals usually underestimate the BDEs due to its preference for open-shell electronic structures, while GGA functionals usually overestimate them. It was also shown that the late TMs were better modeled using hybrid functionals, while the results of GGA functionals showed less preference. The hybrid DFT functionals also predict larger dipole moments than GGA ones, implying a less covalent bonding picture. The hybrid and GGA functionals differ significantly when modeling states with large spin contamination, hinting at the challenges faced by DFT in explaining the electronic structures of these systems.

In 2013, Zhang et al. explored how well 42 DFT functionals (in total 11 functional types including DFT-D) and the HF method reproduced select bond energies within 70 3d TM complexes.^[@ref307]^ The meta-GGA, meta-NGA functionals showed improved performance over GGA and NGA methods, while there is no systematic improvement for the hybrid methods over nonhybrid ones. It was shown the TMs in the middle of the series (V, Cr, and Mn) are harder to model than the earlier and later ones. M--O and M--H bonds are hard to describe accurately, which may due to their multireference character. It was also demonstrated that DFT functionals, which yield good performance for the prediction of bond energies, may not be good for other properties.

Liu et al. used the catalytic properties of several 3d and 4d TMs for C--O bond dissociation as a benchmark set.^[@ref317]^ Calculations over eight DFT functionals were compared to values computed at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory. It was shown that reactions for earlier TMs have smaller activation energies and are more exothermic than the later ones, for both 3d and 4d species. Again, the percentage of HF exchange is crucial. The best results were obtained for 26% and 34% HF exchange 3d and 4d TM systems (see [Figures [14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"}), respectively. This interesting observation suggests that a higher percentage of HF exchange might be needed for systems with heavier metal ions.

![RMSDs of PBE versus percentage of HF exchange for 3d species. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref317]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0014){#fig14}

![RMSDs of PBE versus percentage of HF exchange for 4d species. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref317]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0015){#fig15}

Weymuth et al. benchmarked nine popular DFT functionals for the prediction of ligand dissociation energies in large TM complexes.^[@ref315]^ They found that for this end point, the performance of nonhybrid functionals was improved after incorporating some HF exchange. They also found that dispersion corrections decreased the performance of DFT functionals when predicting the dissociation energies of some ligands.

Riley and Merz investigated the accuracy of 12 DFT functionals covering GGA, hybrid-GGA, meta-GGA, and hybrid-meta-GGA functionals for 3d TM-containing molecules.^[@ref316]^ They used 94 experimental HOFs and 58 experimental IPs as reference data. They found that generally the hybrid DFT functionals performed better than the nonhybrid ones. The triple-ζ TZVP basis set generally outperformed the 6-31G\*\* basis set. At least for the 6-31G\*\* basis set, all of the DFT calculations give large HOF errors (6--12 kcal/mol bigger than the errors for organic molecules) when compared to experiment. The errors of the computed IPs are large as well (in the range of 0.85--1.20 eV), being about 3--4 times greater than the errors observed for organic molecules (in the range of 0.25--0.35 eV).

In subsequent work, Yang et al. explored the performance of the same 12 DFT functionals but with mixed basis sets (an ECP basis set with double-ζ - LANL2DZ for the TMs and 6-31+G\*\* for the main group elements).^[@ref321]^ Interestingly, the mixed basis set strategy showed better performance than the single basis set strategy employed previously. Moreover, they found the GGA and meta-GGA functionals generally outperformed the hybrid functionals in predicting HOFs but showed less ability to predict IPs. The TPSSTPSS (with both exchange and correlation functionals labeled as TPSS) was able to predict both the HOFs and the IPs with reasonable accuracy. In related work from this group, Weaver et al. investigated 14 different DFT functionals, as well as the MP2, CCSD, CCSD(T), CASSCF, and CASPT2 methods for their ability to calculate the HOFs of zinc-containing molecules.^[@ref200]^ The aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets were used in this research. TPSSTPSS and TPSSKCIS showed the best performance for the prediction of HOFs. It was shown that properly chosen DFT functionals yielded better performance than MP2 and CC methods.

Tekarli et al. have studied the HOFs of 19 3d TM complexes spanning over 44 different DFT functionals and compared them to experiment.^[@ref313]^ Overall, the top five best performing DFT functionals are all hybrid ones, clearly indicating that it is beneficial to include some amount of exact HF exchange. However, the hybrid functionals with more than 40% HF exchange performed poorly. CO-containing complexes proved to be very challenging for 42 out of the 44 functionals. The B97-1/cc-pVQZ level of theory showed outstanding performance, predicting HOFs ±1 kcal/mol with respect to composite methods based on high-level QM computations. The impact of the cc-pVTZ basis set versus cc-pVQZ was also explored, and it was shown that GGA and meta-GGA methods were less sensitive to basis set choice than the generalized gradient exchange (GGE), hybrid-GGA, and hybrid meta-GGA methods.

More recently, Jiang et al. have computed the HOFs of 193 3d TM-containing molecules using 13 DFT hybrid functionals and compared them to experiment.^[@ref326]^ They observed that the B97-1 and mPW2-PLYP functionals gave the best performance (with MADs of 7.2 and 7.3 kcal/mol, respectively).

Shil et al. have benchmarked eight different "Minnesota" DFT functionals with 54 experimental HOFs and 47 experimental IPs of 3d TM complexes.^[@ref318]^ It was demonstrated that the performance of any given DFT functional decreased with an increase of the percentage of HF exchange. The meta-GGA method M06-L performed the best, while the hybrid metal-GGA method M06-HF, which use 100% HF exchange energy, gave the worst results. The unsigned average errors of HOFs for different functionals with respect to different ligating atoms are shown in [Figures [16](#fig16){ref-type="fig"}](#fig16){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#fig17){ref-type="fig"}. From these figures, we see that the M06-HF has the largest errors, while the DFT functionals yield the biggest errors for CH~3~ and CO coordinated TM complexes. Moreover, the largest errors were also found in the prediction of the HOFs of Fe complexes and the IPs of Ni complexes. This may be due to the multireference character afforded by partially filled d orbitals.

![Average unsigned heat of formation errors (kcal/mol) for the complete set of complexes, highlighting the performance of different M0X suite of functionals with LANL2DZ basis set, containing transition metals taken in the study of Shil et al.^[@ref318]^ Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref318]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0016){#fig16}

![Average unsigned heat of formation errors (kcal/mol) for different transition metal bonding partners treated in the study of Shil et al.^[@ref318]^ Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref318]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0017){#fig17}

Laury and Wilson investigated the HOFs of 30 4d TM-containing molecules with 22 different DFT functionals in 2013.^[@ref314]^ The MAD values are shown in [Figure [18](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}](#fig18){ref-type="fig"}. This work found that the double hybrid DFT functionals B2GP-PLYP and mPW2-PLYP showed the best performance with MADs of 4.25 and 5.19 kcal/mol, respectively. The GGA functionals showed the largest errors, and are not recommended for computing thermochemical properties of 4d molecules. The hybrid-GGA methods showed good performance, with MADs of 6--10 kcal/mol. The mPW2-PLYP method with the cc-pVQZ-PP and effective core potential (ECP, for 4d metals) basis sets were proposed to be a good choice for calculating thermochemical properties of 4d TM-containing species.

![MADs of 22 DFT functionals and the rp-ccCA method for the HOFs of 30 molecules containing 4d TMs. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref314]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0018){#fig18}

Grimmel et al. benchmarked a number of DFT functionals that range from LDA to double hybrid ones for predicting properties of Ln-containing molecules.^[@ref329]^ 54 experimental HOFs of Ln species were employed as the reference data set. They proposed that 5.0 kcal/mol represented the "lanthanide chemical accuracy" based on the uncertainty of the experimental values. The results show that generally the nonhybrid functionals outperformed the hybrid ones. The TPSS functional yielded the best performance among the functionals they investigated.

2.6. Density Matrix Renormalization Group Method {#sec2.6}
------------------------------------------------

The density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method was proposed by White in the early 1990s.^[@ref330],[@ref331]^ It was developed on the basis of the renormalization (RG) method^[@ref332],[@ref333]^ and is an efficient method for modeling 1D systems and 2D systems. The number of degrees of freedom in Hilbert space for a many-body system grows rapidly as its size increases, but the DMRG method decreases the effective number of degrees of freedom. The computational complexity of the DMRG method is *O*(*M*^2^*K*^4^ + *M*^3^*k*^3^), where *M* represents the number of DMRG states and *k* indicates the number of one-particle orbitals.^[@ref334]^ Generally, the DMRG method has a number of advantages over traditional QM methods. For example, the DMRG method follows both the size consistency and the variational theorem.^[@ref335]^ Configuration interaction doubles (CID) and the quadratic configuration interaction singles doubles (QCISD) methods only obey the latter but not the former, while perturbation theory obeys the former but not the latter.^[@ref335]^ Full CI obeys both features, but it has exponential scaling, while the DMRG method has polynomial scaling.^[@ref336]^ The DMRG method includes the static correlation effect efficiently. For example, when compared to the CASSCF multireference method, the DMRG method can handle a much larger active space.^[@ref336]^ However, the DMRG method is still computationally expensive when using larger basis sets to capture dynamic correlation effects.^[@ref334]^ Even though the development of the DMRG method is still in its infancy, some progress has been made on TM-containing systems, and the method shows promise for future QM studies of TMs.

White and Noack performed the first application of the DMRG method on a 1D toy model.^[@ref337]^ Nishino illustrated the application of the DMRG method to the interaction round a face (IRF) model.^[@ref338]^ Fano et al. applied the DMRG method to cyclic polyene (CN)~*n*~ systems (with *n* up to 34) using the Pariser--Parr--Pople SE Hamiltonian.^[@ref339]^ They explored the Hilbert space with a dimension of 5 × 10^18^ and showed that the DMRG method offered high accuracy, comparable to full CI and CC methods. However, they also pointed out that the DMRG method keeps a large number of matrixes when the interaction term relevant four orbitals are located in different blocks.^[@ref339]^ White and Martin applied the DMRG method to ab initio quantum chemistry.^[@ref340]^ They performed a study of H~2~O with a standard Gaussian basis and obtained a total energy comparable to those obtained using CI and CC methods.^[@ref340]^ Daul et al. illustrated the ability of the DMRG method to solve the full CI interaction problem. They applied the DMRG method to the paramagnetic HHeH molecule and discussed the basis set dependency, scaling issue, and also compared the DMRG method to other QM methods.^[@ref335]^ Chan and Head-Gordon illustrated the formulation of the DMRG method in detail and tested its applications to water, ethane, and the nitrogen dimer systems.^[@ref334]^ They found that the DMRG method offered excellent accuracy, especially when the static correlation is strong. However, they pointed out that it is computationally expensive for the DMRG method to evaluate the dynamic correlation effect with larger basis sets.^[@ref334]^

Marti et al. applied the DMRG method to CoH, NiCO, and dinuclear Cu clusters in 2008.^[@ref341]^ Natural orbitals from CASSCF calculations instead of HF orbitals were used because they afforded better energies. They pointed out that the DMRG method could include more active orbitals than many QM methods, offering improved performance in modeling static correlation effects. They found that the total energy of the system decreases with an increase in the number of DMRG states, while the relative energy is easier to converge than the total energy. They also pointed out that one niche of the DMRG method in quantum chemistry is TM chemistry because it can handle much larger active spaces (bigger than 18 electrons and 18 orbitals) than the CASSCF method and qualitatively offers large-scale CASSCF wave functions and energies.^[@ref341]^

Kurashige and Yanai applied the DMRG method to study the PESs of the Cr dimer and isomerization of the \[Cu~2~O~2~\]^2+^ cluster in 2009.^[@ref342]^ They showed that the method offered excellent results for predicting these properties. Yan et al. studied the 2D kagome lattice in 2011 using the DMRG method, which proved its high accuracy for modeling the ground state.^[@ref343]^ In 2013, Kurashige et al. applied the DMRG method to the Mn~4~CaO~5~ cluster in the PSII system.^[@ref344]^ They considered more than 10^8^ quantum degrees of freedom, and the work marks the first treatment of the PSII system beyond the DFT single-electron picture.^[@ref344]^ Sharma et al. explored the 2Fe-2S and 4Fe-4S clusters using the DMRG method in 2014.^[@ref345]^ They found that the Heisenberg double exchange model largely underestimates the number of low-lying states, which are due to the neglect of iron d--d excitations, that are proposed to be important in these systems. Meanwhile, they found that the electronic energy levels are concentrated on the Fe--S clusters and vary on the vibrational fluctuation scale, offering an explanation of the wide existence of these clusters in nature.^[@ref345]^

Recently, Olivares-Amaya et al. have presented benchmark results on a series of systems including the Cr dimer, Mn-oxo-salen, and Fe-porphine. They also offered a series of suggestions for doing DMRG calculations in practice.^[@ref346]^ The BLOCK code, which was developed by Chan's group, is now available in ORCA,^[@ref347]^ Q-Chem,^[@ref348]^ Molpro,^[@ref349]^ and from Chan's group.

2.7. Valence Bond Theory-Based Models {#sec2.7}
-------------------------------------

Besides the wave function-based QM methods and DFT, there are also VB-based QM methods available. Valence bond (VB) theory, which was proposed by Pauling, has played a key role in understanding chemical structure and reactivity.^[@ref350]^ VB theory has two fundamental concepts: hybridization and resonance. It considers hybridization between different atomic orbitals while representing a molecule as a sum of its resonance structures with different weights. It offers a very intuitive perspective on chemical bonding and reactivity. For example, the hybridization concept is useful in determining molecular geometries (e.g., the VESPR theory). Even though MO theory is more widely used in contemporary computational chemistry, VB theory offers a more straightforward view of chemical bonds. VB theory uses localized hybrid orbitals (HOs) based on natural bond orbitals to model electronic structure, rather than the delocalized MOs obtained using the LCAO strategy employed in MO theory. However, these two perspectives on electronic structure are interchangeable via a unitary transformation of the density matrix of the natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) to that of the delocalized canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs).^[@ref351]^ Hence, all of the physical properties calculated on the basis of NLMOs or CMOs should be identical, even though the two models afford different "localizations". For simple cases, one Lewis structure is enough to obtain accurate results, while for more complicated systems, excellent results can be obtained using relevant resonance structures.^[@ref352]−[@ref354]^

Examples of VB-based QM studies of metal ion-containing systems include the following: Goddard and co-workers developed the generalized VB (GVB) method^[@ref355]^ and applied it to metal-containing molecules.^[@ref356]^ Åqvist and Warshel reviewed the modeling of enzyme reactions (including those contain metals) and highlighted applications based on the empirical valence bond (EVB) method.^[@ref357]^ Maupin, Voth, and co-workers studied the proton transfer mechanisms in human carbonic anhydrase II (HCAII)^[@ref358]^ and its H64A mutant^[@ref359]^ using the multistate empirical valence bond (MS-EVB) method. Wu et al. reviewed modern VB methods in 2011, and highlighted VB modeling on (CO)~4~Fe(CH~2~=CH~2~).^[@ref360]^

2.8. Basis Set Choices {#sec2.8}
----------------------

Cundari et al. employed the B3LYP functional with the LANL and CEP-31G basis sets to study the HOFs of TM complexes in 2005.^[@ref361]^ It was shown that the former outperformed the latter in general. The results indicated that employing effective-core potentials for light elements (with atomic number less than 10) in the CEP-31G basis set was the major source of error. It was suggested that all electron basis sets be used for the main group elements when calculating the thermochemical properties of TM complexes.

In 2008, Williams and Wilson studied a set of group XI TM-containing molecules using MP2 and CCSD(T) methods with various cc-pV*n*Z-PP (where *n* = D, T, Q, and 5) basis sets on the metal ion, ligand, or both simultaneously.^[@ref362]^ The results showed that changing the ligand basis set but not the metal ion basis set has a much larger influence on the calculated geometry and dissociation energies than changing the metal ion basis set but not the ligand basis set. This indicated that the choice of basis set for the ligand is more important than that for the metal ion.

Xu and Truhlar have investigated the performance of HF-based effective core potentials when employing HF and DFT methods for 3d TM-containing systems.^[@ref363]^ To evaluate the performance of different basis sets, 10 test cases were constructed, and the results were compared to the data obtained on the basis of a basis set incorporating the relativistic effect (NCBS-DK), and a basis set that did not consider relativistic effects (NCBS-NR). The all-electron def2-TZVP basis set was suggested to be used in relativistic and nonrelativistic DFT calculations for 3d TMs due to its excellent performance. These results also demonstrated that different DFT functionals affect the optimal choice of the ECP basis set.

2.9. Error Analysis {#sec2.9}
-------------------

There have been few benchmark studies comparing accuracies of different kinds of QM methods and force fields for simulations of TM-containing systems. Related research efforts are encouraged because they can afford insights into the advantages and disadvantages of the relevant methods.

Amin and Truhlar have investigated the accuracy of 39 DFT functionals, the HF method, and 7 SE methods on their ability to predict the geometries, BDEs, and dipole moments of a series of zinc compounds.^[@ref364]^ CCSD(T) and CCSD results were treated as the standard for comparison. They observed that all SE methods have 1.5--2.1 times bigger errors than the HF method, while DFT yields errors less than one-half of that of the HF method. The results demonstrated that DFT functionals for zinc compounds are consistent with what has been observed for main group compounds (functionals that offer good accuracy for organic molecules usually also yield good performance for zinc complexes). Moreover, it was shown that the performance of DFT functionals was improved via an admixture of exact exchange. In Lin and Wang's research, they found that QM/MM simulation, with the SE method PM3 for the QM region (which contains three His residues, one zinc ion, and one ligand) and the AMBER ff03 force field for the MM region, gave larger structural distortions than the additive force field when compared to the XRD structure.

There are two main simulation issues nowadays: the accuracy of the potential and the extent of sampling. Some benchmark studies of protein systems showed encouraging results regarding unpolarized force fields. It was shown that some unpolarized force fields outperformed SE methods but were still inferior to DFT functionals in predicting the relative conformational energies of tetrapeptides^[@ref365]^ and protein--ligand interactions.^[@ref305]^ However, Faver et al. pointed out that it is still hard to predict the native structures of proteins on the basis of the current generation unpolarized force field models due to error accumulation.^[@ref366]^ Even though QM methods offer considerable accuracy for simulating TM-containing systems and more QM simulations have been performed in recent years (e.g., the CPMD^[@ref367]^ and nanoreactor^[@ref368]^), classical models are still widely used due to their speed advantage, thereby accessing larger system sizes, longer simulation time scales, and broader conformational spaces, which are not accessible to QM-based simulations.^[@ref147]^ In the following, we briefly review popular classical models: the nonbonded, bonded, cationic dummy atom, combined, and polarizable models.

3. Classical Modeling of Metal Ions: The Nonbonded Model {#sec3}
========================================================

3.1. Widely Used Potentials {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

There are two potentials widely employed to model the nonbonded interactions of ions: the 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential^[@ref369]^ and the Born--Mayer potential.^[@ref370]^ The history of the evolution of these models is fascinating and involves some of the leading luminaries that laid the theoretical foundation to model intermolecular interactions.

In 1903, Mie proposed the Mie potential (see [eq [21](#eq21){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq21){ref-type="disp-formula"}),^[@ref371]^ in which there are two parameters in the equation, *n* and *m*, representing the inverse-powers of the repulsion and attraction interactions, respectively.

It is a generalized form of the familiar Lennard-Jones expression. The modeling of periodic as well as charged systems was advanced in 1921 when Ewald described the so-called Ewald summation method to calculate the electrostatic energy inside periodic systems.^[@ref372]^ This approach and its variants are widely used in molecular simulations to calculate long-range electrostatic interactions.^[@ref373]^

Lennard-Jones proposed the LJ equation (see [eqs [22](#eq22){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq22){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [23](#eq23){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to model the intermolecular interactions between argon in 1924,^[@ref374],[@ref375]^ where 5 was found as the best value for *m* while for *n* good agreement was found for all models when *n* \> 9 with the best being *n* = . Hirschfelder et al. discovered that a 12-6 LJ equation could produce a good model for both helium and argon in 1938.^[@ref369]^

London proposed the London equation (see [eq [24](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in 1930 to describe the magnitude of the dispersion interaction between two particles A and B using QM with second-order perturbation theory,^[@ref376]^ in which the α~*i*~ and α~*j*~ are the dipole polarizabilities of particles *i* and *j*, while *I*~*i*~ and *I*~*j*~ are the first IPs of the particles.

Slater and Kirkwood proposed the Slater--Kirkwood formula (see [eq [25](#eq25){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq25){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in 1931 and applied it to Ne, Ar, N~2~, H~2~, O~2~, and CH~4~.^[@ref377]^ In their work, they used an exponential term to represent the repulsion interaction. In their formulation, ε is the mutual energy, *v*~0~ is the highest quantum state electron number of the molecule, *a*~0~ is the Bohr radius, *E*~0~ is the ground-state energy of a hydrogen atom, while *r*~*ij*~ is the distance between two particles.

Buckingham proposed what came to be know as the Buckingham potential (see [eq [26](#eq26){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq26){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in 1938 and applied it to gaseous He, Ne, and Ar.^[@ref378]^ Similar to Slater and Kirkwood's work, he used the exponential term to describe the repulsion interactions in the potential.

In 1918, Born and Lande proposed what came to be know as the Born--Lande equation (see [eq [27](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for calculating interactions inside ionic solids.^[@ref379]^ As shown in [eq [27](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it uses a Born equation to describe the electrostatic potential (ESP), while an inverse-power term represents the repulsive interaction.where *N*~A~ is Avogadro's number, *M* is the Madelung constant, which depends on the lattice geometry, *z*^+^ and *z*^--^ are the charges for the positive and negative ions, respectively, *e* is the charge of a proton, ε~0~ is the vacuum dielectric constant, while *n* is the Born exponent. By taking the derivative d*U*(*r*~*ij*~)/*r*~*ij*~ = 0 when *r*~*ij*~ = *r*~0~ (*r*~0~ is the equilibrium distance between the two particles), one obtains:

Pauling estimated *n* in the Born--Lande equation over a range from 5 to 12 for different noble gas atoms and for the Cu^+^, Ag^+^, and Au^+^ ions.^[@ref380]^ In 1932, Born and Mayer proposed the Born--Mayer potential (see [eqs [30](#eq30){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq30){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [31](#eq31){ref-type="disp-formula"}; [eq [31](#eq31){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq31){ref-type="disp-formula"} was obtained similar to [eq [29](#eq29){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq29){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on [eq [27](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq27){ref-type="disp-formula"}) where they used an exponential term *e*^--*r*/ρ^ instead of the inverse-power term *r*^--*n*^ to represent the repulsion interaction.^[@ref370]^ ρ is a constant that depends on crystal compressibility, and a value of 30 pm gave a good description for the alkali metal halides.^[@ref370]^ Finally, *r*~*i*~ and *r*~*j*~ are the ionic radii of the ions, while *A*~*ij*~ was a factor determined by Pauling, generally set to 1.00 for a cation--anion pair, 0.75 for an anion--anion pair, and 1.25 for a cation--cation pair.^[@ref370]^

In the subsequent year, Mayer added a *r*^--6^ (representing dipole--dipole interactions) and a *r*^--8^ (representing quadruple--dipole interactions) dispersion term into the Born--Mayer potential (see [eq [32](#eq32){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq32){ref-type="disp-formula"}),^[@ref381]^ where the dispersion parameters were estimated from the formula given by Margenau.^[@ref382]^ The potential showed improvement for the CsCl lattice type (i.e., the CsCl, CsBr, and CsI ionic compounds). Huggins and Mayer determined the ionic radii (which were used to determine the strength of the repulsion term) for five alkali metal ions (Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, Rb^+^, and Cs^+^) and four halide ions (F^--^, Cl^--^, Br^--^, and I^--^).^[@ref383]^ On the basis of these values, experimental lattice constants were reproduced for 20 alkali metal--halide ionic solids.

Tosi and Fumi revisited ionic compounds using two different potentials (i.e., using the exponent and inverse-power as the repulsion terms, respectively) and determined the crystal radii of NaCl-type alkali halides in 1964.^[@ref384],[@ref385]^

3.2. 12-6 Lennard-Jones Potential {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Functional Format {#sec3.2.1}

The popular 12-6 LJ potential approximates the repulsion interaction, which is best modeled via exponential decay along with the particle distance (i.e., as described by the Buckingham potential and Born--Mayer potential; see [eqs [26](#eq26){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq26){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [30](#eq30){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref386]^ However, when applying these potentials to a molecular structure where two particles are too close with each other, the Buckingham or Born--Mayer potential can yield a negative interaction energy, while the 12-6 LJ potential prevents this from happening. Moreover, the 12-6 LJ potential is calculated 4 times faster than the Buckingham potential.^[@ref387]^ Another consideration is the 12-6 LJ potential needs less parametrization work than the Buckingham potential (two versus three parameters, respectively), which also supports its wide utilization in molecular simulations. Furthermore, the 12-6 LJ potential yields accuracy similar to that of the Buckingham potential after careful parametrization when used in a molecular force field. For example, Lifson and Warshel found that applying the Coulombic equation and a Urey--Bradley-type force field plus the 12-6 LJ potential in the CFF formulation offered improvement in modeling the intermolecular interactions in cycloalkane and *n*-alkane (with *n* = 5--12) systems in 1968.^[@ref388]^ Jorgensen also found that a 12-6-3 potential gave almost the same accuracy as the exponential function to describe the short-range interactions between two water molecules in 1979.^[@ref389]^

The 12-6 nonbonded potential for ions represents ionic interactions between a metal ion and the surrounding particles as a sum of the electrostatic and VDW terms. This model closely reproduces the situation for monovalent ions that have low electronegativities (e.g., alkali metal ions). However, the quality of this representation degrades for systems containing divalent or highly charged ions, where the POL and CT effects are significant.^[@ref390],[@ref391]^

The form of the 12-6 LJ nonbonded potential, between particles *i* and *j*, is given in [eq [33](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Three different forms are in common usage, and each is given in [eq [33](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}. *Q*~*i*~ and *Q*~*j*~ are the partial charges on the two particles. In the nonbonded model, the metal ion is generally modeled using an integer partial charge equal to its oxidation state. The only parameters that need to be determined are *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~, *R*~min,*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~, or σ~min,*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~ depending on the form of the equation.

[Figure [19](#fig19){ref-type="fig"}](#fig19){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the differences and physical meaning of the *R*~min,*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~, and σ~*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~ forms, which are in common usage. *R*~min,*ij*~ is the distance at which the LJ potential has its minimum value, while σ~*ij*~ is the distance at which the LJ potential is equal to zero. ε~*ij*~ is the well depth of the LJ potential curve, representing the VDW interaction strength between the two particles. If we have *N* atom types employed in a force field, there will be unique atom pair types. All forms of the LJ potentials have two parameters (*A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~, *R*~min,*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~, or σ~*ij*~ and ε~*ij*~) for each atom type pair, which leads to *N*(*N* + 1) LJ parameters that need to be parametrized. This represents a tremendous parametrization effort; hence, a number of combining (or mixing) rules were introduced to reduce the overall parameter space. By obtaining the *A*~*ii*~/*B*~*ii*~/*R*~min,*ii*~/σ~*ii*~/ε~*ii*~ and *A*~*jj*~/*B*~*jj*~/*R*~min,*jj*~/σ~*jj*~/ε~*jj*~ values, first the pairwise *A*~*ij*~/*B*~*ij*~/*R*~min,*ij*~/σ~*ij*~/ε~*ij*~ parameters are obtained from the former two using an appropriate combining rule. This decreases the number of parameters to 2*N*. Popular force fields such as AMBER,^[@ref392]−[@ref400]^ CHARMM,^[@ref401]−[@ref406]^ OPLS-AA,^[@ref407]−[@ref411]^ etc., treat several different atom types of the same element with identical LJ parameters, further decreasing the parametrization effort.

![Representation of *R*~min,*ij*~, σ~*ij*~, and ε~*ij*~ in a 12-6 LJ equation. Here, we illustrate the LJ potential between two particles, which have the same *R*~min,*i*~ (1.6 Å) and ε~*i*~ (1.1 kcal/mol) values.](cr-2016-00440p_0019){#fig19}

Below we summarize some of the most widely used combining rules.

\(1\) For *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~ terms, the geometric combining rule is generally used:

\(2\) For *R*~min,*ij*~ and σ~min,*ij*~, the arithmetic (Lorentz), geometric (Good--Hope), and sixth power (Waldman--Hagler) combining rules are used extensively.

Lorentz combining rule:Good--Hope combining rule:Waldman--Hagler combining rule:

\(3\) For ε~*ij*~, the geometric (Berthelot) and sixth power (Waldman--Hagler) combining rules are widely used.

Berthelot combining rule:Waldman--Hagler combining rule:Note: For clarity, we will use the following nomenclature throughout.

The Lorentz combining rule (or arithmetic combining rule) depends on the hard sphere assumption, in which particles are treated as rigid balls. The optimal distance of the VDW interaction is the sum of VDW radii of the particles *i* and *j*. The geometric combining rule relies on a "soft sphere" assumption. In [eq [45](#eq45){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq45){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we exemplify this rule for the determination of ε~*ij*~: the smaller of ε~*ii*~ and ε~*jj*~ has a bigger weight in the determination of the final value of ε~*ij*~.

### 3.2.2. Parametrization Strategies {#sec3.2.2}

The parameters of ions are usually determined by reproducing one or several theoretical/experimental end points using force field (FF) calculations either through single point energy calculations or via MC^[@ref412]^ or MD^[@ref413]^ simulations. Target values used for model construction and validation can be classified as thermodynamic quantities (e.g., interaction energy, calculated potential energy surface (PES), HFE, hydration entropy, crystal lattice energy (LE), etc.), structural properties (e.g., QM calculated equilibrium distance, ion--oxygen distance of the first solvation shell (IOD), CNs of the first solvation shell, crystal lattice constant (LC), etc.), and kinetic or dynamic properties (e.g., exchange rate of first solvation shell water, diffusion coefficient (DC), etc.). From the phase state point of view, the parametrization end points can be classified as solid-state properties (LC, LE, etc.), liquid phase properties (HFE, solvation entropy, IOD, DC, mean residence time of first solvation shell (MRT), activity coefficient (AC), etc.), gas-phase properties (interaction energy of monohydrates, PES, etc.), and interface properties (osmotic pressure, etc.). From another perspective, the reference properties can be classified as single ion properties (HFE, IOD, CN, etc.), ion-pair properties (AC, Kirkwood--Buff integral (KBI), etc.), along with mixed system properties (osmotic pressure of a biomolecular system, etc.). Typical ion parametrization efforts fit two or more properties for a single-ion at a time and then afterward test their transferability to other systems or properties. For example, if an ion model was parametrized in aqueous solution using a specific water model, its transferability to other water models, with other ions (to explore ion-pair properties), in combination with other atom types in a mixed system (such as a biological system) would ultimately need to be addressed to fully validate the model.

In the pioneering efforts on ion parametrization, when computational resources were at a premium and free-energy simulation methods were not widely available, researchers usually parametrized the potential by reproducing QM-derived interaction energies and equilibrium distances or by fitting the potential to a simulated PES obtained from QM calculations on the monohydrates. However, potentials derived in this way had errors arising from the neglect of three-body and higher order effects. This causes an overestimation of the interaction energy between the solvated ion and water and then, ultimately, the ion's HFE. This error increases dramatically for the divalent and highly charged metal ions, for which the CN values predicted from molecular simulations based on the conventional pair potential are generally higher than the experimentally determined CN values. Work has been done to add the three-body term and higher order terms into the function, and remarkable progress has been made in this area.^[@ref414]−[@ref417]^ However, the computational complexity and parametrization effort increase considerably at the same time. Hence, work focusing on adding these effects into a pair potential, yielding an effective pair potential, has been the preferred approach. This potential can be parametrized in multiple different ways, such as fitting to a QM-based effective potential, or parametrizing it directly to reproduce experimental results.

3.3. Early Studies {#sec3.3}
------------------

The modern computer was invented in the last century; for example, the ENIAC (electronic numerical integrator and computer) was announced in 1946.^[@ref418]^ In the 1960s, supercomputers began to become available to investigators at major universities and institutes. Concomitant with hardware developments, QM methodologies and software were becoming widely available, allowing force fields to be parametrized on the basis of accurate QM calculations, while ever more sophisticated and realistic simulation of ionic compounds, aqueous solutions, proteins, etc., began to regularly appear in the literature.

### 3.3.1. Studies Based on the Monte Carlo Method {#sec3.3.1}

The MC method analyzes a system by generating a structural ensemble whose energy follows a Boltzmann distribution. The modern MC method was proposed by Metropolis and Ulam in 1949.^[@ref412]^ This paper was then followed by a number of applications on molecular or molecular-like simulations. Rosenbluth and Rosenbluth performed a MC simulation for a three-dimensional system with a hard sphere potential and a two-dimensional system with a LJ potential in 1954.^[@ref419]^ Wood and Parker performed a MC simulation of an Ar gas system using a 12-6 LJ potential in 1957.^[@ref420]^ Several properties such as the radial distribution function (RDF), excess internal energy, compressibility factor, etc., were obtained, and a liquid--solid transformation was observed during the simulation. The simulated results agreed with one set of experimental results but disagreed with another.^[@ref420]^ Barker simulated proton--electron plasma at various temperatures and densities using the MC method in 1965.^[@ref421]^ In these simulations, he employed a Columbic potential coupled with the Ewald sum method to estimate long-range electrostatic interactions during the simulation. The results supported the usefulness of the MC method. Woodcock and Singer carried out a MC simulation for solid KCl using a Born--Mayer--Huggins potential in 1971.^[@ref422]^ They calculated a series of properties such as pressure, entropy, internal energy, etc., for different volumes, temperatures, and pressures. The results showed good agreement with experimental results. Furthermore, some experimentally inaccessible data (such as the contribution of different energy terms, properties at extreme temperatures/pressures, etc.) were obtained using these simulations. They found that the *r*^--8^ (dipole--quadrupole) term is only responsible for −0.5% of the internal energy along their simulation, and hence could be safely neglected during the simulation.

Clementi and co-workers fit a series of potentials based on QM calculations and performed a range of related MC or MD simulations for ion-containing systems (e.g., ionic solution,^[@ref423]−[@ref429]^ ion-nucleic acid,^[@ref430]−[@ref434]^ and ion-transmembrane channel^[@ref435]−[@ref438]^ systems) in the 1970s and 1980s.

### 3.3.2. Studies Based on Molecular Dynamics Simulation {#sec3.3.2}

The MD simulation method integrates Newton equations of motion to simulate a system by propagating the positions, velocities, and accelerations of particles as a function of time. MD not only provides thermodynamic and structural properties akin to MC simulations, but it can also directly simulate time-related properties. Alder and Wainwright reported the first MD simulation for a hard sphere system in 1957,^[@ref413]^ and they proposed a propagation algorithm for MD simulations in a later work.^[@ref439]^ Gibson et al. described a MD simulation exploring the mechanism of damage of solid Cu using a Born--Mayer potential in 1960.^[@ref440]^ Later, Rahman simulated liquid Ar using the MD method in 1964.^[@ref441]^ Periodic boundary conditions combined with a truncated LJ equation were used to carry out the simulation. The simulated pair-correlation function was in good agreement with experiment, while the calculated self-diffusion constant was 15% smaller than the experimental value. Woodcock performed the first ionic compound MD simulation (on LiCl, NaCl, and KCl compounds) in 1971, again using a Born--Mayer potential.^[@ref442]^ The potential parameters were from Tosi and Fumi's previous work,^[@ref384]^ while the Ewald method was used to model the electrostatic interactions. Various properties such as the specific heat capacity, entropy, and diffusion coefficient, etc., were obtained for the three liquid alkali metal halides at 1273 K and showed good agreement with experimental results.

Rahman and Stillinger performed the first simulation of liquid water system in 1971, in which they used a five-site water model with a tetrahedral configuration (so-called the ST2 water model).^[@ref443]^ The two-body potential was parametrized to reproduce the water dimer interaction energy from ab initio QM calculation. Both structural (e.g., pair-correlation functions, CNs, distribution functions, etc.) and kinetic properties (such as center-of-mass motion mean-square displacement, autocorrelation functions of the velocity, dipole relaxation function, etc.) were calculated, and good agreement was obtained when compared to experimental results.^[@ref443]^

Heinzinger and Vogel performed the first MD simulation of an ionic solution system (LiCl in water) in 1974.^[@ref444]^ In their work, they used the ST2 water model proposed by Rahman and Stillinger.^[@ref443]^ The 12-6 LJ nonbonded model was used for the ions, and the LJ parameters were obtained directly from the LJ parameters for He and Ar (as they are isoelectronic with Li^+^ and Cl^--^ ions, respectively) determined by Hogervorst^[@ref445]^ (where the parameters were obtained by parametrizing against experimental viscosity values). The combining rules were taken from Kong,^[@ref446]^ while a switching function was utilized for the evaluation of the Columbic terms. The simulated structure of the first hydration shell showed good agreement with experimental XRD and neutron diffraction data, and the simulation was able to predict the faster rotation of the first solvation shell water molecules of the Li^+^ ion (relative to other water molecules in the system), in agreement with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) results.

Jorgensen and co-workers parametrized the LJ potential for Na^+^ using the transferable intermolecular potential function (TIPS) format,^[@ref447]^ and the Li^+^, Na^+^, F^--^, and Cl^--^ ions for the TIP4P water model based on QM calculated energetic and structural information in the 1980s.^[@ref448]^

Bounds parametrized Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, Ca^2+^, and Ni^2+^ using QM calculations and simulated them with the TIP4P water model of Jorgensen and co-workers^[@ref449]^ via MD simulations in 1985.^[@ref450]^ Ca^2+^/H~2~O and Ni^2+^/H~2~O potentials were derived from ab initio SCF calculations.^[@ref450]^ Exp-4-6-1 and exp-1 formatted functions were used for the ion--oxygen and ion--hydrogen interactions, respectively. A higher CN for Ni^2+^ (as high as 8) was predicted from the simulation, which is greater than the experimentally determined CN of 6. High pressure affected the second-coordination shell of Cl^--^, while high temperature and pressure showed little effect on the structure of Ca^2+^ in aqueous solution.

In 1986, Teleman and Ahlstrom simulated the Ca^2+^ EDTA complex and the Ca^2+^-aqueous system based on the VDW parameters derived from the Kirkwood--Slater formula.^[@ref451]^ The simulated CN of Ca^2+^ in both water and EDTA is ∼7. The observed structural properties were "plausible", while the simulated dynamics were deemed "fast" relative to experiment.

It was observed in the late 1980s that there are considerable errors when applying the conventional pair potential to calculate HFEs for ions. For example, Migliore et al. calculated the HFEs of the Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, F^--^, and Cl^--^ ions on the basis of the parameters fitted to the configuration interaction (CI) QM calculations. They found that the errors in the simulated HFEs are considerable, ranging from −30% for Cl^--^ to 21% for Na^+^ when compared to experimental values.^[@ref452]^ Straatsma and Berendsen studied the HFEs of Na^+^, K^+^, Ca^2+^, F^--^, Cl^--^, and Br^--^ ions using the thermodynamic integration (TI) approach, and they observed that the simulated HFEs of these ions (except for the Ca^2+^ ion) were too negative when compared to experiment.^[@ref453]^ These results indicated that many-body effects are important and that a potential fitted from a monohydrate in the gas phase does not have good transferability to the liquid phase.

### 3.3.3. Many-Body Effects {#sec3.3.3}

As described above, the conventional pair potential, when fitted to QM calculated results on monohydrates in the gas phase, yields a notable overestimation of the ion--water interaction in the aqueous phase, in part due to the neglect of many-body effects. For starters, the first, second, third, and *n*th water binding energies to the metal ion tend to decrease. The QM fitted potential generally only considers the first water molecule, which will lead to an overestimation of the effective potential for ion--water interactions in aqueous systems. This leads to higher HFE values and may cause an increase in CN over that observed experimentally. This error can be decreased using error-canceling strategies, for example, using small basis sets, which underestimate the interaction energy of the monohydrates.

Another concern has to do with the M^*q*+^--H~2~O system becoming the M^(*q*--1)+^--H~2~O^+^ species at long distances, because the *q*th IP of the metal ion is higher than the first IP of the water molecule.^[@ref454]^ A positive charge on both the ion and water will cause repulsion between them. Marcos et al. proposed that for Zn(H~2~O)^2+^, the crossing of the two ^1^A~1~ symmetry states (Zn^2+^--H~2~O and Zn^+^--H~2~O^+^) appears at 4.5 Å.^[@ref455]^ For Be(H~2~O)^2+^, Corongiu and Clementi found its crossing occurs at ∼9 bohr (∼5.3 Å). Curtiss et al. found that the crossing distances for Fe(H~2~O)^2+^ and Fe(H~2~O)^3+^ were \>6 Å and "close to" 1.852 Å, respectively.^[@ref456]^ However, in an aqueous system, the other *n*--1 water molecules in the first solvation shell (assuming there are *n* water molecules in the first solvation shell) will stabilize the charge on the ion, preventing the formation of the M(H~2~O)~*n*~^(*q*--1)+^--H~2~O^+^ species at long-range. Using a restricted Hartree--Fock (RHF) method, the M^*q*+^--H~2~O electronic configuration can be retained at long-range (even if this is in fact not natural) to obtain the PES, but this kind of strategy may fail when using correlated methods.^[@ref454]^

Using some fitting strategies (e.g., using small basis sets), the error can be decreased to some extent; however, the HFE and CN values may still be overestimated for some ion-aqueous systems, especially for the highly charged ions, for which the many-body effect is significant. There are several ways to address the many-body problem: (A) adding the many-body terms; (B) using an effective potential; and (C) using a combined model for the hydrated complex (discussed in [section [5.2](#sec5.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec5.2){ref-type="other"}).

3.4. Many-Body Potentials {#sec3.4}
-------------------------

In 1980, Clementi et al. studied the nonadditivity of the Li(H~2~O)~2~^+^ system using QM calculations after which an atomic charge-induced bond dipole term and a short-range correction term were added to the pair potential to represent the three-body effect.^[@ref457]^ Overall, they found the three-body term was 10--15% of the total interaction. On the basis of this three-body potential, Corongiu et al. calculated the HFE value of Li^+^ using MC simulations with the free-energy perturbation (FEP) method and obtained a HFE for the Li^+^ ion of −114 ± 8 kcal/mol, in good agreement with two different experimental values (−118 or −123 kcal/mol).^[@ref458]^ However, using a conventional pair potential, which only considered the two-body effect, they overestimated the HFE value (−142 ± 2 kcal/mol).

As compared to the monovalent ions, the three-body effect would be expected to be even more significant for highly charged ions in aqueous solution. Bounds simulated Ni^2+^ in aqueous solution using an ab initio pair potential and predicted a higher CN (8 versus 6 from experiment) and an IOD value larger than experiment (2.17 Å versus 2.07 Å),^[@ref450]^ and González-LaFont et al. predicted a higher CN value for the Fe^2+^ ion (8 versus 6) also using an ab initio pair potential.^[@ref459]^

Natália et al. studied Ni^2+^ in aqueous solution using a conventional two-body potential and a potential with a three-body term.^[@ref460]^ The conventional two-body potential overestimated the CN, giving a value of 8 instead of 6 and an IOD of 2.09 Å rather than 2.07 Å. The potential with the three-body term correctly simulated the CN and IOD values, but still overestimated the hydration enthalpy by ∼158 kcal/mol. Nonetheless, this was a smaller extent than the value given by the two-body potential (which overestimated the value by ∼295 kcal/mol). They proposed that further improvement could be achieved via addition of a short-range correction term and through the use of the Ewald summation method instead of a truncated potential.

Curtiss et al. have also investigated the Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions in aqueous solution using a pair potential fitted from ab initio calculations.^[@ref456]^ Higher CN and longer IOD values were simulated for the Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions as well. Subsequently, they parametrized an empirical pair potential that accurately reproduced the CN values of the Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions.^[@ref456]^

Yamaguchi et al. simulated BeCl~2~ in aqueous solution based on an ab initio pair potential and obtained a CN value for the Be^2+^ ion of 6, which is inconsistent with experimental XRD data, which gave a CN of 4.^[@ref461]^ Through an addition of a three-body term into the potential, Probst et al. were able to reproduce the CN of the Be^2+^ ion correctly.^[@ref414]^

Cordeiro and Gomes have examined three-body, four-body, and higher order terms for Cu(H~2~O)~*n*~^2+^, where *n* ≤ 8.^[@ref415]^ During these studies, they found that three-body terms, which contribute repulsive interactions to the pair potential, are non-negligible. The potential with a three-body term correctly simulated the CN value (as 6) and offered improvement over the conventional two-body pair potential based on ab initio calculations (which gave a CN of 8). They also found a rapid convergence of the many-body expansion in that the four-body and higher order terms are much smaller than the three-body term. Rode and Islam found similar issues using an ab initio pair potential when they simulated the Cu^2+^ ion in aqueous solution.^[@ref416]^ To tackle these issues, they proposed a three-body term they called the nearest neighbor ligands correction (NNLC) that affected the first solvation shell. This strategy was not only able to reproduce the experimental CN, but it also reduces the potential parametrization burden and simulation time when compared to a potential with more typical three-body terms.

To gain deeper insights into the Cu^2+^ aqueous system, Cordeiro and Gomes reinvestigated it through a comparison of several different potentials.^[@ref417]^ These potentials included the conventional two-body fitted ab initio potential, the effective two-body ab initio potential (fitted from the interaction of Cu^2+^ with its first solvation shell waters), the conventional potential with a three-body term, and the effective potential with a three-body term. They found that both the effective pair potential and the three-body term decreased the average interaction energy between the ion and surrounding water molecules. They also found that the conventional potential overestimated the interaction energy by ∼30% over the effective potential in the first solvation shell, while they were nearly identical outside the first solvation shell. However, the conventional and effective two-body potentials overestimated the CN values as 8--9 and 8, respectively. Both the conventional potential with a three-body term and an effective potential with a three-body term offered improvement with the latter better describing the energetics of the system. Furthermore, they noted that in the three-body term, the ion--water--water term dominates the water--water--water term.

3.5. Effective Two-Body Potentials {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------

There are two different ways to incorporate many-body effects into effective two-body potentials. One is based on fitting to QM-derived data, and the other involves fitting the potential directly to experimental HFE, IOD, etc., values as demonstrated by Aqvist.^[@ref462]^ The methods based on fitting to QM data may still not reproduce the HFE or IOD values accurately due because the reference QM model they fitted to may still only have finite accuracy, with the resultant error propagating with the increasing size of the simulated system. Hence, people prefer to use the latter method in parametrization efforts because it accurately reproduces thermodynamic, structural, or both properties simultaneously.

### 3.5.1. Quantum Mechanics-Based Parameters {#sec3.5.1}

There are different approaches to fit effective two-body potentials based on QM data, for example, (1) fitting the potential between an ion and water within a implicit solvation model, as proposed by Floris et al.,^[@ref463]^ (2) fitting the potential to reproduce the average interaction between an ion and its first solvation layer, as proposed by Cordeiro et al.,^[@ref417]^ and (3) fitting the potential to reproduce the PES between the ion, which has *n*--1 water molecules bound to it (where *n* is the CN value) with fixed geometry, and the last water, as proposed by Periole et al.^[@ref464]^ The accuracy of the first method depends on the accuracy of the implicit solvation model, while for the second and third approaches, errors associated with only considering the first solvation shell can reduce their accuracy.

#### 3.5.1.1. Effective Potential Based on Implicit Solvation Model {#sec3.5.1.1}

Floris et al. proposed a QM method to obtain the effective pair potential, which considers many-body effects implicitly.^[@ref463]^ They applied their methodology to Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ aqueous systems initially and were able to reproduce the experimental CNs.^[@ref463]^

As given in [eq [46](#eq46){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq46){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the interaction energy *U*~AB~ of two solutes in solvent can be obtained on the basis of QM calculations, where is the Hamiltonian of the solute in vacuo while ψ is the wave function for the solute in solution, which was modeled using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). They found that, for Fe^2+^ ion, the conventional pair potential fitted using the dihydrate complex in vacuo yielded a lower binding energy by ∼15 kcal/mol than the conventional pair potential fitted from the monohydrate in vacuo. Using their approach with an effective pair potential fitted using both the monohydrate and the dihydrate data simultaneously further decreased the binding free energy by ∼4 kcal/mol. However, this method depends on the accuracy of the implicit solvation model itself and the parameters employed in the solvation model. The broad range of available solvation models has been extensively reviewed by others.^[@ref465]^ In the work of Floris et al., they used the *U*~WMW~ = 2*U*~MW~ + *U*~WW~ relationship (where M = metal and W = water) to determine the ionic radii for Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions.^[@ref463]^ Finally, they fitted their potential based on a range of ion--water structures and the SPC water model. The resultant potential reproduced the experimental CNs for the Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^ ions (as 6) and the octahedral geometry of the first solvation shell.

Subsequently, Floris et al. have used their approach to study the aqueous hydration of a range of ions including Li^+^, Be^2+^, Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Ni^2+^, Zn^2+^, Al^3+^, and Ln^3+^.^[@ref454],[@ref466],[@ref467]^ The results obtained further confirmed that their approach offers improvements over the conventional pair potential.

D'Angelo, Chillemi, and co-workers studied Co^2+^, Zn^2+^, and Ni^2+^ in aqueous solution using an effective pair potential based on the method developed by Floris et al.^[@ref468],[@ref469]^ The PES was evaluated using restricted-open-shell-Hartree--Fock (ROHF) calculations coupled with the PCM solvent model. Even with the complicated potential equation they used (Exp-1-4-6-8-12 potential for the ion-oxygen and a 1-4-6-8-12 potential for ion-hydrogen; see [eq [47](#eq47){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq47){ref-type="disp-formula"}), MD simulation of Zn^2+^ in water predicted a more asymmetric and a sharp first peak in the metal--oxygen RDF when compared to the EXAFS results. They also used this method to investigate Hg^2+^, trivalent metal ions in the lanthanide series (Ln^3+^), and trivalent metal ions in the actinide series (An^3+^) in aqueous solution and obtained useful insights.^[@ref470]−[@ref475]^ Besides aqueous solution, they also utilized this method to explore Zn^2+^ and Hg^2+^ in methanol.^[@ref476],[@ref477]^ While their approach proved powerful, it has some issues affecting its usability; because of its complicated form, the number of parameters will increase dramatically in mixed systems such as proteins and nucleic acids, reducing its broad applicability.

#### 3.5.1.2. PES Scanning Method {#sec3.5.1.2}

Pang et al. parametrized the Fe^2+^ ion with a 12-6 LJ potential for a nonheme site.^[@ref478]^ The parameters were derived on the basis of the QM PESs between Fe^2+^ and the ligating ligands (two His residues, one Asp residue, one water, and one α-ketoglutarate ligand). They applied a weak harmonic restraint to favor the monodentate Asp binding mode over the bidentate mode frequently preferred by the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model.

#### 3.5.1.3. SLEF Model {#sec3.5.1.3}

Wu et al. have developed the nonbonded short--long effective function (SLEF) model and parametrized it for zinc-containing proteins via reproduction of QM/MM-derived forces for zinc metalloenzymes with different binding modes (with CNs equal to 5, 6, and 7).^[@ref479]^ The SLEF model, instead of the standard Columbic formula, was used to represent the electrostatic interactions between the Zn^2+^ ion and the surrounding particles (see [eq [48](#eq48){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq48){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The short-range part decays exponentially, while the long-range part contains a term similar to a DFT dispersion correction damping function. As shown in [Figure [20](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}](#fig20){ref-type="fig"}, the PES between the zinc ion and the TIP3P water model shows that SLEF strengthens the short-range interactions (from 1.5 to 2.0 Å) and weakens the midrange (from 2.5 to 4.5 Å) interactions, while retaining the strength of the long-range (beyond 4.5 Å) interactions, relative to the standard Columbic model. This behavior implicitly incorporates POL and CT effects into the modeling of the metal ion. Exploratory MD simulations were carried out for Zn^2+^ metalloenzymes with CN values of 5, 6, or 7, and comparisons were made between SLEF and standard 12-6 LJ models. The SLEF model showed improved performance and was able to reproduce different binding modes as shown by QM/MM MD and experimental results.

![Illustration of the difference between SLEF and the conventional 1/*r* Coulomb function in describing charge interactions between Zn^2+^ and the oxygen of TIP3P water: (A) energy and (B) force. The parameters in the SLEF1 force field were employed. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref479]). Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0020){#fig20}

Afterward, Gong et al. developed a second-generation approach (SLEF2, see [eq [49](#eq49){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq49){ref-type="disp-formula"}) where they optimized the parameters (α, β, γ, λ, and *R*~Zn~) on the basis of 5 zinc proteins and tested them in 16 proteins.^[@ref480]^ The MD simulations employing the SLEF2 model showed good agreement with XRD structures, while the MD simulations based on the 12-6 LJ model with parameters from Stote and Karplus showed a preference for higher CN values (e.g., 5 or 6).

#### 3.5.1.4. QPCT Model {#sec3.5.1.4}

Zhu et al. created the quantum calibrated polarizable-charge transfer (QPCT) force field for zinc-containing proteins,^[@ref481]^ in which they added a CT term into the nonbonded model to fit to the QM calculated interaction energy (see [eq [50](#eq50){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq50){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In this model, they calculated the amount of CT between a zinc ion and one of its ligands (with the remaining ligands fixed) using a natural population analysis (NPA, see [Figures [21](#fig21){ref-type="fig"}](#fig21){ref-type="fig"} and [22](#fig22){ref-type="fig"}). Using this information, they carried out a fit to [eq [51](#eq51){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq51){ref-type="disp-formula"} (where *A*~0~, *A*~1~, and *A*~2~ are the parameters to fit), which represents the relationship between the CT amount and the zinc to ligand distance. The *E*~CT~ term (see [eq [52](#eq52){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq52){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *B*~0~, *B*~1~, *B*~2~, and *B*~3~ are parameters to fit) was fit to the difference between the QM calculated interaction energy and sum of the electrostatic and VDW terms (*E*~qm~--*E*~ele~--*E*~VDW~). An example describing the various terms (*E*~qm~, *E*~ele~, *E*~VDW~, and *E*~CT~) is depicted in [Figure [23](#fig23){ref-type="fig"}](#fig23){ref-type="fig"}. The *E*~CT~ term is cut off when the bond distance between the zinc ion and a coordinated atom is larger than the sum of their VDW radii. The semifluctuating charge (SFC) model^[@ref482]^ considered the polarization of, for example, the N--H, C--O, O--H, S--H, and C--N bonds. These authors have shown that the model was able to accurately simulate different zinc complexes with only a 1% additional computational cost over an unpolarized force field. However, this model assumes that the bond distances between the zinc ion and its ligands are fluctuating around equilibrium values without large changes. Moreover, the energy terms contained in this function (electrostatic, VDW, and CT terms) are effective ones, which cannot be directly compared to energy decomposition results from QM calculations. Meanwhile, because of the nonadditivity of the CT effect, this model, which is based on the assumption of additivity, may not accurately predict the total interaction energy of a given complex. Hence, it might not be suitable to study ligand exchange processes.

![Model system \[Zn(Et)~2~(Im)~2~\]^0^ representing the ZnCys~2~His~2~ binding structure used in fitting the CT and binding energy as a function of the distance between zinc and the ligated atom. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref481]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0021){#fig21}

![QM calculated CT (Δ*q*~ct~, NPA charge) at the MP2/6-311++g(2df,p) level as a function of the coordinate bond length for ethylthiolate in ZnCys~2~His~2~, ZnCys~4~, and ZnCys~3~His~1~ systems. Solid lines denote analytical fitted curves of QM results. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref481]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0022){#fig22}

![Interaction energies of ethylthiolate (*E*t) and \[Zn(Et)(Im)~2~\]^+^ as a function of coordinate bond length. *E*~qm~ is the binding energy of Et and the \[Zn(Et)(Im)~2~\]^+^ calculated by Gaussian 09 at the MP2/6-311++g(2df,p) level. *E*~ele~ is the electrostatic interaction between *E*t and the \[Zn(Et)(Im)~2~\]^+^. *E*~vdw~ is the van der Waals interaction energy between *E*t and the \[Zn(Et)(Im)~2~\]^+^, and *E*~ct~ is "charge-transfer" energy between Et and the \[Zn(Et)(Im)~2~\]^+^ (*E*~ct~ = *E*~qm~ -- *E*~ele~ -- *E*~vdw~). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref481]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0023){#fig23}

### 3.5.2. Experimental Data (Especially Free-Energy)-Based Parameters {#sec3.5.2}

The free energy is a comprehensive thermodynamic property that is a combination of the enthalpy and entropy for a given system. There are two free energies of interest in chemistry: the Helmholtz free energy from a canonical ensemble (abbreviated NVT) and the Gibbs free energy from an isothermal--isobaric ensemble (abbreviated NPT). For most chemistry applications, these two quantities are generally considered as interchangeable. There are various ways to use simulations to estimate the free energy change of a given process: two of the most important first-principles approaches include the FEP^[@ref483]^ and TI methods,^[@ref453]^ which are widely used to compute absolute and relative free energies in drug design and other application areas. More approximate methods that also estimate free energy changes include the molecular mechanics Poisson--Boltzmann surface area (MM/PBSA),^[@ref484]^ molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area (MM/GBSA),^[@ref465]^ and linear response methods.^[@ref465]^

The FEP method has been reviewed in detail in the past.^[@ref485]^ Here, we will highlight work of relevance to the study of metal ions using either the FEP or the TI approach. The FEP method was first proposed by Zwanzig in 1954.^[@ref483]^ Valleau and Card used MC simulations coupled with the FEP method to investigate the free energy change of Columbic fluids in 1972.^[@ref486]^ Torrie and Valleau evaluated the configurational Helmholtz free energy change of a LJ fluid system in 1974.^[@ref487]^ Mezei et al. estimated the HFE and hydration entropy of water using MC simulations combined with the TI method in 1978.^[@ref488]^ In this effort, good agreement was obtained between the simulated and experimental values. Tembe and McCammon reported the simulation of the relative binding free energy of a protein--ligand system using the thermodynamic cycle and FEP method in 1984, which opened the use of FEP method to drug design optimization applications.^[@ref489]^ Jorgensen and Ravimohan determined the relative HFE between methanol and ethane using the TIP4P water model in 1985, yielding good agreement with experiment.^[@ref490]^ Their simulations showed that the hydrogen-bond network is dramatically diminished only after a 25% decrease in the atomic charge of methanol.

Lybrand et al. studied the relative HFE of Cl^--^ and Br^--^ using MD simulations and the FEP method.^[@ref491]^ The SPC water model^[@ref492]^ was used with LJ parameters for Cl^--^ taken from the GROMOS force field. The LJ parameters of Br^--^ were determined such that they reproduced the experimental interaction energy difference between Cl(H~2~O)^−^ and Br(H~2~O)^−^. The estimated relative HFE value was in good agreement with the experimental value (3.15 kcal/mol calculated versus 3.3 kcal/mol experimental). This was followed by calculations on the relative binding free energy between Cl^--^ and Br^--^ ions to SC24 (a macrotricyclic receptor) in water using MD-FEP simulations.^[@ref493]^ The resultant relative binding free energy was in good agreement with experiment, further demonstrating the validity and usefulness of the FEP method. In a related effort, Mazor et al. studied the relative HFE of Na^+^ and K^+^ and their relative binding free energy to 18-Crown-6 in methanol using the TI method, and the calculated values were in good agreement with experiment (relative HFE, 19.6 kcal/mol calcd versus 17.3 kcal/mol exp; relative binding free energy, −3.5 kcal/mol versus −2.47 kcal/mol).^[@ref494]^

Jorgensen et al. reported the estimation of the absolute HFEs of methane, water, and Cl^--^ using the TIP4P water model in 1989.^[@ref495]^ The final results gave good agreement with experiment (methane, 2.27 ± 0.3 kcal/mol calcd versus 2.005 kcal/mol exp; water, −6.1 ± 0.3 kcal/mol versus −6.3 kcal/mol; Cl^--^, −79.3 ± 2 kcal/mol versus −77 kcal/mol), validating that the FEP method could evaluate absolute HFEs of both neutral, polar, and charged species.

In the previous efforts, the ion parameters were generally created for the study itself or were largely unvalidated in terms of their broader performance. In a pioneering work, Åqvist carefully parametrized a series of ions to match their experimental HFE values. He systematically parametrized the 12-6 LJ potential for the alkali and alkaline-earth metal ions using the FEP method to best reproduce experimental HFEs in 1990.^[@ref462]^ He argued that for simulations with solutions and biomolecules, targeting the absolute HFEs is the most reliable way to parametrize ion potentials other than to reproduce relative solvation energies between ions. Stote and Karplus parametrized the LJ potential for the Zn^2+^ ion with a modified TIP3P water model in 1995.^[@ref496]^ Initial parameters were derived from an ion--water PES calculated by Clementi et al. and then refined by treating the experimental RDF (the first and second peaks along with the CN value) and HFE as parametrization targets. MC simulation was used to obtain the RDF and CN, while the FEP/MC method was used to obtain the HFE. Good results were obtained in the test simulations of carboxypeptidase A and carbonic anhydrase, where the nonbonded model yielded accuracy comparable to that of the AMBER force field employing the bonded model. Using the Ca^2+^ LJ parameters from Åqvist and Zn^2+^ LJ parameters from Stote and Karplus, Donini and Kollman used the MM/PBSA method to predict the binding affinity of different ligands to a matrix metalloproteinase (MMP).^[@ref497]^ The correct ranking of the binding affinities of six ligands was obtained from the simulations, while a better ligand was predicted via modifying the best-binding ligand.

Halgren determined the VDW parameters for a series of ions including H~3~O^+^, Li^+^, Na^+^, Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, high-spin Fe^2+^ and Fe^3+^, Cu^+^, Cu^2+^, Zn^2+^, F^--^, Cl^--^, Br^--^, and OH^--^ in an extension of MMFF94.^[@ref498]^ Here, the buffered 14-7 VDW potential function was used. The VDW radius was determined on the basis of the polarizabilities (see [eq [53](#eq53){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq53){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where C~i~ is a scaling factor). The polarizability of Zn^2+^ was determined on the basis of the XRD structures, while the polarizabilities of the other ions were derived on the basis of energetic and structural properties of mono- and tri-hydrates for monovalent ions, or tri- and hexa-hydrates for highly charged ions.

Peng et al. parametrized the alkali metal ions and halide ions using the 9-6 LJ nonbonded model by treating the experimental LC and LE values as targets.^[@ref499]^ The Waldman--Hagler combining rules were employed in their work. These parameters obeyed the trend of the noble gas atoms---the VDW radii *R*~min~/2 and dispersion coefficient *C*~6~ increase inside the group, and the isoelectronic relationship that *R*~min~/2 and *C*~6~ of the particles, which share the same electronic structure, follow the sequence anion \> neutral particle \> cation. These parameters showed good agreement with the QM calculated interaction energies of the monohydrates and experimentally determined IOD values (where the SPC water model was employed in the simulations).

Jensen and Jorgenson parametrized the alkali-metal ions, halide ions, and ammonium ions using the 12-6 LJ potential and the TIP4P water model in 2006.^[@ref500]^ MC simulations and FEP calculations were used to reproduce the experimental IOD and HFE values, respectively. Geometric combining rules were employed in the simulations. The final parameters were also able to reproduce QM calculated interaction energies of monohydrates and the experimental CN values of these ions. This represented the first self-consistent 12-6 LJ parameter set for halide ions that was parametrized for aqueous-phase simulations.

In an extensive and systematic effort, Babu and Lim parametrized the 12-6 LJ potential for 24 divalent metal ions in 2006.^[@ref501]^ The nonbonded interaction was truncated using an atom-based switching function. Lorentz--Berthelot (LB) combining rules and the TIP3P water model were used during these simulations. The FEP method was used to calculate the relative HFEs, and the experimental HFE values were taken from Marcus' data set.^[@ref502]^ Final parameters were determined via their ability to reproduce the relative HFE to Cd^2+^. Overall, their parameter set was able to simultaneously reproduce the relative HFEs, the IOD values, and CNs relative to experiment to a good level of accuracy.

Carlsson and Åqvist calculated the absolute hydration entropies of five alkali metal ions in 2009.^[@ref503]^ The hydration entropies were evaluated on the basis of the van't Hoff plots with HFEs calculated under different temperatures. The simulated hydration entropies agreed well with experiment. They found that the entropy change associated with the creation of a neutral VDW sphere in water solution is correlated with the accessible surface area of the ion in question. It was also shown that without temperature-dependent parameters, neither the continuum Born model nor the linear response approximation could simulate the entropy change associated with charging a VDW sphere in aqueous solution.

Won systematically parametrized 12-6 LJ parameters for monovalent, divalent, and trivalent metal ions to reproduce their experimental HFE values in 2012 using the FEP method.^[@ref504]^ The LB combining rules and the TIP3P water model were employed in the parametrization effort. Meanwhile, during the simulations, the long-range electrostatic interactions were modeled using the solvent boundary potential along with switching functions for the nonbonded interactions (electrostatic and VDW interactions). To address the nonunique parameter problem (discussed below), for a certain ion, the value of ε was derived from the hydration shell radius and thickness, from which the *R*~min~/2 was determined empirically to reproduce the experimental HFE value.

In 2012, Mao and Pappu developed nonbonded parameters for alkali metal and halide ions for hard-sphere and 12-6 LJ models.^[@ref505]^ The parameters were designed to reproduce the lattice energies and interionic distances of a number of ionic salts. LB combining rules were used in their work, and they used the parameter consistency criteria proposed by Peng et al.^[@ref499]^ (mentioned above) as constraints for the parametrization process. Because no water model was considered during the parametrization process, their parameters are independent of water model choice. It was shown that generally the final LJ parameters reproduced the lattice structures (correctly predicts the favorability of FCC over BCC structures for 17 out of 20 salts), and the HFEs of ions (with RMSDs of 1.0, 4.1, and 2.4 kcal/mol for TIP3P, SPC/E, and TIP4P~EW~ water models, respectively, where the simulated HEFs were determined using the HFE hypersurfaces determined by Joung and Cheatham^[@ref506]^ and the experimental HFEs were from Schmid et al.^[@ref507]^), showing excellent transferability. They also discussed that the simulated HFE is particularly sensitive to the LJ parameters of small ions.

Darden et al. developed the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method on the basis of the fast Fourier transform in 1993.^[@ref373]^ It offered a substantial speed improvement (proportional to *N* log *N* rather than *N*^2^ for Ewald sums, where *N* is the number of particles in the system) coupled with good accuracy. MD simulations of proteins and nucleic acids using this algorithm showed improved stability.^[@ref508]^ This method can also be used to calculate multipole interactions in periodic systems and has been used with polarizable force fields.^[@ref509]^ In recent years, the PME method has became the standard technique for MD simulations, essentially rendering the earlier parameters sets somewhat obsolete. In what follows, we introduce several representative works of the reparametrization of the nonbonded model of ions specifically for the PME approach.

In light of this, Joung and Cheatham reparametrized the alkali metal and halide ions in conjunction with the PME method.^[@ref506]^ They systematically reparametrized the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model for alkali metal and halide ions for three widely used water models (TIP3P, SPC/E, and TIP4P~EW~) in 2008.^[@ref506]^ Importantly, they accounted for long-range electrostatic interactions using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method as opposed to using a cutoff scheme. The values targeted in the parametrization effort were the experimental HFE, LE, and LC values. These parameters were also able to reproduce the interaction energies of monohydrates and the IOD values.

In recent years, Li, Merz, and co-workers systematically developed 12-6 LJ parameters for monovalent to tetravalent ions for use with the PME model (see [Figure [24](#fig24){ref-type="fig"}](#fig24){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref390],[@ref391],[@ref510]^ They demonstrated that it is difficult to find accurate 12-6 LJ parameters for divalent metal ions even with the PME method.^[@ref390]^ Moreover, the error of the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model increases along with the charge of the ion of interest (i.e., from monovalent to tetravalent).^[@ref390],[@ref391],[@ref510]^ They developed different parameter sets for various metal ions (from monovalent to tetravalent) aimed at reproducing different experimental properties (HFEs, IODs, relative HFEs, CNs).^[@ref390],[@ref391],[@ref510]^ Many of their conclusions will be covered in [sections [3.6](#sec3.6){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.6){ref-type="other"} and [3.7](#sec3.7){ref-type="other"}.

![Atomic ions that were parametrized for the 12-6 model by Li, Merz, and co-workers.^[@ref390],[@ref391],[@ref510]^ These ions are shown with a blue background. The monovalent anions, monovalent cations, divalent cations, trivalent cations, and tetravalent cations are shown in light green, yellow, orange, red, and dark red, respectively. The ions that have multiple oxidation states are shown in white, which are Cr^2+^/Cr^3+^, Fe^2+^/Fe^3+^, Cu^+^/Cu^2+^, Ag^+^/Ag^2+^, Ce^3+^/Ce^4+^, Sm^2+^/Sm^3+^, Eu^2+^/Eu^3+^, and Tl^+^/Tl^3+^. Besides these atomic ions, the H~3~O^+^ and NH~4~^+^ ions were also parametrized in their work. Reprinted with permission from the Ph.D. dissertation of Li.^[@ref511]^ Copyright 2016 Pengfei Li.](cr-2016-00440p_0024){#fig24}

Fitting LJ parameters for metals proceeds differently from that of the ions. Pairwise potentials including 9-6 LJ and 12-6 LJ models yield impressive performance for metals as well. Recently, metal--protein systems and their associated interactions have attracted considerable attention. CVFF/CHARMM-METAL^[@ref512]^ and Gold-protein (GolP)^[@ref513]^ are two widely used FF models used to simulate this class of systems. The former was parametrized for a number of FCC metals and surfaces (they specifically examined (111) and (100) surfaces), but did not consider polarization explicitly. The later model includes the polarization effect with the Drude rod (DR) model (see [section [6.2.2](#sec6.2.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.2.2){ref-type="other"}), and it considers interactions with different natures (e.g., chemisorbed, π systems) separately in the parametrization process, but specific for the Au(111) surface. However, none of them included covalent interactions between metal surfaces and adsorbates. We introduce the CVFF/CHARMM-METAL force field below (which is an unpolarized force field and a part of the INTERFACE force field developed by Heinz et al.), while the GolP force field, which is a polarizable force field, is discussed in [section [6.2.2](#sec6.2.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.2.2){ref-type="other"}.

Heinz et al. parametrized the 12-6 LJ and 9-6 LJ potentials for FCC metals in 2008.^[@ref512]^ They noted that the parametrization strategy based on deriving the LJ parameters on the basis of density and vaporization energies worked well for the nonpolar organic liquids, but it is not suitable for metallic and mineral systems. The former systems usually have a boiling point ±200 K over room temperature, while for the latter ones they have boiling points up to 4000 K. The assumption that vaporization energies can be employed as the fitting target resulted in low-quality LJ parameters, while density and surface tension properties under standard conditions afforded better fitting targets resulting in higher quality LJ models. In the LJ equation, the *R*~min~ and ε are related to the density and surface free energy of the lowest energy (111) surface, respectively. In their work, they used both the geometric combining rules (as in OPLS-AA) and the sixth power combining rules (as in COMPASS), and both of them offered good performance. They found the two parameters are only slightly correlated with each other, implying their different physical roles. Both the 12-6 LJ and the 9-6 LJ equations were parametrized; the latter one has ∼1.7% increase in *R*~min~ and an ∼18% decrease in ε due to its less repulsive and more attractive characteristics. It was shown that through use of this strategy, it was possible to decrease the deviation from experiment by about 1 order of magnitude when compared to fits based on the density and vaporization energy. Results show that the newly developed parameters give deviations in the densities (0.1%), surface energies of (100) surfaces (3%), metal--water interface energies (10%), and mechanical properties (25%), when compared to experiment.^[@ref512]^ The 12-6 LJ model outperformed the 9-6 LJ model in reproducing mechanical properties. As compared to semiempirical quantum mechanical methods like the EAM and TB approaches, the new parameters showed comparable accuracy and were up to 1 million times faster.^[@ref512]^ The INTERFACE force field model is discussed further in the bonded model section ([Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="other"}](#sec4){ref-type="other"}) of this Review.

3.6. Transferability, Physical Meaning, and Balance of the Parameters {#sec3.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.6.1. Condition Changes {#sec3.6.1}

The wide range of parameters that have been developed, to date, employ different simulation conditions (e.g., different cutoff values, long-range interaction algorithms, etc.), which limits the transferability of the derived parameters. This was touched on by Marrone and Merz as well as by Åqvist in the early 1990s.^[@ref514]−[@ref516]^ When cation and anion parameters, developed on the basis of different parametrization schemes, are used in combination, an imbalance between the parameter sets may occur. For example, Auffinger et al. showed that for the simulation of KCl solutions, the K^+^ parameters of Dang and Kollman^[@ref517]^ showed better performance than the AMBER ones adopted from the work of Åqvist.^[@ref518]^ They also suggested that simulating mixed solutions at concentrations \>0.25 M was a better measure of parameter quality than examining them at minimal salt conditions. Importantly, these 12-6 LJ parameters may not be compatible with new simulation protocols including those using the PME algorithm. Examples about parameters designed specifically for the PME approach were introduced in an earlier section ([section [3.5](#sec3.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.5){ref-type="other"}).

### 3.6.2. Parameter Uniqueness Problem {#sec3.6.2}

Using the 12-6 LJ model for ions can lead to multiple combinations of LJ parameters (such as *R*~min~/2 and ε) that give similar HFE and IOD values,^[@ref390]^ leading to what we will call the parameter uniqueness problem. The problem here is which one to chose to obtain a consistent set of parameters. The multiple parameter sets arise because similar *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~ terms can be obtained between the ion and water-oxygen atoms: for a certain *R*~min~/2 and ε, there will be a corresponding bigger *R*~min~/2 and smaller ε, or a smaller *R*~min~/2 and bigger ε, which yield similar *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~ terms (see [eqs [54](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [55](#eq55){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Meanwhile, the number of atom types would increase dramatically in biomolecular systems. When two different ion parameter sets, which give similar *A*~*ij*~ terms between an ion and oxygen in water, are applied to the same biomolecule, they may give quite different *A*~*ij*~ terms between the same atom type on the biomolecule and the metal ion after applying the combining rules. So how to select the final parameter combination is a problem that needs to be addressed.

![](cr-2016-00440p_m059)

![](cr-2016-00440p_m060)

There are various ways to solve this problem. (1) The easiest way is fixing the value of *R*~min~/2 or ε. For example, Dang and co-workers parametrized a series of ions by uniformly treating their ε values as 0.1 or 0.2 kcal/mol.^[@ref519]−[@ref524]^ Jensen and Jorgensen parametrized their cations and anions using two different ε values: a smaller one for cations (e.g., 0.0005 kcal/mol) and a large one for anions (0.71 kcal/mol).^[@ref500]^ (2) A second approach is to parametrize the *R*~min~/2 or ε value first and then determine its partner empirically. For example, Won determined the ε values first based on the radius of the charged sphere (*r* in [eq [56](#eq56){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq56){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the thickness of the spherical hydration shell (Δ*r* in [eq [56](#eq56){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq56){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and afterward obtained the *R*~min~/2 value based on the ε value.^[@ref504]^ (3) A third approach is to parametrize the potential with two or more different target values. This may not work when the two parametrization targets are correlated with each other like HFE and IOD.^[@ref390]^ In Joung and Cheatham's work, they parametrized the potential primarily to reproduce the HFE value and selected the final parameter set that gave the best compromise between the LE and LC.^[@ref506]^ (4) Finally, the *R*~min~/2 and ε parameters can be optimized simultaneously. For example, Babu and Lim parametrized the *R*~min~/2 and ε parameters over a series of ions based on a reference ion.^[@ref501]^ Li et al. proposed the noble gas curve (NGC, see [eq [57](#eq57){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq57){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to describe the relationship between the *R*~min~/2 and ε values quantitatively.^[@ref390]^ On the basis of this, the two-dimensional problem can be solved as a one-dimensional one (discussed further below).

### 3.6.3. Values of the Parameters {#sec3.6.3}

#### 3.6.3.1. Magnitude and Range of LJ Parameters {#sec3.6.3.1}

The parameters inside the LJ equation can be assigned a physical meaning. For example, *R*~min~/2 represents the VDW radius of the ion, while ε represents the interaction well depth (or mutual energy). On the basis of their physical meaning, we can estimate the appropriate magnitudes and ranges for atomic particles. *R*~min~/2 should have a magnitude appropriate for an atomic particle with respect to their known physical sizes and should be in the range of 0.8--3.0 Å, while ε should be less than 10 kcal/mol or even smaller than 1 kcal/mol due to the overall weakness of the VDW interaction.

#### 3.6.3.2. Insights from Experiment and Theory {#sec3.6.3.2}

Even though it is hard to obtain the VDW radius of a certain ion from experiment directly, we can use the VDW radii of noble gas atoms, as well as that of the element's neutral form, to estimate its magnitude and range. Moreover, it is possible to obtain theoretical estimates of the VDW radii of some ions.^[@ref525]^ All of these values can help us to estimate, determine, and evaluate the final VDW parameters. Using the noble gas atoms as an example: the experimentally determined VDW radii of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are 1.40, 1.54, 1.88, 2.02, and 2.16 Å, respectively,^[@ref526]^ while their experimentally determined *R*~min~/2 parameters for the 12-6 LJ equation are 1.485, 1.55, 1.88, 2.00, and 2.20 Å, respectively.^[@ref527]^ Even though the two sets are not identical (except for the Ar atom), largely because the 12-6 LJ potential is not entirely physically accurate, they are very close in value to one another (with an unsigned average error of ∼0.02 Å).

#### 3.6.3.3. Behavior within a Group {#sec3.6.3.3}

Noble gas atoms have increasing *R*~min~/2 and ε values inside the group. This is because the bigger atom has a more dispersed and polarizable electron cloud. For instance, the *R*~min~/2 parameters of He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe were summarized above, while the experimental ε parameters are ∼0.02, ∼0.08, ∼0.28, ∼0.40, and ∼0.55 kcal/mol, respectively.^[@ref527]^ This trend is also predicted by the Slater--Kirkwood formula^[@ref377]^ that shows that the mutual energy is correlated with the polarizability of the particle (see [eq [25](#eq25){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq25){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In [eqs [54](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq54){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [55](#eq55){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~ terms will also increase along with the *R*~min~/2 and ε values. This trend should also be seen inside the alkali ion, alkali-metal ion, and the halide ion groups; that is, the *R*~min~, ε, *A*, and *B* values are expected to increase inside these groups as well.

#### 3.6.3.4. Particles Sharing the Same Electronic Structure {#sec3.6.3.4}

Another boundary condition that can be exploited in ion parametrization is the trend among ions that share the same electronic structure. For instance, F^--^, Ne, and Na^+^ share the same electronic structure, but the *R*~min~/2 of F^--^ should be the biggest because it has the smallest nuclear charge resulting in the largest electron dispersion extent. This means F^--^ will also have the largest ε, *A*, and *B* values as well.

#### 3.6.3.5. From Qualitative to Quantitative Relationships {#sec3.6.3.5}

The previous two relationships can help us estimate or evaluate the final parameters qualitatively but not quantitatively. Because the value of ε increases along with the *R*~min~/2 value, Li et al. proposed the use of the NGC (see [Figure [25](#fig25){ref-type="fig"}](#fig25){ref-type="fig"}),^[@ref390]^ which is fitted from experimentally determined *R*~min~/2 and ε parameters of the noble gas atoms, to quantify the correlation between *R*~min~/2 and ε. This approach converts the two-dimensional parametrization problem (via scanning *R*~min~/2 and ε at the same time) into a one-dimensional problem (only scan *R*~min~/2, while the ε values are calculated from *R*~min~/2 according to the NGC). Moreover, parameters determined using this technique satisfy the two trends described above. Meanwhile, the final determined *R*~min~/2 values based on the NGC were also very close to theoretically estimated VDW radii, further supporting this overall strategy. In addition, the final parameters evaluated in this manner showed excellent transferability when applied to ion-pair solutions,^[@ref510]^ further demonstrating the strength of this approach.

![Determination of the three parameter sets for the Zn^2+^ ion in TIP3P. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref390]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0025){#fig25}

3.7. Limitations of the 12-6 Lennard-Jones Model {#sec3.7}
------------------------------------------------

The 12-6 LJ nonbonded model remains a fast and practical way to simulate ions using classical force fields. Ramaniah et al. studied K^+^ in aqueous solution using the Car--Parrinello MD method (CPMD) in 1999.^[@ref528]^ The BLYP functional was used for the system containing a K^+^ ion and 59 water molecules. In total, 0.168 ps of equilibration and 1.98 ps of sampling were performed in the NVE ensemble. Good agreement between the CPMD and classical MD simulations was obtained for the structural properties of aqueous K^+^, validating in part the classical representation of the K^+^ ion. Moreover, it has also shown that it is possible to simultaneously simulate two or more experimental properties for some of the monovalent ions (e.g., Na^+^, K^+^, Rb^+^, Cs^+^) using the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model.^[@ref510]^ Even so, akin to the situation for unpolarized water models where it remains a challenge to reproduce various experimental properties, it also remains for the classical nonbonded model of ions.

### 3.7.1. Combining Rule Approximations {#sec3.7.1}

There are various combining rules that are employed with the LJ equation. These combining rules are based on empirical relationships or on approximate theoretical derivations.^[@ref446],[@ref529]−[@ref537]^ For example, the Lorentz combining rules are based on the hard sphere approximation.^[@ref529]^ Because ion parameters are usually designed for aqueous phase-single ion systems, it is a challenge to accurately simulate VDW interactions inside mixed systems based on the single particle LJ parameters and combining rules coupled with the two-body potential. For example, the LJ parameters generated directly on the basis of combining rules can yield erratic results when simulating counterions at high concentrations, and this can be solved by refitting the LJ parameters between a cation and anion (which is equivalent to using modified combining rules), or via the charge scaling technique introduced in [section [3.9](#sec3.9){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.9){ref-type="other"}.

Fyta and Netz found that the Kirkwood--Buff integrals of some ion pairs were hard to reproduce simply by using the LB combining rules with ion parameters based on single-ion properties.^[@ref538]^ This is because the LB combining rules give a smaller *C*~12~ for the smaller alkali metal--halides (e.g., NaF), while a bigger *C*~12~ for the larger alkali--halide pairs (e.g., CsCl). They introduced scaling factors into the LB combining rules for the alkali metal-halide LJ parameters, which allowed them to reproduce the Kirkwood--Buff integrals.

Luo and Roux have shown the LJ parameters based on LB combining rules failed to reproduce the osmotic pressure of high concentration solutions, and they successfully refitted the LJ parameters between the cations Na^+^, K^+^, and the anion Cl^--^ to reproduce osmotic pressure up to solubility limits (see [Figure [26](#fig26){ref-type="fig"}](#fig26){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref539]^ Furthermore, the inaccuracy of the combining rules for highly concentrated solutions exists not only for the nonbonded model, but also for other models including the cationic dummy atom model (CDAM) and polarizable models. Related discussions can be found in [section [5.1](#sec5.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec5.1){ref-type="other"} and [section [6](#sec6){ref-type="other"}](#sec6){ref-type="other"}.

![Osmotic pressure as a function of the NaCl (a) or KCl (b) salt concentration. The red line is the experimental values; green line is obtained from MD simulations with the LB combination rules; blue line and magenta line are from simulations with adjusted *R*~min~ LJ parameters using NBFIX. In panel a, the blue line is the original Na^+^ (1) from ref ([@ref540]), and the magenta line is the reparametrized Na^+^ (2) from ref ([@ref541]). The error bars are calculated from 10 separate trajectories of 1 ns. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref539]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0026){#fig26}

### 3.7.2. Influence of the Water Model {#sec3.7.2}

Moreover, the water model, which was used to do the original parametrization work, is another factor that influences the overall quality of the ion parameters. Joung and Cheatham performed an investigation on their previously developed parameters (which were obtained by fitting to experimental HFE, LE, and LC values) to reproduce several experimental solution properties such as solubility, activity coefficients, diffusion coefficients, association constants, and residence time of atomic pairs.^[@ref542]^ They reached the conclusion that the water model has a significant influence on the reliability of the ion force field; therefore, concomitantly developing a reliable water model is very important. They also found that the SPC/E and TIP4P~EW~ water models were preferred over the TIP3P water model to simulate solutions with high salt concentrations. Moreover, the nature of the ion--ion interaction is crucial to reproduce solution properties such as cation--anion residence time, association constant, solubility, etc.

Note that there are water model-independent ion parameters available including those from Peng et al. (9-6 LJ model)^[@ref499]^ and Mao and Pappu (hard-sphere model and 12-6 LJ model)^[@ref505]^ where the parameters were fit for crystalline properties. These parameters could be a choice if the water--ion parameters coupling issue can be ignored in the particular application.

### 3.7.3. Limitations of the 12-6 Lennard-Jones Potential for Ions {#sec3.7.3}

Li et al. observed that it is difficult (and in some cases likely impossible) to find LJ parameters that simultaneously reproduce experimental HFE and IOD values for the divalent and higher-charged metal ions in PME-based simulations.^[@ref390],[@ref391]^[Figure [27](#fig27){ref-type="fig"}](#fig27){ref-type="fig"} showed that it is impossible to simultaneously obtain a LJ parameter combination to reproduce both the HFE and the IOD values of these divalent ions. Moreover, with increasing ion radii, the error of the 12-6 model decreases (the HFE and IOD fitting curves are the closest for the biggest ion, Ba^2+^). It is possible to reproduce both properties simultaneously for some monovalent cations (including Na^+^, K^+^, Rb^+^, Cs^+^), while for cations that can strongly polarize the surrounding water molecules (like Li^+^, Ag^+^, Tl^+^) difficulties arise (see [Figure [28](#fig28){ref-type="fig"}](#fig28){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). Meanwhile, as shown in the right panel of [Figure [28](#fig28){ref-type="fig"}](#fig28){ref-type="fig"}, it is also hard to reproduce both properties simultaneously for halide ions due to the charge hydration asymmetry.^[@ref510]^ Generally, it was found that the error of the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model is approximately proportional to the square charge of the metal ion (see [Figure [29](#fig29){ref-type="fig"}](#fig29){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref510]^

![HFE and IOD fitting curves of six representative divalent metal ions using TIP3P water model. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref390]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0027){#fig27}

![Fitting curves between the HFE and IOD values for the positive (left) and negative (right) monovalent ions with three water models together with the targeted values of the ions investigated in the work of Li et al.^[@ref510]^ Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref510]). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0028){#fig28}

![HFE absolute errors (left) and percentage errors (right) for the IOD parameter sets for the mono-, di-, tri-, and tetravalent cations in the TIP3P water model. The ratio is roughly 1.0:3.0:4.8:14.2 for the errors in the HFE values for the mono-, di-, tri-, and tetravalent cations. This agreed well with the ion-induced dipole interaction ([eq [59](#eq59){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq59){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that predicts that strength of the ion-induced dipole is approximately proportional to the square of the ion's charge (ratio of 1^2^:2^2^:3^2^:4^2^). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref510]). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0029){#fig29}

These drawbacks of the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model leads to fine-tuning or refitting the parameters to meet different demands in a simulation. Generally, because most of the parametrization was performed to reproduce structural (e.g., IOD, LC, etc.), thermodynamic (e.g., HFE, LE, etc.), and microscopic (e.g., monohydrate interaction energy) properties, the parameters underperform in reproducing kinetic (e.g., exchange rate, activation energy) or macroscopic properties (e.g., osmotic pressure). Instead of changing the two parameters in the LJ equation simultaneously, researchers tend to fine-tune one specific parameter (e.g., *R*~min~/2, σ, *C*~6~). Generally, larger adjustments are needed for the highly charged ions, for which the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model yields its most significant errors.

Allnér et al. parametrized the Mg^2+^ ion by adjusting the *C*~6~ value to reproduce the experimental exchange rate of its first solvation shell water molecules.^[@ref543]^ They refitted the parameters because previous Mg^2+^ parameters gave Mg^2+^--water exchange rates several orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental value. The potential of mean force (PMF) between the Mg^2+^ and oxygen atom in water was calculated, which was coupled with transition state theory to estimate the exchange rate. Tests were carried out for Mg^2+^ binding to a monophosphate model system and Mg^2+^ binding to the RNA purine riboswitch add A-riboswitch.^[@ref543]^ The parameters generated by these authors showed improved performance in the reproduction of kinetic properties.

Yoo and Aksimentiev parametrized the Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, and Mg^2+^ ions for nucleic acid systems to reproduce the experimental values for osmotic coefficients.^[@ref544]^ Available parameters were unable to reproduce the arrangement and inner pressure of a DNA array consists of 64 parallel duplex DNA. Multiple LJ σ parameters involving nonbonded interactions were adjusted (see [Figure [30](#fig30){ref-type="fig"}](#fig30){ref-type="fig"}), and the dipoles of the six coordinated water molecules to the Mg^2+^ ion (still represented by the nonbonded model) were enlarged by 1 D to follow the results of the AMOEBA polarizable force field. With these modifications, they were better able to reproduce the experimental osmotic coefficients and DNA array properties. Venable et al. also revised the LJ radii for the Na^+^ ion and other organic groups to reproduce experimental osmotic pressures in sodium acetate and electrophoretic results on vesicles of palmitoyl-oleoylphosphatidylcholine.^[@ref545]^ Even with only small adjustments (changing the LJ radii by only 0.02--0.12 Å), the new parameter set alleviated the issue of Na^+^-lipid overbinding and increased the surface area by 5--10% per lipid.

![Illustration of the reparametrization scheme used in the work of Yoo and Aksimentiev.^[@ref544]^ Oxygen is colored in red, magnesium in pink, carbon in cyan, phosphorus in tan, hydrogen in white, and salt ions in yellow. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref544]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0030){#fig30}

Torras and Aleman parametrized the Cu^+^, Cu^2+^, and Zn^2+^ ions in acetonitrile using the 12-6 LJ potential in conjunction with Ewald sums to estimate long-range electrostatic interactions.^[@ref546]^ The parametrization targets were experimental solvation free energies, ion--N distance at the first peak of the RDF, and the CN value of the first solvation shell. The TI method combined with MD simulations was used to obtain the solvation free energy. To reproduce the experimental solvation free energy, the ion--N distance was underestimated about 0.21, 0.28, and 0.12 Å for Cu^+^, Cu^2+^, and Zn^2+^, respectively, when compared to the experimental values. They needed to increase ε to rather large values (63.0, 285.0, and 410.0 kcal/mol for Cu^+^, Zn^2+^, and Cu^2+^, respectively) and keep the *R*~min~/2 values relatively small (0.230, 0.4565, and 0.413 Å for Cu^+^, Zn^2+^, and Cu^2+^ ions, respectively) to reproduce the experimental HFEs.

de Araujo et al. parametrized the 12-6 LJ potential for Cd^2+^ and Pb^2+^ to reproduce the experimental HFE, experimental, and QM/MM calculated RDF and CN values.^[@ref547]^ The HFE values were evaluated using the linear interaction energy (LIE) method. The parameters were optimized using the TIP3P water model and were subsequently tested in another three water models (SPC, SPC/E, and TIP4P). The calculated HFE values have errors in the range of 57.04--253.21 kJ/mol (∼13.63 to ∼60.52 kcal/mol) when compared to available experimental values. The four-site TIP4P water model had the largest error relative to the other three three-site water models. The results showed that Cd^2+^ has a smaller diffusion coefficient and a longer MRT in its first solvation shell when compared to the Pd^2+^ ion.

Williams et al. created 12-6 LJ parameters for the Fe^3+^-ethylenediamine complex with H~2~O, Cl^--^, TcO~4~^--^, and SO~4~^2--^ ions.^[@ref548]^ The resultant LJ parameters showed limited transferability for the highly charged Fe^3+^ ion. They optimized the LJ parameters for different ligand types via reproduction gas-phase interaction energies from DFT calculations. The final optimized σ values for the Fe^3+^ ion for different ligands were 1.465 Å (for O in H~2~O), 1.820 Å (for O in SO~4~^2--^), 2.600 Å (for O in TcO~4~^--^), 3.095 Å (for Cl^--^), and 1.700 Å (for other atom types), whose variation arises due to different polarization magnitudes between Fe^3+^ and its ligands. PMF profiles generated using the umbrella sampling method were used to estimate the affinities between the complex and its ligands. The calculated results agreed well with the ligand exchange mechanism proposed from experiments. Moreover, they found that both the relative solvation enthalpy and entropy are important for the ligand exchange process.

3.8. 12-6-4 Nonbonded Model {#sec3.8}
---------------------------

Li and Merz proposed a 12-6-4 LJ-type nonbonded model in 2014.^[@ref549]^ Overall, they parametrized the 12-6-4 model for various ions from monovalent to tetravalent for three widely used water models (see [Figure [31](#fig31){ref-type="fig"}](#fig31){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref391],[@ref510],[@ref549]^ It was based on the consideration that classical force fields do not explicitly consider the charge-induced dipole and dipole--induced dipole interactions (see [Figure [32](#fig32){ref-type="fig"}](#fig32){ref-type="fig"}), and that the former term is proportional to *r*^--4^ (the latter term is also included in the *r*^--4^ term akin to how the dipole--dipole interaction is present in the point charge model). Hence, a *C*~4~ term was used to represent the ion-induced dipole interaction and was added to the standard 12-6 LJ equation (see [eq [58](#eq58){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq58){ref-type="disp-formula"}). It was shown that after carefully designing the parameters, both the experimental HFE and IOD values could be simulated at the same time, even for the halides and highly charged ions. Through a consideration of the physical origin of the *C*~4~ term (see [eq [59](#eq59){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq59){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the charge-induced dipole interaction energy and [eq [60](#eq60){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq60){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the *C*~4~ term), a different combining rule was proposed (see [eq [61](#eq61){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq61){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and it gave excellent transferability when applied to various systems (such as proteins, ionic solutions, and DNA systems).^[@ref391],[@ref510],[@ref549]^ For example, in the work of Li et al., the 12-6-4 model showed improvement over all 12-6 models tested in reproducing the KBIs of ionic-pair solutions.^[@ref510]^ Panteva et al. found that the 12-6-4 model was an improvement over 12-6 models in simulating the Mg^2+^ ion in aqueous solution.^[@ref550]^ They also observed that the 12-6-4 model of Mg^2+^ with the SPC/E water model largely reproduced all relevant experimental properties (such as RDF, HFE, exchange barrier of first solvation shell water, diffusion constant, etc.) simultaneously. This independently validated that the 12-6-4 model, which provides a better physical description than the 12-6 LJ model, was capable of simultaneously reproducing various properties.

![Atomic ions that were parametrized for the 12-6-4 model by Li, Merz, and co-workers.^[@ref391],[@ref510],[@ref549]^ These ions are shown with a blue background. The monovalent anions, monovalent cations, divalent cations, trivalent cations, and tetravalent cations are shown in light green, yellow, orange, red, and dark red, respectively. The ions that have multiple oxidation states are shown in white, which are Cr^2+^/Cr^3+^, Fe^2+^/Fe^3+^, Cu^+^/Cu^2+^, Ce^3+^/Ce^4+^, and Tl^+^/Tl^3+^. Besides these atomic ions, the H~3~O^+^ and NH~4~^+^ ions were also parametrized in their work. Reprinted with permission from the Ph.D. dissertation of Li.^[@ref511]^ Copyright 2016 Pengfei Li.](cr-2016-00440p_0031){#fig31}

![Scheme representing intermolecular interactions: the green double-headed arrow and red double-headed arrow represent the interactions, which are included and not included in the 12-6 nonbonded model, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref549]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0032){#fig32}

In [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, we compare the 12-6-4 models to polarizable and the PBE functional for the simulation of aqueous Mg^2+^ system. It was shown that the 12-6-4 models outperform all of the other models listed. This may due to that the 12-6-4 potential better encapsulates the physics associated with Mg^2+^ interacting with water molecules.

###### Comparison of DFT, Polarizable, and 12-6-4 Models for Simulating the Mg^2+^ Ion in the Aqueous System[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  model                 IOD (Å)                  CN             exchange rate (s^--1^)         diffusion coefficient (10^--5^ cm^2^/s)   HFE (kcal/mol)
  --------------------- ------------------------ -------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- --------------------
  CPMD/PBE^[@ref551]^   2.13                     6              \<3.2 × 10^11^                                                            
  SWN4-NDP^[@ref552]^   2.06                     6                                             0.82                                      --447.2
  AMOEBA-J^[@ref553]^   2.07                     6              4.4 × 10^9^                    0.3                                       --431.1 ± 2.9
  AMOEBA-P^[@ref554]^   2.08                     6              \<2.0 × 10^8^                                                             
  FQ-DCT^[@ref555]^     2.06                     6                                             0.34 ± 0.4                                --461.6
  12-6-4 TIP3P          2.09^[@ref549]^          6^[@ref549]^   5.2 × 10^7[@ref550]^           0.813 ± 0.059^[@ref550]^                  --436.6^[@ref549]^
  12-6-4 SPC/E          2.09^[@ref549]^          6^[@ref549]^   5.5 × 10^5[@ref550]^           0.748 ± 0.044^[@ref550]^                  --436.7^[@ref549]^
  12-6-4 TIP4P~EW~      2.09^[@ref549]^          6^[@ref549]^   1.1 × 10^7[@ref550]^           0.801 ± 0.052^[@ref550]^                  --437.9^[@ref549]^
  experiment            2.09 ± 0.04^[@ref556]^   6^[@ref556]^   (6.7 ± 0.2) × 10^5[@ref557]^   0.706^[@ref558]^                          --437.4^[@ref502]^

The two AMOEBA models were differentiated by the first character of the names of the first authors. The exchange rate in the CPMD/PBE simulation is calculated on the basis that water exchange was not observed under 3.1 ps simulation. The exchange rate in the AMOEBA-J simulation is calculated on the basis of the relaxation time of the first solvation shell water molecules as 228 ps. The exchange rate of the AMOEBA-P simulation is calculated on the basis that water exchange was not observed under 5 ns simulation.

Recently, Panteva et al. studied the divalent metal ion--nucleic acid systems employing the 12-6-4 model.^[@ref559]^ They refit the original 12-6-4 potential to best reproduce binding free energies between different divalent metal ions (Mg^2+^, Mn^2+^, Zn^2+^, and Cd^2+^) with different nucleic acid sites and applied these parameters to the study of metal ion transfer in the hammerhead ribozyme catalytic reaction.

3.9. Charge Scaling Technique {#sec3.9}
-----------------------------

### 3.9.1. Method Introduction {#sec3.9.1}

Unpolarized force fields use simple point charges with VDW spheres that do not afford a good description of short-range and long-range polarization effects (the long-range effect could also be called the charge screening effect). For example, it is hard to reproduce the dielectric constants of organic solvents and water, which results in errors in the description of the long-range interaction between solvated groups. To address this problem, the charge scaling (CS) technique has been developed to simulate long-range screening effects.

Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov created the molecular dynamics electronic continuum (MDEC) method for organic molecules,^[@ref560]^ water,^[@ref561]^ and ionized groups.^[@ref562]^ Widely used water models including TIP3P (with a dipole moment of 2.35 D),^[@ref449]^ SPC/E (2.35 D),^[@ref563]^ TIP4P/2005 (2.305 D),^[@ref564]^ TIP4P~EW~ (2.32 D),^[@ref565]^ and TIP5P (2.29 D)^[@ref566]^ all underestimate the dipole moment of water, when compared to experiment and ab initio MD simulations, which place the dipole moment of water in the liquid phase around ∼3.0 D.^[@ref561]^ Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov explained this by noting that the water dipole moment in the typical unpolarized water models (∼2.3 D) is scaled by a factor of due to the screening effect of the electronic polarization, where ε~el~ is the high-frequency (electronic) dielectric constant of water, and in their work they used a value from experiment (ε~∞~ = 1.78, where ε~∞~ is the optical dielectric constant of water) as ε~el~ for charge scaling.^[@ref561]^ They also proposed that ionized groups (e.g., ionized groups in amino acids, ions) should be scaled down by ∼0.7, while this factor ranges from ∼0.7 to ∼0.9 for neutral groups.^[@ref567]^ Furthermore, they also developed a fluctuating charge type water model that is compatible with widely used unpolarized force fields such as CHARMM and AMBER, based on the charge scaling concept.^[@ref568]^ Other than immediately responding to the change of environment, their model represents the water dipole response to environmental changes in a mean-field manner. Even though their model does not simulate the out-of-plane polarizability of water, it does simulate the different extents of the polarization for water molecules coordinated to ions, around protein surfaces, and in the bulk phase. This model can be viewed as a bridge between unpolarized and polarized force fields.

### 3.9.2. Advantages {#sec3.9.2}

The CS technique retains the simulation performance of unpolarized force fields because no additional terms added, while at the same time it better models a number of properties than unscaled unpolarized force fields and even some polarizable force fields (sometimes a reparametrization of the LJ parameters is needed). For example, the CS unpolarized force field reproduces the PMF between one cation and one anion in benzene solution calculated based on the Drude oscillator model.^[@ref567]^ It also reproduces the dielectric constants of alkanes, which are hard to reproduce by using unscaled unpolarized force fields.^[@ref567]^ Even scaling down charges will underestimate HFEs of ions; it was noted that by adding up the electronic free energy term, which usually accounts for more than 50% of the total HFE, the experimental HFEs of polyatomic ions can be well reproduced using this model.^[@ref567]^ Other studies have shown that the CS technique allows unpolarized force fields to better simulate electric conductivity,^[@ref569]^ dependency of the water diffusion constant on salt concentration,^[@ref570]^ structures of highly concentrated ionic solutions,^[@ref571]^ and even interfacial affinities at the water/decane interface.^[@ref572]^ Herein, we use the water diffusion dependency on salt concentration as an example to illustrate the potential of this method.

Researchers have found that it is challenging to reproduce the increase in the water diffusion coefficient along with the concentrations of ionic solutions with salts that have low charge densities (e.g., CsI), while unpolarized force fields and even some polarizable models predict a decreasing trend as the salt concentration increases. Studies have shown that the charge-transfer effect is important in predicting these trends and that the CS technique can be used to solve this issue.

Kim et al. have studied water diffusion in salt solutions using both MD and NMR techniques.^[@ref573]^ They found that both unpolarized models (4 total) and polarizable models (the SWM4-DP and AMOEBA models) could not reproduce the increase of the water diffusion constant concomitant with the CsI salt concentration. Ding et al. have shown that ab initio MD simulation (revPBE DFT functional^[@ref574]^ was used in their work) could qualitatively reproduce the different dependencies of water diffusion constant on the salt concentrations of NaCl and CsI.^[@ref575]^ They noted that ab initio MD simulation can simulate the dynamic heterogeneity of waters, which is essential in reproducing these trends.

Kann and Skinner have studied ionic solutions using a CS unpolarized model.^[@ref570]^ They used the factor (where ε~sim~ and ε~*exp*~ are the simulated and experimental static dielectric constants of water) to scale the ions' charges. This kind of scaling well reproduces ionic interactions in the aqueous phase since . They used the ion parameters from Mao and Pappu^[@ref505]^ because these parameters were designed to reproduce the lattice energies and interionic distances, and therefore are not dependent on the water model employed. When their scaling model was used with the TIP4P/2005^[@ref564]^ or E3B^[@ref576]^ water model, it reproduced the trend of the water diffusion constant in different concentrated CsI solutions qualitatively. Moreover, the CS ion model with the E3B water model reproduced the reduced mass densities, first peaks of the ion-oxygen RDFs, and diffusion coefficients of ions in various salt solutions. Meanwhile, they discussed that the CS technique may not be well suited to more complicated systems with multiple dielectric environments, and they also noted that the CS technique needs further modification to accurately predict thermodynamic properties.

Li and Wang developed unpolarized models for Na^+^, K^+^, Cl^--^, and Br^--^ ions,^[@ref577],[@ref578]^ where a different potential function, other than the standard 12-6 LJ nonbonded model, was used. The adaptive force matching method was employed to reproduce MP2 calculated properties. In their model, these ions have charges other than their formal charges: with cations they have a charge of +0.804e, while anions all have a charge of −0.804e, respectively. These parameters reproduced several properties including salt concentration-dependent water diffusion constant trends. Yao et al. have simulated NaCl and KCl solutions using the FQ-DCT model (see [section [6.4.2](#sec6.4.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.4.2){ref-type="other"}).^[@ref579]^ It was found the FQ-DCT model, which incorporates charge-transfer effect in its formulation, qualitatively reproduced the slightly increasing trend of the water diffusion constant with the KCl salt concentration. They discussed that explicit consideration of the charge-transfer effect is important to simulate the different dependencies of water diffusion constant with respect to the concentrations of the Na^+^- and K^+^-containing salt solutions.

### 3.9.3. Limits {#sec3.9.3}

Even though encouraging results were obtained using charge scaled unpolarized force fields, this model's success is limited and likely will not replace polarizable force fields, which consider polarization effects explicitly. This is mainly because that the charge scaled method is based on an average point of view. Even though it yields excellent performance for the prediction of some statistical properties, it fails to represent the microscopic interactions in the local region.

For example, Schroder compared a CS unpolarized force field with the DO polarizable model for ionic liquids by investigating structural and dynamical properties.^[@ref580]^ He found that the CS unpolarized force field cannot reproduce the broad range of dipolar distributions simulated by the polarizable force field. Furthermore, inconsistencies in the computed RDFs exist within an 8 Å range, but diminish at longer distances. Schroder also noted that the polarization effects of charge--dipole and dipole--dipole have *r*^--3^ and *r*^--6^ dependencies, respectively, while the charge scaled unpolarized force field has a *r*^--1^ dependence. However, at the macroscopic level, he found that the CS method reproduced the frequency-dependent generalized dielectric constant via the application of a scaling factor of (*S*^eff^)^−2^ (herein *S*^eff^ is the charge scaling factor), and this factor can be explained using the electronic continuum model.

Pegado et al. have simulated NaSO~4~ solutions using a CS unpolarized force field and the DO polarizable force field.^[@ref581]^ Experimental and ab initio MD results were used as reference to evaluate the performance of these force field models. They found that the CS model has a comparable solvation structure, while the DO model predicted an overstructured solvation shell, when compared to the ab initio MD results. They also found the CS model underestimated ion association while the DO model overestimated ion association, when compared to experimental results. Vazdar et al. have found that a CS unpolarized model offered consistent results with experiment and polarizable simulations about the interfacial affinities of halide ions at a water/decane interface (water and decane have electronic dielectric constants of 1.78 and 2, respectively), while simulations based on unscaled model yielded incorrect behavior. However, the unpolarized model overestimates the surface affinities of these ions at the water/vapor interface where the electronic dielectric constant jump is too precipitious.^[@ref572]^

3.10. Ion Models in Coarse-Grained Force Fields {#sec3.10}
-----------------------------------------------

Coarse-grained (CG) simulation has become popular in recent years to model macromolecules due to its improved computational performance relative to traditional all-atom simulations. The smallest units in CG models are groups/beads rather than atoms. CG force fields generally use similar functional forms (e.g., bond, angle, dihedral, electrostatic, and VDW terms) as all-atom force field models. The united-atom model is an early example of CG force fields, where CH, CH~2~, and CH~3~ groups were treated as "united" atoms.^[@ref392]^ Different CG models have different coarse-graining levels, but to retain a correct physical representation certain criteria should be met during the coarse-graining process.^[@ref151]^ The number of particles in the system decreases along with the increase in the coarse-graining level, and CG models can usually employ much larger simulation time-steps (e.g., a 20--40 fs time-step is used with the MARTINI force field,^[@ref152],[@ref582]^ as compared to the 1--2 fs time-step usually used in all-atom simulations). All of these savings dramatically increase the simulation time scale of CG models. Furthermore, it is also possible to build a QM/MM/CG multiscale model to increase the speed of QM/MM simulations.^[@ref583]^ The nonbonded model of ions is usually employed in CG force fields. Ion modeling in CG force fields usually treats the atomic ion with its first solvation sphere as a united CG particle.^[@ref152],[@ref582],[@ref584]^ Because atomic ions are independent from other particles while CG and all-atom models use similar functional forms, CG models of ions can be used both in CG models and in cases where all-atom models are used to represent other features of the system of interest.^[@ref585]^ Moreover, an all-atom ion model can be used with CG representations for other groups.^[@ref586]^ However, it was noted that because it is still challenging to simulate atomic ions accurately in the all-atom force field model, the CG model affords only qualitative accuracy.^[@ref582]^

Singh et al. simulated a DNA fragment using MD simulations with and without hydrated counterions in 1985.^[@ref585]^ The AMBER ff84 force field^[@ref392]^ was used to model DNA, while a 12-6 LJ nonbonded model with *R*~min~/2 = 5.0 Å, ε = 0.1 kcal/mol, and a 131 amu mass was used to model the hydrated Na^+^ ion to mimic the hydration effect and prevent contact ion pair formation with the negatively charged phosphate groups. Results showed that even though the average structures of the two simulations were similar, the simulation with the counterions predicted a better helical structure when compared to experiment.

Marrink et al. developed a CG force field for lipids (a prototype of the MARTINI force field), in which Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions were also parametrized.^[@ref584]^ The hydrated Na^+^ or Cl^--^ ions were treated as a "Q" type CG bead and further clarified as a "da" subtype group (a group with both options of acting as a hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor). The interaction between the ions and their environments was represented by a 12-6 LJ model in which the Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions were treated with the same VDW parameters. Partial charges of the hydrated Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions, which were optimized to reproduce the pair distribution functions from all-atom simulations, were determined to be +0.7e and −0.7e, respectively. The authors discussed that these reduced partial charges simulate the charge screening effect of the first solvation shell. Meanwhile, a relative dielectric constant ε~r~ = 20 was used to calculate the electrostatic interaction in the force field to include explicit screening. Because of the short-range nature of electrostatic interactions in the model, the authors noted that it is limited to modeling ionic solutions with moderate to high concentrations. In the MARTINI force field, Marrink et al. used formal charges for the CG beads of hydrated Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions, together with a reduced relative dielectric constant of ε~r~ = 15 for the electrostatic calculation in their force field.^[@ref582]^ These two effects counteract each other and yield reasonable agreement with CNs for ion pairs and ion--solvent simulated using an all-atom model.

Khalili et al. created Ca^2+^ parameters for ion--amino acid interactions in the united residue (UNRES) CG force field.^[@ref586]^ The Ca^2+^ ion was represented independently rather than as a hydrated ion. The functional forms for ASP/GLU-Ca^2+^, ASN/GLN-Ca^2+^, and normal side chain-Ca^2+^ interactions were treated differently on the basis of the natures of their interactions, while the Ca^2+^--Ca^2+^ interaction was described using a 12-6 LJ nonbonded model. The parameters were fitted to the restricted free energy surfaces, which were obtained using RHF/6-31G\*\* calculations and with a consideration of the degrees of freedom lost during the coarse-graining process. Calculations showed the CG model is effective in predicting the positions of Ca^2+^ ions in proteins.

4. Classical Modeling of Metal Ions: The Bonded Model {#sec4}
=====================================================

4.1. Functional Form and Early Metalloprotein Modeling {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------------------

### 4.1.1. Functional Form {#sec4.1.1}

The modern bonded model (see [eq [62](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}) has the following form: it consists of bond, angle, and dihedral terms for the bonded interaction, with addition of the electrostatic (fourth term) and VDW (fifth term) for the nonbonded interactions. The force field contains a number of parameters to be determined: the *k*~r~ (bond force constant) and *r*~eq~ (equilibrium bond length) for each bond type; *k*~θ~ (angle force constant) and θ~eq~ (equilibrium angle value) for each possible angle type; *V*~*n*~ (torsion barrier), *n* (periodicity), and γ (phase) for each possible dihedral type; partial charge *q* for each atom; and VDW parameters *A*~*ij*~ and *B*~*ij*~ for each atom pair type (these parameters can be calculated on the basis of *R*~min~/2 and ε for each atom type through various combining rules, as discussed in the nonbonded model approach section).

Lifson and co-workers developed the bonded model for different organic molecules and biomolecules in 1960s and 1970s.^[@ref388],[@ref587]−[@ref595]^ Their pioneering force field work facilitated the computer modeling of biomacromolecules.^[@ref596]^ Bixon and Lifson studied the cycloalkanes in 1967.^[@ref587]^ Besides the bonded interactions, only the nonbonded interaction between hydrogen atoms was modeled with an exp-6 representation, while the rest were set to zero. They noted that the dihedral term was the softest term in the energy function and that the conformational strain energy is the most sensitive to the barrier height of the dihedral angles rather than other force constants.

Lifson and Warshel proposed the "consistent force field" (CFF) for cycloalkanes and *n*-alkanes in 1968.^[@ref388]^ The force field parameters were optimized to best reproduce several experimentally observed values. In this work, they found notable improvements by (1) incorporating the Coulombic term and(2) using a Urey--Bradley function (for 1--3 interactions) and the 12-6 Lennard-Jones equation instead of the exp-6 representation.^[@ref388]^ In 1969, Levitt and Lifson followed up this work by performing the energy minimization on myoglobin and lysozyme using a united atom model, in which each heavy atom and its connected hydrogen atom(s) were represented by one united particle.^[@ref597]^ They used the force field shown in [eq [62](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"} without the Coulombic term coupled with a restraint term to prevent the final structure deviating far away from the experimental structure. Minimizations were performed with a steepest descent algorithm, and different restraint values were investigated. However, they noted that the force field parameters used had limited accuracy and needed further improvement. Extension of this force field to other organic/biological molecules including amides, lactam rings, alkanes, olefins, peptides, and proteins was reported in a series of papers from the Lifson laboratory.^[@ref588]−[@ref592]^ In the CFF parametrization work on peptides and proteins by Hagler et al. in 1974, the authors found that the 12-6 and 9-6 LJ functional forms worked equally well when combined with the Coulombic term. Moreover, they observed that an explicit hydrogen-bond term was not needed in their model.^[@ref591]^ In subsequent work of Lifson et al., they also observed that hydrogen bonds were well described using a model consisting of an electrostatic term and a VDW interaction term.^[@ref595]^

Unlike the bonded terms that are localized, the nonbonded terms are long-range and affect a model's ability to accurately reproduce interfacial properties.^[@ref598]^ Atomic charges play a significant role in determining the quality of a force field.^[@ref598]^ To reproduce different properties simultaneously, it is essential to assign chemically reasonable atomic charges and VDW parameters. For example, partial charges represent electronic localization in the system, and VDW radii should be consistent with experimental values and their intrinsic trends, while the ε values should be relatively small due to VDW interactions being intrinsically weak.

To date, [eq [62](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"} and its variants (e.g., instead of 12-6 LJ using a 9-6 LJ for the VDW interaction) represent the most widely used form for a classical force field (see [Figure [33](#fig33){ref-type="fig"}](#fig33){ref-type="fig"}). Heinz and co-workers developed the INTERFACE force field, which uses the harmonic force field format (represented by the bond and angle terms in [eq [62](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq62){ref-type="disp-formula"}), for a series of material systems such as silicates, metals, apatites, cement minerals, clay minerals, etc.^[@ref598]^ In their work, they discussed that even more sophisticated force fields exist, which usually require more parameters and are less transferable. The harmonic force field form has been parametrized for a wide range of biological and material systems (including AMBER,^[@ref392]−[@ref400]^ CHARMM,^[@ref401]−[@ref406]^ OPLS-AA,^[@ref407]−[@ref411]^ and GROMOS,^[@ref599]−[@ref605]^ for biologically related systems, while COMPASS,^[@ref606],[@ref607]^ CVFF,^[@ref608]^ PCFF,^[@ref609]^ and TraPPE^[@ref610]^ are more materials orientated). Their electrostatic terms usually use the same Coulombic form, but their LJ terms vary to some extent. For example, different VDW potentials, combining rules, and 1-4 nonbonded scaling schemes are used among them (see [Figure [33](#fig33){ref-type="fig"}](#fig33){ref-type="fig"}).

![Available force fields and challenges in transferability. (a) Parameters for different energy expressions can hardly processed into a uniform force field for both organic and inorganic components. (b) Harmonic force fields like AMBER, CHARMM, OPLS-AA, and PCFF are similar and contain quality parameters for organic compounds. Bonded terms and atomic charges for newly added compounds are derived in similar manners. Moderate differences in the type of LJ potential, combining rules, and the scaling of nonbonding interactions between 1,4-bonded atoms (1,4 nonbonded scaling) can be overcome by adjustments in σ~0,*ii*~ and ε~0,*ii*~ to reproduce the same bulk and interfacial properties. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref598]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0033){#fig33}

### 4.1.2. Early Work on Metalloprotein Modeling {#sec4.1.2}

Karplus, Case, and co-workers pioneered the early classical modeling of metalloproteins focusing on heme proteins.^[@ref611]−[@ref614]^ Gelin and Karplus performed molecular modeling studies of a hemoglobin in 1977.^[@ref611]^ In this work, they performed a structure minimization and then static analysis based on a united atom force field. A proposed reaction path for a oxygen transferring from the heme group to surface of the deoxyhemoglobin α chain subunit was presented. On the basis of theoretical calculations and their comparison to experimental data, it was shown how the ligation of the heme group changes its geometry and then induces subunit structural changes. The results indicated that if the subunit is in the deoxy state rather than oxy state, the ligation-induced tertiary structural changes would require more energy.

Case and Karplus performed MD simulations to investigate the binding processes of CO and O~2~ to myoglobin.^[@ref612]^ Results from MD simulations based on a diabatic representation (a ligand moves around a rigid protein) highlighted two binding paths. An adiabatic representation (allowing protein relaxation during the simulation) was employed to calculate the binding energy barriers. The calculated barriers, which were obtained from an analysis of the conformational relaxation, yielded qualitative agreement with experiment. Moreover, differences between myoglobin and hemoglobin were discussed in the work.

Following this work, Case and McCammon performed MD simulations exploring how an O~2~ molecule enters and exits the heme pocket inside myoglobin.^[@ref613]^ The path was between the distal His and Val residues, while the reaction coordinate was chosen as the distance between the ligand and a "dividing plane" defined by three atoms in the protein. Umbrella sampling was used to compute the potential of mean force (PMF) for the process. The PMF profile predicted a 7 kcal/mol barrier for O~2~ exiting the heme pocket, while the potential energy profile showed an energy decrease along the reaction path. These results indicated that entropy played a defining role for the kinetic barrier. The reactive trajectories, which started from snapshots at the top of the barrier, showed that only a small proportion of O~2~ molecule recrossed the "dividing plane", suggesting the transition state theory (TST) could be applied to this process.

Subsequently, Kottalam and Case carried out MD simulations to investigate the process of O~2~ exiting from the heme pocket of sperm whale myoglobin.^[@ref614]^ Umbrella sampling studies were performed to generate PMF profiles at different temperatures. The rate constants were calculated on the basis of the TST approximation and full MD simulations, respectively. The computed rate constants at room temperature agreed well with the available experimental data. The transmission coefficients computed using the TST approximation were in the range of 0.8--0.9. It is interesting that for lower temperatures (between 180 and 270 K), there are higher activation energies (∼5 kcal/mol) than at room temperature (\<1 kcal/mol). The authors proposed that this non-Arrhenius behavior may due to a "mechanism" change at different temperatures: the rate-limiting step at low temperatures is governed by the opening of the heme pocket to affect ligand escape, while at higher temperature this barrier is decreased due to protein dynamics and the rate limiting-step is influenced by the frequency at which the ligand can escape along the correct pathway.

4.2. Bond and Angle Parameters {#sec4.2}
------------------------------

In classical force fields, the bond and angle terms are represented as being independent from the nonbonded terms (electrostatic and VDW). Hence, bond and angle parameters can be transferred between force fields using similar potential function representations. However, many classical force fields include 1-4 nonbonded interactions fully or to some extent (via scaling), thereby coupling the dihedral term to the electrostatic and VDW terms. This then requires that dihedral terms be refit during the parametrization process (as discussed in the dihedral section---[Section [4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.3){ref-type="other"}---in detail) to ensure a high-quality force field.

The bond and angle terms are represented with harmonic terms in the AMBER,^[@ref392]−[@ref400]^ CHARMM (with an additional 1-3 harmonic term),^[@ref401]−[@ref406]^ OPLS-AA,^[@ref407]−[@ref411]^ GROMOS,^[@ref599]−[@ref605]^ CVFF,^[@ref608]^ and DREIDING^[@ref615]^ force fields. Higher power terms and cross terms were added to more sophisticated force fields including the MM series (MM2,^[@ref51],[@ref616]^ MM3,^[@ref51],[@ref617]−[@ref621]^ and MM4^[@ref622]−[@ref627]^), MMFF94,^[@ref498],[@ref628]−[@ref633]^ COMPASS,^[@ref606],[@ref607]^ and PCFF.^[@ref609]^ There are a number of ways to obtain parameters: based on experimental information (e.g., vibrational spectra from infrared (IR) or Raman studies), theoretical calculations (e.g., the PES scanning, the *Z*-matrix, and the Seminario methods), or empirical relationships (e.g., Badger's rule).

Even though the Morse potential can represent the anharmonicity of bond vibrations and is generally thought of as a more accurate description for bonded interactions, it has been largely supplanted by the harmonic model for several reasons: (1) only two parameters define a harmonic term (the equilibrium distance and the force constant), while a Morse potential needs three (the equilibrium distance, well depth, and the potential width); (2) most simulations work at equilibrium, which is well represented by a harmonic model, while the Morse potential allows for bond disassociation leading to possible departures from equilibrium; (3) if needed, the anharmonicity of bond vibrations can be incorporated using higher order terms from the Taylor expansion (e.g., by adding the third-order and fourth-order terms).

One basic assumption in force field models of macromolecules is that the parameters from a small representative system can be transferred into much larger systems. Experiment supports this hypothesis that certain bond types (e.g., the C--C single bond between two sp^3^ carbon) have similar bond lengths and strengths in different environments. Because of limitations in computational power, macromolecules are usually built up using fragment groups whose parameters were fitted to QM or experimental results. During the parametrization process, the equilibrium bond distances and angle values are usually taken directly from the QM optimized or experimentally determined structures. This is a reasonable approach, but not entirely accurate as equilibrium bond and angle values obtained in this way represent a compromise between various interactions, and hence, likely deviate from the values for the isolated bonds and angles.

Moreover, in experimental spectra and QM calculations, unlike classical force field models, the bonded and nonbonded interactions are not isolated but are coupled together, causing both the Wilson method (see [section [4.2.1](#sec4.2.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.1){ref-type="other"}), the PES scanning method (see [section [4.2.2](#sec4.2.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.2){ref-type="other"}), the *Z*-matrix method (see [section [4.2.3](#sec4.2.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.3){ref-type="other"}), and the Seminario method (see [section [4.2.4](#sec4.2.4){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.4){ref-type="other"}) to all have issues with double counting. Ideally, it is best to fit bond and angle parameters to various experimental and QM calculated data by "freeing" all degrees of freedom (without any restraints or constraints) in the parameter space. However, this is challenging because too many degrees of freedom are present (discussed in detail in [section [4.2.5](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}). There are empirical ways (see [section [4.2.7](#sec4.2.7){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.7){ref-type="other"}) available to efficiently estimate force field parameters, but the parameters may have limited accuracy. In short, compromises between accuracy and effort are made, and researchers need to make a choice about which method to use to achieve the desired accuracy.

### 4.2.1. Parametrization Based on Experimental Spectra {#sec4.2.1}

Urey and Bradley described what came to be known as the Urey--Bradley force field (see [eq [63](#eq63){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq63){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in 1931,^[@ref634]^ in which they used the first two terms of a Taylor expansion to represent the relationship between the configurational energy and the bond as well as 1-3 distances while assigning a harmonic function for the angle term. Vibrational frequencies can be calculated on the basis of the potential, and they found that experimental frequencies were best reproduced via addition of a 1/*r*^*n*^ term (with *n* = 5--9) and an electrostatic term (1/*r*) into the potential.

Wilson proposed a method in 1939, which directly generated the expanded secular equation for the vibrational frequencies of a given molecule.^[@ref635]^ As shown in [eq [64](#eq64){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq64){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the *B* matrix is a vector matrix that transforms a Cartesian coordinate (*x*~*i*~) representation to an internal coordinate one (*R*~*k*~), from which the *G* matrix is created (see [eq [65](#eq65){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq65){ref-type="disp-formula"}). On the basis of the assumption that the molecular kinetic energy only consists of harmonic vibrations, and through the construction and solution of the secular equation: \|*F* -- *G*λ\| = 0 (where *F* is the force constant matrix), force constants could be directly evaluated.

However, in the spectroscopic force field, the *F* matrix contains the bond, angle, and torsion terms along the diagonal and the cross interactions in the off-diagonal terms. These terms contain the nonbonded interactions implicitly, reducing the transferability of the parameters to disparate systems.^[@ref51]^

Simanouti explored the use of the Urey--Bradley force field and Wilson's method for a range of molecular systems.^[@ref636]−[@ref638]^ For example, in one publication, 102 fundamental frequencies of 16 small molecules (with CX~4~, CX~3~Y, CX~2~Y~2~, CXY~3~ structures) were well reproduced (1.4% mean deviation relative to experiment) based on 28 force constants.^[@ref636]^ He also found that the experimental frequencies of CH~4~, CD~4~, C~2~H~6~, C~2~D~6~, (CH~2~)~*n*~, and (CD~2~)~*n*~ were well reproduced using the same force constant parameter set.^[@ref636]^ In a subsequent work, he proposed a force field for a range of carbides and silicides.^[@ref638]^

Nakagawa and Shimanouchi detected of a series of aquo complexes of TMs using IR spectra.^[@ref639]^ On the basis of their experimental studies, they calculated the bond stretching force constants for various metal--oxygen bonds. The strength of these force constants varied according to the sequence: Cr^3+^ \> Ni^2+^ \> Mn^2+^ ≈ Fe^2+^\> Cu^2+^ ≈ Zn^2+^ \> Mg^2+^. Their results showed that the largest force constant (the force constant of the Cr^3+^--O bond) is smaller than the force constants found between metal ions and nitrogen atoms in amine/nitro complexes, and between metal ions and carbon atoms in cyanide complexes.

Moreover, it is possible to calculate the IR/Raman spectra using a force field and to fit the force field parameters to reproduce experimental spectra. For example, in the INTERFACE force field developed by Heinz et al.,^[@ref598]^ the equilibrium bond lengths and angle values were obtained from crystal structures, while the bond and angle force constants were fitted to reproduce experimental IR/Raman spectra. The calculated spectra were based on the Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function. Deviations of less than 50 cm^--1^ in the frequencies were achieved when compared to experiment, while the intensities were poorly reproduced because of the classical representation.

### 4.2.2. Potential Energy Surface Scanning Method {#sec4.2.2}

A straightforward way to obtain force field parameters is fitting the force constants based on QM calculated PESs. To illustrate this approach, we give two examples.

In 2012, Shahrokh et al. developed a force field for different heme states representing the cytochrome P450 catalytic cycle.^[@ref640]^ The parametrization was performed in an AMBER-compatible manner using the B3LYP/LACVP level of theory for the reference QM calculations. Their approach involves two different models (a truncated one and full description) for each state. The bond and angle force constants were obtained on the basis of the QM PES scans of the truncated model. The restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) charges obtained from the full model showed better performance than those from the truncated model in docking studies. They observed different docking patterns of substrate with different models and states, and the parameters showed stability at the nanosecond time scale under a variety of circumstances (with explicit or implicit solvent, with and without the enzyme environment).

Neves et al. developed bonded models for 12 Mn containing complexes from 9 protein systems in 2013.^[@ref641]^ They used the PES scanning method to determine force constants of the bonds and angles involving the metal ion. Partial charges were derived using the RESP charge fitting algorithm. MD simulations were carried out for these systems, and the resultant trajectories were analyzed. Good agreement between the QM and MM models was obtained on the basis of comparisons of the optimized structures and the calculated normal-mode frequencies. They also performed linear and quadratic fits of the bond force constants and equilibrium distances between the Mn ions and their ligating O and N atoms. These fits provide a basis for an empirically derived force field for Mn containing complexes.

The PES scan approach has as its main merit its overall simplicity, but unlike the *Z*-matrix or Seminario methods, which can obtain all needed bonded parameters in "one-shot", the PES scanning method requires an independent PES scan for each bond and angle involving the metal center. This makes this approach computationally more expensive than alternatives. Moreover, double counting is still an issue. Fitting all of the energy changes along a PES scanning into a single bond or angle term is not entirely valid because along the PES scanning not only the bond length or angle magnitude changes, but also the related nonbonded interactions (even they are assumed small). Hence, this approach double counts the nonbonded interactions into the degrees of freedom on fitting. This problem could be solved through considering changes of the nonbonded interactions or by using an alternative strategy such as the automated parametrization method (see [section [4.2.5](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}).

### 4.2.3. *Z*-Matrix Method {#sec4.2.3}

There are a number of ways to calculate the Hessian matrix (see [eq [66](#eq66){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq66){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *F*~*ij*~ is an element in Hessian matrix with respect to the coordinates of atoms *i* and *j*). For example, one can calculate the numerical derivative of the energy or calculate the analytical derivative of the energy (as with the gradients, most modern implementations of QM methods obtain the second derivatives analytically^[@ref642],[@ref643]^).

![](cr-2016-00440p_m074)

Pulay developed a method to calculate force constants on the basis of HF calculations in 1969.^[@ref644]^ He proposed a method that calculated the derivative of energy analytically and then the second derivative numerically. He called his approach the "force method" in the original article. After calculating the force analytically, one can transform it from Cartesian coordinates to internal coordinates using the Wilson *B* matrix. This transformation is nonunique so the force constants obtained are dependent on the choice of internal coordinate. He also noted that without explicit electron correlation, the HF method leads to an ionic dissociation picture of a bond and tends to overestimate the bond force constants.

Ten years later, Pulay et al. proposed a set of standardized internal coordinates to calculate force constants.^[@ref645]^ The internal coordinate systems (with coordinates *q*~*i*~) are complete and nonredundant, which makes [eq [67](#eq67){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq67){ref-type="disp-formula"} unique. Their local internal valence coordinates contain the bonds, angles, dihedrals, and their linear combinations. To facilitate force field function construction, a standardized coordinate system was proposed: (1) preferential treatment of the hydrogen atoms due to their small mass; (2) recommended the use of deformational symmetry coordinates with the corresponding planar ring of *D*~*nh*~ symmetry for ring systems; and (3) use of the Simons--Parr--Finlan expansion for the bond stretching coordinate. The resultant force constant matrix can then be used for efficient geometry optimization and transition state searches.

Because of the lack of correlation, the HF method overestimates vibrational frequencies as well as the force constants. Furthermore, anharmonicity lowers the frequencies, thereby further enlarging the overestimation of the vibrational frequencies.^[@ref646]^ To ameliorate this problem, a scaling factor of 0.9 for the frequencies^[@ref647]^ and 0.9^2^ = 0.81 for the force constants^[@ref648]^ was introduced. However, for strongly correlated systems, including organometallics, this scaling strategy may fail. Presently, for this class of problem, DFT offers a better alternative.

Rauhut and Pulay have determined scaling factors for two popular DFT functionals: BLYP and B3LYP, combined with the 6-31G\* basis set.^[@ref646]^ They developed the scaling factors for two different strategies to reproduce experimental vibrational frequencies. The first one uses a uniform scaling factor, while the second one employs multiple scaling factors for different types of internal coordinates (e.g., different bonds, angles, etc.). The uniform scaling factors were 0.995 and 0.963 for frequencies based on the BLYP/6-31G\* and B3LYP/6-31G\* levels of theory, respectively (for comparison, the HF/6-31G\* and MP2/6-31G\* scale factors were 0.89^[@ref647]^ and ∼0.95^[@ref649]^). Through the use of the multiple scale factor strategy, the B3LYP/6-31G\* level of theory gave better performance than the BLYP/6-31G\* level of theory.

One drawback of the *Z*-matrix method is its dependence on the chosen internal coordinates.^[@ref650]^ For instance, for the three-membered HCON molecule, HF/STO-3G calculations give different force constants for the same CO bond under different internal coordinate choices: the force constant equals (1) 0.54 au when the internal coordinates (excluding hydrogen atoms) are CO, CN, and NCO; (2) 0.57 au when CO, NO, and CON are chosen; and (3) 0.26 au when the redundant internal coordinates CO, NO, CN, CNO, NOC, and OCN are used.^[@ref650]^ Moreover, in the bonded model, only harmonic terms (which are the diagonal terms in the *Z*-matrix) are considered, and neglect of the cross terms causes an incomplete description of the potential energy surface (even if some of the cross terms are small). Therefore, force constants obtained using the *Z*-matrix method may need further adjustments to reproduce QM calculated results (e.g., vibrational frequencies and relative energies). Moreover, the dihedral force constants obtained using the *Z*-matrix are for the harmonic potential, which are inapplicable to the Fourier expansion series used in contemporary bonded models. This is not only because of the different functional forms, but also because in the dihedral interactions of many force fields, the 1-4 nonbonded interaction is considered either fully or partially, making the dihedral terms obtained from *Z*-matrix method and force field models incompatible.

Ryde has used the *Z*-matrix method in his modeling studies of alcohol dehydrogenase, a zinc-containing enzyme, in 1995.^[@ref648]^ He used the *Z*-matrix method to obtain the force constants on the basis of HF calculations and then scaled these values by a factor of 0.81 (square of the frequency correction factor). Charges were assigned on the basis of Mulliken charges obtained at the HF level with appropriate adjustments. Minimization results showed that four-coordination was preferred over five-coordination by at least 36 kJ/mol (∼8.6 kcal/mol). He also noted that to correctly simulate the dynamics of the metal site, it is important to use specific force constants for bond stretching, while the application of bond length constraints restricts the sampling space yielding unphysical results.

Tuccinardi et al. studied MMPs, which have a zinc ion in its catalytic site, using a classical force field.^[@ref651]^ The RESP algorithm was used to obtain the partial charges. They obtained the metal--ligand bond force constants on the basis of the *Z*-matrix method, and represented the angle force constant by scaling down relevant bond force constant by an order of magnitude. These parameters were further optimized to reproduce QM calculated relative energies between different conformations.

Merz and co-workers have studied several metalloproteins based on the *Z*-matrix method.^[@ref652]−[@ref654]^ For example, Op't Holt and Merz performed classical modeling on the human antioxidant protein HAH1.^[@ref654]^ The Cu^+^ binding site of HAH1 as well as the proposed transfer mechanism for the Cu^+^ ion between the HAH1 and MNK4 proteins are shown in [Figures [34](#fig34){ref-type="fig"}](#fig34){ref-type="fig"} and [35](#fig35){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. However, the original calculated force constants were too weak to reproduce the geometry of the binding site, and were increased to closely reproduce the Cu^+^--S distance in the complex. A larger VDW radius parameter for the Cu^+^ ion was used to prevent close contact between the metal ion and H/S atoms in nearby Cys residues, which are not bound to the metal ion. MD simulations were carried out, and they generally reproduced the XRD structure for the protein and its metal site. Both the QM and the MM results suggested that the Cu^+^ ion prefers two-coordination or three-coordination over four-coordination.

![Cu^+^ binding site from the HAH1 crystal structure, including Cys side chains, and the three QM models used to represent two-, three-, and four-coordinate Cu^+^ environments. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref654]). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0034){#fig34}

![Proposed mechanism for transfer of Cu^+^ between HAH1 and MNK4. A possible four-coordinate intermediate that would reside between the two three-coordinate states in the middle has been left out. In the HAH1 homodimer used as a mimic of the HAH1-MNK4 heterodimer in MD simulations, C14 and C17 of the target domain are replaced by Cys 12 B and Cys 15 B, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref654]). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0035){#fig35}

### 4.2.4. Seminario Method {#sec4.2.4}

The Seminario method and its associated software, FUERZA, were described in 1996.^[@ref650]^ This method reproduced the vibrational frequencies of several small molecules (including a Rh complex) as demonstrated by Seminario.^[@ref650]^ It uses a sub matrix of the Cartesian Hessian matrix to calculate force constants. It reduces the 3*N* × 3*N* matrix problem into a problem involving 3*N* 3 × 3 matrixes. The parametrization process is straightforward and does not involve an iterative process. The parameters derived on the basis of the Seminario method employ a harmonic approximation for the bond, angle, dihedral, and improper torsion terms (see [eq [68](#eq68){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq68){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The geometric parameters *r*~eq~, θ~eq~, ϕ~eq~, and ω~eq~ can be obtained on the basis of QM optimized or XRD structures, and the force constant parameters *k*~b~, *k*~θ~, *k*~ϕ~, and *k*~ω~ are derived on the basis of [eqs [69](#eq69){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq69){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[72](#eq72){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In these equations, *k*~AB~ is the force constant between atom A and B, while *u*~AB~ is the unit vector between the two atoms. λ~*i*~ and *v*~*i*~ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sub Hessian matrix between atoms A and B. In total, there are three eigenvectors of each sub Hessian matrix. *u*^N^ is the unit vector perpendicular to the BCD plane. *u*^PA^ and *u*^PB^ are the unit vectors perpendicular to unit vector *u*^AB^ and *u*^CB^; *R*~AB~ and *R*~CB~ are the bond distances between atoms AB and CB; *u*~NABC~ and *u*~NBCD~ are the unit vectors perpendicular to planes ABC and BCD, respectively.

Note that the Seminario method incorporates the influence of the environment implicitly in its parametrization. The force constants can be considered as "effective force constants" and may not be accurate for isolated bonds, angles, dihedrals, and improper torsion terms. Moreover, the dihedral and improper torsion parameters obtained from the Seminario method are not directly applicable to force fields such as AMBER, CHARMM, OPLS-AA, GROMOS, etc., due to differences in functional forms (herein harmonic terms are used while these force fields all use a Fourier expansion). Furthermore, explicit 1-4 nonbonded interactions in these force fields create further complications. In related applications, only the bond and angle parameters based on the Seminario method are used, while the dihedral and improper torsion terms involving metal ions are set to zero.^[@ref1],[@ref655]−[@ref660]^

The Seminario method showed its versatility in applications to various systems. For example, Seminario and co-workers derived force field parameters for oligopeptides,^[@ref661]^ polypeptides,^[@ref662]^ nitro compounds,^[@ref663]^ Si nanoclusters,^[@ref664]^ and gallium nitride nanoclusters^[@ref665]^ on the basis of the Seminario method. Some other applications including ionic liquids,^[@ref666]^ carbon nanotubes,^[@ref667]^ and MOFs^[@ref668]^ were also reported. Below we highlight some examples about metal-containing systems.

Nilsson et al. developed the program, Hess2FF, on the basis of the Seminario method in 2003.^[@ref669]^ They pointed out that the sub matrix could be selected in two different ways for each atom pair, the (*i*,*j*) or (*j*,*i*) submatrix, and found it led to less than 5% uncertainty in determining the force constants. They averaged the final result on the basis of various possible permutations. They refined five heterocompounds in protein systems (three containing one iron or zinc ion) by utilizing the Hess2FF software. They calculated the Cartesian Hessian matrix using the B3LYP functional, AM1, and PM3 SE-QM methods, as well as the universal force field (UFF), DREIDING, and MMFF94 force fields. They found that the B3LYP functional performed best according to the *R*~free~ factor, and it was recommended for high accuracy calculations. On the basis of force field parameters obtained from B3LYP calculations using mixed basis sets (6-31G\* basis set for main group atoms and a double-ζ with polarization basis set for the TMs), they performed XRD structure refinement using the Crystallography and NMR System (CNS) force field, and obtained high-resolution structures with decreasing *R*~free~ factors. In particular, a 1.70 Å resolution structure of cytochrome c~553~ matched a 0.97 Å resolution structure more closely after the refinement with parameters obtained by Hess2FF. In the refinement process, they used the harmonic approximation for the dihedral term and did not include electrostatic term. However, they proposed that the electrostatic term should not be neglected for polar systems in classical simulation.

Lin and Wang parametrized 18 zinc-containing complexes, in which the metal associated bond and angle parameters were obtained from the Seminario method and charge parameters were derived using the RESP algorithm based on the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.^[@ref655]^ The metal related torsion parameters were set to zero, while the remaining force field parameters were obtained from GAFF. They tested their models with different combinations of the bonded/nonbonded model with RESP charge/formal charge schemes. Ultimately, they found that the bonded model using a RESP charge model performed the best among all strategies examined. They performed normal-mode analysis for four different systems, and good agreement was obtained between MM and QM calculated results. Some inconsistencies existed for the high frequency modes, and they showed that the agreement could be improved by tuning bond parameters involving hydrogen. They also noted that these modifications were not necessary when the SHAKE algorithm was used to constrain X--H bonds during MD simulations.

Peters et al. developed the metal center parameter builder (MCPB) within the modeling toolkit plus plus (MTK++) package to facilitate the building of metal centers in metalloprotein systems.^[@ref1]^ To balance the accuracy and computational cost, a side chain model was created to obtain metal--ligand related bond and angle parameters based on the Seminario method, while a large model (with metal site residues capped by ACE and NME residues) was built to derive partial charges for the metal center based on the RESP algorithm. Furthermore, four charge fitting algorithms (ChgModA, where all of the charges are flexible in the metal cluster; ChgModB, where the charges of the heavy backbone atoms in the metal cluster are fixed; ChgModC, where the charges of all backbone atoms in the metal cluster are fixed; ChgModD, where the charges of all backbone atoms and the C~β~ atom in the metal cluster are fixed) were tested, and it was found that the ChgModB performed the best when combined with the Seminario method. This may be due to the fact that the charges of the backbone heavy atoms were taken into account in the parametrization of the backbone torsion parameters. On the basis of the Semnario/ChgModB method, they developed the zinc AMBER force field (ZAFF) for 10 different zinc sites with tetrahedral coordination.

Subsequently, there were a number of parametrizations of metalloprotein systems described in the literature based on MCPB. For example, Merz and co-workers studied the Zn-containing protein *CzrA*,^[@ref656]^ the Cu-containing metallochaperone *CusF*([@ref657]) and *CusB*,^[@ref658]^ and the Ni-containing enzymes, urease^[@ref659]^ and *Helicobacter pylori* (Hp) urease,^[@ref660]^ based on the MCPB software package using the Seminario method and RESP algorithm. MD simulations were performed, and insights into the structure, function, and dynamics of these metalloproteins were obtained. Below we highlight several of these studies.

In one example of their work, *Klebsella aerogenes* (KA) urease was studied,^[@ref659]^ which is a homotrimer of heterotrimers (in total there are nine monomers; see [Figure [36](#fig36){ref-type="fig"}](#fig36){ref-type="fig"}), with each homotrimer having an active site that contains a dinickel metal center (see [Figure [37](#fig37){ref-type="fig"}](#fig37){ref-type="fig"}). MD simulation of KA urease predicted a "wide-open" state for the flap over the active site (see [Figure [38](#fig38){ref-type="fig"}](#fig38){ref-type="fig"}), which was not observed in the available crystal structures. Results showed that the "wide-open" state could be accessed from the "open" state through a relatively low free energy barrier (see [Figure [39](#fig39){ref-type="fig"}](#fig39){ref-type="fig"}). This results in a more extensive active site region, which offers further opportunities for structure-based drug design.

![Initial structure of *K. aerogenes* urease in the open state, as used in the simulations of ref ([@ref659]). The trimeric subunits are shown in yellow, pink, and cyan. The flaps are shown as α-helices (blue) and loops (red). Nickel ions are shown as green spheres. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref659]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0036){#fig36}

![Heavy atoms of the metal site residues in native KA urease. The two nickel ions in the metal center are six-coordinated (left one) and five-coordinated (right one), respectively. The structure is from PDB entry 1FWJ, and this figure was made using VMD.^[@ref670]^](cr-2016-00440p_0037){#fig37}

![Flap, active site, and ancillary binding pocket of *K. aerogenes* urease. The flap is shown in yellow, the active site in red, and the ancillary binding pocket in blue. The nickel ions are shown as green spheres, and the exposed nickel surfaces in (D)--(I) are also shown in green. The three rows from top to bottom show the closed flap (A--C), the open flap (D--F), and the wide-open flap (G--I). In each row, three views are shown: from the top, looking down into the binding pockets (A, D, G); from the side (B, E, H); and from the side in a cutaway view (C, F, I). To show the scale, a urea molecule (4 Å across) is depicted at the bottom of the figure. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref659]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0038){#fig38}

![Relative free energy map for opening of the urease flap. The points labeled as "C", "O", and "W", respectively, represent the closed, open, and wide-open structures shown in [Figure [38](#fig38){ref-type="fig"}](#fig38){ref-type="fig"}. Points C and O represent the initial XRD structures of the closed- and open-flap models (PDB entries 1FWJ and 1EJX, respectively); for the latter structure, the flap was added by homology modeling. Point W is a representative wide-open conformation selected from the simulation trajectory of 1FWJ. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref659]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0039){#fig39}

In another example, the homodimeric Zn^2+^/Co^2+^-responsive transcriptional repressor from *Staphylococcus aureus* (so-called *CzrA*) was studied using MD simulations.^[@ref656]^*CzrA* has several allosteric states as shown in [Figure [40](#fig40){ref-type="fig"}](#fig40){ref-type="fig"}. Each of its two metal binding sites has 3 HIS residues and 1 ASP residue coordinating to the metal center (see [Figure [41](#fig41){ref-type="fig"}](#fig41){ref-type="fig"}). The MD simulation of the DNA bound *CzrA* system captured the switching between its closed to open state due to Zn^2+^ binding. Analysis suggested Zn^2+^ binding quenches the conformational sampling of the *CzrA* system through a hydrogen-bonding pathway or network, which is in agreement with experimental results. The root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of different residues for apo-*CzrA* and its Zn bound form are shown in [Figure [42](#fig42){ref-type="fig"}](#fig42){ref-type="fig"}. From this figure, it is clearly seen that the α2, α3+αR, and β1+β2 domains have significantly decreased RMSF values after Zn binding.

![Four allosteric forms of CzrA examined in the study of Chakravorty et al.,^[@ref656]^ and the associated thermodynamic parameters of the CzrA mechanism. The protein, CzrA, is shown in red, Zn^2+^ ions are in green, and the DNA molecules are blue. These cartoon depictions are snapshots from their MD simulations of these allosteric forms. A negative cooperative allosteric effect of ∼6 kcal/mol is observed on Zn^2+^ binding to CzrA. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref656]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0040){#fig40}

![Snapshot of the CzrA metal binding site from the initial structure. The zinc ion is represented as a silver sphere. The metal binding residues include Asp84, His86, His97′, and His100′. These residues also represent the QM region of the QM/MM MD calculations in the study of Chakravorty et al.^[@ref656]^ Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref656]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0041){#fig41}

![Plot of RMSF values for the lowest mode of the protein from simulation of Apo·CzrA starting from the apo-crystal structure, and simulation of allosteric switching for Zn·CzrA starting from the 2KJB NMR structure of apo-CzrA in a closed conformation. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref656]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0042){#fig42}

Li and Merz recently developed the MCPB.py program within the python metal site modeling toolbox (pyMSMT) software package.^[@ref671]^ It offers a simple and clear workflow for the parametrization process, and supports many more metal-containing systems than did the earlier MCPB program. It supports more than 80 metals with various oxidation states (see [Figure [43](#fig43){ref-type="fig"}](#fig43){ref-type="fig"}) and a number of AMBER force fields. Moreover, it supports multiple coordination modes, as well as organometallic systems. Two examples (one for a metalloprotein and the other for an organometallic system) were described on the basis of the Seminario/ChgModB method. MD simulation of the metalloprotein and a normal-mode analysis of an organometallic compound yielded satisfactory results.

![Metal ions currently supported by the MCPB.py program. The metals with a blue background use the VDW parameters from Li et al.,^[@ref390],[@ref391],[@ref510]^ whereas the metals with a green background use the VDW parameters adapted from UFF. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref671]). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0043){#fig43}

Recently, Zheng et al. introduced the visual force field derivation toolkit (VFFDT) to derive bond and angle parameters on the basis of the Seminario method.^[@ref672]^ It can perform parametrization based on the Hessian matrix obtained from several QM packages: Gaussian 03/09,^[@ref673],[@ref674]^ GAMESS-US,^[@ref675]^ Q-Chem,^[@ref348]^ ORCA^[@ref347]^ (version 3.0), and MOPAC^[@ref676]^ (version 2009/2012). The visualization interface is an attractive characteristic, and it serves as a complementary tool to the antechamber, MCPB, and MCPB.py programs in the AmberTools software package.

### 4.2.5. Automated Parametrization Method {#sec4.2.5}

Even though force field parameter derivation based on the Hessian matrix is quite straightforward and the results are encouraging, there remains a double counting issue with this approach. This is because the information contained within the Hessian matrix is balanced between the bonded and nonbonded interactions present in the system of interest, causing the nonbonded interactions to be double counted (implicitly considered in the bonded terms while explicitly considered in the nonbonded terms) in the force field modeling.^[@ref677]^ However, this problem can be overcome by using, what we term, the automated parametrization method (APM). There is no assumption that the equilibrium geometric parameters are the same as the experimental or QM calculated geometries. Moreover, the final comparison is usually made between the same properties from experiment (or QM calculations) and MM calculated ones.

Basically, if the parameter space dimension is low, one can scan the parameter space. However, if the dimensionality is high, it is really hard to simply scan because the parameter combinations increase exponentially. One can use a coarse grid at the initial stages of the scan and then a finer one when the optimal parameter region is identified. Yet this still does not effectively deal with high dimension parameter spaces. There are different ways to decrease the parameter space dimensions, for example, dividing the parameter set into several subsets and fitting them sequentially with the other subsets fixed, then iterate until converged results are obtained. It is also possible to decrease the parametrization effort using physical/chemical criteria to shrink the parameter space to scan. For example, in the development of the optimal point charge (OPC) water model, the authors used the lowest order multipole moments of water as a filter for parameter selection.^[@ref678]^

One widely used method to handle high dimension parameter spaces is to perform parameter optimization akin to geometry optimization. The difference is that parameter optimization minimizes the merit function (e.g., the least-squares difference between the simulated and reference properties) with respect to the parameters, while geometry optimization minimizes the total energy with respect to the Cartesian or internal coordinates. Moreover, in parameter fitting, the derivatives usually need to be calculated numerically. Like optimizing the geometry, it is hard to find the global minima in the variable space during the parameter optimization procedure. Presently, parameter optimization processes typically need "tricks" and human intervention.

To solve the large dimension problem, there are several points that need attention. (1) A good merit function needs to be used. Similar to solving linear simultaneous equations, for which the number of equations should be comparable or more than the number of unknown values, a large quantity of reference data is need to ensure that the parameters are not overfit. Furthermore, different kinds of properties are needed to balance the optimization to decrease the "biases" in parameter fitting. Meanwhile, different modifications can be made to the merit function to obtain fits. For example, different weights can be applied to increase the priority of the properties near equilibrium because of their higher occurrences. Moreover, constraints and/or restraints can be applied to keep the parameters in a physically reasonable range. (2) An efficient optimization algorithm/procedure needs to be used. Various algorithms can be used to minimize merit function: for example, steepest descent, conjugated gradient, simplex, genetic algorithms, the Newton--Raphson method, etc. Each algorithm has its own set of pros and cons. The answer to the question of which algorithm to choose is problem dependent. (3) Similar to geometry optimization, a good initial guess is important as well. If a bad initial guess is made, the parametrization can be easily trapped in poor or "high-energy" local minima. These suggestions are not only for the bonded model parameter optimization, but can also be applied to parameterization of other the bonded model using APM.

Several freely available APM-based programs have been described including Paramfit^[@ref679]^ and ForceBalance.^[@ref680]^ Interested readers should consult the literature for further details. Below we introduce several examples of the APM.

In the early development of the CFF model, Lifson and co-workers optimized the force field parameters to best reproduce various observables based on a least-squares refinement. For example, in the initial work on CFF for cycloalkanes and *n*-alkanes, Lifson and Warshel attempted to optimize the force field parameters to best reproduce the experimental excess enthalpy, equilibrium coordinates, and normal-mode frequencies (with different weighting factors for these data).^[@ref388]^ Parameters were determined after convergence was reached in the least-squares refinement.

Norrby and Liljefors developed a generalized automatic parametrization procedure for force fields in 1998.^[@ref50]^ The illustrative example shown was ethane using the MM3\* force field (which uses form similar to the MM3 force field). The reference data contain experimental/QM calculated structural data (bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles) and relative energies, as well as a mass-weighted Hessian matrix based on QM calculation. They discussed that the Cartesian root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) may not be a good metric for evaluating the force field quality, and hence bond, angle, and dihedral values were treated as the fitting targets. They also discussed that the B3LYP/6-31G\* level of theory offered the best price/performance ratio for obtaining QM source data. The final target is to minimize the merit function χ^2^ (a least-squares function, see [eq [73](#eq73){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq73){ref-type="disp-formula"}), while different weights were applied to different properties (100 Å^--1^, 2 deg^--1^, 1 deg^--1^, 100 kJ^--1^ mol, and 0.01 kJ^--1^ mol Å^2^ amu^--1^ for the bond, angle, dihedral, relative energy, and mass-weighted Hessian matrix, respectively). They recommended using a strategy by which optimization was done using a modified simplex algorithm followed by optimization using the Newton--Raphson algorithm with Lagrange multipliers.

Rydberg and co-workers developed a transition-state force field for cytochrome P450 systems using the method developed by Norrby and Liljefors (see above).^[@ref681]^ Parameters were trained on the basis of calculated transition state structures and Hessian matrixes of 14 substrate models using the B3LYP functional. Another 10 substrate models were used as a test set. Partial charges were determined using the RESP algorithm, while GAFF was used for the substrates. The transition-state force field (or Q2MM method) was not able to calculate the absolute activation energy, but it could evaluate relative barriers, and predict selectivity. The final parameters showed excellent performance for both the training and the test sets: with RMSDs of 0.01 Å and 1.2° for bonds and angles, and has a 0.99 correlation coefficient between the MM- and QM-derived Hessian matrix elements. The transition state structures for aliphatic hydrogen abstraction were well reproduced, but the DFT calculated energies based on them are still ∼24 kJ/mol (∼5.7 kcal/mol) higher than using the DFT optimized ones. This error decreased to 9 kJ/mol (∼2.2 kcal/mol) when a parameter optimization strategy was also applied to the substrate (instead of using GAFF), further demonstrating the deficiency of the MM optimized structures. The authors proposed that this is due to the simplicity of the bonded model approach.

Hu and Ryde compared different MM models for simulating biologically related zinc complexes in 2011.^[@ref677]^ They suggested using a nonbonded model with restraints or a bonded model based on the Seminario method for structural metal sites, while the method of Norrby and Liljefors affords a better model for catalytic metal sites. However, while the later method afforded a better model, it is more labor intensive than the former methods after QM calculations. Furthermore, the APM requires significant human intervention. For instance, chemical intuition is needed to check whether unphysical local minima were obtained during the parametrization process.^[@ref50]^ It was found that for the bonded model to perform optimally, new atom types should be assigned to all of the atoms in the metal site. Moreover, attention should be paid to ensure the hydrogen atoms in negatively charged ligands have been assigned appropriate partial charges (i.e., not negative values).

### 4.2.6. Burger Method and Partial Hessian Fitting Method {#sec4.2.6}

#### 4.2.6.1. Burger Method {#sec4.2.6.1}

Burger et al. proposed a new parametrization method and developed related software (so-called *parafreq*) in 2012.^[@ref682]^ It solves each internal coordinate separately instead of solving the full Hessian in internal coordinates. It can determine each bond and angle parameter on the basis of the differences between QM and MM calculated Hessian matrixes and the Wilson B matrix. Dihedral terms were determined via fitting to relaxed QM PES scans. Results showed that this method better reproduced QM-derived frequencies than the GAFF, Seminario, and *Z*-matrix methods.

#### 4.2.6.2. Partial Hessian Fitting Method {#sec4.2.6.2}

Recently, Wang et al. developed the partial Hessian fitting (PHF) method to fit the bond, angle, dihedral, and improper torsion parameters in the bonded model.^[@ref683]^ In this method, they aimed at reproducing the partial Hessian matrix between two particles that are in the bond, angle, dihedral, or improper torsion interaction. Nonbonded interactions with RESP charges and the 12-6 LJ potential were determined in the first stage. Afterward, the dihedral force constants were determined to minimize the least-squares difference between QM and MM calculated partial Hessian matrixes between the two terminal particles (which are 1-4 to each other). The angle, improper torsion (if desired), and bond force constants then were derived sequentially to minimize the least-squares difference of QM and MM calculated partial Hessian matrixes between each of the two terminal atoms. QM optimized bond lengths and angle values were used for the initial equilibrium bond and angle values. To prevent distortion caused by too strong of a 1-4 interaction, a scheme called "Katachi" was used to optimize equilibrium bond and angle values to make the MM optimized structure reproduce the QM optimized bond and angle values within 0.0001 Å and 0.002°, respectively. Twenty-three compounds including three secondary building blocks of MOFs were tested. It was shown that the PHF-K method (with the "Katachi" scheme) outperformed the Seminario-K method and GAFF. The PHF method "decouples" the bond, angle, dihedral, improper torsion, and nonbonded parameters, and can be extended to classical force fields that do not use quadratic representations. In comparison, the Seminario method suffers from the double counting problem and is restricted to the harmonic potential form. Meanwhile, the authors also noted that neither the PHF nor the Seminario method can reproduce the QM calculated low-frequency normal modes.

### 4.2.7. Empirical Approaches {#sec4.2.7}

Intuitively, we expect that the larger is the electronic overlap between two atoms, the stronger is the bond, which results in a larger force constant. For instance, in GAFF,^[@ref397]^ the equilibrium bond distances between two sp, sp2, aromatic, and sp3 carbons are 1.1983, 1.3343, 1.3984, and 1.5375 Å, respectively, while the corresponding force constants are 923.7, 569.4, 461.1, and 300.9 kcal/mol·Å^--2^, respectively.

A number of authors have developed different empirical rules to estimate the relationship between bond length and the corresponding force constant. A range of different dependencies of the force constant to the bond length were explored, including linear,^[@ref641],[@ref663]^ quadratic,^[@ref641]^ cubic,^[@ref684]^ and even up to the sixth power.^[@ref498]^

Using the harmonic spring model, the following relationship is obtained, where ω~e~*c* represents the vibrational frequency.

Mecke proposed that a relationship exists between ω~e~ and *r*~e~ values for various states of a molecule in 1925.^[@ref685]^ In 1929, Morse proposed a formula (see [eq [75](#eq75){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq75){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is generally valid except for a few exceptions.^[@ref686]^

In 1934, Badger proposed (now known as Badger's rule, see [eq [76](#eq76){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq76){ref-type="disp-formula"}) a model for diatomic molecules that described the relationship between a bond length and its associated force constant.^[@ref684]^ In [eq [76](#eq76){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq76){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the *r*~e~ and *k*~0~ are the bond length and bond force constant, respectively, and *d*~*ij*~ is a constant that is only relevant to the locations of the two atoms (row *i* and row *j*) in the periodic table. This formula can be applied to both ground and excited states (although exceptions exist). Moreover, it was shown this rule could also be extended to polyatomic molecules in that internuclear distances could be obtained based on vibrational frequencies.^[@ref687]^

There are empirical methods used to determine the bond and angle parameters in classical force fields. For example, to extend MMFF94,^[@ref498]^ missing bond parameters can be obtained using [eqs [77](#eq77){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq77){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [78](#eq78){ref-type="disp-formula"}. According to [eq [77](#eq77){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq77){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the bond length can be estimated using the covalent radii of atoms *i* and *j*, the difference of the Pauling electronegativities χ~*i*~ and χ~*j*~, and a so-called "shrinkage" factor δ. *C* is a proportionality constant, which was set to 0.050 if either *i* or *j* is a hydrogen atom, and 0.085 otherwise, while *n* is an exponent that was assigned a value of 1.4. The shrinkage factor, which is employed because the MMFF94 force field optimized bond lengths are generally larger than the reference values (from MP2/6-31G\* optimized geometries), was set to 0.008 Å. Meanwhile, [eq [78](#eq78){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq78){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is an inverse sixth power modification of the Badger's rule, was utilized to determine the bond force constant.

For the angle parameters, an approach proposed by Halgren (see [eqs [79](#eq79){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq79){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [80](#eq80){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was used.^[@ref688],[@ref689]^ In these equations, *Z*~*i*~, *C*~*j*~, and *Z*~*k*~ are parameters related only to the atomic number, *D* is a factor to represent relative dissimilarity between two bond lengths, and β is a scale factor, which is assigned a value of 1.75 (in the general situation), 85% × 1.75 (if *i*, *j*, and *k* are all in a four-member ring), or 5% × 1.75 (if *i*, *j*, and *k* form a three-member ring).

In GAFF, different empirical equations from MMFF94 are used to derive bond and angle parameters.^[@ref397],[@ref690]^ Wang et al. employ [eqs [81](#eq81){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq81){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [82](#eq82){ref-type="disp-formula"} to derive the missing bond parameters, where *r*~*ij*~ and *K*~r~ are the equilibrium bond length and bond force constant, respectively. *K*~*ij*~ is an empirical parameter for elements *i* and *j*, while *m* is an empirically derived power parameter. *m* and ln(*K*~*ij*~) were determined on the basis of least-squares fitting of ln(*K*~r~) versus ln(*r*~*ij*~) using data from the AMBER force field. It was observed that optimal *m* values were 5, 4, and 4 for C--C, C--N, and C--O bonds, respectively. Ultimately, an average value of 4.5 was chosen for *m* to perform the force constant fitting procedure.

[Equations [83](#eq83){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq83){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [84](#eq84){ref-type="disp-formula"} were used to derive missing angle force constants. Herein, *Z*~*i*~, *C*~*j*~, and *Z*~*k*~ are the empirical parameters for the first, second, and third atoms *i*, *j*, and *k* in an angle. *r*~*ij*~^eq^ and *r*~*jk*~^eq^ are the equilibrium distances of the bonds *ij* and *jk*, while θ~*ijk*~^eq^ is the equilibrium value of angle *ijk*. In the AMBER force field, it was shown for situations where (1) both *i* and *k* are hydrogen atoms, (2) only one of the two is a hydrogen atom, and (3) in the remaining situations, the force constant is about 30--35, 50, and 70 kcal/mol·rad^--2^, respectively.

In the work of Bellido and Seminario on nitro compounds, which used the Seminario parametrization scheme, a linear relationship was found between the bond force constants and bond distances for bonds without hydrogen atoms (see [eq [85](#eq85){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq85){ref-type="disp-formula"} and panel A of [Figure [44](#fig44){ref-type="fig"}](#fig44){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref663]^ However, there were no clear trends observed between the angle values and the angle force constants except the C--C--C angle in octanitrocubane (see panel B of [Figure [44](#fig44){ref-type="fig"}](#fig44){ref-type="fig"}).

![(a) Bond length versus bond force constant; blue ◆ are bonds with hydrogen atoms. (b) Angle versus angular force constant; the red ■ represents the angle between carbon atoms in octanitrocubane. Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref663]). Copyright 2011 Springer.](cr-2016-00440p_0044){#fig44}

Moreover, in the work of Agulira-Segura and Seminario, they found that in general the force constant decreases with the increasing of equilibrium distance for the Si--Si bond.^[@ref664]^

In the work of Neves et al., the bond and angle force constants were obtained on the basis of the PES scanning method (see [section [4.2.2](#sec4.2.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.2){ref-type="other"}).^[@ref641]^ They performed linear fitting between the bond force constants and the bond distances for the Mn ions and their ligating atoms in different residues. The results are shown in [Figure [45](#fig45){ref-type="fig"}](#fig45){ref-type="fig"}. The *R*^2^ values of these fits are 0.82, 0.86, 0.90, and 0.91, respectively. They also performed quadratic fits between the Mn ions with ligating oxygen and nitrogen atoms (see [Figure [46](#fig46){ref-type="fig"}](#fig46){ref-type="fig"}). The *R*^2^ values of these two fits were 0.92 and 0.91, respectively. Similar to Bellido and Seminario, Neves et al. did not find a clear relationship between the equilibrium angle values and the angle force constants (see [Figure [47](#fig47){ref-type="fig"}](#fig47){ref-type="fig"}). However, even with the use of different methods (Seminario versus PES scanning), the results were consistent in showing that the angle force constants were usually under 100 kcal/mol·rad^--2^.

![Linear regression for the main ligands in Mn-coordination spheres: aspartate, glutamate, histidine, and water, shown in red, orange, blue, and green, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref641]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0045){#fig45}

![Second-order polynomial regression for the main donor atoms in Mn-coordination spheres (oxygen and nitrogen are shown in red and blue colors, respectively). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref641]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0046){#fig46}

![Average equilibrium angles and force constants for main donor atoms concerning the equilibrium angles for the main geometries in manganese. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref641]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0047){#fig47}

4.3. Dihedral and Improper Torsion Parameters {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------------------

### 4.3.1. Dihedral and Improper Torsion Parameters in Alkane Chains and Protein Systems {#sec4.3.1}

The physical meaning of dihedral interactions is the repulsion between electrons clouds in chemical bonds rather than in atoms.^[@ref691]^ It is essential to have the dihedral term to represent the flexibility of the bond rotations within an organic molecule. Overall, dihedral rotation barriers are small for typical organic molecules. For example, there is only a ∼3 kcal/mol (∼5 × *RT* at *T* = 300 K) energy difference between the staggered and eclipsed conformations of ethane. Thus, even the high energy eclipsed conformation is accessible at room temperature. In their early force field work on *n*-alkanes, Bixon and Lifson described the dihedral term as the softest term in the potential function, but makes a significant contribution to the strain energy.^[@ref587]^

Fourier expansion is widely used to represent dihedral interactions. Different terms in the Fourier expansion were used to represent the influence of different structural features (see the first term in [eq [86](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In some force field models, 1-4 nonbonded terms (see the second term in [eq [86](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *f*~ele~ and *f*~VDW~ are the scaling factors for the 1-4 electrostatic and 1-4 VDW interactions, respectively) are also included to represent eclipsing interactions. Briefly, assigning a periodicity of 1 represents the cis--trans preference (the phase is 0° if trans is more stable than cis, and is 180° for the reverse) where there is only one maximum and one minimum. Assigning a periodicity of 2 yields two maxima and two minima, which represents the rotation in an ethene (with a phase of 180°) and also an out-of-plane improper torsion term (with a phase of 180°). A periodicity value of 3 represents three maxima and three minima, which represents, for example, the rotation of an ethane that has two sp^3^ hybrid carbons (with a phase of 0°). In reality, multiple terms in the Fourier expansion may be needed to obtain an accurate representation of a specific dihedral, which have, for example, a specific trans--cis preference, different hybridizations of the central two atoms (e.g., sp^2^ and sp^3^), etc. Moreover, the Fourier equation has also been used to represent the angle bending interaction and offers better performance than the harmonic potential (e.g., in the SHAPES force field,^[@ref197]^ see [section [7.1.2](#sec7.1.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec7.1.2){ref-type="other"}).

The 1-4 nonbonded interactions are considered explicitly or implicitly in classical force fields. Hence, the dihedral terms are usually lumped together with the 1-4 nonbonded interactions (containing the 1-4 electrostatic and 1-4 VDW interactions) to facilitate the accurate reproduction of the total bond rotation barrier. There are different scaling factors used for the 1-4 nonbonded interactions. For example, the scaling factor of 1-4 electrostatic interactions (*f*~ele~ in [eq [86](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in the AMBER force field (FF94) was set to 1/1.2, which was fitted from the 1,2-enthanediol molecule and while also showing transferability to other small molecules like amines, butane, and alcohols.^[@ref692]^ The scaling factor of the 1-4 VDW interaction (*f*~VDW~ in [eq [86](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq86){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was set to 1/2 in the FF94 AMBER force field.^[@ref394]^ However, the scaling of 1-4 electrostatic and 1-4 VDW integrations is all assigned a value of 1 in the GLYCAM force field.^[@ref693]^ In the CHARMM force field (CHARMM 19 force field),^[@ref694],[@ref695]^ the 1-4 scaling factors for both the electrostatic and the VDW interactions are 0.4, while in its current version (CHARMM 22/27),^[@ref401],[@ref402],[@ref696],[@ref697]^ the 1-4 interactions were evaluated without scaling (or with a scaling factor of 1). Clearly, attention should be paid when transferring dihedral parameters between different force fields.

The torsion parameters play an important role in the reproduction of secondary structures and the energy balance between different relevant configurations in biomacromolecules. For example, dihedral parameters relevant to the protein backbone atoms such as C--N--C~α~--C, N--Cα--C--N, C~β~--C~α~--N--C, and C~β~--C~α~--C--N play, one can say, an outsized role in the simulation of the protein folding processes. Several related force fields have been developed on the basis of QM calculated results, including the AMBER ff03,^[@ref396]^ AMBER ff99SB,^[@ref398]^ AMBER ff02.pol.r1,^[@ref698]^ CHARMM CMAP,^[@ref403]^ and AMBER ff14SB.^[@ref400]^

### 4.3.2. Dihedral and Improper Torsion Parameters in Metal-Containing Complexes {#sec4.3.2}

Comba et al. suggested that if metal is in not in the central bond of a dihedral, the dihedral parameters could be treated the same as other dihedrals with the same central bond. If the metal ion is in the central bond of a dihedral, the dihedral parameters are usually assumed to be negligable.^[@ref146]^ Overall, the dihedral and improper torsion terms involving metal ions are usually treated as having a zero barrier height when using classical potentials. For example, in the early work of Hancock, the torsion parameters were typically omitted.^[@ref691]^ In the extensive work of Lin and Wang,^[@ref655]^ and Peters et al.,^[@ref1]^ modeling Zn complexes in protein system, and the work of Rui et al.^[@ref641]^ modeling Mn-containing protein complexes, setting the torsion terms to zero had no adverse effects. Moreover, in a range of work on metalloproteins from Merz and co-workers,^[@ref652]−[@ref654],[@ref656]−[@ref660]^ torsion terms involving metal ions were also treated as having zero barrier heights. In the INTERFACE force field for different material systems, there is generally no dihedral or improper torsion parameter assigned. Furthermore, adding dihedral parameters may cause a problem in MM modeling including metal ions.^[@ref699]^ Neglecting these terms can be ascribed to various factors including rigidity of the overall complex, high periodicity of TM-based torsion motions, functional form issues, 1-4 nonbonded interaction coupling, small barrier heights, etc., but probably the latter is most often invoked.

#### 4.3.2.1. Rigidity {#sec4.3.2.1}

Bonds become harder to rotate when molecular structures become more "compact". The bond in a diatomic molecule (e.g., F~2~) can be viewed as rotating freely, while for the ethane molecule, which has two connected sp^3^ carbon atoms with each having 3 bound hydrogen atoms, a rotation barrier (∼3 kcal/mol) is introduced.^[@ref587]^ TMs usually have large CNs, yielding compact structures, even more so when the ligands are large, and the metal sites in protein systems are even more rigid due to restrictions introduced by the protein matrix. In these situations, large-scale bond rotations are not expected to occur, making the neglection of torsion terms involving metal ions largely inconsequential.

#### 4.3.2.2. High Periodicity and Small Amplitudes {#sec4.3.2.2}

The torsion parameters are usually not considered in TM complexes because of their high periodicity and the notion that the barrier heights are generally low.^[@ref139]^ Because of the high periodicity of TM complexes, higher Fourier terms may be needed to accurately model the torsion PES. An octahedrally coordinated metal ion has 4-fold rotation barriers; hence a Fourier term with periodicity of 4 will be needed to accurately model this torsion motion. Importantly, more terms in the Fourier function directly result in more complicated parametrization efforts.

Moreover, the torsion barriers for TM complexes are usually small. For example, it was shown experimentally that there is a high frequency rotation of the Cr--N bond in the Cr(NH~3~)~6~^3+^ system, even at temperatures as low as 20 K.^[@ref700]^ In the review of Brubaker and Johnson in 1984, the barriers of dihedral and improper torsion potentials are generally small.^[@ref139]^ Weaver et al. investigated the performance of CCSD and CCSD(T) methods for predicting the HOFs of Zn-containing systems in 2009.^[@ref205]^ In this work, they carried out a PES scan of the H--C--Zn--C--H twisted dihedral angle (note this is a 1-5 interaction, see [Figure [48](#fig48){ref-type="fig"}](#fig48){ref-type="fig"}) for the Zn(CH~3~)~2~ complex using the CCSD/6-31G\*\* level of theory. The computed barrier is very small (less than 0.03 kcal/mol, see [Figure [49](#fig49){ref-type="fig"}](#fig49){ref-type="fig"}) and is just ∼1% of the barrier observed for the H--C--C--H dihedral angle of ethane (∼3 kcal/mol).

![Newman projections depicting viable Zn(CH~3~)~2~ conformations. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref205]). Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0048){#fig48}

![Relative conformational energy versus H--C--C--H twist for ^1^Zn(CH~3~)~2~ (CCSD/6-31G\*\*); unrelaxed scan in 5° increments. Minima at −120°, 0°, and 120° correspond to the pseudoeclipsed conformation; maxima at −60°, 60°, and 180° correspond to pseudogauche. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref205]). Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0049){#fig49}

#### 4.3.2.3. Different Functional Forms {#sec4.3.2.3}

Another reason torsion terms are neglected is that the torsion parameters obtained using "one-shot" methods (such as the *Z*-matrix and Seminario methods) are for the harmonic equation and cannot be readily applied to Fourier terms directly. For example, Nilsson et al. parametrized the harmonic dihedral parameters (using the CNS force field) for several heterocompounds using the Seminario method and then applied them to XRD refinement with excellent performance.^[@ref669]^ However, this option is not readily available to fit complex Fourier expansions, making the development of this class of Fourier potentials an even greater challenge.

#### 4.3.2.4. 1-4 Interactions {#sec4.3.2.4}

Moreover, dihedral parameters usually need to be fit under the total or partial consideration of 1-4 nonbonded interactions, making the parametrization process even more complex and time-consuming. Because the scaling factor may vary among different force fields, care should be taken when transferring these parameters for relevant dihedral terms.

#### 4.3.2.5. Examples Obtaining the Torsion Parameters for Metal-Containing Complexes {#sec4.3.2.5}

Burger et al. parametrized the dihedral terms for the dizinc complex of bis-dipicolylamine based on a relaxed PES scan.^[@ref682]^ Scans along the dihedral with QM and MM (with dihedral terms set to zero for the latter) methods were performed, while the difference was used to fit the Fourier expansion through a least-squares algorithm. A cutoff value of 0.1 kcal/mol for the *V*~*i*~ term (*V*~*i*~/2 is the rotation barrier) was used to truncate the Fourier expansion. Some other details of their work can be found elsewhere in the present text ([section [4.2.6](#sec4.2.6){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.6){ref-type="other"}).

In some studies of metal-containing complexes, dihedral or improper torsion terms were included to constrain the planarity of the complex. For example, Hambley investigated the ligand rotation barriers of several Pt complexes (diammine- and bis(amine)bis(purine)-Pt^2+^ complexes) using a classical mechanics force field,^[@ref701]^ in which an improper torsion parameter with a 602 kJ/mol (∼144 kcal/mol) barrier was added to retain the planarity of the Pt complexes. The calculated ligand rotation barriers agreed well with experimental results. Finally, it was shown that the rotation barriers are predominantly influenced by the interaction between the ammine/amine ligands and the 6-position group of the coordinated purine ligands. This research relates to cisplatin and its congeners, while related discussion of the impact of their work on broadening the understanding of this drug class is included in their work.

4.4. Charge Parameters {#sec4.4}
----------------------

Similar to force field development for organic molecules, electrostatic terms were usually not considered in early modeling studies of TM complexes.^[@ref139],[@ref691]^ Later, as was also concluded for the modeling of macromolecular systems including proteins, the partial charge term is necessary for the accurate representation of long-range electrostatic interactions.^[@ref702]^

There are a number of approaches to determine charge parameters: empirical methods, methods based on QM fitting, experimental derivation, FQ method, etc. Empirical charges were mainly used in the early stages of modern force field development, which can be fitted to reproduce experimental structures, energetics, and dipole moments.^[@ref591],[@ref592],[@ref595]^ CFF^[@ref591],[@ref592],[@ref595]^ and OPLS^[@ref703],[@ref704]^ are two well-known force fields that used empirical charges. However, empirically derived charges offered challenges when trying to represent transition and excited states, while QM calculations could readily generate the needed parameters. Moreover, it is time-consuming to fit empirical charges because of the need of extensive testing using minimization, MC, or MD simulations to reproduce requisite experimental properties. Given these considerations, QM-derived charges tend to be the preferred approach in the design of modern force field models. An intriguing approach involves obtaining charges based on experimental data, and they have been shown to yield excellent performance in classical modeling studies.^[@ref598]^ Finally, the FQ model is also widely used in contemporary molecular simulation studies, but we defer discussion of this method until [section [6.1](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}.

### 4.4.1. Quantum Mechanics-Derived Charges {#sec4.4.1}

There are a number of ways to obtain QM-derived partial charges, all with their associated pros and cons. For example, charges can be obtained using molecular orbital (MO) analysis (e.g., Mulliken,^[@ref705]−[@ref708]^ NPA,^[@ref709]^ AOIM^[@ref710]^), based on ESP fitting (e.g., Singh--Kollman,^[@ref711]^ CHELP,^[@ref712]^ CHELPG^[@ref713]^), based on the electron density in real space (e.g., AIM,^[@ref714]^ Hirshfeld,^[@ref715]^ ADCH^[@ref716]^), and then a number of ways to derive charges using postprocessing or scaling techniques (e.g., AM1-BCC,^[@ref717],[@ref718]^ CM1,^[@ref719]^ CM2,^[@ref720]^ CM3,^[@ref721]^ CM4,^[@ref722]^ CM5,^[@ref723]^). The Mulliken charge, which is based on the Mulliken population analysis, is widely used because it is easy to obtain and has a well-understood physical meaning. However, raw Mulliken charges are not suitable for modeling atomic partial charges directly for use in force field methods. This is because the Mulliken charge is basis set sensitive and does not accurately reproduce the multipolar properties of molecules. Scaling procedures can be effectively applied to Mulliken charges for subsequent use in MM modeling. For example, AM1-BCC charges were based on Mulliken population analysis and then scaled to reproduce HF/6-31G\* calculated RESP charges. The CM1 charge model was derived from Mulliken charges and then fitted to experimental properties. Mulliken charges are also used in the SCC-DFTB method (see [Section [2.4.4](#sec2.4.4){ref-type="other"}](#sec2.4.4){ref-type="other"}) for the description of changes in the charge.

Partial charges, based on ESP fitting, can accurately reproduce the multipolar properties of molecules and could reproduce intermolecular or intramolecular electrostatic interactions, leading to the conclusion that they provide an excellent choice for partial charges in MM calculations.^[@ref711]^

#### 4.4.1.1. Electrostatic Potential Map {#sec4.4.1.1}

Bonaccorsi and co-workers developed the idea of using electrostatic potential maps (EPMs) to study molecular properties in the early 1970s.^[@ref724]−[@ref730]^ They applied the method to various small molecule systems including diatomic and triatomic molecules,^[@ref726]^ three-membered ring molecules,^[@ref724],[@ref725],[@ref728]^ and nucleic acid bases,^[@ref730]^ and the results were insightful in further our understanding of protonation properties or identifying electrophilic sites. Kollman et al.^[@ref731]^ and Morokuma et al.^[@ref732],[@ref733]^ used the EPM method to explore hydrogen-bond interactions and found them to be helpful in predicting the directionality and strength of hydrogen bonds. Kollman and co-workers carried out pioneering studies using QM-derived ESPs maps to explore Coulombic interactions in biological systems. Hayes and Kollman employed ESP maps to investigate protein--ligand interactions between carboxypeptidase A (CPA) and the Gly-Tyr substrate in 1976.^[@ref734]^ They predicted that an *o*-OH-Gly-Tyr analogue would have a stronger binding interaction to CPA than Gly-Tyr.^[@ref734]^ In another work, they also explored important electrostatic contributions in the binding pocket that might facilitate catalysis.^[@ref735]^ Later, Nuss and Kollman used ESP maps to study the interactions between different base pairs.^[@ref736]^ The predicted interactions correlated well with relative biological activities but not as well with relative binding affinities.^[@ref736]^

After the application of the EPM method to explore chemical phenomenon, partial charges derived by fitting were determined to reproduce the EPMs and to mimic the charge distribution in a molecule. For example, Bonaccorsi et al. utilized 13 charge points in a single water molecule to represent the QM calculated charge distribution of a water molecule.^[@ref727]^ These partial charges were placed on the nuclear centers and the centroids of localized orbitals. These partial charges reproduced the QM-derived EPM reasonably accurately. Afterward, Almlöf and Wahlgren fit the atomic charges of the H~3~O^+^ ion via a least-squares fit of the QM calculated potentials on points surrounding the hydronium ion.^[@ref737]^

#### 4.4.1.2. QM-Derived ESP Charges {#sec4.4.1.2}

The ESP of a point *r* in space can be calculated using QM methods based on [eq [87](#eq87){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq87){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *Z*~A~ is the nuclear charge, *R*~A~ is the position of the nuclei, while *r*′ is a dummy integration variable. *i* and *j* are atomic orbital indices, while *P*~*ij*~ is the density matrix. The classical ESP of the same point (at *r*) is represented by [eq [88](#eq88){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq88){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *R*~A~ is also the nuclear coordinate. *q*~A~ is the atomic charge, for which we want to finally fit, based on a linear least-squares fitting between the *V*~QM~(*r*) and *V*~MM~(*r*) values.^[@ref738]^ The total net charge is applied as a restraint during the fitting process, while other restraints (e.g., dipole moment, etc.) may also be applied when so desired. The location of the ESP points depends on the algorithm being employed, and different weights can be applied to select ESP points during the fitting process (e.g., making the points that are closer to the nuclei have larger weights).^[@ref738]^

![](cr-2016-00440p_m095)

![](cr-2016-00440p_m096)

Scrocco and Tomasi,^[@ref739]^ Momany,^[@ref738]^ Cox and Williams,^[@ref740]^ and Smit et al.^[@ref741]^ all carried out pioneering works on the determination of atomic partial charges of small molecules based on the EPM. The critical issue was to locate the position and necessary density of points to obtain the best fit of atomic charges to the EPM. It was proposed that the points should not be too close to the nuclei, where the ESP is usually positive.^[@ref740]^ It was also shown that the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the fit increased when using points close to the nuclei in the fitting process.^[@ref711],[@ref740]^ Furthermore, it was found that it was not necessary to considered points that were too far away from the nuclei. Overall, it was found that picking points between the VDW surface and up to 3 or 7 Å away from this surface gave satisfactory results. A total net charge restraint was needed for the ESP fitting procedure, and further constraints could be added for the dipole moment or higher multipole moments as needed. Meanwhile, different weights could be applied to points in different areas of the EPM. For example, Momany used smaller weights on points closer to the VDW surface during the fitting procedure.^[@ref738]^ Generally, there are two different ways to choose ESP points: cube-based or layer/shell-based. There is not a clear sense of which approach is the best, and it depends somewhat on the properties to be reproduced.^[@ref742]^ Momany selected points between the VDW surface and several angstroms away from it, and used a density of 0.5 Å between each point.^[@ref738]^ Cox and Williams used a boundary that was 1.2 Å away from the VDW surface, with a shell thickness as 1.0 Å and cubic grid spacing of 1.0--1.2 Å.^[@ref740]^ Singh and Kollman picked points on a shell around the molecule at 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 times the VDW radius with a density of 1--5 points per unit area.^[@ref711]^ The CHarges from Electrostatic Potentials (CHELP) method selected points symmetrically placed on spherical shells around the atomic nuclei with 14 points on each shell. In total, there were 4 shells selected with the innermost as the VDW surface of the molecule and the other shells placed at 1, 2, and 3 Å away from the VDW surface, respectively.^[@ref712]^ The CHarges from ELectrostatic Potentials using a Grid-based (CHELPG) method selects points between the VDW surface of the molecule and a surface 2.8 Å away using a cubic grid with a spacing of 0.3 Å between points.^[@ref713]^

Singh and Kollman described an algorithm for charge derivation based on fitting point charges to ab initio-derived ESPs and applied it to a selection of small molecules in 1984.^[@ref711]^ The Singh--Kollman approach has also been used in the charge determination for united atom models and lone pair sites.^[@ref711]^ On the basis of united atom fits, the ff84 AMBER force field was developed for proteins and nucleic acids.^[@ref392]^ Chirlian and Francl created the CHELP algorithm and related software to fit atomic charges based on QM calculated ESPs in 1987.^[@ref712]^ They found that the results based on calculations using the HF method with different basis sets (including STO-3G, 3-21G, and 6-31G\*) could accurately reproduce QM-derived dipole moments. Finally, they selected the HF/3-21G level of theory as the best method to use based on its speed and overall accuracy. Breneman and Wiberg noted that the CHELP algorithm was inadequate to describe the charge invariance of internal rotations and developed the CHELPG method to alleviate this issue.^[@ref713]^ Besler et al. carried out a study of ESP charge fitting on a series of organic molecules using the MNDO, AM1, HF/STO-3G, and HF/6-31G\* levels of theory in 1990.^[@ref743]^ In this work, they found that the MNDO method showed better performance than AM1 and HF/STO-3G calculations when compared to the HF/6-31G\* results. Moreover, HF/6-31G\* quality ESP charges could be obtained by scaling the MNDO results, which afforded a quick way to derive reliable atomic charges for a classical force field.

Merz and co-workers incorporated the ESP approach in their investigations of human carbonic anhydrase II (HCAII, a zinc-containing enzyme) in the early 1990s.^[@ref702],[@ref744],[@ref745]^ In their modeling of the metal-containing active site, they used equilibrium bond distance and angle values from QM optimizations based on the MNDO method, the bond and angle force constants from experiment, while the LJ parameters for the zinc ion were obtained such that they reproduced the QM calculated geometries and interaction energies of the Zn^2+^--CO~2~ and Zn^2+^--H~2~O complexes. It was shown that the metal site experiences a strong electron transfer effect from the coordinating groups to the zinc ion. For example, the MNDO ESP calculations of the \[(imidazole)~3~Zn--OH\]^+^ complex showed a charge of +0.5 on zinc, which is much smaller than its formal oxidation state +2.^[@ref744]^

By combining the MD and FEP methods, Merz calculated the binding energies of the CO~2~ molecule to two different binding sites in the HCAII system.^[@ref744]^ The results showed good agreement with the experimental values and suggested that the first binding site of CO~2~ is catalytically important, while the second binding site, which is further away from the metal site, served to increase the surface area for CO~2~ to be recognized and bound by HCAII. In related work, Merz and co-workers performed FEP calculation on several sulfonamide inhibitors bound to HCAII.^[@ref745]^ Experimental relative binding affinities were reproduced via a consideration of the p*K*~a~ differences between the sulfonamide and sulfonate groups. They concluded that a single hydrogen interaction, which is present in the sulfonamides but not sulfonates, was responsible for the higher binding affinity of the former.

Hoops et al. carried out an investigation of different charge modeling strategies on a zinc center coordinated by the side chain nitrogen atoms of three HIS residues and one hydroxide oxygen.^[@ref702]^ They calculated the ESP charges of the \[Zn(NH~3~)~3~H~2~O\]^2+^ (high pH form) and \[Zn(NH~3~)~3~OH\]^+^ (low pH form) systems employing the MNDO, HF/STO-3G, HF/MINI-4, HF/MIDI-4, and HF/6-31G\* levels of theory based on MNDO optimized geometries. From this study, they found that calculations based on the HF/STO-3G level of theory gave the smallest positive charges for the zinc ion (+0.68e and +0.48e for the high and low pH forms, respectively), while the calculation based on HF/MINI-4 gives the most ionic picture of the zinc ion (+1.64e and +1.72e for the high and low pH forms, respectively), and the other three calculations gave results between these extremes. All of these results indicated that it is not appropriate to assign a +2 point charge to the zinc ion in the bonded model. It was also found that the highest correlation between ESP charges derived from the HF/6-31G\* level of theory was with MNDO. ESP charge fits based on MNDO calculations were also performed on the small (with HIS residues represented by imidazole groups) and large models (with the HIS residues capped by acetyl and methyl groups), based on which subsequent minimizations and MD simulations were performed. The bonded model, which assigned a +2 charge to the zinc ion combined with the charge model for the metal bound amino acid residues taken from the AMBER force field (referred to as the "Zn^2+^ bonded model" herein), was also tested. The Zn^2+^ bonded model showed a five-coordinated trigonal-bipyramidal geometry after structure minimization, while the other two models (they were also using the bonded strategy but with ESP partial charges) conserved the tetrahedral geometry of the metal site. It is intriguing that the model based on ESP charges fitted from the small model showed better results than that based on the ESP charges derived from the large model. The authors proposed that it might be due to the higher charge of the zinc ion in the large model.

However, ESP charges have drawbacks associated with their conformation dependence because they are usually derived on the basis of single conformation while charges fluctuate considerably in dynamic processes.^[@ref692],[@ref746],[@ref747]^ For example, Merz carried out ESP charge derivation of amino acids and monosaccharides based on the HF/6-31G\*, MNDO, AM1, and PM3 methods.^[@ref746]^ He found that the MNDO-derived ESP charges correlated well with those obtained using the HF/6-31G\* method, while the other two empirical methods (AM1 and PM3) performed quite poorly. He then developed an atom-by-atom transferable charge model for the monosaccharides, while for the amino acids large statistical fluctuations made that hard to accomplish. He found that the transferable model performed a little bit better than the MNDO-based method, while it had a much better performance than the transferable model after the MNDO results were scaled. 50 ps QM MD simulations on the Ala dipeptide were also performed using the MNDO method, and snapshots from the trajectory were used to derive ESP charges. Considerable charge fluctuations were found for the atoms in the Ala dipeptide. Moreover, he proposed that it is hard to derive the ESP charges for macromolecules directly due to large computational costs, while an ESP method based on transferable groups (could be atom, functional group, or residue based) could be developed to alleviate this problem.

Besides the drawback discussed above, the ESP approach often underestimates the charge on buried atoms (such as a quaternary carbon atom) and assigns unexpected large values for the charges of nonpolar atoms.^[@ref394]^ Moreover, the ESP charge model did not yield identical charges for atoms that rapidly exchange: for example, the methylene hydrogen atom charges in butane should be identical, but the ESP fitting procedure yields different values depending on the conformation used in the ESP fit.

#### 4.4.1.3. QM-Derived RESP Charges {#sec4.4.1.3}

Bayly et al. noted that either the unconstrained ESP charges or ESP charges fit with a constraint on the methyl carbon atom in methanol would reproduce the ESP of methanol.^[@ref748]^ On the basis of this observation, they then proposed the RESP charge fitting algorithm, which was validated via the examination of multiple simple organic molecules.^[@ref748]^ They also found that hyperbolic restraints performed better than harmonic ones. Fitting was done at the HF/6-31G\* level of theory, as in the past, because of the tendency of it to overestimate dipole moments of molecules in gas phase, thereby qualitatively mimicking solvation effects. For example, the HF/6-31G\* level of theory overestimates the dipole moment of water in the gas phase as ∼2.2 D, yielding a value more consistent with that of liquid water. From their studies, they observed that charges on important polar atoms were negatively impacted when carrying out fits that enforced charge equalization for atoms that exchange rapidly during MD simulation. To overcome this effect, one can average over the two charges, but this artificially enhances the dipole moment and reduces the overall quality of the ESP fit. On the basis of these observations, a two-stage algorithm was used to fit atomic partial charges. The first stage employed a small restraint on the heavy atoms, offered an excellent fit for the polar groups. The second stage used a larger restraint on the carbon atoms of CH~2~ and CH~3~ groups while equalizing the atomic charges of the attached hydrogen atoms.

Subsequent work by Cornell et al. further explored the ESP and RESP charge algorithms for small organic molecules.^[@ref692]^ They found that RESP charges with a 1/1.2 scaling factor for 1-4 electrostatic interactions performed well in reproducing high-level ab initio results. Overall, the RESP-derived charges outperformed ESP charges in the ability to reproduce conformational properties of small organic molecules. Both methods gave good agreement with experimental HFEs. Moreover, RESP-derived charges reproduced both inter- and intramolecular structural properties and energies quite well, thereby offering an excellent tool for the development of a general force field for both biological macromolecules and small organic molecules.

For example, Cieplak et al. parametrized the charge parameters of nine different nucleic acid fragments (4 deoxyribonucleosides, 4 ribonucleosides, and dimethylphosphate) and 20 different amino acid fragments with multiple-molecule RESP charge fits in developing the AMBER ff94 force field.^[@ref749]^ In the creation of the atomic charge model for ff94, two configurations with different dihedral angles of each amino acid were employed in the fit. The resultant parameters showed less conformational dependence when compared to ESP-derived charge parameters. Other force field development work has extensively employed the RESP fitting procedure. In another example, Wang et al. investigated the performance of the RESP model in evaluating the conformational energies of organic and biological related molecules. They found that by employing HF/6-31G\* RESP charges, they were able to use fewer torsion terms in the force field.^[@ref750]^ After refitting the torsion parameters, they described the AMBER ff99 force field, which takes advantage of this observation and uses a reduced torsion parameter set. Following this work, Wang et al. developed the GAFF for organic molecules, which contains H, C, N, O, S, P, F, Cl, Br, and I.^[@ref397]^ HF/6-31G\* RESP charges were used, and AM1-BCC charges were proposed as an alternative choice for point charge derivation for larger systems. Results from three test sets showed that GAFF reproduced X-ray-derived structures, experimental relative energies, and high-level QM optimized structures and intermolecular energies.

The RESP algorithm has become the standard approach for fitting the partial charges of metal--protein complexes. Unlike flexible amino acids in proteins, the amino acids ligating to a metal ion are usually more rigid, leaving only one configuration for the derivation of the RESP charge model for metal ion complexes. For metal ions, the DFT functional B3LYP with the 6-31G\* basis set has emerged as the method of choice for RESP charge evaluation because of its overall accuracy and speed. However, in some cases, effective core potential basis sets for metal ions offered better performance.^[@ref321]^ In particular, the choice of QM method plays a crucial role when parametrizing negatively charged clusters.^[@ref677],[@ref751]^ For example, B3LYP/6-31G\* produces a negative charge on the hydrogen atoms of Zn(Cys)~4~^2--^ clusters, while a B3LYP/LANL2DZ basis set addresses this problem.^[@ref677]^

### 4.4.2. Experimentally Derived Charges {#sec4.4.2}

It is possible to derive atomic charges from experimental XRD results and dipole moments.^[@ref752]^ Even for elements with high oxidation states, their atomic charges are usually between +2 and −2.^[@ref752]^ For example, for the central atoms in \[VO~4~\]^3--^, \[CrO~4~\]^2--^, and \[MnO~4~\]^2--^, which have +5, +6, and +7 formal charges, respectively, atomic charges of +1.05, +1.09, and +0.96 are found on the basis of theoretical calculations.^[@ref134]^ The central atoms in OsO~4~ and \[IrO~4~\]^+^, which have +8 and +9 formal charges, have atomic charges of +1.475 and +1.470, according to the natural population analyses.^[@ref134]^ The \[PtO~4~\]^2+^ complex, which was predicted to exist, has a +1.28 charge on the Pt atom based on calculations by the Hirshfeld method even though its formal charge is as high as +10.^[@ref36]^ It was shown that except for extremely ionic compounds such as NaCl and CaF~2~, there is usually a deviation of the atomic charges from the formal ones. For example, LiF has +0.95e on Li and −0.95e on F, while +1.6e and −1.6e are found on Mg and O in MgO.^[@ref752]^ Because there may be large deviations between theoretically derived charges based on different model choices, experimentally derived charges provide a reference to evaluate methodological choices or to scale atomic point charges. For example, the INTERFACE force field^[@ref598]^ uses semiempirical charges derived using experimentally determined atomic charges and an extended Born cycle. It affords a charge for the Si atom, which is tetrahedrally coordinated to 4 oxygen atoms, of +1.1e (±0.1e). This charge assignment reproduces surface energies within ±10% of experiment. In earlier studies, the atomic charges on Si ranged from +0.5e to +4.0e, with some of these charge assignments yielding significant deviations from experimental surface energies.^[@ref753]^

#### 4.4.2.1. Charge Derivation from XRD Experiments {#sec4.4.2.1}

In a normal XRD refinement, a free atom density function is used (shown in [eq [89](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref754]^*N*~c~ and *N*~val~ are the core and valence electron numbers. ρ~c~ and ρ~val~ are spherically distributed electron density functions of core and valence electrons in free atoms (see [eq [89](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Atomic positions and *B* factors (which are also called temperature factors, representing the uncertainty of each atomic position) are modified during the refinement process to minimize a differential equation between the experimental and predicted values. The *R* factor is determined on the basis of the relative difference between the observed and calculated values from the model (shown in [eq [90](#eq90){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq90){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Furthermore, XRD refinement can be performed using the "κ refinement" approach (based on [eq [91](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}, no multipolar term),^[@ref755]^ and the Hansen--Coppens model (see [eqs [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [93](#eq93){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref756]^

In [eqs [91](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *P*~val~ and *P*~*lm*~ are adjustable parameters. The third term in [eq [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"} is a nonspherical multipolar term. This term is omitted in the "κ refinement" (see [eq [91](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}). κ′ and κ″ are the contraction--expansion coefficients of the spherical term and the nonspherical multipolar term, respectively. A value greater than 1 means a contracted atomic orbital, and less than 1 means an expanded orbital. The cubic powers of κ′ and κ″ are for normalization. The *N*~val~--*P*~val~ difference (where *P*~val~ value is fitted on the basis of [eqs [91](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq91){ref-type="disp-formula"} or [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}) represents the atomic charge on an atom. The parameters can be transferred between the same atom types in different systems and used for low-resolution structure refinement. A deformation density map can be obtained on the basis of the difference between electronic densities determined experimentally and those superpositioned by the free atom density. Both the static deformation density map (assuming atoms are fixed and *B* factors are zero) and the dynamic deformation density map, which are based on Fourier transformations, can be calculated. These maps yield detailed insights into chemical bonding.

There are a number of systems that have been investigated on the basis of the method described above. For example, Lecomte et al. have analyzed atomic charges based on XRD refinement of a series of peptides and crambin (with 46 residues).^[@ref757]−[@ref759]^ Pearlman and Kim determined atomic charges of DNA constituents experimentally.^[@ref754],[@ref760]^ Research studying inorganic crystals such as α-AlO(OH),^[@ref761]^ AlPO~4~,^[@ref762]^ α-Al~2~O~3~,^[@ref763]^ and dipotase^[@ref764]^ has been conducted in an effort to determine atomic charges.

Pichon-Pesme et al. have shown that multipolar parameters from high-resolution structures can both be transferred to and help in the refinement of low-resolution structures.^[@ref757]^ They applied multipolar parameters from several high-resolution peptide structures to refine the XRD structures for pGlu-Phe-[d]{.smallcaps}-Pro-ϕ\[CN~4~\]-Me, resulting in more physically meaningful mean-square displacement factors (*U*^*ij*^).

It was shown that the atomic charges obtained from "κ refinement" of the LBZ helix octapeptide were more consistent with the atomic charges present in the AMBER ff94 force field than charges from multipolar refinement.^[@ref758]^ The protein backbone CONH, and C atoms in CH~3~ groups, had the largest charges in terms of absolute values and were in the best agreement. However, unrealistically small charge values appeared in the work on crambin, which suggests accurate atomic charge refinement needs ultrahigh resolution data.^[@ref759]^ In the work on crambin, experimental static deformation density maps agree with static map calculations based on the HF/6-311G++ level of theory (see [Figure [50](#fig50){ref-type="fig"}](#fig50){ref-type="fig"}). In the work of Pearlman and Kim on DNA constituents,^[@ref754]^ they found that their charges qualitatively but not quantitatively agreed with theoretically derived ESP charges based on HF/STO-3G calculations performed on the same crystal structures.

![Deformation map in peptide bond plane. (A) Static map obtained from database parameters. (B) Experimental static map obtained using atomic charges and multipole parameters refined against the crambin diffraction data. (C) Theoretical static map computed for the pseudomonopeptide (*Z*)-*N*-acetyl-α,β-dehydrophenylalanine methylamide.^[@ref765]^ (D) Experimental dynamic map for the peptide Ala-9-Arg-10 of crambin. The contour level is 0.05 e^--^/Å^3^. Positive, red lines; negative, blue lines. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref759]). Copyright 2000 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.](cr-2016-00440p_0050){#fig50}

Atomic charges can also be fit from the ESPs on or outside the VDW surface, being derived in a way akin to the ESP or CHEPLG method. The ESP can be obtained on the basis of the electronic densities (see [eqs [94](#eq94){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq94){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[97](#eq97){ref-type="disp-formula"}).Herein, *V*(*r*) is the ESP of a point with position *r*, which consists of *V*~core~(*r*), that is the ESP caused due to the core electrons, *V*~val~(*r*), which is the ESP induced by valence electron, and Δ*V*(*r*), that is the ESP generated by the nonspherical part of the electron density. Atomic charges are fit on the basis of the electronic potential at many points on a shell or several shells outside a molecule. The fitting quality is then evaluated on the basis of the ability of calculated ESPs to reproduce the original ESPs.

In the work of Ghermani et al., they fit the charges of a pseudopeptide (*N*-acetyl-α,β-dehydrophenylalanine methylamide) along the lines of ESP charge fitting, and regenerated the EPM based on the fitted point charges.^[@ref766]^ The EPM was also constructed on the basis of atomic charges obtained as *q* = *Z* -- *P*~val~ from "κ refinement". They found the former agreed well but the latter differed significantly from the EPM generated from the electronic density directly. Additionally, they showed that the fit quality improves with the addition of atomic multipole moments over only using monopole charges. Results showed that ESP fitting without multipole moments yielded charges on oxygen, hydrogen, and a residual factor (*R*-factor) of −0.89e, +0.44e, and 0.19, respectively. On the other hand, a fit using multipole moments (dipole for hydrogen, and up to quadrupole for oxygen) gave values of −0.54e and +0.27e, 0.0017, respectively, for these quantities.

In a later work, Bouhmaida et al. fit atomic charges and multipole moments (up to octupoles) of the same pseudopeptide based on ESPs calculated from electron density obtained using the Hansen--Coppens model (which contains multipolar terms, see [eqs [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [93](#eq93){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref767]^ They found that the fitted monopole charges agreed well with the charges calculated directly from the *N*~val~--*P*~val~ (see [eqs [89](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq89){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [92](#eq92){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The atomic charge term and multipole moment terms in the electronic density function can be separated because the former is related to the spherical density term, while the latter is related to the multipolar terms. They also found similar charges and multipole moments between symmetry related or chemically equivalent atoms, implying that these parameters are transferable.

Given the promise of this approach, why has it not found broader application? Atomic charge derivation based on XRD refinement requires structures with very high resolution and low *B* factors. This makes the method limited to crystals with relatively small unit cells. To date, only a few systems have been investigated. Besides using XRD experiments, experimental dipole moments can also be exploited to determine atomic point charges.^[@ref752]^

#### 4.4.2.2. Charges Based on an Extended Born Cycle {#sec4.4.2.2}

Heinz and Suter developed a semiempirical method to estimate atomic charges.^[@ref752]^ It is based on experimentally determined atomic charges, an extended Born cycle (see [Figure [51](#fig51){ref-type="fig"}](#fig51){ref-type="fig"}), and chemical knowledge. The extended Born model they use gives a qualitative estimate of the extent of covalent and ionic character in a chemical bond. The atomization energy (*E*~at~), IP, and EA values of different elements were used in the extended Born cycle. The *E*~at~ + IP-EA value can be used as a general factor to evaluate the covalent extent of a chemical bond. Chemical knowledge was used to facilitate charge estimation: for example, (1) covalently bound atoms usually have smaller CNs and less ionic charges than atoms in ionic bonds; (2) larger *E*~at~ generally indicates a stronger covalent bond; (3) increase in IP is correlated with decreasing atomic charge (a larger IP value means it is harder to lose an electron); and (4) increase in the polarizability α generally combines with a decrease in the IP value for atoms located in higher rows. On the basis of the set of rules sketched out above, they determined that the charge on the Si atom in silicates, which is tetrahedrally coordinated to four oxygen atoms, is +1.1e (±0.1e). This charge assignment offered good performance (\<10% deviation from experimental surface energies) in computer simulations, in contrast to the wide range of values (+0.5e to +4.0e) employed in early work, which gave significant deviations in computed surface energies relative to experiment.^[@ref753]^

![Extended Born model for the example of silicon dioxide (SiO~2~). Single-headed arrows describe reversibly taken steps, as indicated in the text of ref ([@ref752]). Partial ionization energies and electron affinities are involved in step 3. The LE is divided into an electrostatic/repulsive component in step 4 plus a covalent component in step 5. The respective stoichiometric coefficients must be remembered. The shaded, double-headed arrows indicate the complementary electrostatic (top) and covalent (bottom) contributions to the cycle. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref752]). Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0051){#fig51}

In the INTERFACE force field, Heinz et al. parametrized atomic charges on the basis of experimentally determined charges, together with the covalent and ionic extent of the chemical bonds estimated using the extended Born cycle, combined with chemical knowledge (see [Figure [52](#fig52){ref-type="fig"}](#fig52){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref598]^ It was shown that it was possible to get a converged charge set with uncertainties from ±0.1e to ±0.2e for highly charged species and \<10% for less charged species (with charges below ±1.0e). The INTERFACE force field was able to simulate various properties simultaneously, even properties it was not fit against. Results showed that the INTERFACE force field reproduced cell parameters and densities with deviations of 0.2%--1.0%, surface properties with deviations of 0--10% (some other force fields have deviations of up to 500% due to poorly derived partial charges and overfitting of the LJ parameters), elastic constants, and moduli with deviations of less than 20%. Overall, this force field provides a platform by which mechanisms of interfacial processes could be explored, and affords the ability to predict properties that are hard to measure via experiment. Its overall performance is largely due to the parametrization of its nonbonded interactions using a thermodynamically consistent scheme, which imparts realistic physical and chemical meaning to the parameters.

![Most important criteria for obtaining thermodynamically consistent force field parameters. (a) Atomic charges and (b) computed interfacial properties in the models should quantitatively agree with atomic-scale and macroscale experimental data. The color scheme and single-headed arrows emphasize the feed of information from experiment (blue) into models and theory (green). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref598]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0052){#fig52}

### 4.4.3. Charge Derivation for Periodic Systems, Especially Metal--Organic Framework Systems {#sec4.4.3}

MOFs have attracted a lot of attention due to their potential application to an array of problems. Because a plethora of MOFs could, in principle, be generated on the basis of the broad array of potential linkers and metal ions available, a strategy to scan this space by purely experimental means would, to say the least, be very time-consuming. However, using computational tools to screen potential MOFs in silico could handle the "filtering" work, allowing experimental efforts to focus on more promising regions of the MOF "genome".

Hamad et al. systematically reviewed charge derivation strategies for MOF systems.^[@ref768]^ There are various ways to derive atomic charges for MOFs using QM-based methods, FQ models, and empirical methods. Generally, QM methods are the most accurate, but the most time-consuming, while other methods are more efficient and are best used in "screening" methods for rapid structure filtering. There are different QM-derived charges used in MOF simulations,^[@ref768]^ including Mulliken, NPA, AIM (or called Bader charges), density-derived electrostatic and chemical (DDEC),^[@ref769]^ ESP, repeating electrostatic potential extracted atomic (REPEAT),^[@ref770]^ and density-derived atomic point (DDAP)^[@ref771]^ charges. Other charge methods have also been exploited, for example, the extended charge equilibration (EQeq) method, which is based on the FQ model (see [section [6.1](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}),^[@ref772]^ and connectivity-based atom contribution (CBAC) charges based on atomic connectivities.^[@ref773]^ Below we introduce some representative methods and note that these methods can also be applied to periodic systems other than MOFs.

#### 4.4.3.1. Cluster Method {#sec4.4.3.1}

ESP charges are one of the most commonly used charge sets in MOF simulations. However, because MOFs are always periodic, it is hard to perform the ESP charge fitting directly, which leads to the need for the cluster approach.^[@ref768]^ Implementing the cluster approach is straightforward and can be readily handled by many extant programs. As shown in [Figure [53](#fig53){ref-type="fig"}](#fig53){ref-type="fig"}, dangling hydrogen or methyl groups can be added to cap the system cut from the crystal structure. Different sizes of the excised MOF repeat structure can be used until the charge fitting results converge.

![(a) Ball-and-stick representation of the atoms of the unit cell of DMOF-1 (Zn, O, N, C, and H atoms are represented as light blue, red, dark blue, gray, and white atoms, respectively). (b) Cluster created by cutting directly a piece of framework. This cluster cannot be used to model the environment of the BDC (1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) ligand and calculate its charges, because there are cleaved bonds that will have very different electronic structures than in the bulk structure. (c) Same cluster shown in (b), although the cleaved bonds have been saturated with H atoms to achieve electronic structures in the terminal N and C atoms that are similar to those in the crystal structure. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref768]). Copyright 2015 Elsevier.](cr-2016-00440p_0053){#fig53}

#### 4.4.3.2. REPEAT Method {#sec4.4.3.2}

As shown in [eq [98](#eq98){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq98){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the REPEAT method uses a modified error function for charge derivation,^[@ref770]^ while a FQ style penalty function was used to better fit the charges of buried atoms.Here, δ~ϕ~ represents the relative difference between the QM-derived ESP values versus the ESP values based on the fit charges (see [eq [99](#eq99){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq99){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Minimization of *F* with respect to both charges and δ~ϕ~ was performed in the charge derivation process. The scheme could be modified by symmetry relationships between atomic sites as needed. This method gives results similar to the CHELPG method for nonperiodic systems. It was also shown that the REPEAT method solved issues relating to the ESP method producing unphysical charges for periodic systems.

#### 4.4.3.3. Connectivity-Based Atom Contribution Charge {#sec4.4.3.3}

Xu and Zhong developed the CBAC charge model in 2010.^[@ref773]^ It is based on the idea that there are a limited number of atom types in MOF systems. They identify 35 atom types (2 Zn, 1 Cu, 2 Co, 1 Cr, 8 O, 12 C, 6 N, 2 H, 1 Cl) in their work. The definitions and charges of these atom types are shown in [Figure [54](#fig54){ref-type="fig"}](#fig54){ref-type="fig"}. A training set of 30 MOFs and a test set of 13 MOFs were used in the work. QM-derived charges were calculated on the basis of the UB3LYP/LANL2DZ-6-31+G\* level of theory using the CHELPG method. In these calculations, the MOF clusters were terminated with metallic Li (for zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), and materials from Institute Lavoisier (MILs)) and methyl groups (for the remaining MOFs). It was shown that the fluctuation of the QM-derived charges is relatively small for the same atom type. Because the total charges of MOFs based on CBAC charges are not always zero, small adjustments in the CBAC charges may be required. It was found that this "fine-tuning" of the charges only caused modest changes to the calculated results. Excellent agreement between QM-derived and CBAC charges was observed on a test set of molecules. Comparison to experimental data was also performed, and good results were obtained. Extension of the database to new atom types (1 V and 2 O) was also tested, and the calculated results agreed well with available experimental data (see [Figure [55](#fig55){ref-type="fig"}](#fig55){ref-type="fig"}).

![Definition of CBAC atom types and their charges. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref773]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0054){#fig54}

![(a) Cluster used for calculating the atomic partial charges for atoms V, O9, and O10. (b) Comparison of simulated and experimental^[@ref774]^ CO~2~ excess adsorption isotherm in MIL-47(V) (V, green; O, red; C, gray, H, white; Li, purple). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref773]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0055){#fig55}

4.5. van der Waals Parameters {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------

The VDW parameters of metal ions in bonded models are usually extracted from the nonbonded model. This is reasonable for most cases because 1-2 and 1-3 nonbonded interactions are not included in the bonded model and the VDW interaction decays rapidly at long-range. With that said, specific adjustments might be needed in a range of situations. For example, in the work of Op't Holt and Merz, the VDW radius of the Cu^+^ ion was enlarged to prevent close contact with H or S atoms in the surrounding Cys residues, which were not directly bound to the ion.^[@ref654]^ In another approach, the VDW parameters can be fit to QM-derived PES. For example, in the work of Šebesta et al.,^[@ref775]^ they parametrized the LJ potentials of TMs based on QM calculated PESs between the TM complexes and small molecules. They found that there is a flat minimum on the surface of their "least-square" fits (see [Figure [56](#fig56){ref-type="fig"}](#fig56){ref-type="fig"}).

![Surface of the least-squares fits (∑Δ^2^) of atomic LJ parameters ε and *r*~0~ (which is σ in [eq [33](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq33){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for Pt(II) complexes interacting with the testing molecules. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref775]). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0056){#fig56}

### 4.5.1. Hybrid Model {#sec4.5.1}

The standard bonded model does not allow for ligand exchange processes by its very construction, while there is no such restriction for the nonbonded model. If there is a desire to have one ligand exchange, a bonded/nonbonded hybrid model can be employed. However, the VDW parameters of the metal ion or ligating atoms may need to be adjusted when using this strategy. This is because the nonbonded model assumes an integral charge, which is equal to its oxidation state, but the bonded model usually uses partial (nonintegral) charges obtained using ESP or RESP fitting protocol. Because the partial charge on a metal ion is usually less than its oxidation state, this may result in an underestimation of the interactions between the central metal ion and its ligating residues represented by the nonbonded model. For instance, Lin and Wang have tested the nonbonded model using RESP charges on the metal site. They found the central zinc ion "escaped" the metal binding site rapidly during MD simulation.^[@ref655]^ In the work of Chakravorty et al. on the *CusF* system (a copper metallochaperone), they fine-tuned the VDW parameters of Cε3 and Cζ3 in Trp44 to reproduce the interaction between Cu^+^ and the Trp44 because the original VDW parameters underestimated the interaction strength.^[@ref657]^

### 4.5.2. Physically Meaningful Lennard−Jones Parameters {#sec4.5.2}

As we discussed for the nonbonded model, it is essential to treat the VDW parameters within a physically meaningful range. For example, in the INTERFACE force field, Heinz et al. initially used VDW diameter parameters obtained from the literature,^[@ref776],[@ref777]^ while their final parametrized values usually only gave small deviations (±5%) from the literature values.^[@ref598]^ The well depth (ε) is the most "adjustable" parameter in the LJ functional form and is related to the atomic polarizability. The INTERFACE force field was designed on the basis of the following considerations: (1) using the ε values of rare gases to determine the range of the ε parameters, as suggested by Halgren; (2) charge state considerations, where anions usually have higher polarizabilities and bigger ε values than the corresponding neutral compounds, while for cations the opposite behavior is observed; (3) volume density of the nonbonded neighbor atoms (including 1-4 interaction), whose increase usually decreases ε; and (4) a bigger ε value may be needed for some polar atoms or ions to make the LJ potential more repulsive at short-range. These nonbonded parameters were fitted to reproduce experimental bulk and interfacial properties. It was also shown that the combining rules only induce small deviations (usually below 10%) in property predictions.^[@ref598]^ This is likely because the VDW parameters are in a physically reasonable range, which gave stable derived parameters based on different combining rules.

4.6. General Force Field Development {#sec4.6}
------------------------------------

If there are *N* atom types in a force field, the bond, angle, and dihedral terms approximately scale as *O*(*N*^2^), *O*(*N*^3^), and *O*(*N*^4^), respectively. With more than 100 elements in the periodic table and with the potential for multiple atom types per element (generally the more atom types in a force field, the more accurate it is), the number of parameters rapidly increases. However, it is difficult to perform parametrization for every possible bond, angle, and dihedral combinations independently. Hence, general force field models usually employ empirical rules and a simplified philosophy to facilitate the derivation of force field parameters. For example, the equilibrium bond lengths are obtained by summing the covalent bond radii of the two connected atoms combined with some corrections (e.g., offset values, electronegativity, or bond order corrections).^[@ref615],[@ref778]^ Bond force constants can be obtained using Badger's rule or via another empirical relationship. The equilibrium angle values can be obtained using valence shell electron pair repulsion (VESPR) theory.^[@ref51]^ The torsion parameters are based on the hybridizations of the two central atoms.^[@ref615]^ The VDW parameters can be obtained using experimental results such as IPs,^[@ref778]^ or the VDW radii of noble gas atoms (through interpolation/extrapolation).^[@ref51]^ Even though the accuracy of these force fields may be limited, these models can provide qualitative insights at minimal computational expense on a broad range of systems. Below we highlight some of the features of several general force fields.

### 4.6.1. Tripos 5.2 Force Field {#sec4.6.1}

For the sake of completeness, we describe the Tripos 5.2 force field reported by Clark et al. in 1989.^[@ref779]^ It is a general force field designed initially for organic molecules (but offers avenues to the modeling of metal systems) and is embedded in the Sybyl program. This force field served as a prototype^[@ref397],[@ref778]^ for the development of generalized force fields and was designed to predict molecular geometries and relative energies. Geometry minimization was performed for a number of organic molecules (as well as crambin and several peptides), and good agreement was obtained with the available crystal structures. It is suitable for both protein and ligand simulations.

### 4.6.2. DREIDING Force Field {#sec4.6.2}

Mayo et al. created the DREIDING force field in 1990.^[@ref615]^ The equilibrium bond distances were calculated as the sum of atomic radii with an offset value. It uses the harmonic cosine equation for the angle bend term because it gives a zero slope when the angle approaches 180°. The equilibrium angle values were taken from the structures of the parent hydrides (e.g., MH~2~) found in the literature.^[@ref780]−[@ref783]^ A single Fourier equation was used for the dihedral interaction, while the 1-4 nonbonded interaction is generally left unscaled. For improper torsion interactions, they averaged over three inversion terms ([eqs [100](#eq100){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq100){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[102](#eq102){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for nonplanar equilibrium geometries and [eq [101](#eq101){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq101){ref-type="disp-formula"} for planar equilibrium geometries (when φ~*I*~^0^ = 0°). Herein, *I* is the central atom and φ~*I*~ is the improper torsion angle. Simple rules were used to assign bond and angle force constants, torsion, and improper torsion terms (e.g., a bond force constant is based on the bond order times a single predefined bond force constant).

Either a 12-6 LJ (default) or exp-6 (X6) was used to describe the VDW interactions (see [eqs [103](#eq103){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq103){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [104](#eq104){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Here, ρ equals *r*~*ij*~/*r*~min,*ij*~ while ε is the well depth. ζ is the scaling factor, which is dimensionless. Using ζ = 12.0, *E*^LJ^ and *E*^X6^ have the same long-range attraction, while at ζ = 13.772 the two representations have the same behavior where the sum of VDW radii of the two particles meet. DREIDING uses an arithmetic combining rule for the VDW radii and a geometric combining rule for the well depth when using the 12-6 LJ potential. For the X6 potential, a geometric combining rule for the *A* and *B* parameters and an arithmetic combining rule for *C* parameters are used. Charges are ignored or determined by the Gasteiger scheme. A hydrogen-bonding potential was employed and followed a CHARMM-like style. All reported calculations were performed in a vacuum with a dielectric constant of 1. It was shown that the DERIDING force field could reproduce crystal structures, relative energies, and rotational barriers for organic molecules. Metal ion parameters were initially reported (Na^+^, Ca^2+^, Fe^2+^, and Zn^2+^ ions) for the DREIDING force field, but they were not rigorously tested in the original paper.

### 4.6.3. Universal Force Field {#sec4.6.3}

Rappé et al. reported the development of the UFF in 1992.^[@ref778]^ It contains 126 atom types across the periodic table. The parameters were determined on the basis of general rules and are adjusted according to the element, hybridization, and connectivity of the atom types. The bond length is obtained as the sum of the atomic radii plus terms including bond order and electronegativity corrections. For the corrections, a Pauling-type bond order correction and an electronegativity correction from O'Keeffe and Brese were employed. Force constants were developed on the basis of Badger's rules. Cosine Fourier expansions were used for the angle bending terms, which better represent large amplitude angle motions than the harmonic potential. The angle force constants were obtained on the basis of the angular generalization of Badger's rules. Cosine Fourier expansions were employed to describe the torsion terms, while mixing rules were employed to determine the torsion barriers. Torsion interactions without a main-group element in the central bond were set to zero. The improper torsion terms were represented by cosine Fourier expansions containing one or two terms. The 12-6 LJ potential with geometric combining rules were used for both the VDW radii and the well depth. These parameters were derived by initially fitting experimental data to the exp-6 expression, and subsequently the 12-6 LJ values were derived using the mathematical relationship between the 12-6 LJ and exp-6 equations. Point charges were derived on the basis of the EEM (so-called FQ model, see [section [6.1](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.1){ref-type="other"}). A number of tests were performed with several TM complexes. In general, it was shown the UFF reproduced bond distances within ±0.1 Å and angles within ±5° to ±10°.

In a separate effort, Rappé et al. applied the UFF specifically for metal complexes.^[@ref784]^ The results support the use of the bond order correction employed in the force field. Using multiple metal-C and metal-P bond orders yielded improvement for TM-phosphine and TM-carbonyl systems where back bonding plays an important role. It was found that half-integer bond orders better account for the trans influence in metal phosphines. However, the force field showed weakness reproducing high-valent TM-π bonding systems and in systems that have strong ionic bonds (rather than covalent). Nonetheless, the authors noted that multiple bond order models are likely to better simulate the high-valent metal-π bonding effect.

### 4.6.4. General MM2 and MM3 Force Fields {#sec4.6.4}

Allinger et al. described a general approach to generate MM2 and MM3 force field parameters in 1994.^[@ref51]^ It supported atoms from H to Hs (no. 108 in the periodic table). It uses quadratic and cubic terms to describe the bond interactions in the MM2 force field while adding quartic terms in the MM3 force field. An electronegativity correction was added to the covalent atom radii sum to represent the equilibrium bond length. For the angle terms, equilibrium angle values were obtained on the basis of the observed configurations (e.g., tetrahedral, trigonal planar, pyramidal, etc.). Second- and sixth-order terms were to model the angle interaction in MM2, while second- to sixth-order terms were employed in the MM3 force field. Torsion parameters were assigned on the basis of the hybridizations of the central two atoms. The improper torsion parameters were determined on the basis of the central atom. Bond moments, which can be obtained from earlier published work or obtained as the difference between the electronegativity of the two connected atoms, were used to represent the electrostatic interactions. The Exp-6 expression was used to represent the VDW interactions. However, almost all of the supported atom types are neutral in these force fields, and even though charged species are supported in the program, results computed for these species may need to be carefully validated.

4.7. Drawbacks of the Bonded Model {#sec4.7}
----------------------------------

The bonded model is widely used in classical force fields. It has a simple and physically satisfying format, which leads to models that can readily simulate macromolecule systems with considerable accuracy. Despite its remarkable success, it still has several drawbacks when it comes to modeling TM containing complexes. The widely known drawback is the use of harmonic potentials for the bond and angle terms, which makes it impossible to readily simulate ligand switching or CN changes. As discussed above (see [section [4.5](#sec4.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.5){ref-type="other"}), a hybrid model can be utilized to overcome these issues for specific ligands. A nonbonded model (see [section [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"}), cationic dummy atom model (see [section [5.1](#sec5.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec5.1){ref-type="other"}), can also be used at this point but with modest accuracy. Furthermore, reactive potentials (see [section [6.5](#sec6.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec6.5){ref-type="other"}), which represent a more advanced modeling strategy, can be employed to overcome these issues.

Hu and Ryde pointed out that distorted structure occurs when modeling a structure with two or more water molecules bound to the same metal ion when using the bonded model.^[@ref677]^ This is because 1-3 nonbonded interactions are usually not considered while the 1-4 nonbonded interactions are included in most bonded models. Because a water molecule usually has a zero VDW parameter on its hydrogen atoms, a serious problem occurs when it has two water molecules bound to the same metal ion: there will be a strong 1-4 electrostatic attraction but no 1-4 VDW repulsion between the hydrogen atoms in one water molecule and the oxygen atom in the adjacent water molecule. If the two water molecules are not on the opposite sides of the central metal ion, the attraction becomes strong enough to distort the angle. At this time, a nonbonded model with QM-derived constraints (which assigns only nonbonded interactions between the coordinated water molecules), a Urey--Bradley model (which includes the 1-3 nonbonded interaction with an added harmonic term based on the distance of the 1-3 atoms), or a reactive force field model (which includes the nonbonded interactions between each atom pair) are possible alternatives to address this problem.

The accuracy of the bonded model is also limited (see [section [4.2.5](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}), as demonstrated by Rydberg et al.^[@ref681]^ Overall, the simplicity of the model's functional form for TMs limits its ability to reproduce some QM-derived results precisely. For instance, the bonded model uses a fixed partial charge model, which does not include POL and CT effects explicitly, but these effects are clearly important in TM-containing systems. See [section [6](#sec6){ref-type="other"}](#sec6){ref-type="other"} for a discussion on popular polarizable models currently in use.

5. Classical Modeling of Metal Ions: The Cationic Dummy Atom and the Combined Model {#sec5}
===================================================================================

5.1. Cationic Dummy Atom Model {#sec5.1}
------------------------------

The CDAM was originally described for the Mn^2+^ ion^[@ref785]^ and then extended to other metal ions. Now parameters are available for the Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ ions, as well some 3d TM ions including Mn^2+^, Fe^2+^, Co^2+^, Ni^2+^, Cu^2+^, and Zn^2+^. We are unaware of CDAM parameters for monovalent ions, which may be due to the observation that the nonbonded model is accurate enough for most situations. Moreover, to date, CDAM parameters have not been developed for highly charged ions, which is certainly an interesting future research direction for this model.

In the CDAM representation shown in [Figure [57](#fig57){ref-type="fig"}](#fig57){ref-type="fig"}, there are six dummy sites connected to the central metal ion. The number of dummy sites can vary according to the CN of the metal ion being studied. The equilibrium bond distances between the metal ion and the dummy sites are usually set at 0.9 Å (with the exception of the Cu^2+^ ion, see below). The dummy sites have fractional masses, while the total mass of the central nucleus and its associated dummy sites is equal to the mass of the ion, with the total charge of metal ion and its allied dummy sites summing to the formal charge of the ion. To reproduce experimental HFEs, the charge of the central nuclei can hold a negative charge enhancing the positive charges on the dummy sites. The charges of the dummy sites are set equal to each other except for the Cu^2+^ ion (to reproduce the Jahn--Teller effect). VDW parameters were not assigned to the dummy sites initially, while in recent work a small repulsive term has been introduced. It has been shown that CDAM simultaneously reproduces experimental HFE and IOD values, thereby offering an improvement over nonbonded models.^[@ref787]^ However, even though CDAM has more atom sites, this does not guarantee that better results will always be obtained over the standard (12-6 LJ) nonbonded model for ions.^[@ref788]^ The nonbonded model assigns an integral charge to the metal ion, while the CDAM approach assigns fractional charges to the dummy sites, which may decrease the interaction strength between the ion and specific residues.^[@ref788]^ Moreover, the negative charge on the nucleus clouds the physical meaning of the model, which in turn hampers its predictive ability. Meanwhile, because an assumed CN is assigned to the ion, the CDAM may not be able to simulate processes involving CN changes. Nonetheless, whether to use the traditional nonbonded or CDAM comes down to the quality of the parameter sets used in the evaluation process.

![Geometry of the cationic dummy atom model with octehdral shape and a charge of *n*+, in which the central metal ion with a charge of *n* -- 6δ bonds covalently to six dummy sites each with a charge of +δ. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref786]). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0057){#fig57}

Åqvist and Warshel investigated metal ion substitution effects on the activation energy of catalysis by staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) using the EVB approach.^[@ref785]^ In their work, they parametrized the Mg^2+^, Sr^2+^, and Ba^2+^ ions using the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model to reproduce the experimental relative HFEs to the Ca^2+^ ion and the first peak of the metal ion-oxygen RDFs. Their results showed that all three of the ions increase the activation energies over Ca^2+^, implicating Ca^2+^ as the optimal catalytic ion for SNase. The predicted trends agreed well with the available experimental results. As an outcome of this effort, they found that it was hard to reproduce the relative HFE and RDF for the Mn^2+^ ion simultaneously. To address this issue, they introduced CDAM to model the Mn^2+^ ion. The model consists of a central site with charge (−0.1e) and VDW parameters, connected to six octahedrally coordinated dummy sites each with a charge of +0.35e, yielding a total charge of +2e. It was shown that the model reproduced the relative HFE to Ca^2+^ as well as a RDF consistent with its ionic radius. They proposed that the crystal field stabilization energies of the TM ions yield more negative HFE values than seen for "spherical" ions that have similar radii. They also discussed that based on ligand field theory, the electron density of the central ion would partly shift to the d orbitals along the bisectors of the ligands, which decreases the shielding effect and causes stronger interactions with ligands than seen in "spherical" ions. They also note that simulating divalent ions is more difficult than for monovalent ions largely due to their higher HFEs. The calculated activation energy for the reaction with Mn^2+^ is ∼6 kcal/mol higher than that of Ca^2+^, which agreed well with the experimental kinetic results that indicate that the reaction using Mn^2+^ is at least 36 000 times less efficient than the one using Ca^2+^. It is impressive that good agreement could be obtained with experimental data based on these simple models. Moreover, they had an insightful discussion about the catalytic mechanism of enzymes similar to SNase in the work.

The upper part of [Figure [58](#fig58){ref-type="fig"}](#fig58){ref-type="fig"} shows the free energy changes of the proton-transfer reaction (see [eq [105](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for different combinations of B (base) and M (catalytic metal ion). The lower part of [Figure [58](#fig58){ref-type="fig"}](#fig58){ref-type="fig"} shows enzyme examples, indicating the effect that the presence of metal ion has on the reaction free energy. For example, the presence of a zinc ion decreases the free energy of reaction from 21 to 13 kcal/mol for the transfer of a proton to a water molecule (like the situation in carbonic anhydrase).

![(a) Diagram showing the effects of metal ion and general-base catalysts on the reaction of [eq [105](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The abscissa denotes increasing general-base strength, represented by a water molecule, a carboxylate ion, and an imidazole ring. The ordinate represents increasing metal ion electrophilicity, where a water molecule denotes the case where no metal is present. The energy values, Δ*G*~*ij*~, correspond to the proton-transfer reaction (M^2+^~*i*~)H~2~O + B~*j*~ ⇌ (M^2+^~*i*~)OH^--^ + BH^+^~*j*~, where each entry is obtained from Δ*G*~*ij*~ = −2.3*RT*(p*K*~*j*~ -- p*K*~*i*~). For example, in the case of a metalloenzyme using Ca^2+^ and glutamate, respectively, as M and B, *i* denotes Ca^2+^(H~2~O) and *j* denotes (Glu)-COOH (the p*K*~a~'s for metal bound water are taken from ref ([@ref789])). (b) The figure shows a number of different enzymes that catalyze reactions involving a proton-transfer step like [eq [105](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq105){ref-type="disp-formula"}, plotted according to their use of metal ion and general-base catalysis (SNase, DNase I, and RNase denote staphylococcal nuclease, deoxyribonuclease I, and ribonucleases \[e.g., A and T~1~\], respectively). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref785]). Copyright 1990 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0058){#fig58}

CDAM parameters have been developed for the Zn^2+^ ion, and the resultant parameters were applied to a study of human carbonic anhydrase I (HCAI) using the EVB approach.^[@ref790]^ Six dummy atom sites were used in the model with each having a +0.5e charge. The derived parameters reproduced both experimental HFE and IOD values. The simulated results agreed well with experimental data and indicated the importance of electrostatic interactions related to the catalytic Zn^2+^ ion.

Oelschlaeger et al. parametrized the CDAM for Mg^2+^ and applied the parameters to a study of Human DNA polymerase β.^[@ref791]^ The target values they used were the HFE together with QM calculated energies and structures. They assigned a mass of 3.0 amu to each dummy site, which did not have VDW interactions. The central nucleus was assigned a charge of −1.0e, while each dummy site was assigned a charge of +0.5e. It was shown that the CDAM better represented the structures and energies of the Michaelis and transition state complexes than the traditional nonbonded model.

Saxena and Sept parametrized CDAM for Ca^2+^ and Mg^2+^ ions.^[@ref792]^ Because the most common geometry for Ca^2+^ sites in biological systems is the pentagonal bipyramid, they placed 7 dummy sites around the central nuclei (see [Figure [59](#fig59){ref-type="fig"}](#fig59){ref-type="fig"}), while an octahedral geometry was used for the Mg^2+^ ion. The central nucleus was treated as neutral and the dummy sites had uniform charges. The parametrization effort targeted the reproduction of experimental HFEs, but was also found to be able to reproduce experimental RDFs. By calculating relative binding energies of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ to different systems, it was shown that the CDAM model outperformed all tested nonbonded models. In a related effort, Saxena and García refined the original CDAM parameters for Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^.^[@ref793]^ This was done because the initial parameter set could not simulate solutions with high salt concentrations (see [sections [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"} and [6](#sec6){ref-type="other"} for further discussion on this point). They fine-tuned the *C*~12~ parameter between the dummy atom sites and the Cl^--^ ion without influencing the interaction between the nuclei or dummy sites with water molecules. The *C*~12~ parameter was refitted to reproduce experimental osmotic pressures of MgCl~2~ solutions at different concentrations. It was shown that the new parameter set eliminated artifacts associated with ion aggregation seen with the original parameter set. The new parameter set also reproduced the experimental osmotic pressure values of CaCl~2~ solutions, demonstrating their excellent transferability.

![Illustration of the multisite ion model for calcium in the study of Saxena and Sept.^[@ref792]^ Instead of a simple sphere, the charge centers are now distributed to multiple sites depending on the coordination geometry of the ion. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref792]). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0059){#fig59}

Duarte et al. developed CDAM parameters for Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Mn^2+^, Fe^2+^, Co^2+^, Ni^2+^, and Zn^2+^ ions.^[@ref787]^ All of these models used an octahedral geometry with every nuclei assigned with a −1.0e charge and every dummy site assigned a +0.5e charge. The experimental HFE and IOD values were the parametrization targets. It was shown that the resultant parameter sets reproduced both values simultaneously. Tests on metal-containing enzyme systems also demonstrated the stability of the parameter set.

Liao et al. developed a CDAM model for the Cu^2+^ ion, which incorporated the Jahn--Teller effect.^[@ref794]^ They found that by assigning larger charges to the equatorial dummy sites, they were better able to simulate the Jahn--Teller effect. Intriguingly, along with the uneven charge assignment, they found the "compressed" octahedral structure performed better than a symmetrical or elongated octahedral environment. They arrived at final charges for the axial and equatorial dummy sites of +0.05e and +0.725e (with the metal core assigned a charge of −1) and axial and equatorial bond lengths of 0.8 and 1.0 Å, respectively. The higher charges on the equatorial sites were also helpful in reproducing the square-planar structure of four-coordinated Cu^2+^. The final parameter set was able to reproduce the experimental HFE and IODs (both of two different Cu--O distances due to the Jahn--Teller effect) simultaneously and performed well on two different copper-containing enzyme systems.

Lu et al. performed simulations on glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β),^[@ref788]^ which has two Mg^2+^ ions in two different sites that serve as cofactors to catalyze the process of γ-phosphate transfer from ATP to the Ser and Thr residues in the substrate. They studied the parent system and one system in which the Mg^2+^ ion in site 1 is substituted by a Ca^2+^ ion. They found that the Mg^2+^ ion nonbonded model outperformed the CDAM one based on two 20 ns simulations on the parent system. The CDAM model distorted coordination modes for the two Mg^2+^ ions, and disrupted an important hydrogen bond in the active site, while the nonbonded model better reproduce the XRD determined active site structure, even though the CDAM model offered closer metal--oxygen coordination distances when compared to the X-ray structure.

Pang et al. performed a series of studies applying the CDAM approach to zinc-containing metalloproteins.^[@ref795]−[@ref801]^ Herein, we show an example of the extensive work carried out by them. Peng developed a tetrahedrally coordinated CDAM for the Zn^2+^ ion in 1999.^[@ref795]^ The nucleus was treated as neutral, while the +2e total charge was assigned to four dummy sites (each has a 0.1 amu mass) equally, to mimic the 4s4p^3^ empty orbitals. There is no VDW interaction assigned to the dummy sites. This CDAM model was developed to decrease the underestimation of ion--water interactions in the nonbonded model. Their resultant CDAM model predicted shorter Zn--S distances than experimental data, but it significantly improved the prediction of the HFE value (as −448 kcal/mol, ∼8% smaller than experiment). It was also shown the CDAM model better reproduced the interaction energy of the Zn^2+^--water dimer than the nonbonded model. Tests carried out on carboxypeptidase, carbonic anhydrase II, and rubredoxin demonstrated the stability of their CDAM model. Besides these systems, they have also applied the CDAM model to study farnesyltransferase,^[@ref796]^ phosphotriesterase,^[@ref797]^ and endopeptidase.^[@ref798]−[@ref801]^

Recently, Jiang et al. refined the Mg^2+^ parameters of the CDAM model for TIP3P water through a simple parameter screening strategy.^[@ref802]^ A revised experimental HFE value was used, and an energy correction protocol was employed to improve the parameters' transferability among different simulation strategies. The new parameters reproduced both thermodynamic and structural properties, and it offered improvement over previously developed nonbonded models from Åqvist and Allner, as well as the CDAMs from Oelschlaeger and Duarte, in terms of reproducing the ATP/GTP-Mg^2+^-protein environment in three metalloenzymes (where the metal center has one or two ions). However, the new model failed to reproduce the Mg^2+^--Mg^2+^ distance and was biased toward monodentate binding to carboxylate groups. Use of a bonded model was suggested to diminish these artifacts. Following this work, Jiang et al. systematically parametrized 11 6-coordinated divalent metal ions for the TIP3P, SPC/E, and TIP4P~EW~ water models.^[@ref786]^ The experimental HFEs for the ions were obtained by assigning the HFE of the proton as −265.9 kcal/mol. A negative charge of −1.0e or −2.2e was assigned to the atomic cores of these divalent metal ions, while 0.9--1.3 Å bond lengths were used for the bonds between atomic core and the dummy atomic sites. An energy correction protocol was also employed in this work, and the final parameter sets reproduced experimental HFE, IOD, and CN values simultaneously.

5.2. Combined Model {#sec5.2}
-------------------

As shown in [Figure [60](#fig60){ref-type="fig"}](#fig60){ref-type="fig"}, the combined model considers the ion and its first solvation shell as a unified unit in the molecular modeling process.^[@ref803]^ Because of this, simulating water exchange in the first solvation shell is not possible. This representation is reasonable for highly charged ions under relatively short simulation time scales because of the long MRT of first solvation shell waters. Typically the parametrization is based on appropriate quantum calculations. To date, there are combined models for main group ions such as Be^2+^,^[@ref804]^ Mg^2+^,^[@ref804]^ and Al^3+^,^[@ref804],[@ref805]^ TM ions including Cr^3+^,^[@ref803],[@ref806]−[@ref809]^ Zn^2+^,^[@ref810]−[@ref812]^ Cu^2+^,^[@ref44]^ Pd^2+^,^[@ref813],[@ref814]^ and Pt^2+^,^[@ref814]^ and even the Th^4+^ ion.^[@ref815]^ The combined model, by its very design, incorporates many-body effects (e.g., CT and POL effects) in the first solvation shell directly and addresses the (potential) electronic state crossing problem. In the early development of the combined model, the hydrating ions were treated as rigid,^[@ref807],[@ref810]^ while in subsequent work intramolecular potentials for the hydrated ion were also added to construct flexible models.^[@ref805],[@ref809]^ However, because it is usually parametrized using QM calculated results, the accuracy of the resultant potential will be directly influenced by the accuracy of the QM computations. Marcos, Martinez, and co-workers have done a series of related work on the combined model, and, herein, we explore several examples.

![Structure of the minimum corresponding to 12 water molecules interacting with the Cr^3+^ hydrate using the HIW~P~ and the MCHO potentials in the study of Martínez et al.^[@ref803]^ Drawn bonds between the cation and oxygens of the first-shell water molecules represent the feature of the HIW~P~ to consider the hydrate as a single unit. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref803]). Copyright 2000 American Institute of Physics Publishing LLC.](cr-2016-00440p_0060){#fig60}

The first combined model of an ion was proposed by Pappalardo and Marcos.^[@ref810]^ They fitted a potential for the Zn^2+^ hydrate ion based on QM calculations. They obtained a hydration energy for Zn^2+^ of −517.6 kcal/mol based on the combined model, which is much closer to the experimental value of −491 kcal/mol, than the values based on a two-body conventional potential (−844.6 kcal/mol) and on a potential that included three-body corrections (−848 kcal/mol). They found that water molecules in the second shell have less directionality when employing the combined model than when using a nonbonded model. They proposed that the use of a flexible water model could reduce the extent of this exaggeration in the second shell of water molecules. Later, they performed a series of simulations that demonstrated that the difference between the hydration energy predicted by their model and that from the Clementi potential is mainly due to differences in the ion--water interaction.^[@ref816]^ The latter model overestimated the ion--water interactions, yielding a too negative hydration energy. Results also showed that geometric relaxation caused only limited (∼2.5%) changes in the hydration energy. As another benefit, they proposed that the combined model better incorporates long-range interactions.

Martínez et al. described a fully flexible combined model for the Cr^3+^ ion^[@ref809]^ in which an intramolecular interaction potential was used to represent the interaction between the Cr^3+^ ion and its first solvation shell waters. The potential was fit on the basis of a QM-derived PES between Cr(H~2~O)~5~^3+^ and H~2~O. CHELPG charges were assigned to all of the atoms, and LJ parameters from the TIP4P water were used to describe the VDW interaction between the first solvation shell water molecules. A 4-6-12 potential (between Cr^3+^ and the oxygen atoms in the first solvation shell) was used to describe the interaction (except electrostatic) between Cr^3+^ and its first solvation shell water molecules. It was found that the *C*~4~ term was negative, while both the *C*~6~ and the *C*~12~ were positive. The TIP4P water model was used for the remaining water molecules. The potential between the hydrated ion and other water molecules was taken from related work.^[@ref807]^ It is noted that this fully flexible model can be treated as a nonbonded model (but the parameters of the first solvation shell water molecules and bulk water molecules are different) because there are no bonded terms for the intramolecular interactions between the Cr^3+^ ion and its first solvation shell water molecules. Because of the high charge on the Cr^3+^ ion (+2.457e, based on the CHELPG algorithm), it is unlikely that exchange of the first solvation shell water molecules happens during the routine MD time scale nowadays. It was shown that a 4-6-7 potential offered improved performance over the 4-6-12 potential in the reproduction of intermolecular vibrational frequencies. Their results showed that the flexible model gave dynamics properties similar to those of the earlier rigid model. The results also support a proposed definition of the hydrated ion that suggests that such an ion could be considered as "hydrated" if its rotational motion obeys the Debye rotational model.

6. Classical Modeling of Metal Ions: The Polarizable Model {#sec6}
==========================================================

The importance of the polarization effect has been discussed in detail for some years.^[@ref158],[@ref159],[@ref162]^ For example, according to symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) theory, the polarization energy can range from very small to values around 10--20% for the total interaction energy.^[@ref817]^ It has been shown that the polarization effect becomes more pronounced in highly charged systems, where the electronic cloud is more polarized.^[@ref391]^ Furthermore, the polarization effect is also important in hydrogen-bond formation, cation−π interactions, and receptor--ligand recognition. The polarization effect can be qualitatively represented using overpolarized charge parameters within an unpolarized two-body model, but it is still hard to simulate the charge delocalization effect accurately by using the classical additive potentials. This is because that the polarization effect becomes nonadditive when there are more than two molecules in the system.^[@ref159]^

In unpolarized models, the charge distribution is fixed, and two identical amino acids, but in different environments, are assigned the same charge parameters. This is not particularly physically meaningful because surrounding particles influence their charge distributions. This kind of difference can be considerable, for example, between an amino acid in a buried site versus that on the protein surface. Unlike unpolarized models, polarizable models allow the electronic distribution to change, which allows inclusion of the charge delocalization effect in response to the environmental changes. This facilitates the polarizable model's ability to reproduce both gas- and liquid-phase properties simultaneously. For example, it is hard to model gas-phase properties of water using typical unpolarized water models because of the overestimation of the polarization effect. The water dimer energy predicted by the TIP3P water model is −6.5 kcal/mol, while many polarizable water models yield values close to −5.0 kcal/mol, an accepted value predicted by QM modeling.^[@ref167]^

There are three basic types of polarizable models in common usage: the FQ model, the DO model, and the induced dipole model (IDM). Meanwhile, there are also three ways to propagate simulations using polarizable force fields: self-consistent field (SCF), matrix inversion, and extended Lagrangian methods. To help conserve energy, smaller time-steps may be needed during simulations using polarizable models relative to unpolarized ones. Early on, the SCF method was used to propagate MD simulations using polarizable models.^[@ref818]−[@ref820]^ It performs an energy minimization inside each time-step until converge is reached; however, multiple steps are needed to converge inside each time-step increasing the cost. Besides the SCF method, the matrix inversion method can be used.^[@ref821]−[@ref823]^ However, inversion of a large matrix representing a macromolecule is time-consuming. Recently, the extended Lagrangian method^[@ref824]−[@ref827]^ has become the preferred method for MD simulation with polarizable force fields due to its reduced computational cost and good accuracy. It traces its origins to the CPMD approach and includes a polarizable degree of freedom into the dynamics.^[@ref367]^ For example, similar to CPMD simulations, a fictitious charge mass (energy·time^2^/charge^2^) can be employed in the FQ model.^[@ref828]^ However, in the Lagrangian method, extra works usually need to be performed to assign proper weights to the pseudo particles (e.g., Drude particles), use, and fine-tune two separate thermostats for atoms and pseudo particles. To date, polarizable models have been developed for metal ions with s, p, d, and f orbitals.

6.1. Fluctuating Charge Model {#sec6.1}
-----------------------------

### 6.1.1. Model Introduction {#sec6.1.1}

The FQ model is one of the simplest polarizable models extant. Even though it utilizes a point monopole representation, it still allows charge fluctuation on the basis of changes in the chemical environment. It uses a Taylor expansion of the atomic chemical potential up to second-order terms in atomic charges. Many FQ models have been developed, including the EEM,^[@ref829]−[@ref832]^ OPLS-AA-FQ,^[@ref833]^ CHARMM-FQ,^[@ref828],[@ref834]^ the ABEEM/MM model,^[@ref835]−[@ref852]^ etc. These models are generally based on the CPE scheme. Dipole moments are usually overestimated in the FQ model,^[@ref828]^ and artifacts are observed if CT is allowed between far distant atoms. Hence, to make this approach work effectively for macromolecules, extra constraints are applied to alleviate these problems.^[@ref166],[@ref167]^ Along with these issues, the FQ model has difficulties in simulating out-of-plane polarizabilities.^[@ref166]^ The FQ method is much faster (by several orders of magnitude) than ab initio or DFT methods, while still generating reliable partial charges for a range of chemical compounds. This opens a range of applications involving screening or filtering compounds.^[@ref772]^

### 6.1.2. Historical Development {#sec6.1.2}

Jensen has discussed the origin and development of the electronegativity concept from its early stage.^[@ref853],[@ref854]^ In 1932, Hund proposed that if two atoms have equal (*E*~IP~ + *E*~EA~)/2 values, they could be treated as having an approximately equal contribution to the bond formation between them.^[@ref855]^ Pauling proposed the electronegativity concept in 1932,^[@ref856]^ which was used to represent the relative attraction of valence electrons for each atom in a covalent bond. He calculated atomic electronegativity values on the basis of experimental bond energies. The square of the electronegativity difference between two elements A and B was determined using (χ~A~ − χ~B~)^2^ = Δ*E*~AB~^bond^ = *E*~AB~^bond^ − (*E*~AA~^bond^ + *E*~BB~^bond^)/2.

Later, Mulliken defined the "absolute" electronegativity scale on the basis of an average of the *IP* and *EA*, and obtained values in agreement with Pauling's data.^[@ref857]^ He proposed that when A and B have equal electronegativities, the difference between the two states A^+^B^--^ and A^--^B^+^ can be neglected, yielding *IP*~A~ -- *EA*~B~ = *IP*~B~ -- *EA*~A~, so *IP*~A~ + *EA*~A~ = *IP*~B~ + *EA*~B~. So *IP*~A~ + *EA*~A~ or (*IP*~A~ + *EA*~A~)/2 can be used to define the absolute electronegativity.

Sanderson proposed the seminal concept of electronegativity equilibration in the early 1950s.^[@ref858]^ He proposed that when two atoms approach one another to form a bond, the one with the larger electronegativity attracts more electrons. This increases its atomic radius and decreases its attraction to valence electrons. The opposite occurs for the atom with the smaller electronegativity. This process will adjust the radii of the two atoms to equalize their electronegativity, and the final bond length equals the sum of the adjusted radii. He then proposed the stability ratio function as a measure of the electronegativity. The effective radii of atoms can then be obtained using [eq [106](#eq106){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq106){ref-type="disp-formula"}:

As shown in [eq [107](#eq107){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq107){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *ED* is the average electronic density (in units of electron/Å^3^), while *r* represents the nonpolar covalent or ionic radius. In [eq [106](#eq106){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq106){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *ED*~*i*~ is the average electronic density of the corresponding noble gas atom (representing the maximum inertness of an atom), and *SR*~*m*~ is the stability ratio *ED*/*ED*~*i*~ in the molecule, which represents the chemical reactivity or electronegativity of a particle that has the same electron count as the corresponding noble gas atom.^[@ref858]^ The bond length is the sum of the effective atomic radii of two connecting atoms. The calculated bond lengths based on this model agreed well with experimental results: the mean deviation was 0.05 Å for 95% of the bonds explored. In a later publication, calculations on alkaline halogen compounds were performed.^[@ref859]^ Even though these are highly polarized systems and their bond length is usually less than their sum of covalent radii, Sanderson showed that the calculated results agreed well with experimental data. Slight improvement in the modeling was obtained by using ionic instead of covalent radii.

In 1978, Parr and co-workers proposed that electronegativity equals the negative of the chemical potential for the ground state, based on the viewpoint of DFT.^[@ref860]^ They showed that the energy determines the chemical bond formation, while the electronegativity difference determines whether CT occurs upon bond formation. This proved the assumption of Sanderson. Subsequently, Parr and Pearson proposed the concept of chemical hardness and defined its formulation.^[@ref861]^ It is defined as the second derivative of the energy with respect to the number of electrons in the system, thereby representing the resistance of the chemical potential to changes in the number of electrons. This quantity can be directly calculated on the basis of the finite difference formula . It represents one-half of the energy needed for the following process to occur: A + A → A^+^ + A^--^. They also laid the theoretical framework of the hard soft acid base (HSAB) principle based on the concepts of electronegativity and chemical hardness. Reasonable results were obtained from their calculations on chemical hardnesses for a number of atoms, ions, and compounds.

Hinze et al. proposed the concept of orbital and bond electronegativities in the early 1960s.^[@ref862]−[@ref865]^ Years later, Gasteiger and Marsili developed the partial equalization of orbital electronegativity (PEOE) charge (so-called Gasteiger charges).^[@ref866],[@ref867]^ This was followed by the work of Mortier et al., who developed the electronegativity equalization method (EEM) for the determination of atomic charges.^[@ref829]^ Rappé and Goddard described the charge equilibration (QEq) approach^[@ref868]^ and applied it to the UFF.^[@ref778],[@ref784],[@ref869],[@ref870]^

### 6.1.3. Formulation of the Fluctuating Charge Method {#sec6.1.3}

It is noted that different FQ methods may have subtle differences in formulation and implementation. Herein, we treated the QEq method as an example. Formally, the QEq method proceeds as follows:whereHerein, the χ^0^ and η^0^ are the electronegativity and chemical hardness (which is related to the Hubbard *U* parameter) parameters, respectively. Here, we assume *J*~*ij*~ = *J*~*ii*~^0^. The constraints used in solving the equations are (1) the electronegativity values of all atoms in the system are the same ([eq [119](#eq119){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq119){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and (2) the total charge is conserved ([eq [120](#eq120){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq120){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

In total, there are *N* equations and *N* variables. The charge distribution is approximated via the solution of these linear equations.

The typical FQ model does not describe the bond formation/dissociation process well, while the split charge equilibration (SQE)^[@ref871],[@ref872]^ and the atom-condensed Kohn--Shan DFT approximated to second-order (ACKS2)^[@ref873]^ methods offer improvements.

In the FQ model, the electrostatic and electronegativity terms facilitate charge separation, while the chemical hardness term is a damping term in opposition. The electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters can be determined using QM calculations, extracted from experimental data, or treated as empirical parameters. Patel and Brooks proposed the following relationship between the polarizability tensor and chemical hardness matrix elements, thereby bridging between the FQ model and the IDM:^[@ref828]^Here, the Δ*r̅* is the atomic coordinates relative to the geometric center, based on which one can derive parameters for the chemical hardness or values for the polarizability.

### 6.1.4. Studies of Berne and Co-workers {#sec6.1.4}

Rick et al. developed FQ versions of the SPC and TIP4P water models (the SPC-FQ and TIP4P-FQ models).^[@ref874]^ The FQ models outperformed their unpolarized counterparts. By employing the extended Lagrangian method, the new models only had a modest increase in computational cost (∼10%) over the unpolarized models.

Stuart and Berne explored the Cl^--^ ion in aqueous solutions using a mixed polarizable model (with TIP4P-FQ model for water and a DO model for the Cl^--^ ion), and compared it to an unpolarized model.^[@ref875]^ They observed that the Cl^--^ ion prefers to localize near the air--liquid interface in water clusters of varying size (up to 255 water molecules) when using the polarizable force field. However, this phenomenon was not observed in simulations using an unpolarized model. They proposed that this might be because the fluctuating dipole of the water molecules allowed them to remain mobile while the polarizability of the Cl^--^ played a lesser role. They then went on to investigate surface curvature effects in aqueous systems with Cl^--^ using the same polarizable model.^[@ref876]^ The results showed that the solvation depth profile is dependent on the interface curvature, which agrees with the "structure-breaking" behavior of the Cl^--^ ion.

### 6.1.5. ABEEM Model {#sec6.1.5}

Yang and co-workers have developed the ABEEM model and validated it on several large molecules.^[@ref835]^ It places charges on both atoms and bonds, with the positions of charges on the bonds based on the covalent radii ratio of the two connected atoms. They have performed the model parametrization based on QM calculations on over 100 molecules.^[@ref835]^ Tests were carried out on several large organic molecules, and the obtained results agreed well with QM-derived results. They followed this up with the ABEEM-7P water model.^[@ref840]^ It uses a flexible representation for the water molecule, places VDW interactions, not only on the oxygen atom, but also on the hydrogen atoms, and has an independent parameter that describes the hydrogen-bond interaction. The ABEEM-7P water model was shown to reproduce the properties of water clusters (including 2--6 water molecules).^[@ref840]^ A subsequent study was performed to examine the energetic, structural, and dynamic properties of the ABEEM-7P water model in the liquid phase under different temperatures.^[@ref839]^ Overall, it was shown that the calculated properties agreed well with experimental observations.

Li and Yang studied Li^+^(H~2~O)*~n~* (with *n* = 1--6 and 8) clusters using the ABEEM/MM model.^[@ref841]^ The ABEEM-7P water model was used in the modeling. Parameters related to Li^+^ were fitted to QM and experimental data on Li^+^(H~2~O)~*n*~ clusters. Charge constraints were placed on the Li^+^ and its first solvation shell water molecules, while a neutrality constraint was used for each water molecule beyond the first hydration shell. The model predicted geometries, binding energies, and vibrational frequencies that agreed well with experimental and QM-derived data. They also performed MD simulations on the Li^+^-aqueous system based on the ABEEM/MM model.^[@ref842]^ They calculated RDFs, DCs, and residence times of solvated water molecules in the first solvation shell at different temperatures (in the range of 248--368 K). Their reported results agreed well with available experimental data, and it was also shown that the ABEEM/MM model outperformed available unpolarized models.

Yang and Li have studied solvated monovalent ion systems (both as ionic clusters and as ion-aqueous systems) using the ABEEM/MM force field.^[@ref843]^ The investigated systems contain Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, F^--^, Cl^--^, and Br^--^, and they studied ionic clusters containing 1--6 water molecules. It was shown that the parameters derived for small clusters were transferrable to the liquid phase. The ABEEM/MM force field was able to reproduce both ionic clusters and liquid properties simultaneously. In subsequent research on ionic clusters and solutions of divalent ions (Be^2+^, Mg^2+^, and Ca^2+^),^[@ref844]^ they fit the electronegativity, chemical hardness, and VDW parameters using QM calculations on ion--water clusters. MD and FEP approaches were employed to simulate different properties of these ion-aqueous systems. A charge constraint was applied to the ion and its first solvation shell water molecules, while the remaining water molecules were constrained to individually have a net zero charge. Generally the ABEEM/MM force field yielded results in agreement with QM and experimental data. However, the CN for the Be^2+^ ion was overestimated, implying a more sophisticated potential will be needed to better model this system.

Continuing their research theme, Yang and Cui fit the electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters of 3d TMs in the ABEEM force field.^[@ref848]^ The target atomic charges, which they tried to reproduce, were obtained on the basis of Mulliken analyses at the B3LYP/6-31G\* level of theory. More than 300 organometallic compounds were contained in the training set. As shown in [Figures [61](#fig61){ref-type="fig"}](#fig61){ref-type="fig"} and [62](#fig62){ref-type="fig"}, even though the absolute values were not close, the final derived electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters follow the trend of experimentally determined values. Further tests were carried out on several large biorelated organometallic compounds, and good agreement was obtained with the B3LYP/6-31G\*-derived Mulliken charges. In a subsequent work, Cui et al. parametrized the ABEEM/MM model for the heme group.^[@ref849]^ It was shown that through a better consideration of the charge delocalization effect, the ABEEM/MM model outperformed the unpolarized CHARMM force field in reproducing crystal structures.

![Correlation diagram between the absolute electronegativity parameters and the ABEEM parameters χ\* for some metal ions. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref848]). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0061){#fig61}

![Correlation diagram between the absolute hardness parameters and the ABEEM parameters 2η\* for some metal ions. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref848]). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0062){#fig62}

Further extending their work on TMs, Yang et al. fit the reference charge, electronegativity, and chemical hardness parameters for 3d, 4d, and 5d TMs in the ABEEMσπ force field.^[@ref852]^ More than 700 structures were contained in the training set. The target values were the Mulliken charges obtained at the HF/STO-3G (for 3d and 4d TM complexes) or HF/CEP-4G (for 5d TM complexes) level of theory, and the dipole moments calculated using larger basis sets. It was argued that smaller basis sets give a more reliable prediction of partial charges in these systems, while bigger basis sets may overestimate these values. It was shown that the ABEEMσπ force field, which fit parameters as described above, showed much better agreement with dipole moments calculated at the HF/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory than those based on the HF/STO-3G level of theory. Finally, 5 Mo^4+^ ion-containing metalloproteins were minimized using the ABEEMσπ force field, and the structures obtained agreed with the available PDB structures.

Comba et al. have parametrized a FQ model (other than the ABEEM model) for complexes containing Fe^2+^ (low-spin and high-spin), Fe^3+^ (low-spin and high-spin), Co^3+^ (low-spin), and Cu^2+^ ions.^[@ref877]^ Spectroscopy data from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) were used to generate the isolated atom parameters through a quadratic fitting strategy. Four training sets with 96 structures in total were used to fit the electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters. These parameters were fit to reproduce the reference charges using an iterative Hirshfeld method coupled with the B3LYP/6-31G\* or B3LYP/TZVP level of theory. Ultimately, atomic charges were calculated for a test set containing 13 structures based on the FQ model, and the obtained values agreed well with QM calculated charges generated by the iterative Hirshfeld method. Afterward, Comba et al. applied this FQ model to the ^64^Cu complexes in a quantitative structure--activity relationship (QSPR) related study for the lipophilicity predictions.^[@ref878]^

### 6.1.6. Periodic Systems {#sec6.1.6}

Besides FQ models developed for nonperiodic TM complexes, there are also examples of FQ models developed for periodic metal-containing systems. There are numerous examples of periodic systems that we would like to model using classic methods, but given their sizes how to assemble their charge distributions is a challenge. The FQ model offers some respite to this problem, and in what follows we give some examples of this approach.

Ramachandran et al. created the periodic charge equilibration (PQEq) method to derive the charges for periodic systems.^[@ref879]^ They applied the method to systems related to zeolite Y and found that the zeolite lattice has little influence on the charge distributions of absorbed *n*-octane, water, and benzene, but a considerable effect on the charge distribution of the transition state in the hydride transfer reaction between the C~4~H~9~^+^ ion and *n*-octane.

Wilmer et al. proposed the EQeq method.^[@ref772]^ It calculates the electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters on the basis of measured IPs. The model only uses two global parameters: the dielectric strength (treated as 1.67 in this work) and a modified parameter related to hydrogen atoms, which corrects the tendency of hydrogen atoms having negative charges by assigning the IP of the neutral hydrogen atom to −2 eV instead of the experimental value of +0.754 eV.

The energy of the system is represented by [eq [122](#eq122){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq122){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *E*~C*k*~ is the electrostatic energy of the *k*th atom interacting with the other atoms. The representation of *E*~C*k*~ is different for nonperiodic and periodic systems. *E*~O*k*~ is a damping function for the electrostatic interaction between two point charges with very close contact (where the point charge approximation is not yet valid). Importantly, only linear equations need to be solved making this method much faster than DFT calculations, while still offering good results in test cases involving CO~2~ adsorption in MOFs.

Afterward, Martin-Noble et al. found that the EQeq method failed to predict the partial charges of TMs with high oxidation states in the amine-templated metal oxide (ATMO) complexes.^[@ref880]^ They then added a correction term into the EQeq scheme on the basis of the relationship between the bond order and bond distance proposed by Pauling (see [eq [123](#eq123){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq123){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *n* means the bond order, *r* means the bond distance, with *r*~0~ and *b* as two parameters; this relationship was also used in the bond valence sum (BVS) model^[@ref881]^ and CM5 charge correction^[@ref723]^). The new method was termed as the EQeq+C method. After parametrization toward the partial charges of ATMO complexes calculated by the Hirshfeld-I (i.e., the iterative-Hirshfeld) method, and the partial charges of MOFs based on the REPEAT method, the EQeq+C method showed remarkable improvement over the original EQeq method. Transferability of the new method was also shown on a series of unrelated dipeptides.

6.2. Drude Oscillator and Drude Rod Models {#sec6.2}
------------------------------------------

### 6.2.1. Drude Oscillator Model {#sec6.2.1}

The DO model, which has also been called the "shell" model, was proposed by Drude in 1902.^[@ref882]^ As shown in [Figure [63](#fig63){ref-type="fig"}](#fig63){ref-type="fig"}, it uses a Drude particle as the satellite particle of an atomic core to represent its induced electronic cloud. In the absence of an electric field, the Drude particle is located at the atomic core. Once the atom is placed in an electric field (*E*), the Drude particle will have distance *d* from the atomic core:

![Schemes of the DO and DR models for Au particles. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref884]). Copyright 2008 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0063){#fig63}

The atomic induced dipole then is treated as:

On the basis of the induced dipole formula, one obtains:Here, α is the atomic polarizability, *k*~D~ is the force constant between the atomic core and the Drude particle, while *q*~D~ is the charge of the DO. After the system is induced by an electric field, the charge on the atomic core will change to *q*--*q*~D~ (where *q* is the total partial charge of an atom). In the DO model, both positive and negative charges can be placed on the Drude particles.

To date, DO models have been created for alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, and halide ions, as well as the Zn^2+^ and Cf^3+^ ions.^[@ref49],[@ref552],[@ref883]^ Among them, most of the VDW parameters are obtained by reproducing liquid-phase properties.^[@ref49],[@ref552]^

#### 6.2.1.1. Early Work {#sec6.2.1.1}

Initially, the DO model was applied to ionic materials. For example, Dick and Overhauser used the Born--Mayer potential with the DO model to study crystalline systems in 1958.^[@ref885]^ It was shown that this model could be used for the derivations of the generalizations of the Szigeti relationship, Clausius--Mossotti relationship, and the Lorenz--Lorentz relationship. It also partially explained the deviation from unity for the *e*\*/*e* value from the second Szigeti relationship.^[@ref886],[@ref887]^ In 1959, Hanlon and Lawson applied the DO model to derive the effective charge in the Born--Szigeti equation for NaCl crystals.^[@ref888]^ The deviation of the effective charge from the formal charge was found to be proportional to the difference between the electronic polarizabilities of the cation and anion. Moreover, results showed that the predicted dipole moments agreed semiquantitatively with experimentally observed values. In 1974, Jacucci et al. studied crystalline NaCl using the DO model^[@ref889]^ in which only polarizabilities of the Cl^--^ ions were considered. The total potential was treated as the sum of the Tosi--Fumi potential and the polarization energy. DO parameters were assigned close to Sangster's work, and other parameters from the Tosi--Fumi potential were used in the modeling. The Drude particle around the Cl^--^ ion was assigned a −3e charge, and the *k*~D~ value was 8.5 × 10^5^ cm^--2^. Polarization only caused a ∼0.1% change in the total energy and had a small influence on the acoustic and transverse modes in the optical phonon spectrum.^[@ref889]^ However, polarization has a large impact on the longitudinal modes, yielding improved agreement with experiment relative to an unpolarized model. Lindan and Gillan developed a new method to simulate ionic materials using the DO model, and applied it to the CaF~2~ system in 1992.^[@ref890]^ The simulation used a conjugated gradient minimization technique to obtain relaxed structures inside each MD step. They found that incorporating polarization had a limited effect on the system, and they noted that because Ca^2+^ and F^--^ are less polarizable ions, the observed results were not unexpected.

Mitchell and Fincham assigned fractional masses to the Drude particles, making them propagate in the same way as the atomic cores.^[@ref891]^ A smaller time-step, ∼3 times smaller than that used in unpolarized models, was necessary in their method. Their model is ∼3 times faster than the conventional DO model using the conjugate gradient relaxation approach. This is because the simulations employing the conjugated gradient relaxation approach were able to use the same time-step as employed in an unpolarized model, but needed ∼10 conjugate gradient iterations inside each time-step, which greatly increased the computational cost. They noted that when the Drude particles were assigned proper masses, the vibrational frequencies between the atomic core and the Drude particle were much higher than the lattice vibrational frequencies, allowing the new method they developed to give results similar to those of the conventional DO model, which assigned no mass to the Drude particles. They tested the new method by calculating the ion diffusion coefficients of the Na^+^ and Cl^--^ ions in molten NaCl and the F^--^ ion in superionic CaF~2~, as well as by predicting phonon frequencies found in the MgO system. Good agreement was obtained when comparison was made to previous simulations based on the conventional DO model.

#### 6.2.1.2. Recent Applications to Metal-Containing Systems {#sec6.2.1.2}

Multiple DO models have been developed for a variety of systems in recent years. Lamoureux, Roux, Mackerell, and co-workers are active in this field. They have developed DO models for water,^[@ref892],[@ref893]^ ions,^[@ref49],[@ref552],[@ref894]−[@ref896]^ small organic molecules,^[@ref897]−[@ref904]^ amino acids,^[@ref905]^ nucleic acids,^[@ref906],[@ref907]^ lipids,^[@ref908]^ carbohydrates,^[@ref909]^ etc. In most cases, the Drude particles were assigned to the heavy atoms. Here, we focus our review on representative work of metal-containing system modeling by the DO approach.

Lamoureux and Roux proposed a new simulation algorithm for the DO model.^[@ref910]^ They used two different thermostats on the atom core and on the Drude particle. The thermostats for the atom core and Drude particles were set to room temperature and 1 K, respectively. An extended Lagrangian algorithm instead of a SCF algorithm was used to propagate the dynamics, with the Drude particles being assigned small masses. Importantly, relatively large time-steps (1 or 2 fs) could be used with the new algorithm. A water model, which adopted the SPC geometry and added an additional Drude particle, was used in their simulations. It was shown that simulations using this algorithm and the SCF algorithm agreed in their predictions of liquid properties. Moreover, it was also shown that simulations, which used their new algorithm but employed the same thermostat on the atom centers and the Drude particles, generated less accurate results and suffered from numerical stability issues.

Lamoureux et al. described the "simple water model with four sites and Drude polarizability" (SWM4-DP) model in 2003.^[@ref892]^ The water model uses a rigid gas-phase geometry and placed a +*q* charge on each of the two hydrogen atoms, −2*q* on the additional dummy site along the HOH bisector, −*q*~D~ on the oxygen atom core, and +*q*~D~ on the Drude particle, which is connected to the oxygen atom, respectively. A 12-6 LJ potential was assigned to the oxygen atom core. Because of the constraints used, there were only four parameters that needed to be optimized: the distance between the oxygen atom core and its Drude particle, the polarizability of water, and the two 12-6 LJ parameters on the oxygen atom. The water model was parametrized to reproduce the properties of liquid water under different conditions, and the extended Lagrangian algorithm was used to perform the MD simulations. It was found that the water model reproduced various experimental properties (i.e., vaporization enthalpy, static dielectric constant, self-diffusion constant). However, some compromises were made during the parameter design process. For example, the polarizability of the isolated water molecule was 1.04 Å^3^, instead of 1.44 Å^3^ obtained from experiment. They noted that this is because the "Pauli" repulsion opposes the polarizability induction. They further discussed that compromises were made for a number of reasons including the "too repulsive" nature of the 12-6 LJ potential, adopting the gas-phase geometry for condensed phase applications and the point charge representation for the short to middle range interactions. The Exp-6 potential and a smeared charge representation were suggested as possible improvements to the water model.

The SWM4-DP model was followed by the SWM4-NDP (N indicates negative) model,^[@ref893]^ where a positive charge is assigned to the oxygen atom and negative charge to the Drude particle. Overall, the SWM4-DNP model is comparable to the SWM4-DP model. Highlights of the newer model were its ability to reproduce the experimental viscosity and the HFE of water, suggesting the SWM4-NDP model a suitable choice for the simulation of aqueous phase systems and dynamic processes.

Lamoureux and Roux created consistent parameter sets for the alkali and halide ions for use with the SWM4-DP water model.^[@ref49]^ The polarizabilities of the alkali ions were taken from earlier work, while the polarizabilities of the halide ions were scaled down by a factor 0.724 from the gas-phase ionic polarizabilities determined previously. This factor comes from the polarizability of the SWM4-NP water model divided by the experimental value of the polarizability of water. No scale factor was applied to the polarizabilities of the alkali ions because of their small magnitudes. Hence, scaled or not would have had a limited influence on the simulation results. The Drude particle charge was determined on the basis of , and the VDW parameters of the ions were fit to reproduce ion--water binding energies in gas-phase monohydrates, the HFEs of the ion pairs, and the relative HFEs of ions in the same series. The final data imply an intrinsic HFE of the proton of −247 kcal/mol (giving a real HFE of −259.45 kcal/mol, with a phase potential for the SWM4-DP water model of −12.45 kcal/mol). Even though encouraging results were obtained, the model showed less accuracy in the modeling of small ions like Li^+^ and F^--^, as well as the minimized hydrates of the halide ions. Meanwhile, the limited accuracy of the LB combining rules was also discussed as an issue that limits the predictability of the model.

Yu et al. parametrized the alkali metal ions, alkaline earth metal ions, the zinc ion, and halide ions for the SWM4-NDP water model.^[@ref552]^ Small masses were assigned to the Drude particles (0.4 amu for each). The fitting targets they used were the total HFEs of the neutral salts and relative HFEs between ions in the same series. Monohydrate properties were also used in the parameter determination. Generally, the model simultaneously reproduced various gas-phase and liquid-phase properties obtained from experiment and QM calculations. Their data defined the real HFE of the proton as −258.8 kcal/mol (its intrinsic HFE is −246.2 kcal/mol, with an offset from the real HFE by the phase potential of −12.6 kcal/mol for the SWN4-NDP water model). The final results agreed well with the experimental HFEs of single monovalent ions from Noyes^[@ref911]^ but differed substantially from some others. A Thole-like damping function between the divalent cations and water molecules was used to prevent the polarization catastrophe, which is observed when the IOD is smaller than 1.97 Å. However, the model showed less accuracy for simulating divalent cations, which may be because of the strong CT effect between these ions and the surrounding water molecules.

Archontis et al. simulated 1.2 M NaI solutions using the SWM4-DP water model and ion parameters from Lamoureux and Roux.^[@ref912]^ A double layer was observed near the solution interface, with I^--^ ions closer to the surface than the Na^+^ ions. They also observed that all of the solution species near the surface have their dipole moments perpendicular to the surface, while in bulk, the dipole vectors are randomly distributed. An additional simulation was performed with an isolated I^--^ ion in a water slab. This showed that the induced dipole interaction plays a major role in stabilizing the I^--^ ion at the interface, while permanent charge-dipole interactions between the I^--^ ion and water molecules favor placement of I^--^ in bulk.

Interactions between different monovalent cations (the Li^+^, Na^+^, K^+^, and NH~4~^+^ ions) and benzene along with NH~4~^+^ interacting with a water molecule were studied by Orabi and Lamoureux using the DO model.^[@ref894]^ The parameters were developed by reproduction of QM-derived results. The parameters reproduced not only the interaction energies and PESs of the cation−π dimer, but also the cooperative behavior of the cation−π--π trimers and anticooperative behavior of the π--cation−π trimers. Simulation and related analysis of the ion-benzene dimer in aqueous solution showed that the small ions Li^+^ and Na^+^ favor solvation in water, while the bigger ions K^+^ and NH~4~^+^ have favorable interactions with benzene of 1.2 and 1.4 kcal/mol, respectively. Simulation of K^+^ or NH~4~^+^ with two benzene molecules in aqueous solution indicated that the cation−π and π--π interactions are all enhanced when compared to those predicted with a pairwise model (the heights of the first peaks of the RDFs defining benzene--benzene and benzene--ion interactions all increased when compared to systems having one K^+^ or NH~4~^+^ and one benzene in aqueous solution).^[@ref894]^ This illustrated the cooperativity of the two different interactions in aqueous solution. This same team developed parameters for alkali ions interacting with the NH~3~ molecule.^[@ref895]^ The model was parametrized via reproduction of MP2-derived ion-NH~3~ dimer properties. The resultant model reproduced the QM calculated binding energies for the M^+^(NH~3~)~*n*~ (with *n* = 2--4) and M^+^(NH~3~)~*n*~(H~2~O)~*m*~ (with *n*, *m* = 1--3 with *n* + *m* ≤ 4) systems, as well as the relative solvation free energies of these ions in ammonia. The PMFs of these ions in NH~3~/H~2~O mixed aqueous solutions showed Li^+^ and Na^+^ bind to NH~3~ only in their second solvation shells, and K^+^ and Rb^+^ slightly favor NH~3~ over water, while Cs^+^ binds to NH~3~ only in its first solvation shell.

Same as with unpolarized models, balancing the parameters used to simulate mixed systems employing the DO model can pose a challenge. For instance, in the simulation of ionic solutions, one may need to optimize the VDW parameters between the counterions if ion parameters were fit for a single ion under infinite dilution conditions. For DNA in ionic solutions, one needs to balance the interactions between the counterions as well as the interactions between DNA and ions, which again can afford a challenge.

Luo et al. noted that most parametrization efforts were performed to reproduce isolated ion properties, which may not yield accurate models for the simulation of finite concentration solutions.^[@ref896]^ To further explore this issue, they simulated NaCl and KCl solutions at different concentrations using the SWM4-NDP water model^[@ref893]^ and ion parameters developed by Yu et al.^[@ref552]^ The osmotic pressures of KCl solutions were reproduced with only slight deviations from the experimental results for concentrations above 2 M. However, their results showed that even at 1 M, simulation of the NaCl solution underestimated the osmotic pressure. They attempted to optimize the parameters by changing the Thole-damping factors or adjusting the pairwise LJ parameters. Even though both strategies worked well to better reproduce experimental osmotic pressures, changing the Thole-damping factor, while reducing the interaction energy, did not shift the minimum position (unlike modifying the LJ parameters). It was also shown that the second virial coefficients predicted by the new parameter set were much smaller than those predicted by the original parameters, but afforded better agreement with CPMD simulation results. Overall, this work showed that examining osmotic pressure affords another route to validating computational models of ion solvation.

Galbis et al. created a DO model for the Cf^3+^ ion,^[@ref883]^ in which the mobile charge densities in harmonic oscillators (MCDHO) water model^[@ref913]^ was used, while the atomic core and DO particle of the Cf^3+^ ion were assigned with charges of +4e and −1e, respectively. QM calculations based on two different levels of theory (MP2 and BP86) were performed but offered different CN and IOD values. Two different methods, the "Heuristic method" and "Systematic method", were used to generate a number of geometries, and potential fits were performed on the basis of the MP2 and BP86 calculated data, respectively. Afterward, MC simulations were performed on the basis of their derived potential using the NVT ensemble. It was shown that the two obtained potentials (MP2 and BP86), which were all based on the "Systematic method", gave similar structural results in the MC simulation, even though the MP2 and BP86 calculations showed different CN preferences. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were calculated on the basis of different potentials and compared to experimental data. The results supported a CN of 8 for the Cf^3+^ ion. An analysis of the O--Cf^3+^--O angles was performed, suggesting that a square antiprism structure (for CN = 8) was preferred in the aqueous solution.

Savelyev and Mackerell balanced DO model parameters to better represent the interactions between ions, water, and DNA.^[@ref896]^ The QM-derived data on small model molecules, experimental hydration, and osmotic properties were used as fitting targets. Partial reoptimization of the valence angle parameters in the bases, modification of the charges of select atoms in the DNA backbone, and adjustments of the LJ parameters between DNA and water as well as the LJ parameters between DNA and ions were performed to improve the model. Results showed that the new model better reproduced the ion distributions predicted by counterion condensation theory than the CHARMM36 unpolarized force field, highlighting the advantage of the DO model over the unpolarized one for the description of DNA in ionic solutions.

Besides modeling the ion--aqueous and ion--molecule systems, the DO model has also been applied to the ion-containing material systems. Herein, we introduce an example using the DO model to simulate the MOF systems. Yu et al. developed a DO model for N~2~ and CO~2~ molecules based on the SAPT analysis of each molecular dimer.^[@ref914]^ In total, there are four terms in the model, which are related to the exchange, electrostatic, induction, and dispersion interactions, respectively. Each term in the model was fit to the QM calculated counterpart separately. In general, the resultant force field reproduced various properties of gaseous N~2~ and CO~2~ as compared to experimental data. On the basis of this work, McDaniel and Schmidt created the ZIF FF to simulate CO~2~ and N~2~ adsorption in the ZIF systems.^[@ref915]^ An extension of the Williams--Stone method was used to represent the dispersion interactions and was able to accurately reproduce the calculated dispersion energies on the basis of the SAPT theory. Simulated CO~2~ and N~2~ adsorption isotherms for nine different ZIFs agreed well with the available experimental data. Results implied that UFF overpredicted the gas absorption in ZIFs with sodalite (SOD) and gmelinite (GME) topologies due to the systematically overestimation of the asymptotic dispersion interactions. They noted that UFF benefits from error cancellation between the electrostatic and dispersion interactions when simulating ZIFs with RHO topology. They also proposed that the modest performance of the UFF dispersion term arises from its unphysical LJ form, and usage of the environment independent dispersion parameters.

### 6.2.2. Drude Rod Model {#sec6.2.2}

In comparison to the DO model, the DR model^[@ref884]^ places a rigid bond between each atomic core and its Drude particle (see [Figure [63](#fig63){ref-type="fig"}](#fig63){ref-type="fig"}), which gives it a permanent dipole. The orientation of the Drude particle responds to the direction of the electric field. Iori and Corni applied the DO and DR models to gold surfaces.^[@ref884]^ Both models place −*q*~D~ and +*q*~D~ charges on the gold atoms and their Drude particles, respectively. There are three parameters in the DO model: *k*~D~, *q*~D~, and *m*. The harmonic oscillator frequency of the DO model was obtained using [eq [127](#eq127){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq127){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The DR model also has three parameters *l*~0~, *q*~D~, and *m*, yielding a permanent dipole μ = *q*~D~*l*~0~, while its polarizability and harmonic frequency were obtained using [eqs [128](#eq128){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq128){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [129](#eq129){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively.

They found that the DR model offered a better accounting of gold surfaces. They also discussed the numerical instabilities encountered in the DO model in simulating the interactions between the Drude particles and nearby atomic cores. Moreover, PME calculations would be inaccurate when two charges are very close when using the DO model. However, the DR model addresses these problems effectively. They used *q*~D~ = +0.3e, *m* = 0.5 amu, and *l*~0~ = 0.7 Å for the DR model based on several validation studies. MD results of the DR model agreed well with results based on a continuum model, validating its ability to account for the polarization effect in these systems.

Iori et al. described the GolP force field for modeling protein interactions with the Au(111) surface in aqueous solution.^[@ref513]^ The interaction potential function form is:Here, *E*~pol~ is represented by the DR model, while the other three terms were described by 12-6 LJ potentials to represent the various interactions. On the gold metal surface, VDW points were placed in virtual sites (see [Figure [64](#fig64){ref-type="fig"}](#fig64){ref-type="fig"}) instead of at the gold atoms to reproduce the correct absorption behavior: on-top adsorption is favored over absorption in hollow sites. This also has a physical meaning because in metals the free-electron density in the hollow sites is higher than that on the lattice atoms. PW-DFT calculations were performed for Au(111) interacting with different amino acids to clarify the chemisorption effects. Instead of carrying out DFT calculations for all of the 20 different amino acids at various conformations on the Au(111) surface, calculations were performed between an Au cluster and fragmented small molecules (see [Figure [65](#fig65){ref-type="fig"}](#fig65){ref-type="fig"}). It was shown that the imidazole, NH~3~, CH~3~SH, and CH~3~SCH~3~ molecules were chemisorbed, rather than physisorbed. It was found that it was hard to reproduce the interaction energies of ethane, 1,3-butadiene, and benzene with the Au(111) surface using a single VDW term because of their strong π interactions with coinage metals. Incorporating an independent term, modeling π interactions with the metal surface (*E*~π~, see [eq [130](#eq130){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq130){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was included and parametrized via modification of the LJ parameters. QM calculated data and experimental results were used in developing the parameter sets. Validation tests between small molecules and the Au(111) surface were carried out to explore the capabilities of the model to describe these interactions. These results demonstrated that the GolP FF generally reproduced available experimental data.^[@ref513]^

![Using the real gold atoms as LJ interaction site drives adsorption in the hollow position (left panel), while the use of VS (in blue) drives adsorption on-top (right panel). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref513]). Copyright 2008 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0064){#fig64}

![Lateral view of the adsorption geometry obtained by DFT calculations for all 14 molecules in Table 1 of ref ([@ref513]). Only the uppermost gold layer is shown in the figure. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref513]). Copyright 2008 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0065){#fig65}

6.3. Induced Dipole Model {#sec6.3}
-------------------------

### 6.3.1. Model Overview {#sec6.3.1}

Barker described the IDM in 1953,^[@ref916]^ while Warshel and Levitt performed the first classical simulation of a biomacromolecule based on a polarizable model using induced dipoles.^[@ref917]^ Stillinger and David developed a polarizable water model in 1978 based on the IDM.^[@ref918]^ In the IDM, the total energy is also represented by the sum of bonded and nonbonded interactions (see [eq [131](#eq131){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq131){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Its difference from the unpolarized model is that the electrostatic energy of each site is calculated on the basis of its induced dipole and electric field on that site (see [eq [132](#eq132){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq132){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

The induced dipole of a particle is usually represented as its polarizability α~*i*~ times the total electric field *E*~*i*~ (see [eq [133](#eq133){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq133){ref-type="disp-formula"}) at its site. In a more accurate approach, the induced dipole is calculated on the basis of [eq [134](#eq134){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq134){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where β~*i*~ is the hyper-polarizability. However, there are more parameters in this formulation, and the linear representation ([eq [133](#eq133){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq133){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is more widely used.

The electric field can be calculated using the permanent point charges (see [eq [135](#eq135){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq135){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is used in the OPLS-AAP/CM1AP force field^[@ref919]^), permanent point charges and induced dipole moments (see [eq [136](#eq136){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq136){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is used in the AMBER ff02.pol force field^[@ref920]^), sum of the permanent multipole expansion and induced dipole moments (see [eq [137](#eq137){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq137){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is used in AMOEBA force field^[@ref921]^), or via a more complicated procedure: by using the permanent and induced multipole expansions (see [eq [138](#eq138){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq138){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is used in the SIBFA model to describe Cu^+^ in Cu^+^-containing systems^[@ref922]^). Herein, *T* represents the interaction matrix, μ represents the dipole moment, while *M* means the multipole expansion. For instance, the AMOEBA force field^[@ref921]^ uses a permanent multipole expansion up to the quadrupole (see [eq [139](#eq139){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq139){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

As was partially discussed above, there are different strategies to represent the induced dipole: for example, (1) whether or not higher multipole moments are considered--inclusion of the multipole moments improves the representation of the charge anisotropy distribution inside a molecular system; (2) assigning anisotropic or isotropic polarizability to the atomic or bond centers--inclusion of the anisotropic polarizability will also improve the ability to model anisotropic charge distribution; (3) whether or not the hyperpolarizability, which models the nonlinear property of the polarizability toward the electrostatic field, is considered in the model; (4) calculating the induced dipole on the basis of fixed charges, or was it also influenced by the other induced dipoles in the system; performing the simulation in the former way decreases the computational cost, but sacrifices accuracy; and (5) inclusion or exclusion of higher order inductions (e.g., the induced quadrupole, octupole, etc.). Frustratingly, there is no quick answer to what is the best combination of these terms, but we briefly summarize a few representative examples of IDMs that have developed over the years (see [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}). In general, higher order terms offer better accuracy, but increase the difficulty of parametrization and decrease the speed of calculation. However, the accuracy of different models also relies on the parametrization schemes used, so researchers need to determine the combination that best meets their own requirements.

###### Representative Examples of IDMs

                              permanent multipole            polarizability                                                                                  CT term   induced multipole                                                                      VDW
  --------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
  AMBER ff02.pol^[@ref920]^   monopole                       isotropic                                                                                       no        dipole                                                                                 12-6
  CHARMM/PIPF^[@ref923]^      monopole                       isotropic                                                                                       no        dipole                                                                                 12-6
  CHARMM/CTPOL^[@ref924]^     monopole                       isotropic                                                                                       yes       dipole                                                                                 12-6
  OPLS-AA/PFF^[@ref162]^      monopole                       isotropic                                                                                       no        dipole                                                                                 X-12-6
  OPLS-AAP/CM1AP^[@ref919]^   monopole                       isotropic                                                                                       no        dipole (electric field was calculated according only to the permanent point charges)   12-6
  AMOEBA^[@ref921]^           monopole, dipole, quadrupole   anisotropic                                                                                     no        dipole                                                                                 buffered 14-7
  SIBFA^[@ref164]^            monopole, dipole, quadrupole   anisotropic polarizability on bond centers and lone pairs, quadrupole polarizability on Cu^+^   yes       dipole (with additional quadrupole on Cu^+^)                                           X-6

There are a series of QM-based methods available, which can be taken advantage to develop IDMs. In general, IDMs can use related parameters (e.g. polarizabilities,^[@ref925]^ permanent multipole moments^[@ref926],[@ref927]^) from different QM analyses. Moreover, the remaining parameters can also be optimized against QM calculated data (e.g., energies and geometries) and/or QM energy decomposition analysis (e.g., the constrained space-orbital variation (CSOV) analysis,^[@ref928]−[@ref930]^ reduced variational space (RVS) analysis,^[@ref931]^ and SAPT analysis^[@ref817]^) and/or experimental results.

### 6.3.2. Cation−π Interaction {#sec6.3.2}

Caldwell and Kollman explored the nonadditivity of cation−π interactions in 1995.^[@ref932]^ Unpolarized models are largely unable to accurately model cation−π systems. For example, the OPLS force field for benzene coupled with the Li^+^ parameter set from Åqvist predicts an enthalpy of complex formation of −19.8 kcal/mol rather than the experimental value of −38.3 kcal/mol.^[@ref932]^ They also observed that the atomic charges of benzene derived using the RESP algorithm better reproduced the quadrupole moment of benzene and the enthalpy of complex formation than the charges from the OPLS force field, which were parametrized to reproduce aqueous phase properties. IDMs outperformed unpolarized models, but they found that it was hard to reproduce both the interaction enthalpy and the energy minimum distance simultaneously. For example, the minimum energy distances of five cation--benzene complexes were underestimated by ∼0.2 Å on average using the IDM. Even fine-tuning the LJ parameters (by making them more repulsive) corrected this deficiency, as it negatively affected the predicted interaction enthalpies.^[@ref932]^ They also proposed that the CT effect may need to be included to improve the model.

### 6.3.3. AMOEBA Force Field {#sec6.3.3}

Ponder, Ren, and co-workers have created the atomic multipole optimized energetics for biomolecular simulation (AMOEBA) force field.^[@ref48],[@ref921],[@ref933]^ It has bonded terms (bond, angle, dihedral, and improper torsion terms) represented using classical models. The bond and angle parameters are fit on the basis of QM-derived values (e.g., geometries and vibrational frequencies). The dihedral terms are fit to reproduce QM calculated PESs. The electrostatic interaction is represented by permanent monopoles (point charges), dipoles, and quadrupoles derived from the distributed multipole analysis (DMA) procedure,^[@ref926]^ along with the polarizable dipoles. Its VDW interaction uses a buffered 14-7 potential, and the VDW parameters were fit to reproduce QM calculated gas-phase properties (such as interaction energies) and then refined toward experimental condensed phase properties (such as densities and heats of vaporization).

A number of researchers have parametrized Na^+^, K^+^, Cl^--^, Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Zn^2+^, and Th^4+^ ions in aqueous solution for the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref48],[@ref553],[@ref554],[@ref934],[@ref935]^ The parameters were fit to QM calculated ion--water dimer results. It was shown that it is possible to reproduce both gas-phase properties (ion--water dimer properties) and liquid-phase ones (e.g., HFE) simultaneously. Creation of a Zn^2+^ ion model using the AMOEBA force field to simulate a metalloprotein system has also been reported.^[@ref936]^ Generally, the polarizable force fields have several advantages when it comes to simulating metal ions in protein systems. For example, it can simulate the tetrahedral structure of a number of zinc sites, while the unpolarized model tends to give octahedral structures. It can also more accurately model the chelation coordination mode of carboxylate oxygens while unpolarized force fields treat the two terminal oxygen identically, thereby favoring bridged structures.^[@ref936]^

Ren and Ponder developed the AMOEBA water model by fitting the permanent monopole, dipole, and quadrupole of the water monomer based on the DMA employing high level QM calculations.^[@ref921]^ A modified Thole damping function was used to prevent the so-called polarization catastrophe at short-range. Both the hydrogen and the oxygen atoms were assigned a buffered 14-7 VDW potential. The quadrupole of the water molecule was scaled by 73% to better reproduce the water dimer structure from experiment and high-level QM calculations. It was shown that the water model well reproduced both cluster and bulk properties of water, which is hard to simulate using classical unpolarized force fields.

Grossfield et al. parametrized the Na^+^, K^+^, and Cl^--^ ions for the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref48]^ They used polarizability parameters of 0.12, 0.78, and 4.00 Å^3^ for the three ions, respectively. They calculated the ion pair solvation free energies using FEP and MD methods, and the results agreed well with available experimental data. Because of uncertainties in the HFE of the proton, upon which many solvation free energy scales are determined, they proposed that the HFEs of the ions calculated by the AMOEBA force field, validated using gas-phase QM/experimental results (ion--water dimer interaction energies, HFEs of ion pairs, and relative HFEs between the same series of ions), represent the best estimate of the HFEs for these ions. On the basis of this hypothesis and their computational results for K^+^ and Cl^--^, they predicted that the HFEs of H^+^ and OH^--^ are −252.5 and −116.8 kcal/mol, respectively.

Jiao et al. have performed the parametrization and simulation of Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ ions in aqueous solution using the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref553]^ They derived the polarizabilities on the basis of the B3LYP/6-31G\* level of theory. They used Thole damping function to prevent the polarization catastrophe between the divalent ion and water. VDW parameters and damping factors were optimized to reproduce QM calculated distances and interaction energies of the ion--water dimers. Stronger damping (using a smaller damping factor) was employed between the divalent ion and water (0.095 and 0.159 for Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^ ions, respectively) relative to the value used for the AMOEBA water dimer (0.39). The HFEs of these two ions were calculated and agreed well with experimental data. It was also shown that the Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) method is more efficient than the FEP method.

Piquemal et al. incorporated the AMOEBA force field into the AMBER software package and parametrized the same two divalent metal ions (Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^) with the AMOEBA water model.^[@ref554]^ The difference is that they used the CSOV energy decomposition method during the parametrization. The CSOV method decomposes the interaction energy into Coulombic, exchange-repulsion, POL, and CT terms. On the basis of the POL term, they fitted the Thole parameters. Meanwhile, they found that the CT term is small (∼2% and ∼3% of the total interaction energies for the Mg^2+^--water and Ca^2+^--water systems, respectively), and absorbed it into the VDW interaction. They determined the Thole damping factors to be 0.076 and 0.088 for Mg^2+^ and Ca^2+^, respectively. They compared a small simulation box (60 water molecules) versus two larger simulation cells (216 and 512 water molecules) using the AMOEBA force field, which resulted in different outcomes from the simulations: the Ca^2+^ ion had a CN of 7.7 (versus 7.2 in the small box) and an increased residence time for the first solvation shell (∼30% larger than the small box) in the larger simulation cells. As illustrated in earlier research, it is challenging to simulate the Ca^2+^ ion in aqueous solution even with the state-of-the-art CPMD approach due to the flexibility of the CN. CPMD simulation with the BLYP functional and a small simulation box (1 ion with 31 water molecules) gave a CN between 7 and 8,^[@ref937]^ while simulation with the PBE functional and a larger box (1 ion with 60 water molecules) underestimated the CN of Ca^2+^ (6.2 and 7 using a flexible and rigid water model, respectively).^[@ref938]^ The latter CN is significantly lower than the experimental value of ∼8 in a 1 M CaCl~2~ solution.^[@ref37]^ Ikeda et al. calculated the free energy difference between the different coordination modes of Ca^2+^ in aqueous solution using CPMD. They showed that the free energy differences between different CNs are very small and that the CN of Ca^2+^ has several minima in aqueous solution.^[@ref939]^

Wu et al. developed an AMOEBA parameter set for the Zn^2+^ ion in aqueous solution.^[@ref934]^ The CSOV method was used again to parametrize the system. The VDW parameters were derived on the basis of QM calculations on Zn^2+^--water dimer. It was shown from simulations that the experimental HFE, CN, and residence time of the first solvation shell water molecules matched well with experiment. They also analyzed the CT and POL effects using the RVS approach. The results show that the POL energy dominates the induction energy and the CT effect decreases as more water molecules coordinate to the Zn^2+^ ion (see [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). They suggested that the CT term should be subsumed into the VDW interaction or treated explicitly, rather than fitting them into polarization terms, to avoid overfitting.

###### Polarization Energies and Charge-Transfer Energies from RVS Energy Decomposition of Zn^2+^ in the Presence of Water Clusters of Sizes 1, 4, 5, and 6 at the HF/CEP-41G(2d) Level (or HF/aug-cc-pVTZ/6-31G\*\*, Results in Parentheses)[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                         complex                                         
  -------------------------------------- --------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  *E*~pol~ (RVS)                         --37.6    --118.7 (−135.3)   --110.8 (−127.5)   --104.3 (−117.5)
  *E*~CT~ (RVS)                          --10.9    --28.7 (−9.3)      --24.5 (−6.7)      --21.8 (−4.51)
  (*E*~CT~/(*E*~pol~ + *E*~CT~)) × 100   22.5      19.4 (6.4)         18.1 (5.0)         16.6 (3.7)

Percentages of induction energies due to charge transfer are presented in the last row. All are in units of kcal/mol. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref934]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Marjolin et al. parametrized the Th^4+^ ion in water using the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref935]^ The CSOV decomposition method was again used, and on the basis of these studies, the damping factor was determined to be 0.2. The PES for the Th^4+^--water dimer interaction was determined using MCSCF/MRCI method and was subsequently used to determine the VDW parameters. Simulations using this model agreed well with experimental structural properties. However, they predicted the HFE of Th^4+^ to be −1635 (±18) kcal/mol based on the BAR method. This value is higher than the experimental value (e.g., −1391 kcal/mol from Marcus^[@ref502]^).

Ren et al. developed the AMOEBA force field for small organic molecules, and have shown that it reproduces both gas- and liquid-phase properties simultaneously.^[@ref940]^ Shi et al. computed the HFE values for small organic molecules employing the AMOEBA force field based on different parametrization strategies.^[@ref941]^ Excellent agreement was obtained between theory and experiment. To facilitate the parametrization process for small molecules in AMOEBA, Wu et al. developed the Poltype software.^[@ref942]^ Parameters obtained in this way gave a RMS of ∼1 kcal/mol for the HFEs of neutral molecules, while the relative errors for cations and anions were less than 3%. Shi et al. developed the AMOEBA protein force field in 2013.^[@ref933]^ Group-based multipole interactions were used, and they set the scaling factors to 0, 0, 0.4, and 0.8 for the 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 multipole interactions, respectively. Torsion parameters were fitted to high level QM calculations and then tuned on the basis of experimental data.

Using the AMOEBA protein force field described briefly above, Zhang et al. studied Zn^2+^ ions in proteins.^[@ref936]^ They refined the polarizabilities and the VDW parameters of some atom types on the basis of their interactions with Zn^2+^ and water. The two metal sites in MMP-13 are known experimentally to be tetrahedral, while octahedral structures were usually predicted using a classical unpolarized force field. They found that the metal site structure is sensitive to the polarizabilities of the coordinating ligands: for example, an octahedral instead of a tetrahedral structure could be obtained by scaling down the polarizabilities of atoms on the imidazole ring of the coordinating HIS residues by ∼20--30%. On the basis of their model, the relative binding affinities were calculated for four inhibitors (see [Figure [66](#fig66){ref-type="fig"}](#fig66){ref-type="fig"}) bound to MMP-13 using the BAR method. Note that the ligand is not directly bound to the zinc ion with the smallest distances between the ligand heavy atoms and the zinc ion being 4.7 Å. The rank order was well predicted, and the RMSD of the relative binding affinities was 0.72 kcal/mol, when compared to experimental results (see [Figure [67](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}). They found that the binding affinity increases along with the molecular polarizability of the ligand. For comparison, they calculated the relative binding affinities where they treated either the charge or the polarizability of the Zn^2+^ ion as zero. From this computational experiment, they found that the relative binding affinities were overestimated yielding a RMSD of ∼2.2 kcal/mol when the charge of the Zn^2+^ ion was neglected (see [Figure [67](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, it was shown that the rank order was not well reproduced when the polarizability of the Zn^2+^ ion was neglected (see [Figure [67](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}](#fig67){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the polarization effect is ligand dependent, which is hard to model using an unpolarized force field by scaling the charges.

![Pyrimidine dicarboxamide inhibitors binding with MMP-13. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref936]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0066){#fig66}

![Comparison of calculated and experimental relative binding free energies (kcal/mol). Ligands 4, 3, 2, and 1 can be identified from the *x* axis in order from left to right, respectively, with the corresponding experimental binding free energies −11.05, −9.75, −8.73, and −7.07 kcal/mol. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref936]). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0067){#fig67}

Semrouni et al. parametrized different spin states (singlet, triplet, quintet) of the Fe^2+^ ion for simulation in aqueous solution using the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref943]^ They parametrized the Fe^2+^--water potential on the basis of the interaction between Fe(H~2~O)~5~^2+^ and a water molecule. An energy decomposition scheme was used during the parametrization process. They assigned the same polarizability (0.55 Å^3^) and Thole damping factor (0.113) but different VDW parameters to the three spin states. They performed a MD simulation on the quintet Fe^2+^ ion in aqueous solution, and good agreement was obtained with experiment for structural properties. However, the model underestimated the HFE value by ∼8.6%.

### 6.3.4. PFF Force Field {#sec6.3.4}

The polarizable force field (PFF), which was developed by Kaminski, Friesner, and co-workers, utilizes a permanent monopole and a permanent dipole with an induced dipole term to perform the modeling.^[@ref944]^ The PFF water model has five sites with two representing the lone pairs.^[@ref945]^ An exponential-12-6 term was used for the VDW interaction. As discussed in the nonbonded model section, the exponential form is more physically meaningful for modeling the exchange--repulsion interaction, but it can cause issues at close range. The *r*^12^ term used in the PFF prevents very close contact between particles, thereby alleviating this issue. Ponomarev et al. studied the Cu^+^ ion interaction with water and benzene as well as in aqueous solution using an unpolarized force field and the PFF model, respectively.^[@ref946]^ They found that the unpolarized force field, without further fitting, underestimated the interaction by nearly a factor of 2 and 4 for the Cu^+^--water and Cu^+^--benzene cases, respectively. Even after refitting the VDW parameters in the unpolarized force field, the interaction energy between Cu^+^ and water/benzene, as well as the HFE of Cu^+^, were still underestimated. Even though the PFF parameters were only fit to the Cu^+^--water system, it is encouraging that this model has excellent transferability to Cu^+^--benzene and Cu^+^--aqueous systems: they reproduced the interaction energy and distance of the Cu^+^--benzene complex, and the HFE of Cu^+^. Their work showed that inclusion of polarization is necessary to model highly polarized systems (e.g., cation−π systems) and that the PFF has better transferability than for an unpolarized force field.

Click et al. performed calculations on CopZ, a copper chaperone in *Bacillus subtilis*, in which Cu^+^ is bound by a CXXC motif (the two Cys residues are Cys13 and Cys16), using OPLS and PFF, respectively.^[@ref947]^ Through local geometry optimization and the Poisson--Boltzmann finite element (PBF) continuum solvation model, they calculated the p*K*~a~ values for several related species. The Cu^+^ parameters for the OPLS and PFF models were from Ponomarev et al. (discussed above).^[@ref946]^ They refitted the nonbonded parameters of atoms in CH~3~SH and CH~3~S^--^ to reproduce their interaction with water (as evaluated using QM calculated distances and interaction energies) for both the OPLS and the PFF force fields. They also parametrized the PBF hydration parameters for the Cu^+^ ion, CH~3~SH, and CH~3~S^--^ residues to reproduce experimental HFEs. Generally, the PFF model showed improvement over OPLS. The PFF and OPLS force fields predicted the p*K*~a~ value of the methyl-capped Cys dipeptide as 7.35 and 19.05, respectively, as compared to the experimental value of 8.14. PFF predicted the p*K*~a~1 and p*K*~a~2 for the CopZ Cys13/Cys16 complex as 5.70 and 8.79, while OPLS predicted them to be 25.03 and 56.03, comparing that experiment gave values of ∼4 and ∼6. PFF predicted the binding free energy of Cu^+^ with CopZ as ∼33 kcal/mol, being ∼50% greater than the experimental value, whereas the OPLS force field predicted a positive value. Furthermore, PFF better reproduced the experimental geometry for the metal site than did OPLS.

6.4. More Sophisticated Models {#sec6.4}
------------------------------

Beyond inclusion of just CT or POL effect, there are models that consider both terms: for example, the charge-transfer polarizable (CTPOL) force field developed by Sakharov and Lim,^[@ref924]^ the FQ discrete charge-transfer (FQ-DCT) model developed by Rick and co-workers,^[@ref948]^ and the SIBFA model developed by Gresh and co-workers.^[@ref164]^ Paesani and co-workers have developed the many-body polarizable (MB-pol) water model,^[@ref949]−[@ref951]^ based on which the i-TTM^[@ref952],[@ref953]^ and many-body-energy (MB-nrg)^[@ref954]^ ion models were developed. Even though there is no explicit CT term included in the MB-pol model formulation, the CT effect is implicitly considered in the many-body terms.

### 6.4.1. CTPOL Model {#sec6.4.1}

Sakharov and Lim developed the charge-transfer polarizable (CTPOL) force field for proteins that contain Zn(Cys~2~His~2~) or Zn(Cys~4~)^2--^ metal site in 2005.^[@ref924]^ In the CTPOL force field, a linear model was used to represent the CT effect between Zn^2+^ and its ligating atoms when their bond distance is less than the sum of their VDW radii. The polarization effect was modeled using an IDM and included only locally for Zn^2+^ and the side chain atoms of the ligating residues. The polarizabilities of ligating N and S atoms were fitted empirically to reproduce the X-ray determined Zn^2+^--N and Zn^2+^--S distances in the Zn(Cys~2~His~2~) metal site. Comparison was made between the CTPOL force field and two 12-6 LJ nonbonded models developed earlier. It was also shown that the new force field preserved the tetrahedral coordination of the Zn(Cys~2~His~2~) metal site during the simulation, while the two 12-6 nonbonded models overestimated the CN as 6 (two additional water molecules complete the coordination sphere; see [Figure [68](#fig68){ref-type="fig"}](#fig68){ref-type="fig"}). Another test showed that the new force field better reproduced the tetrahedral coordination mode of Zn(Cys)~4~^2--^ than the two 12-6 nonbonded models even though both conserved the tetrahedral structure. [Figure [69](#fig69){ref-type="fig"}](#fig69){ref-type="fig"} shows that the loop/β-turns were distorted in simulations using the 12-6 LJ nonbonded models. The authors also discussed that inclusion of the local polarization and CT effects as well as appropriate VDW parameters are important to reproduce experimental structures.

![Crystal structure (light color) of the Zif268 Cys~2~His~2~ Zn-finger domain superimposed upon the average MD structure (dark color) derived from simulations using (a) the CTPOL force field, and (b) and (c) two 12-6 LJ nonbonded models. The metal-binding site is in black (MD) or gray (X-ray), while the regular secondary structures are in dark blue (MD) and light blue (X-ray), whereas the loops are in red (MD) and pink (X-ray). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref924]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0068){#fig68}

![Crystal structure of the Zn-Cys~4~ adenylate kinase lid domain superimposed upon the average MD structure derived from simulations. Panel a is for the CTPOL force field, while panels b and c are for two 12-6 LJ nonbonded models. The metal-binding site is in black (MD) or gray (X-ray), while the regular secondary structures are in dark blue (MD) and light blue (X-ray), whereas the loops are in red (MD) and pink (X-ray). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref924]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0069){#fig69}

Using CTPOL, Sakharov and Lim simulated a protein containing the \[CdZn~2~Cys~9~\]^3--^ polynuclear metal site and the Hg^2+^--MerP complex.^[@ref955]^ They showed that the CTPOL force field effectively simulated the polynuclear metal site, while the 12-6 LJ nonbonded model gave a too compact structure. [Figure [70](#fig70){ref-type="fig"}](#fig70){ref-type="fig"} shows the X-ray structure and average structure from the MD simulation using the new force field, indicating that the metal site is well conserved. Meanwhile, they found an angle restraint was necessary to preserve the linear coordinated Hg^2+^ site in the Hg^2+^--MerP complex.

![X-ray structure (panel a), average structure of MD simulation (panel b), superimposition of metal site of the former two structures (panel c), and RMSD values of the Cα atoms in protein backbone, Cd-Cys~4~ complex, and average Zn-Cys~4~ complex (solid, gray, and dotted curves in panel d, respectively). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref955]). Copyright 2008 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0070){#fig70}

### 6.4.2. FQ-DCT Model {#sec6.4.2}

Rick and co-workers described the discrete charge-transfer (DCT) model for water and ion-aqueous systems.^[@ref948],[@ref956]^ In their formulation (see [eq [140](#eq140){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq140){ref-type="disp-formula"}), an FQ model was used to model the polarization of water (*U*~self,FQ~) in which the intramolecular charge interaction was represented by a Coulomb overlap integral based on Slater functions, and a DO model was used to describe the ion polarization (*U*~self,Drude~). The Coulombic term was represented by the Coulomb equation multiplied by a damping function, and the VDW interaction was represented by a standard 12-6 LJ potential. The CT term was made distance dependent via a switching function, the maximum amount of CT occurs at short distances, and CT was prohibited between the Drude particle and the ion core. Dimer and bulk properties were used as targets for the ion--water parametrization effort. Additional ion--ion parameters were determined such that they reproduced experimental dipole moments of the ion pairs. Their results showed the average charges of the Na^+^, K^+^, and Cl^--^ ions in aqueous solution were +0.900e, +0.919e, and −0.775e, respectively, which are consistent with QM calculated results. Moreover, it was shown that the calculated HFEs and diffusion constants agreed with available experimental data. Their analysis also showed that the CT effect reduced the asymmetry of the first solvation shell of Cl^--^ ion and, for all ions studied, the first solvation shell waters carried a partial negative charge.

![](cr-2016-00440p_m150)

Soniat et al., using the same model, parametrized Zn^2+^ and Mg^2+^ in aqueous solution.^[@ref555]^ They found that both CT and polarization effects influence the interaction of these divalent ions with water. Polarization increases the internal energy of the ion and water, but the ion--water interaction becomes stronger to compensate for this effect.^[@ref555]^ The CT effect decreases the ion--water interaction, but is counterbalanced by a decrease in energy of the system due to charge delocalization.^[@ref555]^[Figure [71](#fig71){ref-type="fig"}](#fig71){ref-type="fig"} shows the energy decomposition results for a series of ion--water dimer systems using the FQ-DCT model. They found that for the monovalent ions, the polarization effect dominates the charge delocalization energy, while the CT effect is trivial. In comparison, the polarization decreases the binding energies to a greater extent (higher percentage) with the CT effect becoming considerable in the divalent ion--water dimer systems.

![Nonpolar (NP), polarization (Pol.), and polarization plus charge-transfer (Pol+CT) energies in the energy decomposition of ion--water dimer system using the FQ-DCT model. Na^+^--water, Cl^--^--water, Mg^2+^--water, and Zn^2+^--water correspond to panels a, b, c, and d, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref555]). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0071){#fig71}

### 6.4.3. SIBFA Model {#sec6.4.3}

Gresh and co-workers have developed, over a number of years, the SIBFA method and have applied it to a number of systems. It has the following energy components: the permanent multipole term (*E*~MTP~), the polarization term (*E*~pol~), the CT term (*E*~CT~), the repulsion term (*E*~rep~), and the dispersion term (*E*~disp~). An additional penetration term (*E*~pen~) has been added in recent years because of the underestimation of *E*~MTP~ when compared to the Coulombic counterpart (*E*~C~) of a QM energy decomposition analysis (EDA). Ultimately, it was shown that the summation of the multipole and penetration term better reproduced the *E*~C~ term from an EDA.^[@ref957]^ A Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM) SIBFA scheme has been developed and described in 2006.^[@ref958]^ This model connects the multipole distribution and electron densities, and includes the nonclassical penetration energy at short-range.

The SIBFA model places permanent multipoles (up to quadrupoles) on atoms and bond centers and induced dipole tensors on bond centers and lone pairs. The SIBFA model is usually parametrized to reproduce EDA results from QM calculations. The permanent multipole moments are derived on the basis of a QM-based multipolar analysis method described by Vigné-Maeder and Claverie.^[@ref927]^ The polarizability is represented as tensors based on the QM analysis of Garmer and Stevens.^[@ref925]^ The polarization term and charge-transfer term can be fit to their counterparts from a RVS or CSOV energy decomposition scheme, and the dispersion term can be fit to its counterpart from a SAPT analysis. The solvation free energy is incorporated into the SIBFA scheme through the Langlet--Claverie continuum reaction field procedure,^[@ref959]^ which represents the solvation free energy based on an aggregation of the electrostatic, repulsion, dispersion, polarization, and cavitation components.

The SIBFA model has been applied to a number of organic molecules,^[@ref960],[@ref961]^ ion--water systems (e.g., Pb^2+^, La^3+^, Lu^3+^, and Th^4+^ ions in water),^[@ref935],[@ref962]^ and metal-containing biologically related systems (e.g., complexes involving Cu^+^, Zn^2+^, Ca^2+^, or Mg^2+^ ions).^[@ref922],[@ref957],[@ref963]−[@ref973]^ SIBFA can reproduce QM-derived interaction energies to very high accuracy (within 3% for some systems).^[@ref957],[@ref965],[@ref967],[@ref968],[@ref970]−[@ref972]^ It showed little nonadditivity in the first-order term (*E*~1~ = *E*~MTP~ + *E*~rep~) but strong anticooperativity in *E*~CT~ and *E*~pol~.^[@ref164]^ Moreover, because the model is parametrized against QM calculations, its accuracy depends on the level of QM theory employed.

Gresh et al. have developed a scheme to represent the interaction between two molecular fragments.^[@ref974]^ They discussed that in a SAPT analysis, the interaction energy is described as:Here, *E*~el~, *E*~rep~, *E*~pol~, and *E*~disp~ are the electrostatic, repulsion, polarization, and dispersion parts of the interaction energy, respectively. In comparison, the interaction energy for a supramolecule in a SCF expansion can be represented by the following equation:Here, the Δ*E*~C~, Δ*E*~ex~, and Δ*E*~del~ are the Coulomb, exchange repulsion, and delocalization portions of the interaction energy. The delocalization part can be viewed as the sum of the polarization and charge-transfer energies. On the basis of these considerations, they proposed the following set of equations:where Δ*E*~MTP~ represents the multipole expansion of the interaction energy and *E*~pen~ represents the penetration energy. The penetration energy is negative and is due to the overlap of electron clouds. It can be viewed as the interaction energy due to higher multipole terms. Finally, the interaction energy is represented by [eq [146](#eq146){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq146){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as an approximation of the interaction energy based on the SCF calculations.

The multipole moments up to quadrupole of each fragment were evaluated on the basis of QM calculations, and both the atomic and the bond centers were modeled with multipole moments. The polarization energy of fragment A was calculated using:Here, α~*i*~ represents the polarizability of the atomic/bond center *i* in molecule A, and ε~*i*~ is the electric field generated by all of the multipole moments on fragment B on each atom/bond center *i* of molecule A. The dispersion term was represented by *r*^--6^, and to correct the nonphysical behavior of the polarization and dispersion functions at short-range, these interactions were scaled using modified distances instead of real distances between the atom centers. The repulsion term is calculated on the basis of the expansion of bond--bond repulsions (see [eqs [148](#eq148){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq148){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [149](#eq149){ref-type="disp-formula"}; a more detailed expansion is given in the original work).^[@ref974]^ They noted that the repulsion term depends on the square of the bond orbitals' overlap integrals.

The authors pointed out that using additive functions to represent the interaction energy was a heuristic procedure and that they did not necessarily fit their model to the individual QM decomposition components.^[@ref974]^ They fit the parameters of H, N, O, Na^+^, and K^+^ to reproduce SCF calculated results for the water dimer, Na^+^--water, K^+^--water, and NH~4~^+^--water dimers.^[@ref974]^ It was shown that calculations based on their model showed good agreement with the SCF calculated binding energies and equilibrium distances. They also performed tests on the Na^+^--DMP^--^ (DMP^--^, dimethyl-phosphate), K^+^--DMP^--^, Na^+^--CH~3~COO^--^, Na^+^--CH~3~COOCH~2~CH~3~, and Na^+^--CH~3~CONH~2~ systems. Importantly, the model reproduced the energy ordering for the different conformations of the Na^+^--DMP^--^, K^+^--DMP^--^, and Na^+^--CH~3~COO^--^ systems, and it predicted the stronger binding of Na^+^ to CH~3~CONH~2~ than to CH~3~COOCH~2~CH~3~.^[@ref974]^

Gresh and co-workers have implemented an explicit CT term (see [eq [150](#eq150){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq150){ref-type="disp-formula"}) into the interaction energy formula.^[@ref975]^ The CT term is based on the Murrell--Randic--Williams formula.^[@ref976]^Here, the factor 2 represents the double occupancy of the closed-shell MOs. α represents the electron donor orbitals, which are the ground-state MOs in fragment A. β represents the electron acceptor orbitals, which are the excited-state MOs in fragment B. *V*^B^ is the potential generated by fragment B. Δ*E*~α--β\*~ is the difference of the IP of α in A and the EA of β\* in B. ρ~α--β\*~^A^ is the overlap transition density:Here, the *S*~αβ\*~ represents the overlap integral of MOs α and β\*. Details of the formal derivation can be found in the original publication.^[@ref975]^ A minimal valence Slater basis set was used for computing the necessary integrals. It was demonstrated that the proposed CT term agreed well with the CT energy values calculated using a SCF interaction energy analysis after counterpoise correction. It was also shown that the new formulation with an additional CT term offered improvement by showing better agreement with experimental and QM calculated results.

A number of application studies have been performed exploring the range of applicability of the SIBFA method.^[@ref922],[@ref935],[@ref957],[@ref960]−[@ref973],[@ref977]^ For example, Gresh and Garmer studied the Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Zn^2+^, and Cd^2+^ ions interacting with several biologically related functional groups (water, formamide, imidazole, methanethiol, formate, hydroxy, methoxy, methanethiolate) using the SIBFA method.^[@ref965]^ They showed that the SIBFA method could reproduce QM calculated binding energies and energy changes along with the intermolecular variables. They compared the SIBFA interaction analysis results for the (Mg^2+^ versus Ca^2+^), (Zn^2+^ versus Cd^2+^), and (Mg^2+^ versus Zn^2+^) pairs against these ligands based on the softness of the ligands. While there were no clear correlations between the individual components and the total interaction energy for the (Mg^2+^ versus Ca^2+^) pair, there were clear trends for the later two comparisons: the first-order term (*E*~1~ = *E*~MTP~ + *E*~rep~) is correlated with the total interaction energies, while the *E*~CT~ term follows the opposite trend. Moreover, their results indicated that the SIBFA scheme could reproduce the nonadditivity effects of the hexahydrates of these metal ions. Additionally, it was shown that the SIBFA method reproduced the nonadditivity of the *E*~pol~ and *E*~CT~ terms evaluated by EDA at the MP2 level of theory (the MP2 results showed that these two terms for the hexahydrates only increase by factors of ∼2.6 and ∼2, respectively, when compared to the monohydrates of these metal ions). Results showed that the interaction energy decreased from Mg^2+^ to Ca^2+^, and from Zn^2+^ to Cd^2+^ (with six coordinated waters), because of the first-order term (the sum of *E*~MTP~ and *E*~rep~), while the *E*~CT~ term followed the opposite trend. However, the increase in the interaction energy on going from Mg^2+^ to Zn^2+^ is more closely related to the second-order terms *E*~CT~ and *E*~disp~.

Marjolin et al. parametrized the La^3+^, Lu^3+^, and Th^4+^ ions for aqueous phases using the SIBFA scheme.^[@ref935]^ They investigated different levels of theory, and HF with a mixed basis set (pseudopotential plus aug-cc-pVTZ) was chosen to use for the SIBFA parametrization between the metal ion and water. They noted that the underestimation of the energy at the minimum by the HF method, relative to MP2, can be partially compensated for by the suitable parametrization of the dispersion energy term. The *E*~MTP~, *E*~rep~, *E*~pol~, and *E*~CT~ terms were fit to their counterparts obtained by CSOV analysis based on HF calculations. An example of Th^4+^--water dimer is shown in [Figure [72](#fig72){ref-type="fig"}](#fig72){ref-type="fig"}. Generally good agreement was obtained between the SIBFA and CSOV analysis results. Inconsistencies between the *E*~pol~ terms evaluated on the basis of the CSOV and SIBFA schemes were due to the overdamping of the latter method at short distance, which can be addressed using GEM. Finally, the difference between the MP2 and HF calculations was used to fit the *E*~disp~ component. However, the authors note that the correlation energy does not solely depend on the dispersion interactions, making the *E*~disp~ term less transferable than the other components.

![CSOV (blue) versus SIBFA (red) electrostatic (top left), repulsion (top right), polarization (bottom left), and charge-transfer (bottom right) energies as a function of the Th--O distance in Th^4+^--H~2~O. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref935]). Copyright 2012 Springer.](cr-2016-00440p_0072){#fig72}

### 6.4.4. Many-Body Polarizable Model {#sec6.4.4}

While the induced dipole model offers improved accuracy over the unpolarized model, its error at short-range is still considerable because the operative quantum effects are hard to model using simple classical representations. By applying related corrections (e.g., adding many-body terms) to the short-range region, further improvement can be obtained. In a series of papers, Paesani and co-workers explored water and monovalent ions based on a many-body polarizable model, and outstanding results were generally obtained. We briefly review the model and summarize the results in the following.

Paesani and co-workers have reported the development of the many-body polarizable (MB-pol) for water.^[@ref949]−[@ref951]^ It contains 1-body, 2-body, and 3-body potentials explicitly combined with the "Thole-type model" (TTM) polarizable potential and a dispersion term (see [eq [152](#eq152){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq152){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The 1-body potential inside an individual water molecule was based on the work of Partridge and Schwenke,^[@ref978]^ while the 2-body potential was fitted to the CCSD(T)/CBS calculated water dimer multidimensional PES (in total 42 508 dimers were considered),^[@ref949]^ and the 3-body potential was fitted to the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculated water trimer energetics (in total 12 347 trimers were considered).^[@ref950]^

As shown in [eqs [153](#eq153){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq153){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[155](#eq155){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the 2-body potential consists of the short-range term and the long-range term. The long-range term has electrostatic and induced dipole interaction terms from the TTM potential, as well as a dispersion term including *r*^--6^ and *r*^--8^ formulations. The short-range term can be viewed as a correction to the formulation of the long-range term. It is a polynomial that is invariant to permutation, which allows the potential to smoothly switch to zero when two water molecules separate each other beyond the assigned cutoff value. Overall, there are 1156 linear parameters and 16 nonlinear parameters in the 2-body potential that were fit.^[@ref949]^

The 3-body potential used is shown in [eqs [156](#eq156){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq156){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [157](#eq157){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Similar to the 2-body potential, the short-range term in the 3-body potential has a switching function that makes the 3-body interaction switch to zero smoothly when one water molecule leaves from a trimer water cluster. In total, 1163 linear and 10 nonlinear parameters were fit in the 3-body potential.^[@ref950]^

It was shown that the MB-pol model offered an outstanding model for simulating water in both the gas phase and the liquid phase, which represented a very important step toward a "universal model" of water. This water model has been thoroughly reviewed in recent publications by Paesani and co-workers.^[@ref979],[@ref980]^

This team has also developed the i-TTM model for alkali metal ions^[@ref953]^ and halide ions,^[@ref952]^ which are compatible with their MB-pol water model. The total potential consists of a water molecule potential, and an i-TTM term for ion--water interactions (see [eq [158](#eq158){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq158){ref-type="disp-formula"}). As shown in [eq [159](#eq159){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq159){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the i-TTM term consists of a TTM electrostatic term, a TTM induction term, a repulsive term (which is described by a series of exponential potentials), and a dispersion term (which was represented by a series of *r*^--6^ potentials with damping functions). CCSD(T)/CBS calculated energetics were used for the parameter fitting. Accuracy of the i-TTM model was compared to those of QM and polarizable models for alkali metal ion--water clusters (with up to 4 water molecules),^[@ref953]^ and halide ion--water clusters (with up to 8 water molecules).^[@ref952]^ In general, the i-TTM potential provides an accurate and efficient way to model ion--water systems.

Paesani and co-workers also developed a 2-body term inside the many-body-energy (MB-nrg) potential for halide ion--water dimers (see [eq [160](#eq160){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq160){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which follows the MB-pol development strategy.^[@ref954]^ CCSD(T)-F12b/CBS calculated energies were used for parameter fitting. 12 773, 17 526, 17 738, and 13 783 halide--water dimers were used to fit the 2-body potentials of the H~2~O--F^--^, H~2~O--Cl^--^, H~2~O--Br^--^, and H~2~O--I^--^ dimers, respectively. 874 linear and 9 nonlinear parameters were fitted for each halide--water dimer potential.

Accuracy analysis of different methods was then performed, and their results show that the DFT models have considerable halide-dependent errors in describing the two-body interaction energies. Moreover, classical polarizable models could not well reproduce halide ion--water interactions at short-range, because these interactions are more quantum with considerable covalent characteristics.

Even though the MB-pol water model has achieved superb accuracy, the OH bond in water cannot be broken, which limits its ability to simulate chemical reactions. Furthermore, the MB-pol water model is highly parametrized, which increases its computational cost, when compared to the typical unpolarized or polarizable water models. The MD simulations reported so far only last for tens of nanoseconds for systems containing 216 or 512 water molecules.^[@ref980]^ Also, the complicated function form brings challenges to extend the MB-pol model to other systems. In comparing the i-TTM and MB-nrg potentials for ions, the latter has a better accuracy, while the former has fewer parameters, making it more easily extended. The many-body interactions in water tend to converge rapidly, but some covalent and metallic systems (e.g., Na, Si, Au) have many-body interactions that are oscillatory in nature.^[@ref981]^ It is not clear whether the MB-pol type model can be easily extended to these classes of systems.

6.5. Reactive Force Fields {#sec6.5}
--------------------------

Polarizable models offer improvements over unpolarized models, but they still do not address the need to model chemical reactivity using simpler models other than those based on QM methods. To fill this void, special purpose "reactive" force fields have been designed. These methods are typically based on the length--order--energy relationship of a chemical bond. The length--order--energy relationship of a chemical bond can be traced back to Pauling.^[@ref350]^ Johnston and Parr developed a related procedure for the prediction of activation energies and rate constants.^[@ref982]^ Tersoff developed an empirical force field (so-called the Tersoff potential), which uses the bond order concept to model covalent systems.^[@ref983]^ Benner developed the reactive empirical bond order (REBO) force field for hydrocarbons to model the chemistry of carbon.^[@ref984]^ Stuart et al. followed this work by developing the adaptive intermolecular REBO (AIREBO) force field for hydrocarbon systems.^[@ref985]^ Subsequently, Benner and co-workers created the second generation REBO force field for hydrocarbons.^[@ref986]^ van Duin, Goddard et al. developed the reactive force field (ReaxFF) in 2001.^[@ref987]^ Scaleable parallel ReaxFF has been implemented and is now available in the Purdue reactive molecular dynamics (PuPuReMD) open source software package^[@ref988]−[@ref990]^ and the LAMMPS/User-ReaxC software package. Applications to metal-containing systems are well represented by ReaxFF, so, herein, we will focus on this methodology and some of its applications.

### 6.5.1. Model Introduction {#sec6.5.1}

Similar to nonreactive classical force field models, ReaxFF consists of two sets of terms: the bonded and nonbonded terms. However, ReaxFF allows bond formation and dissociation, and, hence, has much different bonded terms from classical harmonic potentials. The bonded terms are based on atomic connectivity, while the nonbonded terms are considered for each atom pair (see below for more details). During the MD simulation, bond orders are evaluated at each time-step and are used to determine the atomic connectivity at a user-defined cutoff. ReaxFF cannot simulate multiple spin states explicitly because it does not have the facility to incorporate electronic structure. However, because the ReaxFF is parametrized to the lowest energy spin state, it can model spin state changes along the bond formation/dissociation pathway implicitly. An explicit electron version of ReaxFF (eReaxFF) has been described recently,^[@ref991]^ in which the authors introduced an explicit treatment of holes and electrons in the potential function, while the ACKS2 method^[@ref873]^ was employed to calculate the atomic charges. A single atom type in ReaxFF defines each element: for example, there are no sp, sp^2^, or sp^3^ hybridized carbon atoms but only one carbon atom type. The energy curves are continuous throughout the simulation process, even at regions involving bond formation/breaking where favorable reactions can automatically occur without any restraint. A time-step of up to 0.5 fs could be used for simulations at low and normal temperatures, while a smaller time-step is needed for a higher temperature (\>1500 K).^[@ref992]^

The potential is summarized in [eqs [161](#eq161){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq161){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[163](#eq163){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The detailed expressions for the bonded terms and the other terms such as the overcoordination (*E*~over~), undercoordination (*E*~under~), penalty (*E*~pen~), hydrogen bond (*E*~hb~), and lone-pair (*E*~lp~) terms can be found in the original articles. Moreover, the number of terms used depends on the application at hand. For example, for a system of pure gold, only *E*~bond~, *E*~over~, and *E*~VDW~ were considered.^[@ref993]^ For metal-catalyzed nanotude formation, an *E*~C2~ term (not contained in [eqs [161](#eq161){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq161){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[163](#eq163){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was added to destabilize the C~2~ radial.^[@ref994]^

The bond energy was represented as a function of the corrected bond order (see [eq [164](#eq164){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq164){ref-type="disp-formula"}).^[@ref987]^ The uncorrected bond order is calculated on the basis of the bond distance directly (see [eq [165](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"} and an example shown in [Figure [73](#fig73){ref-type="fig"}](#fig73){ref-type="fig"}) and consists of contributions from different types of bonds: the σ bond, the first π bond, and the second π bond (ππ here). All three terms in [eq [165](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"} are considered for a bond between two carbon atoms, while only the first term is used for the σ bond that forms between a carbon atom and a hydrogen atom. The uncorrected bond order equation (see [eq [165](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq165){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is an exponential decay function, which effectively considers the bond formation/breaking process. However, this representation will yield small bond orders for 1−3 interactions, causing a bond order overestimation between the relevant atoms. A correction equation (see [eq [166](#eq166){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq166){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is utilized for this situation to minimize the long-range bond orders, where Δ~*i*~^′^ is the deviation of the uncorrected bond order summation (see [eq [167](#eq167){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq167){ref-type="disp-formula"}) from the valence state of an atom (e.g., carbon and hydrogen have valencies of four and one, respectively). An example of the bond order correction is shown in [Figure [74](#fig74){ref-type="fig"}](#fig74){ref-type="fig"}.

![Interatomic distance dependency of the carbon--carbon bond order in ReaxFF. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref987]). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0073){#fig73}

![(a) Uncorrected bond orders for carbon and hydrogen within an ethane molecule. Carbon is overcoordinated due to second nearest neighbor interactions with hydrogen atoms. (b) Corrected bond orders. Weak interactions are negated due to carbon having its full bond order of 4. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref168]). Copyright 2011 Elsevier.](cr-2016-00440p_0074){#fig74}

The angle term in ReaxFF also depends on the bond orders (see [eq [168](#eq168){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq168){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and diminishes smoothly as a bond involved in the angle breaks. A correction function *f*(Δ~*j*~) may be applied to compensate for the effect of bond order overestimation/underestimation of the central atom *j*. Here, *k*~a~, *k*~b~, θ~*o*~, and θ~*ijk*~ terms represent the depth, width, angle value, and equilibrium angle value for a given angle, respectively.

The dihedral term in ReaxFF is shown in [eq [169](#eq169){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq169){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The first term reduces the dihedral interaction if the atoms forming the torsion angle are involved in a bond breaking process. When there are linear angles (180°) between atoms *i*, *j*, *k*, and/or atoms *j*, *k*, *l*, the two sine terms sets the *i*, *j*, *k*, *l* dihedral interaction to equal zero. The *V*~2~ cosine term is related to the bond order of the central bond (*j*--*k*) and achieves a maximum when the bond order equals 2. The *f*(Δ~*j*~, Δ~*k*~) indirectly corrects the overcoordination of atoms *j* and *k*.

To prevent energy jumps during bond formation/dissociation, there are nonbonded interactions between each atom pair (even for 1-2, 1-3 interactions) in ReaxFF. These equations are "shielded" to prevent unrealistic values at very short distances (see [Figure [75](#fig75){ref-type="fig"}](#fig75){ref-type="fig"}). Electrostatic interactions are represented by a shielded Columbic term (see [eq [170](#eq170){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq170){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and the VDW interaction uses a shielded Morse potential (see [eqs [171](#eq171){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq171){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [172](#eq172){ref-type="disp-formula"}). A FQ model (see [eq [173](#eq173){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq173){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is used during the simulation, in which the electronegativity and chemical hardness parameters are optimized in the parametrization procedure. It was illustrated that the FQ model reproduced QM calculated Mulliken charges (see [Figure [76](#fig76){ref-type="fig"}](#fig76){ref-type="fig"})^[@ref168]^ and the atomic charges are updated for each step during MD simulation.

![Plot of the Coulombic and VDW energies versus distance. A shielding term is applied to prevent these energies from becoming too large. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref168]). Copyright 2011 Elsevier.](cr-2016-00440p_0075){#fig75}

![Comparison of the ReaxFF calculated charges versus QM values for the same molecule. The ReaxFF closely reproduces the Mullikan charges on each atom and models the polarizability of the molecule. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref168]). Copyright 2011 Elsevier.](cr-2016-00440p_0076){#fig76}

The ReaxFF force field is parametrized using the APM (see [section [4.2.5](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2.5){ref-type="other"}) with the fitting being done against a variety of target properties from QM calculations. Different weights can be assigned to different data types during the parameter optimization process. Some recent works have been introduced to facilitate the parameter optimization of ReaxFF.^[@ref995]−[@ref998]^ ReaxFF is not only able to simulate stable molecules but also relevant resonance structures, radical species, and reaction processes. ReaxFF is considerably faster than QM methods and can perform with good accuracy in carefully parametrized cases. For instance, the hydrocarbon reaction force field (ReaxFF^CH^) offers an accuracy similar to that of the PM3 method, and is generally 100 times faster than PM3, which is itself ∼100 times faster than ab initio QM calculations.^[@ref987]^

### 6.5.2. Examples {#sec6.5.2}

ReaxFFs have been developed for various metal-containing systems such as magnesium hydrides,^[@ref999]^ lithium-containing complexes,^[@ref1000]^ TM-catalyzed reactions,^[@ref994]^ platinum surfaces,^[@ref1001]^ gold,^[@ref993]^ vanadium oxide catalysts,^[@ref1002]^ zinc oxide,^[@ref1003]^ cobalt nanoparticles,^[@ref1004]^ etc. ReaxFF-based models have also been applied to biological systems including DNA^[@ref1005]^ and proteins.^[@ref1006]^ Three examples of ReaxFFs about modeling the TM related systems are summarized below.

Chenoweth et al. parametrized ReaxFF for the reactions of hydrocarbons catalyzed by vanadium oxide solids.^[@ref1002]^ 700 QM optimized structures and calculated energies were used to parametrize the reactive potential. These data points were related to bond dissociation processes, angle and dihedral distortions, energy changes of model reactions, bulk data on vanadium metals (BCC, FCC, A15, simple cubic, and diamond), and bulk data on vanadium oxides at different oxidation states. A MD simulation was carried out on a system consisting of a V~2~O~5~ slab (001) surface (containing 504 atoms), and 30 methanol molecules with a 0.25 fs time-step was used in the simulation. 250 ps of simulation was performed using a dual temperature thermostat algorithm (650 K for the slab to prevent it from melting and 2000 K for the methanol molecules). The resultant product distribution is shown in [Figure [77](#fig77){ref-type="fig"}](#fig77){ref-type="fig"}. The simulation revealed CH~3~OH molecules being converted to CH~2~O molecules via two separate hydrogen absorption reactions by two surface V=O groups (with the CH~2~OH radical as an intermediate species). Additional energy path scans indicated that the C--H dissociation path was preferred over O--H dissociation on the fully oxidized slab. Furthermore, water formation was observed during the simulation. Consistent with temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) experiments, the simulation results also supported interlayer bonding stabilization that facilitates water desorption at the vanadium oxide surface.

![Product distribution observed during the NVT-MD simulation of CH~3~OH exposed to V~2~O~5~ (001) using ReaxFF. Only major products are shown explicitly; minor intermediates are included as "others", and carbon-containing intermediates bound to the V~2~O~5~ surface are included as "surface carbon species". Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1002]). Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0077){#fig77}

Nielson et al. investigated the branching process of carbon fragments catalyzed by metal atoms using a ReaxFF model.^[@ref994]^ An *E*~C2~ term was added to the hydrogen carbon ReaxFF (ReaxFF^CH^) to destabilize the C~2~ radical. This is because the C--C bond in C~2~ radical is weaker than a double bond, while ReaxFF^CH^ makes this bond even stronger than a triple bond. A number of QM calculated structures and energies were used in the parametrization process. These data points were related to the ground and intermediate states of species relevant to the system being studied. A MD simulation was carried out with 0.1 fs time-step at 1500 K under the NVT ensemble. Five monocyclic C~20~ and 10 acyclic C~4~ fragments were modeled in the system. No branching reactions were observed after 90 ps of simulation. Another three simulations were performed with each having 15 metal atoms added into the system (with 15 Co, Ni, and Cu atoms, respectively). To prevent metal clustering and facilitate metal carbon linkage, bond energies between the metal atoms were set to zero. As shown in [Figure [78](#fig78){ref-type="fig"}](#fig78){ref-type="fig"}, considerable branching happens in the systems containing Co or Ni atoms, while the system containing Cu atoms showed less branching. This is consistent with experimental results. [Figure [79](#fig79){ref-type="fig"}](#fig79){ref-type="fig"} shows the structure of the system containing 15 Ni atoms after 750 ps of simulation, in which nanotude-like species were observed.

![Configurations obtained after 90 ps of NVT-MD simulation using ReaxFF without metal (a) and with 15 Co (b), Ni (c), and Cu (d). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref994]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0078){#fig78}

![Configuration obtained from the NVT-MD simulation using ReaxFF with 15 Ni atoms after 750 ps. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref994]). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0079){#fig79}

The CN of Cu^2+^ ion in aqueous solution has been the subject of some debate.^[@ref1007]^ The point of contention is whether the CN is equal to 5 or 6 in the first solvation shell of a Cu^2+^ ion. Moreover, the role of the Jahn--Teller effect is also an issue drawing attention. van Duin et al. parametrized ReaxFF for Cu/O/H mixed systems using a training set containing Cu~*x*~(OH)~*y*~(H~2~O)~*z*~^2--*y*^ clusters, Cu, CuO, and Cu~2~O crystals, along with various Cu(H~2~O)~5~^2+^ and Cu(H~2~O)~6~^2+^ structures.^[@ref1008]^ 133 ps of MD simulation was performed for a system containing one Cu^2+^ ion and 216 water molecules in the NVT ensemble at 300 K. It was shown that the ReaxFF model reproduced the Jahn--Teller effect in the first solvation shell. The dual-peak characteristic is clearly seen in the Cu--O RDF (see [Figure [80](#fig80){ref-type="fig"}](#fig80){ref-type="fig"}). The ReaxFF simulation gave a 1.94 Å distance for the central copper to its equatorial oxygen and a 2.27 Å distance for the central copper to its axial oxygen. This agreed with available experimental data obtained from EXAFS and LAXS (distances of 1.95 and 2.29 Å, respectively). Meanwhile, the Jahn--Teller inversion rate was determined to be ∼5 ps from the ReaxFF simulation, which is in good agreement with the value of 5.1 ± 0.1 ps estimated from a ^17^O NMR study. Additional simulations suggested that even with 6-coordination dominating, 5-coordinate structures do occasionally appear.

![Cu--O RDF and integral as obtained from a ReaxFF MD simulation on a \[Cu(H~2~O)~216~\]^2+^ system at *T* = 300 K. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1008]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0080){#fig80}

6.6. Advantages and Drawbacks: More Accurate but with More Parameters {#sec6.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

It is reasonably well established that polarizable models afford better accuracy than unpolarized models, especially for metal-containing systems. One significant advantage of polarizable models is that they can accurately represent molecules in the gas, liquid, and interfacial phases due to their ability to respond to the surroundings. Unpolarized models, on the other hand, are typically designed for simulations in specific environments. However, the improvement of polarizable models over unpolarized ones is not always guaranteed and depends on parameter quality, which implies polarizable models still have room to improve. Because unpolarized models are usually designed for a single phase, only using them for simulations they were designed for can mitigate their disadvantages.

On the down side, polarizable models have more complicated parametrization schemes and usually require the determination of more parameters that add to their complexity. For polarizable models, the spectre of overfitting can rear its ugly head in complicated parametrization processes. Meanwhile, parameters in the polarizable models may afford limited transferability and reparametrization may be needed when applying to different systems. Furthermore, polarizable models also share some drawbacks with unpolarized models when modeling metal ions: for example, the balance of ion--water and ion--ion interactions in ionic solutions needs be considered to reproduce properties at high salt concentrations. Moreover, it is also hard to reproduce the Jahn--Teller effect using polarizable models (except for ReaxFF, which implicitly includes this effect). We have shown several examples in [section [7.2](#sec7.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec7.2){ref-type="other"} involving the incorporation of the AOM/VB approach into the AMOEBA force field and the LF model into the SIBFA approach. These examples all showed improvement in the representations of the Jahn--Teller effect.

7. Models Based on the Angular Overlap Model and Valence Bond Theory {#sec7}
====================================================================

The nonbonded and bonded models use atomic cores with charge and VDW interactions to represent each particle, while the polarizable models add the induction effect to the particle interactions. However, all of these models do not explicitly take the orbital effects into account and struggle to simulate the Jahn--Teller effect, which is related to the d-orbital splitting. The AOM,^[@ref1009],[@ref1010]^ a SE MO approach, and models based on the VB theory offer ways to effectively model the Jahn--Teller effect. These approaches are all based on the overlap between atomic/hybrid orbitals. Deeth and co-workers have developed and applied the LFMM approach,^[@ref1011]^ while Landis and co-workers have incorporated a Fourier angle term into the MM model to create the SHAPES force field.^[@ref197]^ The latter have also incorporated the VB theory into a force field (so-called the VALBOND model).^[@ref1012]−[@ref1015]^ Xiang and Ponder have incorporated the AOM and VB approaches into the AMOEBA polarizable force field.^[@ref1016],[@ref1017]^ Piquemal et al. have merged the LFMM model into the SIBFA polarizable force field.^[@ref1018]^ These methods can model the Jahn--Teller effect, and offer more sophisticated approaches for ongoing and future force field development for TM complexes. In general, the AOM model is more suitable to systems with strong ionic characteristics, while the VB-based models can simulate systems with strong covalent effects. This is because the hybrid orbitals in the VB theory are based on covalent bonding, whereas the AOM-based models are atomic orbital based, which is more suitable for compounds that are more ionic. However, these models generally do not incorporate the electrostatic and polarization potential explicitly, which reduces their accuracy to represent long-range behavior (e.g., electrostatic, polarization) of metal centers. Electrostatic parameters can be incorporated to better account for long-range interactions, and they have a limited influence on geometric predictions but have a strong influence on energetic properties.^[@ref1019],[@ref1020]^ In what follows, we briefly review the approaches summarized above.

7.1. Applied to Unpolarized Models {#sec7.1}
----------------------------------

### 7.1.1. LFMM Model {#sec7.1.1}

Deeth and co-workers described the LFMM (initially called CLFSE) model to incorporate the ligand field stabilization energy (LFSE) into the molecular modeling of TMs. Burton et al. created the Cellular LFSE (CLFSE)/MM model and applied it to Ni^2+^- and Cu^2+^-containing molecules.^[@ref1011]^ Its formulation is given in [eq [174](#eq174){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq174){ref-type="disp-formula"}. It uses a Morse potential to represent bond stretching, and a 9-6 LJ potential for the nonbonded interactions (only for the 1-3 ligand--ligand interactions and between atoms separated by more than three bonds). Metal-containing angle and torsion interactions were assigned zero values. Electrostatic interactions were not included in the model. The CLFSE term was included in the total energy and was calculated on the basis of [eq [175](#eq175){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq175){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Herein, ϱ(*d*~*i*~) is the occupation number (usually 0, 1, or 2), while ε(*d*~*i*~) is the d-orbital energies, which is obtained by diagonalization of the 5 × 5 d-orbital matrix ([eq [176](#eq176){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq176){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *V*~LF~ is the ligand field potential between d-orbitals *i* and *j*). Different spin states can be modeled by simply changing the occupancies of the d-orbitals. In the CLFSE model, each M--L interaction is divided into separate σ and π (including π*x* and π*y*) components, which are characterized by the *e*~σ~, *e*~π*x*~, and *e*~π*y*~ energy parameters (count as different modes; see [eq [176](#eq176){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq176){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The *e*~σ~, *e*~π*x*~, and *e*~π*y*~ parameters are represented by [eq [177](#eq177){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq177){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where *a*~*n*,*k*,ML~ is the fitting parameter. The ligand field splitting energy (Δ~oct~) is proportional to 1/*r*^5^, where *r* is the distance between the metal ion and its ligating atom. Because Δ~oct~ = 3*e*~σ~ for simple ligands with σ bonds to the metal ion (such as amines), *e*~σ~ should also be proportional to 1/*r*^5^. In their work, they only developed the *e*~σ~ parameter for Ni^2+^/Cu^2+^ bound by a nitrogen atom. The *e*~σ~ parameter was represented by a linear equation (see [eq [178](#eq178){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq178){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with *r* as the distance between the metal ion and its ligating atom.

Results showed that CLFSE/MM model offered comparable or better results relative to conventional MM models. It effectively simulated the Jahn--Teller effect, and correctly reproduced geometries of Ni^2+^--N and Cu^2+^--N bonds regardless of the CNs, molecular geometries, and ligating ligand types used in their investigation.

The LFMM model can also be used to simulate Werner-type compounds (which are more ionic in character) that are affected by the Jahn--Teller effect (e.g., \[CuCl~4~\]^2--^)^[@ref1021]^ and complexes that have important contributions from bonds involving s orbitals (e.g., WH~6~).^[@ref178]^ Covalent organometallic compounds WMe~6~ and WH~6~ have a d^0^ electronic configuration but do not have octahedral geometries,^[@ref178]^ an effect that can be captured by VB-based method (summarized below) through inclusion of sd^*n*^ hybridization but can also be modeled by LFMM via inclusion of a stabilization energy term representing the contribution from the s orbitals.

Deeth et al. have implemented the LFMM model into the molecular operating environment (MOE) package in 2005, and, cleverly, called it DommiMOE (named after the Dommino program, which means "d-orbital in molecular mechanics for inorganics").^[@ref1022]^ Examples, combined with the MMFF94 force field, were shown in their work to validate the LFMM model. Results also showed that DFT calculations were useful in designing improved LFMM parameters.

Deeth has also applied the LFMM model to blue copper proteins.^[@ref1023]^ The AMBER ff94 force field was used to describe the organic ligands, while the Cu--S parameters for the LFMM model were fitted using DFT calculations. Results from cluster and protein calculations showed the good performance of the LFMM model (see [Figures [81](#fig81){ref-type="fig"}](#fig81){ref-type="fig"} and [82](#fig82){ref-type="fig"}), allowing the authors to suggest that the LFMM method has "quantum-like" behavior and was ∼4 orders of magnitude faster than QM/MM calculations.

![Overlay of LFMM (yellow) and DFT (blue) structures: top left, \[Cu(SMe)~4~\]^2--^, top right, \[Cu(SMe~2~)~4~\]^2+^, and bottom, the Type I active site model \[Cu(im)~2~(SMe)(SMe~2~)\]^+^. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1023]). Copyright 2006 Royal Society of Chemistry.](cr-2016-00440p_0081){#fig81}

![Overlay of XRD (yellow) and LFMM (blue) structures. Figures on the left show the superposition of the protein backbones, while those on the right show the optimal overlay of the trigonal \[CuNNS\] set. The proteins are given in the same order as Table 1 of ref ([@ref1023]). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1023]). Copyright 2006 Royal Society of Chemistry.](cr-2016-00440p_0082){#fig82}

Deeth et al. designed Fe^2+^ complexes that have spin crossover and light-induced excited spin state-trapped properties.^[@ref1024]^ They employed the LFMM model combined with MD simulations. The parameters were fit to DFT calculated data, and the LFMM-based MD simulations reproduced the low-spin and high-spin states for complexes with the FeN~6~ motif (see [Figures [83](#fig83){ref-type="fig"}](#fig83){ref-type="fig"} and [84](#fig84){ref-type="fig"}). The method uses much less time than DFT calculations, but in the end offered similar accuracy.

![Schematic diagrams of Fe^2+^ am(m)ine complexes. In the solid state, 1 and 2 are high-spin while 3 and 4 are low-spin. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1024]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0083){#fig83}

![Comparison of theoretical spin-state energy differences (kJ/mol) for complexes 1--4. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1024]). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0084){#fig84}

More recently, Foscato et al. implemented the LFMM into the Tinker MM package.^[@ref1025]^ It was shown that LFMM could deal with both the static calculations and the dynamic simulations.

### 7.1.2. SHAPES Force Field {#sec7.1.2}

Allured et al. described the SHAPES force field in 1991.^[@ref197]^ It uses a single Fourier term (see [eq [179](#eq179){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq179){ref-type="disp-formula"}) instead of the harmonic equation to represent the angle bending interaction.

Similar to the Fourier term for a dihedral angle, *n* is the periodicity, φ is the phase, and *k*^F^ is the energy minimum. It was shown the Fourier term allowed energy changes both close to and far from typical equilibrium bond angles. [Figure [85](#fig85){ref-type="fig"}](#fig85){ref-type="fig"} shows the PES for the HOH angle obtained from HF calculations, a normal harmonic potential, and the Fourier angle potential. From this figure, we see that the Fourier angle potential better matches the results from QM-based methods than does the standard harmonic potential. The parameters for the Fourier angle potential can be calculated from parameters in a harmonic potential using the following equations:

![Comparison of PESs for angular distortion of water calculated by (●) the RHF method with a 6-31G\* basis set, (○) a harmonic force field (*k* = 0.191 hartree/rad^2^, θ~eq~ = 105.5°), and (■) a Fourier term (*k*^F^ = 0.0652 hartree, *n* = 2.42, φ = 74.50°). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref197]). Copyright 1991 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0085){#fig85}

Moreover, the Fourier representation is consistent with the AOM (see the appendix from their work).^[@ref197]^ The geometry representation in SHAPES is based on spherical internal coordinates. As in many standard force fields, the bond term in the SHAPES force field is harmonic, the torsion term uses Fourier expansions, and the 12-6 LJ equation was used to represent the VDW interactions. Electrostatic interactions were not considered in the parametrization process, which was based on normal coordinate analysis and PES scans based on QM calculations. It was shown that the so-derived force field reproduced the molecular structures of different square-planar Rh complexes to good accuracy (RMSDs of bond lengths ±0.02 Å and of angles ±3°). Tests including electrostatic interactions based on the QEq formulation from Rappe et al.^[@ref868]^ demonstrated that inclusion of the electrostatic interactions had a trivial influence on structure prediction, implying that the derived parameters could be transferred to models including charge interactions. Using force constants based on normal coordinate analysis, they observed that the force constants inside ligands decreased when ligated to a metal ion. For example, *k*~b~ for the N--H bond decreases from 460 for a free ammonia to 410 kcal/mol·Å^--2^ for a coordinated ammonia, along with the *k*~θ~ for the H--N--H angle decreases from 44 to 40 kcal/mol·rad^--2^. However, in later work, Cleveland and Landis reported that the angular representation used in the SHAPES force field makes the bipyramidal geometry too rigid with respect to distortion to the square pyramidal geometry.^[@ref1013]^

Doman et al. created force field models for linear metallocenes \[M(Cp)~2~\] (where Cp = cyclopentadienyl) for a series of TMs, where almost all of the force constants were obtained on the basis of experimental data.^[@ref1020]^ Fourier terms were used for the angles that have the metal ion as their center atom, while harmonic terms were used for the other angles. To model these sandwich compounds, dummy atoms were placed in the centers of the five-member rings of the Cp groups and then bound to the central metal ion. A dihedral term was used to model the 1-5 interaction between the Cp carbon-dummy-metal-dummy-Cp carbon, which represents the rotation along the ligand metal axis (see [Figure [86](#fig86){ref-type="fig"}](#fig86){ref-type="fig"}). The Columbic equation was used with a distance-dependent dielectric constant, and atomic charges were determined on the basis of the FQ method and updated every 50 steps in the energy minimization. It was shown that inclusion of electrostatic interactions caused limited impact on the molecular geometry but exerted considerable influence on the molecular energy. The derived force field reproduced the geometries of the metallocenes, even for those highly strained examples.

![Representation of the skeletal modes of a linear metallocene. The Cp rings are represented by horizontal lines and the metal by a dark circle. The 1,5-dihedral angle, α, the M--D stretch, *a*, the D--M--D, β, and the C--D--M bend, γ, are shown. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1020]). Copyright 1992 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0086){#fig86}

### 7.1.3. Valence Bond-Based Models {#sec7.1.3}

Root et al. have developed the so-called VALBOND force field using concepts from the VB theory.^[@ref1012]^ They note that the conceptual foundation of MM aligns better with the localized bonds between hybrid orbitals (a perspective of VB theory) than it does with the delocalized LCAO picture from MO theory. The VALBOND model has an angular term based on the hybrid orbital strength function (see [eqs [183](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[186](#eq186){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In these equations, α and Δ are the angle and overlap integral between two sp^*m*^d^*n*^ hybrid orbitals, respectively. Functions of generalized strength *S*(α) and maximum possible strength *S*^max^ are shown in [eqs [184](#eq184){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq184){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [185](#eq185){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively. The final energy is determined on the basis of the pair defect approximation (PDA, see [eq [183](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}) where *k* is a scaling parameter.

Using sp^3^ hybrid orbitals as an example, the value of *S*^max^ = 2 is obtained using [eq [185](#eq185){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq185){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and is derived using [eq [186](#eq186){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq186){ref-type="disp-formula"}. When α = 109.5°, Δ = 0.0, which means the two orbitals are orthogonal, and *S*(α) equals *S*^max^, yielding an *E*~angle~ (see [eq [183](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}) value of zero. The strength functions for sp^3^, sp^2^, sp^1^, and pure p orbitals are shown in [Figure [87](#fig87){ref-type="fig"}](#fig87){ref-type="fig"}.

![Strength functions for sp^3^, sp^2^, sp^1^, and pure p orbitals. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1012]). Copyright 1993 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0087){#fig87}

The only parameters that need to be determined in this formulation are the scaling parameter *k* and the hybridization of each bond orbital. They used simple Lewis structures and a quantitative representation of Bent's rule to determine the hybridization of an individual bond. In the VALBOND representation, there are weighting factors for each combination of elements, and these weighting factors were determined on the basis of several rules. Rather than delineate them, herein we refer the reader to the original literature for full details.^[@ref1012]^ The scaling parameters were determined such that experimental vibration frequencies were accurately reproduced, and via this process it was shown that the scaling parameters did not significantly vary. A value of ∼163 kcal/mol for bonds containing hydrogen atoms and ∼220 kcal/mol for the other bonds afforded a good estimation. Overall, it was shown that the VALBOND force field reproduced molecular geometries and vibrational frequencies to good accuracy with a small number of parameters.

The VB model can handle situations involving delocalized bonding arrangements, like that seen in 3-center-4-electron (3c4e) bonds, which are observed in hypervalent (HV) molecules. Modeling HV molecules is a challenge for traditional MM models. Cleveland and Landis extended the VALBOND force field to handle HV compounds involving p-block elements.^[@ref1013]^ Through the incorporation of resonance structures representing 3c4e bonds into VALBOND, these authors showed that it was possible to model HV molecules. To accomplish this, they added [eq [187](#eq187){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq187){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the VALBOND formulation to represent the 3c4e bond. In this equation, BOF stands for the bond order factor, and α and Δ are the bond angle and overlap integral between two interacting orbitals (e.g., for the F--Xe--F molecule, the two orbitals are the σ\* hybrid orbital of \[Xe--F\]^+^ and the lone pair of F^--^, respectively). This strength function favors the linear configuration: when α = 180°, α + π = 360°, making the overlap integral Δ = 0, yielding a minimum value for *E*(α). *k*~α~ is a scaling parameter and was set to 260 kcal/mol in their work. The bond, dihedral, improper torsion, and VDW terms were all taken from the CHARMM force field.

To model more complicated systems, such as ClF~3~, which has both 2-center-3-electron (2c3e) and 3c4e bonds, different resonance configurations need to be considered. As shown in [eqs [188](#eq188){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq188){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [189](#eq189){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the total angle bending energy is represented by a mixture of energies of different resonance structures. Herein, *c*~*n*~ means the mixing coefficients, which are geometry dependent and determined on the basis of the HV angles inside each resonance configuration (see [eq [189](#eq189){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq189){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

An offset term was added for the nonhomoleptic HV molecules, and it is related to the electronegativities of the ligands in the 3c4e bond (see [eqs [190](#eq190){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [191](#eq191){ref-type="disp-formula"}).Herein, *a* and *b* represent two different atoms in the HV angle *j* of the *i*th MM configuration. *en*~lig~ and *en*~c.a.~ are the electronegativities of the ligand and the central atom, respectively, while *ss* is a scaling factor. *ss* is 1 when the electronegativity difference is positive and is 2 when the difference is negative. This offset representation gives a lower energy when the electronegativity of the ligand is larger than the central atom, and a higher energy in the converse. Results showed this HV-VB scheme reproduced the PESs, geometries, vibrational frequencies, site-preference, and fluxional pathways and was able to manifest ligand site exchange processes.

Landis et al. extended the VALBOND force field to metal alkyls and hydrides.^[@ref1014]^ They used the 12-electron rule (based on sd^*n*^ hybridization) instead of the 18-electron rule to determine the hyper-valency of the TM complexes. This model can represent different configurations (such as square-planar, trigonal planar, octahedral) of TM complexes. It uses [eq [192](#eq192){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq192){ref-type="disp-formula"} to determine the mixing coefficients. This is because, while [eq [189](#eq189){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq189){ref-type="disp-formula"} is good for modeling sp^*n*^ hybridized orbitals, it is less suitable for orbitals with more than 67% d-character. The scaling factors (*k*, in [eq [183](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq183){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for some TMs were parametrized on the basis of QM calculated frequencies for their hydrides. On the basis of these values, the scaling factors for the other TMs investigated were determined through interpolation/extrapolation.

Finally, it was shown that VALBOND reproduced the angles of 36 TM complexes with an average RMSD of less than 5°.

Firman and Landis extended VALBOND to TM complexes involving π-bonds.^[@ref1015]^ When modeling π bonds in TM complexes, the VALBOND formulation becomes more complicated due to the incorporation σ--π and π--π bond pairs. [Equation [193](#eq193){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq193){ref-type="disp-formula"} calculates the torsion energy between a metal dπ orbital and a ligand dπ orbital (see [Figure [88](#fig88){ref-type="fig"}](#fig88){ref-type="fig"}), where ϕ is the torsion angle of PI--M--L--PI, with M, L, and PI represent the metal, ligand, and π-pseudoatom, respectively, *r*~m~ is 1.67 (whose value was empirically derived) times the distance between the two central atoms, and *bo*2 is the bond order of the M--L bond, whose value is 2 or 3. *e*~tπ~ is set to 260 kcal/mol, which was also empirically derived.

![Scheme of π-bonding p--d atomic orbitals in the VALBOND model. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1015]). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0088){#fig88}

To evaluate the bonds formed by the dπ orbital of a metal and a sd^*n*^ σ-hybrid orbital from a ligand, the equation given in [Figure [89](#fig89){ref-type="fig"}](#fig89){ref-type="fig"} is used. It is based on the consideration that a cloverleaf-shaped orbital can be represented by a linear combination of two d~*z*^2^~-shape orbitals (see [Figure [90](#fig90){ref-type="fig"}](#fig90){ref-type="fig"}).

![Overlap representation between a dπ orbital (left) and a σ bond with sd^*n*^ hybridization (right). Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1015]). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0089){#fig89}

![Representation of a cloverleaf shaped orbital by two d~*z*2~ shaped orbitals. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1015]). Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0090){#fig90}

The dπ--dπ overlap between two cloverleaf shaped orbitals was determined using:where the details for the α, β, χ, and δ terms can be found in the original article.^[@ref1015]^ In their work, a slightly modified formulation of the VALBOND force field was used. The new formulation gave the same results for homoleptic complexes and offered advantages when modeling nonhomoleptic complexes. Results reported by these authors show that the VALBOND force field can predict molecular structures for a number of TM complexes with metal--ligand multiple bonds.

To model situations where there is a trans influence, Tubert-Brohman et al. created the VALBOND-TRANS force field for octahedral complexes containing Ru, Os, Rh, and Ir.^[@ref1026]^ The trans influence (that is different from the trans effect, which is related to the substitution reaction rate^[@ref1027]^) is a phenomenon affecting the electronic ground state of a complex where a ligand has the tendency to weaken the bond trans to it.^[@ref1028]^ It causes bond lengthening and can affect the relative stabilities of different diastereomers. It can be explained by a 3c4e bond formed between the metal ion and its ligands in which a "stronger" ligand prefers to bond in a trans orientation to a weaker ligand. They proposed [eq [195](#eq195){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq195){ref-type="disp-formula"} to model the energy changes due to the trans influence, which is based on the consideration that the trans influence is maximized at 180°.Herein, *p*~AB~ is an adjustable parameter, which is related to the metal and ligand types. The harmonic equation was used for the bond stretching term, while the equilibrium bond distance was determined from [eq [196](#eq196){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq196){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which represents bond length changes associated with the trans influence. Herein, *i*~B~ and *s*~A~ indicate the "trans influence intensity" and "lengthening sensitivity", respectively. The authors obtained parameters in [eqs [195](#eq195){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq195){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [196](#eq196){ref-type="disp-formula"} for octahedral complexes containing Ru, Os, Rh, or Ir based on DFT calculated isomeric energies and optimized structures. Test calculations were carried out on two larger octahedral Ir complexes, and the obtained results showed that the VALBOND-TRANS force field was able to reproduce the DFT calculated isomeric energies and geometries, outperforming the VALBOND force field for the cases studied.

Recently, Jin et al. studied Cu oxidation/reduction in water and protein systems through MD simulations using the DFTB3/MM and VALBOND methods.^[@ref1029]^ DFTB3 is a SE QM method, which is able to study chemical reactions, while the VALBOND method is a fast MM method that can study structural properties but needs parametrization for specific oxidation states and coordination environments of the Cu ion. Both methods covered the nanosecond time scale during the MD simulations, and are more efficient than the QM/MM MD simulations based on ab initio or DFT methods. They found that DFTB3/MM and VALBOND all capture the coexistence of the five- and six-coordinated structures of Cu^2+^ in water, which is consistent with experiment. However, subtle differences exist between different approaches: the hybrid-DFT/MM, DFTB3/MM, and VALBOND methods favor a six-coordinated Cu^2+^ ion in water, as compared to that the five-coordinated structure is favored by the nonhybrid BLYP functional and experiment. MD simulations based on DFTB3/MM, the BLYP functional, and HSE functional support a two-coordinated Cu^+^ in water, while B3LYP/MM predicts a four-coordinated Cu^+^ ion. They proposed that these subtle properties are worth further investigation by experiment and computation. These authors also showed that the DFTB3/MM and VALBOND methods performed well in simulating the \[Cu(NH~3~)~4~\]^+^ and \[Cu(NH~3~)~4~\]^2+^ complexes in aqueous solution. Furthermore, the DFTB3/MM method well simulated the active site of plastocyanin (where the Cu ion is coordinated to two His, one Cys, and one Met residue), and its predicted reduction potential and reorganization energy agreed with experiment. Meanwhile, the authors proposed that improved description of the charged species in DFTB3 was important for better modeling the Cu^+^ ion in DFTB3/MM simulations.

7.2. Applied to Polarizable Models {#sec7.2}
----------------------------------

### 7.2.1. SIBFA-LF Model {#sec7.2.1}

Piquemal et al. incorporated the ligand field (LF) effect based on the AOM model into SIBFA in 2003.^[@ref1018]^ The SIBFA-LF model was parametrized to model systems containing Cu^2+^--O and Cu^2+^--N bonds. It was found that the SIBFA-LF approach reproduced the Jahn--Teller effect, giving an improved geometric prediction when compared to the SIBFA approach. For example, the SIBFA-LF method predicts the elongated octahedral geometry of the Cu^2+^--(H~2~O)~6~ complex with the axial and equatorial Cu--O distances at 2.17 and 1.99 Å, respectively. In comparison, SIBFA predicts the Cu^2+^--(H~2~O)~6~ complex as octahedral with the six Cu--O distances all equal to 2.06 Å. As shown in [Figure [91](#fig91){ref-type="fig"}](#fig91){ref-type="fig"}, the SIBFA model predicts that the inner four water molecules in Cu^2+^(H~2~O)~4~(H~2~O)~2~ are tetrahedrally coordinated, while SIBFA-LF predicts them to be planar. The SIBFA-LF correctly predicts the quasi-planar D2d geometry for Cu^2+^ coordinated with four NH~3~ groups, or four imidazole (ImH) groups (see [Figure [92](#fig92){ref-type="fig"}](#fig92){ref-type="fig"} for the latter case), while SIBFA predicts a tetrahedral geometry.

![Minimized structure of Cu^2+^(H~2~O)~4~(H~2~O)~2~ based on the SIBFA (panel A) and SIBFA-LF (panel B) models. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1018]). Copyright 2003 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0091){#fig91}

![Minimized structure of Cu^2+^(ImH)~4~ based on the SIBFA (panel A) and SIBFA-LF (panel B) models. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1018]). Copyright 2003 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0092){#fig92}

### 7.2.2. AMOEBA-VB and AMOEBA-AOM Models {#sec7.2.2}

Xiang and Ponder incorporated the VB model into the AMOEBA force field for the Zn^2+^ and Cu^2+^ ions in aqueous solution.^[@ref1017]^ The following representation was used:where the *U*~resonance~ term represents the 3c4e bond, and the resonance structure number is equal to the number of O--M--O angles in the M^2+^(H2O)~6~ complex. Here, *W*~*k*~ is the weighting factor for different resonance structures and is calculated on the basis of an empirical function. The *U*~VB-angle~ term is represented by the hybridization of the s, p, and d orbitals. The authors used an admixture of 10% s and 90% d to represent the bond formation between Cu^2+^ and its surrounding water molecules, while for Zn^2+^ 100% s orbital character was used. As shown in [Figure [93](#fig93){ref-type="fig"}](#fig93){ref-type="fig"}, the VB angular potential for Cu^2+^ gives two energy minima at 90° and 180°, which agreed with a previous AOM model from Carlsson.^[@ref1030]^ The parameters were fit on the basis of QM calculations on M(H~2~O)~4~^2+^ and M(H~2~O)~6~^2+^ systems. Addition of the Jahn--Teller stabilization energy function from Comba and Zimmer^[@ref1031]^ (see [eqs [199](#eq199){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq199){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [200](#eq200){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which are first-order harmonic equations, where r, r~0~, Δ are the metal-ligand distance, average bonding distance, and a scaling parameter, respectively, with *E*~*JT*~^*xy*^ applied to the in-plane ligands, and *E*~*JT*~^*z*^ applied to the axial ligands) further improved the AMOEBA-VB model. However, this representation did not offer smooth transitions for axial--equatorial ligand interchange or coordination number changing, and therefore was not used in the subsequent MD simulation. Even with these modifications, the AMOEBA-VB model does not reproduce the dual peak in the first solvation shell of the Cu^2+^ ion during the aqueous phase MD simulation, and does not reproduce the two different bond lengths (elongation of the axial bond lengths) of the Cu(H~2~O)~6~^2+^ complex, but AMOEBA-VB predicts the square planar structure of the Cu(H~2~O)~4~^2+^ complex to be more stable than the tetrahedral one, offering an improved description over the AMOEBA model (see [Figure [94](#fig94){ref-type="fig"}](#fig94){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, their work showed that AMOEBA-VB gave results similar to those of the AMOEBA model for systems containing Zn^2+^.

![Schematic plot of VB angular potential for each 3c4e bond based on 10% s and 90% d hybridization. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1017]). Copyright 2012 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0093){#fig93}

![Energy difference between square-planar (sq) and tetrahedral (te) tetra-aqua TM complexes; energy calculated by (*U*~sq~ -- *U*~sq~/empty) -- (*U*~te~ -- *U*~te~/empty); data points from AMOEBA and AMOEBA-VB methods for \[Zn(H~2~O)~4~\]^2+^ overlap each other, as the differences in results are very small; see Tables 3 and 4 in the Supporting Information of ref ([@ref1017]) for numerical values. *U*~sq~/empty means system energy without considering the central ion. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1017]). Copyright 2012 John Wiley and Sons.](cr-2016-00440p_0094){#fig94}

These authors have also incorporated the ligand field effect using the AOM for the Cu^2+^ ion in the AMOEBA force field.^[@ref1016]^ In their work, they used MP2 calculated results as their benchmark data, because the DFT functionals, B3LYP and B2PLYP-D, gave divergent results. Similar to the AMOEBA-VB model described above, the AMOEBA-AOM model also effectively simulated the square-planar structure of the Cu(H~2~O)~4~^2+^ complex, giving it a lower energy than the tetrahedral one, while standard AMOEBA could not reproduce this effect (see [Figure [95](#fig95){ref-type="fig"}](#fig95){ref-type="fig"}). The Jahn--Teller effect was well reproduced using this model in the gas phase for the Cu(H~2~O)~6~^2+^ complex, but in the aqueous phase this was not apparent because the dual peak was not observed in the Cu--O RDF in aqueous solution. The AMOBEA-AOM model predicted that the mean residence time of the first solvation shell water molecules for Cu^2+^ was 0.6--1.8 ns at room temperature, which was in accord with available experimental data (∼5 ns). In general, the AMOEBA-AOM force field was shown to outperform AMOEBA, when compared to QM calculated results. However, it elongates the Cu^2+^--S distance between the metal ion and Met group and could not well reproduce the sulfur ligand binding energies. The authors also proposed that AMOEBA-AOM might not be suitable for simulating system with strong covalent interactions, while the AMOEBA-VB model would be more appropriate.

![Potential energy difference between square-planar and tetrahedral tetra-aqua Cu^2+^ complexes with the water--water interaction removed. Negative values indicate that the square-planar structure is lower in potential energy than the tetrahedral geometry. Reprinted with permission from ref ([@ref1016]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](cr-2016-00440p_0095){#fig95}

8. Conclusions and Perspectives {#sec8}
===============================

8.1. Conclusions {#sec8.1}
----------------

There are a broad range of options to model metal ion-containing systems. However, for the uninitiated, the range of choices can be truly bewildering. The best way to proceed depends on a number of factors coupled with what exactly someone is trying to accomplish. To address this issue, we attempt to simplify the structure of the extensive discussion present in this Review by summarizing our suggestions for modeling TM-containing systems using QM and MM models. These suggestions are only meant to help initiate a study on metal ion-containing systems, and the reader is urged to review the sections most appropriate to their choice of model to understand their strengths and weaknesses and range of applicability in more detail. It is easy to go astray when modeling metal ions (even for so-called "experts"), so caveat emptor!

### 8.1.1. Quantum Mechanical Methods {#sec8.1.1}

Generally, the main group metal elements and Zn (it is easy to model zinc complexes as normal organic molecules) are well represented using DFT and post-HF methods with large basis sets. However, it is really challenging to model TMs, especially the middle series, in the periodic table due to their various spin states. Overall, the HF method is not suggested to use to study TM-containing systems due to the use of a single-determinant and omission of correlation effects. Care should be taken when one uses semiempirical methods to study such systems due to their minimal basis set. Moreover, attention should also be paid when using post-HF methods (e.g., MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) methods) to model TM species again because of their use of a single-determinant. Multiple reference methods such as CASSCF offer significant improvement in describing multireference systems like many TM species but are not practical for the study of large systems due to their extraordinary computational needs. Meanwhile, the DMRG method is a promising approach to model TM-containing systems with strong multireference characteristics.

The ccCA composite approach is recommended to obtain reference energy properties (e.g., HOFs) for TM species. DFT methods with their high computational speed could be very good choices to computationally study TM-containing systems. However, a large number of DFT functionals are available, and attention should be paid to choosing the appropriate one. In general, for pure metal systems, the functionals that approach the noble gas limit are recommended, while for multireference systems nonhybrid functionals are the best choice. For TM complexes containing organic ligands, the hybrid functionals may offer some improvements. However, the hybrid functionals with more than 40% HF exchange energy are not recommended. In terms of basis set choices, the basis sets of the ligands play a larger role than the basis set of the metal ions. All electron basis sets are recommended for the ligands, while effective core potentials can be used on the TMs. This is because the effective core potential considers the relativistic effect (which can be large for heavy metal elements) to some extent at a reduced computational cost. However, we note that the optimal basis set is also dependent on the DFT functional choice.

### 8.1.2. Force Field Models {#sec8.1.2}

For ions that have strong ionic characteristics (e.g., Na^+^, K^+^, F^--^, Cl^--^, Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^), the electrostatic term dominates its interaction with surrounding ligands. A nonbonded approach including electrostatic and VDW interactions is recommended for these situations, while charge scaling may be needed to better reproduce structural and dynamic properties in high salt concentrations. There are several classifications for nonbonded models: (1) The widely used 12-6 nonbonded model offers generally excellent results for the alkali metal ions except Li^+^. This is because the partial charges on these ions are close to the formal charge (+1e), making a point charge model an appropriate representation. (2) The 12-6-4, CDAM, DO, IDM, and LFMM models are suggested for use for the remaining monovalent ions as well as with divalent ions. This is because the 12-6 nonbonded model fails to describe the non-negligible polarization and CT effects for these ions, making it hard to reproduce multiple properties simultaneously. Meanwhile, the models listed above, which incorporate the polarization and CT interactions to some extent, can offer significant improvements. (3) The 12-6-4 and IDM models are suggested for highly charged ions. A combined model can also be used if the metal ion is only coordinated by water molecules.

The VALBOND and bonded models are recommended for use with TM complexes with strong covalent character or those that contain strong ion-ligand binding interactions that are largely invariant with time (i.e., no exchange or CN change). For the bonded model, the Seminario method is preferred because of its ease of use and good accuracy. An automatic parametrization method can be used for a metal site of specific interest. However, because the 1-3 nonbonded interaction is usually not included in the bonded model, it can fail for systems in which there are only attractive 1-4 electrostatic interactions (e.g., two adjacent coordinated water molecules). Hence, a bonded model with additional 1-3 terms or a nonbonded model with restrained interactions can be utilized in these situations. If one wants to study ligand switching at a specific coordination site, a hybrid unpolarized model can be used. To model the Jahn--Teller effect, the CDAM, bonded, LFMM, and ReaxFF models can be used. If one wants to study chemical reactions around metal ion-containing reactive centers, the cluster QM, QM/MM, or ReaxFF approaches are viable choices. The FQ model is the best approach to rapidly determine atomic charges and for screening large databases for ligand/material design. We have listed the availability of various models in several popular MD simulation packages in [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}, and several parametrization tools for building up the bonded model are summarized in [Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}.

###### Availability of Various Models in Several Popular MD Simulation Packages[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                                model/software package                                                                     
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------- ----- ----------------- ----------------- ----- -----
  unpolarized[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   yes                      yes               yes   yes               yes               yes   yes
  FQ                                            no                       yes               no    no                no                no    yes
  DO                                            no                       yes               yes   yes^[@ref1039]^   no                no    yes
  IDP                                           yes                      yes               no    yes               yes               no    no
  ReaxFF                                        no                       no                no    no                no                yes   yes
  LFMM                                          no                       no                no    no                yes^[@ref1025]^   no    no
  VALBOND                                       no                       yes^[@ref1029]^   no    no                no                no    no

The unpolarized models consist of the bonded, nonbonded, cationic dummy atom, combined, and coarse-grained models. All of these models have similar functional forms, and most MD simulation packages can handle all of them.

###### Availability of Some Parametrization Tools To Facilitate Building Bonded Models of Metal-Containing Systems

                                                   language   method               support software                       ref
  ------------------------------------------------ ---------- -------------------- -------------------------------------- --------------
  Hess2FF[a](#t6fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}          Perl       Seminario            Gaussian                               ([@ref669])
  MCPB[b](#t6fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}             C++        Seminario/Z-matrix   Gaussian                               ([@ref1])
  parafreq[c](#t6fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}         Python     Burger               Gaussian                               ([@ref682])
  MCPB.py[d](#t6fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}          Python     Seminario/Z-marix    Gaussian/GAMESS-US                     ([@ref671])
  CartHess2FC.py[e](#t6fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}   Python     Seminario/Z-marix    Gaussian/GAMESS-US                     ([@ref1040])
  VFFDT[f](#t6fn6){ref-type="table-fn"}            C++        Seminario            Gaussian/GAMESS-US/ORCA/Q-Chem/MOPAC   ([@ref672])

Can be downloaded from <http://www.theochem.kth.se/~lixin/course/Hess2FF.pl>.

Available in AmberTools from AmberTools1.5 to AmberTools16.

Available at <http://www.chemistry.mcmaster.ca/ayers/5_software/para_freqv_1.3.tgz>.

Available in AmberTools15, AmberTools16, and GitHub: <https://github.com/Amber-MD/pymsmt>.

Avaliable in AmberTools16 and GitHub: <https://github.com/Amber-MD/pymsmt>.

Avaliable at Dropbox, <https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hlefz8xy8o23q44/AADZGTBN-aJ07flZ-kM0s4U6a?dl=0>, and Baidu Cloud, <https://pan.baidu.com/share/home?uk=2642812499>.

8.2. Perspectives {#sec8.2}
-----------------

Overall, it is still challenging to accurately model metal ion-containing systems, especially those containing TMs. Experimental studies, development of novel models and algorithms, as well as software development and application studies are all important to further facilitate research in this area. First, theoretical research of metal containing systems is being held back by the dearth of experimental data. With more and higher quality experimental data, computational methods (both QM and MM) could be better parametrized. With extensive experimental information at hand, benchmark studies to better understand the pros and cons of existing models can be carried out guiding the development of next generation models. Second, it is important to develop new models that better encapsulate the physics of metal ion-containing systems at an affordable cost. For example, models that accurately represent the structural dynamics of metal centers and bond breaking/formation processes are needed to accurately model TM-containing systems. Third, advanced algorithms that bridge the gap between quantum and classical models are needed. Current algorithms could be refined or new algorithms could be proposed that better reproduce the quantum effects in classical models. For example, algorithms that could allow classical models to better reproduce quantum calculated Hessian matrixes (like the Seminario method versus the *Z*-matrix method) would be beneficial. Finally, software development also plays an important role in facilitating model development, allowing for the rapid prototyping of various models to examine their applicability to a given problem.
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:   effective core potential

EDA

:   energy decomposition analysis

EEM

:   electronegativity equalization method

EPM

:   electrostatic potential map

EQeq

:   extended charge equilibration

ESP

:   electrostatic potential

EVB

:   empirical valence bond

EXAFS

:   extended X-ray absorption fine structure

FCC

:   face centered cubic

FEP

:   free-energy perturbation

FQ

:   fluctuating charge

FQ-DCT

:   FQ discrete charge-transfer

FS

:   Finnis--Sinclair

G1

:   Gaussian-1

G2

:   Gaussian-2

G3

:   Gaussian-3

G4

:   Gaussian-4

GAFF

:   general AMBER force field

GAM

:   gradient approximation for molecules

GEM

:   Gaussian electrostatic model

GGA

:   generalized gradient approximation

GME

:   Gmelinite

GPU

:   graphic processing unit

GROMOS

:   a force field associated with Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations (GROMACS) software package

GSK3β

:   glycogen synthase kinase 3β

GolP

:   gold-protein

HCAI

:   human carbonic anhydrase I

HCAII

:   human carbonic anhydrase II

HCP

:   hexagonal close packed

HF

:   Hartree--Fock

HFE

:   hydration free energy

HO

:   hybrid orbital

HOF

:   heat of formation

HSAB

:   hard soft acid base

HV

:   hypervalent

Hp

:   *Helicobacter pylori*

IDM

:   induced dipole model

INDO

:   intermediate neglect of differential overlap

IOD

:   ion--oxygen distance of first solvation shell

IRF

:   interaction round a face

IP

:   ionization potential

IR

:   infrared

KA

:   Klebsella aerogenes

KBI

:   Kirkwood--Buff integral

LAXS

:   large-angle X-ray scattering

LB

:   Lorentz--Berthelot

LC

:   crystal lattice constant

LCAO

:   linear combination of atomic orbitals

LDA

:   local density approximation

LE

:   crystal lattice energy

LF

:   ligand field

LFMM

:   ligand field molecular mechanics

LFSE

:   ligand field stabilization energy

LIE

:   linear interaction energy

LJ

:   Lennard-Jones

LSDA

:   local spin density approximation

MAD

:   mean absolute deviation

MAPE

:   mean absolute percentage error

MARTINI

:   a coarse-grained force field developed by Marrink et al. for biomolecular simulations

MB-nrg

:   many-body-energy

MC

:   Monte Carlo

MCPB

:   metal center parameter builder

MD

:   molecular dynamics

MDEC

:   molecular dynamics electronic continuum

MIL

:   Material from Institute Lavoisier

MINDO

:   modified intermediate neglect differential overlap

MM

:   molecular mechanics

MM/GBSA

:   molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area

MM/PBSA

:   molecular mechanics Poisson--Boltzmann surface area

MMFF

:   Merck molecular force field

MMP

:   matrix metalloproteinase

MNDO

:   modified neglect of diatomic overlap

MO

:   molecular orbital

MOE

:   molecular operating environment

MOF

:   metal--organic framework

MOLPRO

:   a quantum chemistry software package developed by Knowles, Werner, and co-workers

MP2

:   Møller--Plesset perturbation theory to the second order

MP3

:   Møller--Plesset perturbation theory to the third order

MP4

:   Møller--Plesset perturbation theory to the fourth order

MS-EVB

:   multistate empirical valence bond

MSINDO

:   modified SINDO

NMR

:   nuclear magnetic resonance

NNLC

:   nearest neighbor ligands correction

NPA

:   natural population analysis

OPC

:   optimal point charge

OPLS

:   optimized potentials for liquid simulations

OPLS-AA

:   OPLS with all atom representation

OPLS-AAP

:   OPLS-AA with induced dipoles

OPLS-CM1AP

:   OPLS with with CM1A charge and induced dipoles

ORCA

:   a quantum chemistry software package developed by Neese and co-workers

PBC

:   periodic boundary condition

PBF

:   Poisson--Boltzmann finite element continuum solvation model

PCFF

:   polymer consistent force field

PCM

:   polarizable continuum model

PDA

:   pair defect approximation

PDB

:   protein databank

PEOE

:   partial equalization of orbital electronegativity

PES

:   potential energy surface

PFF

:   polarizable force field

PHF

:   partial Hessian fitting

PIPF

:   polarizable intermolecular potential function

PM3

:   parametric method 3

PME

:   particle mesh Ewald

PMF

:   potential of mean force

POL

:   polarization

PQEq

:   periodic charge equilibration

Q-Chem

:   a quantum chemistry software package developed by Q-Chem Inc.

QCISD

:   quadratic configuration interaction singles doubles

QEq

:   charge equilibration

QM

:   quantum mechanics

QM/MM

:   quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics

QPCT

:   quantum calibrated polarizable-charge transfer

QSAR

:   quantitative structure-acitivity relationship

RASSCF

:   restricted active space consistent field

RDF

:   radial distribution function

REBO

:   reactive empirical bond order

REPEAT

:   repeating electrostatic potential extracted atomic

RESP

:   restrained electrostatic potential

RG

:   renormalization group

RHF

:   restricted Hartree--Fock

RMS

:   root mean square

RMSD

:   root mean square deviation

RMSF

:   root mean square fluctation

RNA

:   ribonucleic acid

ROHF

:   restricted-open-shell-Hartree--Fock

RVS

:   reduced variational space

ReaxFF

:   reactive force field

SAPT

:   symmetry-adapted perturbation theory

SC

:   Sutton--Chen

SCC-DFTB

:   self-consistent charge density functional tight binding

SCF

:   self-consistent field

SCS

:   spin component scaled

SE

:   semiempirical

SFC

:   semifluctuating charge

SHAPES

:   a classical force field developed by Landis et al.

SIBFA

:   sum of interactions between fragments computed ab initio

SINDO

:   symmetrically orthogonalized INDO

SINDO1

:   a semiempirical quantum mechanics method developed by Jug et al.

SLEF

:   short--long effective function

SNase

:   staphylococcal nuclease

SOD

:   sodalite

SPC

:   simple point charge water model

SPC/E

:   extended simple point charge water model

SWM4-DP

:   simple water model with four sites and Drude polarizability

SWM4-NDP

:   simple water model with four sites and negative Drude polarizability

TB

:   tight-binding

TB-SMA

:   tight-binding with second moment approximation

TI

:   thermodynamic integration

TIP3P

:   transferable intermolecular potential 3-point charges

TIP4P

:   transferable intermolecular potential 4-point charges

TIP4P~EW~

:   TIP4P water model for Ewald summation

TIPS

:   transferable intermolecular potential function

TM

:   transition metal

TPD

:   temperature-programmed desorption

TraPPE

:   transferable potentials for phase equilibria

TST

:   transition state theory

TTM

:   Thole-type model

UFF

:   Universal force field UNRES United residue

VALBOND

:   a force field developed by Landis et al. based on the VB theory

VB

:   valence bond

VDW

:   van der Waals

VESPR

:   valence shell electron pair repulsion

VFFDT

:   visual force field derivation toolkit

XRD

:   X-ray diffraction

ZAFF

:   zinc AMBER force field

ZIF

:   zeolitic imidazolate framework

ZINDO

:   Zerner INDO method

ccCA

:   correlation consistent composite approach

ccCA-TM

:   ccCA for transition metals

pyMSMT

:   python metal site modeling toolbox

rp-ccCA

:   relativistic pseudopotential ccCA
